
SAFETY EVALUATIONBY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

RELATEDTO AMENDMENTNO. [203] TO FACILITYOPERATING'LICENSE NPF-14

ANDAMENDMENTNO. [ ] TO FACILITYOPERATING LICENSE NPF-22

SUSQUEHANNA STEAM ELECTRIC STATION UNITS NO. 1 AND2

Pennsylvania Power and Light

DOCKET NOS. 50-387 AND 50-388

I. INTRODUCTION

Susquehanna Steam Electric Plant Units No. 1 and 2 (SSES) have been operating with
Technical Specifications (TS) issued with the original operating licenses on June 8, 1983, and
February 12, 1985, as amended from time to time. By letter dated August 1, 1996, as
supplemented by letters dated November 26, 1997, January 6, March 2, April24, and [ ], 1998,
Pennsylvania Power & Light (the licensee) proposed to amend Appendix A of Operating Licenses
No. NPF-14 and NPF-22 to completely revise the SSES TS. The proposed amendments were
based upon: (1) NUREG-'1433, "Standard Technical Specifications - General Electric Plants,"
Revision 1, dated April 1995; (2) guidance in the "NRC Final Policy Statement on Technical
Specification Improvements for Nuclear Power Reactors" (Final Policy Statement), published on
July 22, 1993 (58 FR 39132); and (3) 10 CFR 50.36, as amended July 19,1995 (60 FR 36953).
The overall objective of the proposed amendment, consistent with the Final Policy Statement,
was to rewrite, reformat, and streamline completely the existing TS for SSES.

g

Hereinafter, the proposed TS are referred to as the improved TS (ITS), the existing SSES TS are
referred to as the current TS (CTS), and the TS in NUREG-1433 are referred to as the standard
TS (STS). The corresponding TS Bases are ITS Bases, CTS Bases, and STS Bases,
respectively.

In addition to basing its ITS on STS and the Final Policy Statement, the licensee retained
portions of the CTS as a basis for the ITS. Plant-specific issues, including design features,
requirements, and operating practices, were discussed with the licensee during a series of
conference calls and meetings that concluded on [May 20, 1998]. Based on these discussions,
tlie licensee revised its proposed changes by a submittal dated [ ], 1998. In addition, the
licensee proposed matters of a generic nature that were not in STS. The NRC staff requested
that the licensee submit such generic issues as a proposed change to STS through the Nuclear
Energy Institute's Technical Specifications Task Force (TSTF). These generic issues were
considered for specific applications, in the SSES ITS, Consistent with the Final Policy Statement,
the licensee proposed transferring some CTS requirements to licensee-controlled documents.
In addition, human factors principles were emphasized to add cianty to the CTS requirements
being retained in the ITS and to define more dearly the appropriate scope of the ITS. Further,
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significant changes were proposed to the CTS Bases to make each ITS requirement dearer and

easier to understand.

The Commission's proposed action on the SSES application for an amendment dated
August 1, 1996, was published in the Federal Register on [xxxxx, 199x.(xx FR xxxxx)]. The
'Staffs evaluation of the application, including supplements to the licensee's ITS proposal,
submitted by letters dated [ ], 1998, that resulted from NRC requests for information and
discussions with the licensee during the NRC staff review, is presented in this Safety Evaluation

(SE). These plant-specific changes serve to clanfy the ITS with respect to the guidance in the
Final Policy Statement and STS. Therefore, the changes are within the scope of the action
described in the initial Federal Register notice.

During its review, the NRC staff relied on the Final Policy Statement and the STS as guidance for
acceptance of CTS changes. This SE provides a summary basis for the NRC staff conclusion
that SSES can develop ITS based on STS, as modiTied by plant-specific changes, and that the
use of the ITS is acceptable for continued operation. Part III of this SE explains the further NRC
staff conclusion that the conversion of the SSES CTS to those based on STS, as'modified by
plant-specific changes, is consistent with the SSES current licensing basis and the requirements
of 10 CFR 50.36. The NRC staff also acknowledges that, as indicated in the Final Policy
Statement, the conversion to STS is a voluntary process. Therefore, it is acceptable that the ITS
differs from STS, reflecting the current licensing basis. The NRC staff approves the licensee's
changes to the CTS with modifications documented in the revised submittals.

For the reasons statedinfia in this SE, the NRC staff finds that the TS issued with this license
amendment comply with Section 182a of the Atomic Energy Act, 10 CFR 50.36, and the
guidance in the Final Policy Statement, and that they are in accord with the common defense and
security and provide adequate protection of the health and safety of the public.

II. BACKGROUND

Section 182a of the Atomic Energy Act requires that applicants for nuclear power plant operating
licenses will state:

[S]uch technical specifications, including information of the amount, kind, and source of
special nuclear material required, the place of the use, the specific characteristics of the
facility, and such other information as the Commission may, by rule or regulation, deem

'ecessary in order to enable it to find that the utilization... of special nuclear material
will be in accord with the common defense and security and willprovide adequate
protection to the health and safety of the public. Such technical specifications shall be a
part of any license issued.

In 10 CFR 50.36, the Commission established its regulatory requirements related to the content
of TS, In doing so, the Commission placed emphasis on those matters related to the prevention
of accidents and the mitigation of accident consequences; the Commission noted that applicarits
were expected to incorporate into their TS "those items that are directly re'lated to maintaining the
integrity of the physical bamers designed to contain radioactivity," Statement of Consideration,
"Technical Specifications for Facility Licenses; Safety Analysis Reports," 33 FR 18610
(December 17, 1968). Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.36, TS are required to include items in the
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following five specific categories: (1) safety limits, limiting safety system settings and limiting
control settings; (2) limiting conditions for operation (LCOs); (3) surveillance requirements (SR);

(4) design features; and (5) administrative controls. However, the rule does not spedfy the
particular requirements to be induded in a plant's TS.

For several years, NRC and industry representatives have sought to develop guidelines for
improving the content and quality of nudear power plant TS. On Februaiy 6, 1987, the
Commission issued an interim policy statement on TS improvements, "Interim Policy Statement
on Technical Specification Improvements for Nudear Power Reactors" (52 FR 3788). During the
period from 1989 to 1992, the utilityOwners Groups and the NRC staff developed improved
standard technical specifications that would establish models of the Commission's policy for each
primary reactor type. In addition, the NRC staff, licensees, and Owners Groups developed
genenc administrative and editorial guidelines in the form of. a "Writers Guide" for preparing
technical specifications, which gives greater consideration to human factors principles and was
used throughout the development of licensee-specific ITS.

In September 1992, the Commission issued NUREG-1433, which was developed using the
guidance and criteria contained in the Commission's interim policy statement. STS were
established as a model for developing improved TS for General Electric BWRQ plants in general.
STS reflect the results of a detailed review of the application of the interim policy statement
criteria to generic system functions, which were published in a "Split Report".issued to the
Nuclear Steam System Supplier (NSSS) Owners Groups in May 1988. STS also reflect the
results of extensive discussions concerning various drafts of STS, so that the application of the
TS criteria and the Writer's Guide would consistently. reflect detailed system configurations and
operating characteristics for all NSSS designs. As such, the generic Bases presented in
NUREG-1433 provide an abundance of information regarding the extent to which the STS
present requirements that are necessary to protect public health and safety.

On July 22, 1993, the Commission issued its Final Policy Statement, expressing the view that
satisfying the guidance in the policy statement also satisfies Section 182a of the Act and 10 CFR
50.36 (58 FR 39132). The Final Policy Statement described the safety benefits of the improved
STS, and encouraged licensees to use the improved STS as the basis for plant-spedfic TS
amendments, and for complete conversions to improved STS. Further, the Final Policy
Statement gave guidance for evaluating the required scope of the TS and defined the guidance
criteria to be used in determining which of the LCOs and associated surveillances should remain
in the TS. The Commission noted that, in allowing certain items to be relocated to licensee-
controlled documents while requiring that other items be retained in the TS; it was adopting the
qualitative standard enunciated by the Atomic Safety and Ucensing Appeal Board in Portland
General Electric Co. (Trojan Nudear Plant), ALAB-531, 9 NRC 263, 273 (1979). There, the
Appeal Board observed:

tT]here is neither a statutory nor a regulatory requirement that every operational detail
set forth in an applicant's safety analysis report (or equivalent) be subject to a technical
specification, to be induded in the license as an absolute condition of operation which is
legally binding upon the licensee unless and until changed with specific Commission
approval. Rather, as best we can discern it, the contemplation of both the Act and the
regulations is that technical speciTications are'to be reserved for those matters as to
which the imposition of rigid conditions or limitations upon reactor operation is deemed
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necessary to obviate the possibility of an abnormal situation or event giving rise to an
immediate threat to the public health and safety (footnote omitted).

By this approach, existing LCO requirements that fall within or satisfy any of the criteria in the
Final Policy Statement should be retained in the TS; those LCO requirements that do not fall
within or satisfy these criteria may be relocated to licensee-controlled documents. The
Commission codified the. four criteria in 10 CFR 50.36 (60 FR 36593, July 19, 1995). The four
criteria are as follows:

Critenon 1

Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.

Criterion 2

A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a
design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.

Criterion 3

A structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path and which
functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes
the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.,

Criterion 4

A structure, system, or component which operating experience or probabilistic safety
assessment has shown to be significant to public health and safety.

I

Part III of this SE explains the NRC staff conclusion that the conversion of the SSES CTS to
those based on STS, as modified by plant-specific changes, is consistent with the SSES current
licensing basis and the requirements and guidance of the Final Policy Statement and 10 CFR
50.36.

III. EVALUATION
~ I

The NRC staffs ITS review evaluates changes to CTS that fall into seven categories defined by
the licensee and Includes an evaluation. of whether existing regulatory requirements are adequate
for controlling future changes to requirements removed from the GTS and placed in licensee-
controlled documents. This evaluation also discusses the NRC staff's plans for monitoring the
licensee's implementation of these controls at SSES.

~ I ~ I 'L I

In addition to the initial submittal of August 1 1996, as supplemented, the NRC staff review
identified the need for clarifications and additions to the submittal in order to establish an
appropriate regulatory basis for translation of current TS requirements into ITS. Each change
proposed in the amendment request is identified. as either a discussion of change (DOC) to CTS
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or a justification for deviation from STS.. The NRC staff comments were documented as
requests for additional information (RAIs) and forwarded to the licensee for response by letters
dated [January x, 1997]..The licensee provided written responses to the NRC staff requests in

letters dated November 26, 1997 and January 6, March 2, April24, and [ ], 1998. The docketed
letters clarified and revised the licensee basis for translating CTS requirements into ITS. The
NRC staff finds that the licensee's submittals provide sufficient detail to allow the staff to reach a
conclusion regarding the adequacy of the licensee's proposed changes.

The license amendment application was organized such that changes were included in each of
the following CTS change cat'egories, as appropriate:

(1) Administrative Changes, (See Table A, listing the non-technical changes in the
presentation of existing requirements);

(2) Technical Changes - More Restrictive, (See table M, listing new or additional
'equirements in the ITS);

(3) Technical Changes - Less Restrictive (specTiic), (See Table L, listing changes, deletions
and relaxations of CTS requirements);

(4) Technical Changes - Less Restrictive (generic), (See Table L, listing changes
increasing the surveillance interval of 'R'rom eighteen months to twenty four
months, for surveillances other than channel calibrations (LB) and for channel
calibrations (LD));

(5) Technical Changes - Less Restrictive (generic), (LC), i.e., eliminates the CTS
requirement to perform various Surveillance Requirements "within x hours prior to the

,start of...";
I

(6) Technical Changes - Less Restrictive (generic), (See Table RL, listing deletion of
existing TS requirements by movement of information and requirements from existing
specifications (that are otherwise being retained) to licensee-controlled documents,
Including TS Bases (LA));

(7) Relocated Specifications, (See Table RL, listing relaxations in which whole
specifications (the LCO and associated action and SR) are removed from the existing
TS (an NRC-controlled document) and placed in license~ntrolled documents).

These general categories of changes to the licensee's current TS requirements and STS
differences may be better understood as follows: ~ l

A. Administrative Changes 'h, * I

Administrative (non-technical) changes are intended to incorporate human factors principles into
the form and structure of the ITS so that plant operations personnel can use them more easily.
These changes are editorial in nature or involve the reorganization or reformatting of CTS
requirements without affecting technical content or operational restrictions. Every section of the
ITS reflects this type of change. In order to ensure consistency, the NRC staff and the licensee
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have used STS as guidance to reformat and make other administrative changes. Among the
changes proposed by the licensee and found acceptable by the NRC staff are:

'1)

providing the appropriate numbers, etc., for STS bracketed information (information that
must be supplied on a plant-specific basis and that may change from plant to plant);

(2) identifying plant-specific wording for system names, etc.;

(3) changing the wording of specification titles in STS to conform to existing plant practices;

(4) splitting up requirements currently grouped under a single current specification to more
appropriate locations in two or more specifications of ITS;

combining related requirements currently presented in separate specifications of the
CTS into a single specification of ITS;

(6) presentation changes that involve rewording or reformatting for clarity (including moving
an existing requirement to another location within the TS) but which do not involve a
change in requirements; A

(7) wording changes and additions that are consistent with current interpretation and
practice, and that more dearly or explicitly state existing requirements; and,

(8) deletion of redundant TS requirements that exist elsewhere in TS.

Table A lists the administrative changes proposed in ITS. Table A is organized by the
corresponding ITS section discussion of change, and provides a summary description of the
administrative change that was made, and CTS and ITS LCO references. The NRC staff
reviewed all of the administrative and editorial changes proposed by the licensee and finds them
acceptable, because they are compatible with the Writers Guide and STS, do not result in any
substantive change in operating requirements and are consistent with the Commission's
regulations.

B. Technical Changes - More Restrictive

The licensee, in electing to implement the specifications of STS proposed a number of
requirements more restrictive than those in the CTS. ITS requirements in this category Include
requirements that are either new, more conservative than corresponding requirements in the
CTS, or that have additional restrictions that are not in the CTS but are in STS. Examples of
more restrictive requirements are placing an LCO on plant equipment which is not required by
the CTS to be operable, more restrictive requirements to restore inoperable equipment, and
more restrictive SRs. Table M lists all the more restrictive changes proposed In ITS. Table M is
organized by the corresponding ITS section discussion of change and provides a summary
description of the more restrictive change that was adopted, and CTS and ITS LCO references.
These changes are additional restrictions on plant operation that enhance safety and are
acceptable.
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C. Technical Changes - Less Restrictive (Specific)

Less restrictive requirements Include changes, deletions and relaxations to portions of current TS

requirements that are not being retained in ITS. When requirements have been shown to give
little or no safety benefit, their removal from the TS may be appropriate. In most cases,
relaxations previously granted to individual plants on a plant-specific basis were the result of (1)
generic NRC actions, (2) new staff positions that have evolved from technological advancements
and operating experience, or (3) resolution of the Owners Groups comments on STS. The NRC

staff reviewed generic relaxations contained in the STS and found them acceptable because they
are consistent with current licensing practices and the Commission's regulations. The SSES
design was also reviewed to determine ifthe specific design basis and licensing basis are
epnsistent with the technical basis for the model requirements In STS, and thus provide a basis

for ITS.

A significant number of changes to the CTS involved changes, deletions and relaxations to
portions of current TS requirements evaluated as Categories I through IX that follow:

Category I - Relaxation of Applicability

Category II - Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency

Category 111 - Relaxation of Required Actions Details

Category IV - Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability

Category V - Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria

Category Vl - Relaxation of Completion Time

'Category Vll - AllowMode changes when LCO not met

Category Vill- Elimination of the requirement to'lock the Reactor Mode switch in
"Shutdown"

Category IX- Elimination of GTS Reporting Requirements

Category X - Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

The following discussions address why various technical specifications within each of the nine
categories of information or specific requirements are not required to be Included in ITS .-

I

Relaxation of A licabiii (Catego~ 1)

Reactor operating conditions are used in GTS to define when the LCO features are required to
be operable. GTS applicabilities can be specific defined terms of reactor conditions: hot
shutdown, cold shutdown, reactor critical or power operating condition. Applicabilities can also be
more general. Depending on the circumstances, GTS may require that the LCO be maintained
within limits in "all modes" or "any operating mode.'eneralized applicability conditions are not
contained in STS, therefore ITS eliminate GTS requirements such as "all modes" or "any
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operating mode, replacing them with ITS defined modes or applicable conditions that are
consistent with the application of the plant safety analysis assumptions for operability of the
required features.

In another application of this type of change, CTS requirements may be eliminated during
conditions forwhich the safety function of the specified safety system is met because the feature
is performing its intended safety function. Deleting applicability requirements that are
indeterminant or which are inconsistent with application'of accident analyses assumptions is
acceptable because when LCOs cannot be met, the TS are satisfied by exiting the applicability
thus taking the plant out of the conditions that require the safety system to be operable. These
changes are consistent with STS and changes specified as Category I are acceptable.

Relaxation of Surveillance Fre uen 'Cafego~ II)

CTS and ITS surveillance frequencies specify time interval requirements for performing
surveillance requirement testing. Increasing the time interval between surveillance tests in the
ITS results in decreased equipment unavailability due to test which also increases equipment
availability. In general, the STS contain test frequencies that are consistent with industry practice
or industry standards for achieving acceptable levels of equipment reliability. Adopting testing
practices specified in the STS is acceptable based on similar design, like-component testing for
the'system application and the availability of other TS requirements which provide regular checks
to ensure limits are met.

Reduced testing can result in a safety enhancement because the unavailability due to test is
reduced; in turn, reliabilityof the affected structure, system or component should remain constant
or increase. Reduced testing is acceptable where operating experience, industry practice or the
industry standards such as manufacturers'ecommendations have shown that these
components usually pass the Surveillance when performed at the specified interval, thus the
frequency is acceptable from a reliability standpoint. Surveillance frequency changes to
incorporate alternate train testing have been shown to be acceptable where other qualitative or
quantitative test requirements are required which are established predictors of system
performance, e.g., a 31 day air flowtest is an indicator that positive pressure In a controlled
space willbe maintained because this test would use the same fans as the less frequent ITS 36
month pressurization test and industry experience shows that components usually pass the
pressurization test. Additionally, surveillance frequency extension can be based on staff-
approved topical reports. The NRC staff has accepted topical report changes where topical
report analyses bound the plant-specific design and component reliability assumptions, These
changes are consistent with STS and changes specified as Category II are acceptable.

\

Surveillance Frequencies reduced by elimination of certain testing requirements which are based
on plant evolutions or are performed "prior to" certain activities is acceptable because .

performance of these evolutions should not result in the inoperability of the required function and
the normal Surveillance Frequency provides adequate assurance that the LCO requirements are
satisfied. Elimination of the requirement to perform the verification at a reduced frequency "prior
to" the activity is not significant because the normal periodic Surveillance Frequency is
established to provide adequate assurance that requirements are b'eing met. Ifthe Surveillance
has been performed within the normal specified interval,. reliance on. the results is allowed since
ITS SR 3.0.1 requires that SRs must be met during the applicable Mode or other specified
condition. The normal Surveillance Frequency provides adequate assurance that the LCO
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requirements are satisfied. Ifany Surveillance has not been performed within this interval,
specified activity may not be performed. This ensures the requirements are adequately checked
prior to and during these activities.

Surveillance Frequencies reduced by not requiring testing to be performed until after plant
conditions have been entered where the LCO is required are acceptable because for these
Surveillance Requirements, the testing can only be performed under the specified conditions.
Furthermore, operating experience shows that in these instances the plant equipment normally
passes their surveillance tests.

Relaxation of Re uired Actions Details (Category III)

CTS provides lists of acceptable devices that may be used to satisfy LCO requirements. The ITS
reflect the STS approach to provide LCO requirements that specify the protective limit that is
required to meet safety analysis assumptions for required features, The protective limits replace

'he lists of specific devices previously found to be acceptable to the NRC staff for meeting the
LCO. The ITS changes provide the same degree of protection required by the safety analysis
and provide flexibilityfor meeting limits'without adversely affecting operations since equivalent
features are required to be operable. These changes are consistent with STS and changes
specified as Category III are acceptable.

Relaxation'of Re uired Actions to exit A licabili (Categoiy IV)

CTS require that in the event specified LCOs are not met, penalty factors to reactor operation,
such as resetting setpoints, and power reductions shall be initiated as the method to reestablish
the appropriate limits. The ITS are constructed to specify actions for conditions of required
features made inoperable. Adopting ITS action requirements for exiting LCO applicabilities is
acceptable because the plant remains within analyzed parameters by performance of required
actions, or the actions are constructed to minimize risks associated with continued operation
white providing time to repair inoperable features. Such actions add margin to safety or verify

'quipmentstatus such as interlock status for the mode of operation, thereby providing assurance
that the plant is configured appropriately. or operations that could result in a challenge to safety
systems are exited in a time period that is commensurate with the safety importance of the
system. Additionally, other changes to TS actions include placing the reactor in a mode where
the specification no longer applies, usually resulting in an extension to the time period for taking
the plant into shutdown conditions. These actions are commensurate with industry standards for
reductions in thermal power in an orderly fashion without compromising safe operation of the
plant. These changes are consistent with STS and changes specified as Category V are
acceptable.

11

Relaxation of Surveillance Re uirement Acce tance Criteria (Category V)

„CTS require safety systems to be tested and verified operable prior to entering and while in
applicable conditions. ITS provide the additional requirement to verify operability by actual or test
conditions. Adopting the STS allowance for "actual" conditions is acceptable because TS
required features cannot distinguish between an "actual" signal or a "test" signal. Category V
also Includes changes to CTS requirements that are replaced in the ITS with separate and
distinct testing requirements which when combined Include operability verification of all TS
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required components for the features specified in the CTS. Adopting this format preference In
'he

STS is acceptable because TS SRs that remain Include testing of all previous features
required to be verified operable. These changes are consistent with STS and changes specified
as Category Vl are acceptable.

This Category also includes the elimination or changing of acceptance criteria which does not
verifyTechnical Specification requirements. For example, a requirement in CTS to test a pumps
capacity includes an upper and tower limit. In this example, the minimum flow requirement
ensures the assumptions of the plant's accident analysis are met, but the upper limit is not an
assumption in the event analysis and therefore, can be removed from the Technical
Specifications.

Relaxation of Com letion Time (Catego~ V/)

Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, STS specify times for completing required actions of
the associated TS conditions. Required actions of the associated conditions are used to
establish remedial measures that must be taken within specified completion times (allowed
outage times). These times define limits during which operation in a degraded condition is
permitted.

Adopting completion times from the STS is acceptable because completion times take into
account the operability status of the redundant systems of TS required features, the capacity and

'apability of remaining features, a reasonable time for repairs or replacement of required
features, and the low probability of a DBA occurring during the repair period. These changes are
consistent with the STS, and completion time extensions specified as Category Vll are.
acceptable.

AllowMode chan es when LCO not met (Category V//)

Making LCO 3.0.4 not applicable (allowing Mode changes when LCO is not met for specific
conditions) is acceptable because the requirements which are not met either perform a function
which does not result in the inoperability of any functions which are directly credited in the
mitigation of an event or other redundant components are available such that a single failure
would not result in a loss of function. Therefore, in these instances it is acceptable to eliminate
the requirements of LCO 3.0.4.

Elimination of the re uirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown
(Ca/ego~ V/I/)

Elimination of the requirement to "lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown is acceptable
because the Required Action still requires that the reactor mode switch be maintained in the
shutdown position when the specified condition is not met and Technical Specification
requirements willprevent withdrawal of control rods until the LCO requirements are restored,
Therefore, it is acceptable to eliminate the requirement to "hck" the Mode switch in shutdown.
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Elimination of CTS Re ortin Re uirements (Category IX)

CTS include requirements to submit Special Reports when specified limits are not met. Typically,
the time period for the report to be issued is within 30 days. However, the STS eliminates the TS

administrative control requirements for Special Reports and instead relies on the reporting
requirements of 10 CFR 50.73. ITS changes to reporting requirements are acceptable because

10 CFR 50.73 provides adequate reporting requirements, and the special reports do not affect
continued plant operation. Therefore, this change has no impact on the safe operation of the

plant. Additionally, deletion of TS reporting requirements reduces the administrative burden on
the plant and allows efforts to be concentrated on restoring TS required limits. These changes
are consistent with STS and changes specified as Category IXare acceptable.

Relaxation of Fuel cle from 18 to 24 Months (Category X)

The ITS includes changes to the frequency of the current, surveillance requirements (SRs) to
accommodate the p'lanned change from an 18 to 24-month fuel cycle. In their submittal, the,
licensee stated that the proposed modifications are based on the guidance provided by the staff
in Generic Letter (GL) 91-04, "Changes in Technical Specification Surveillance Intervals to
Accommodate a 24-Month Fuel Cycle," dated April 2, 1991. In the GL 91-04 letter, it is stated
that the NRC staff has reviewed a number of requests to extend 18-month surveillances to the
end of a fuel cycle and a few requests for changes in surveillance interval to accommodate a 24-
month fuel cycle. The staff has found that the effect on safety is small because safety systems
use redundant electricai and mechanical components and because licensees perform other
surveillances during plant operation that-confirm that these systems and components can
perform their safety functions. In applying GL 91-04, the licensee should evaluate the effect on
safety of an increase in 18-month surveillance intervals to accommodate a 24-month fuel cycle.
This evaluation should support a conclusion that the effect on safety is small. The licensee
should confirm that historical plant maintenance and surveillance data support this conclusion.
Also, the licensee should confirm that assumptions in the plant licensing basis would not be
invalidated on the basis of performing any surveillance at the bounding surveillance interval limit
provided to accommodate a 24-month fuel cycle. In consideration of these confirmations, the
licensee need not quantify the effect of the change in surveillance intervals on the availability of
individual systems or components..

In their submittal, the licensee stated that as-left/as-found data was collected as necessary to
perform an analysis using the "GEITAS program" which was obtained from General Electric. The
as-found and as-left data was taken from instrument calibration surveillance tests and was
analyzed. The analysis produced values at intervals from one to thirty months. The drift value
was then compared with the drift uncertainty associated with the specific instrument setpoint
analysis or in the case of instruments with no specific setpoint analysis, such as monitoring
instruments (e.g., Post Accident Monitoring instruments (SSES ITS 3.3.3.1)) a comparison was
made to appropriate instrument design criteria. Review of past test and surveillance data
indicated that the system performance during the surveillance test was found to be within
acceptable limits. No train failures were Identified by performance of the reference cyclic test
during the period reviewed. The licensee further stated that, based on the results of their
evaluation, system redundancy, detectability of the failures by other mid-cycle testing and
equipment performance during these mid-cycle tests, it was concluded that the proposed test
Interval extensions have an insignificant effect on safety.
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Based on the above, the staff concludes that in accordance with GL 91-04, the proposed
changes have a negligible effect on safety. Historical data supports this conclusion. The
proposed changes follows the guidance of GL 91M, and there are no plant-specific
circumstances that preclude 24-month testing intervals. Therefore, based on the compliance
with the GL 91-04 criteria, the proposed changes specTiied as Category Villare acceptable,

Matrix of Less Restrictive Chan es Table L

Table L lists all CTS requirements that have been deleted or changed and which pertain to
Category I through X and to the specific listing of changes discussed above. Table L is
organized by ITS section and includes: the section designation followed by the discussion of
change identifier, e.g., 1.1 L.1 (ITS Section 1.1, DOC L.1); a summary description of the change;
GTS and ITS LCO references; a reference to the specific change category as discussed below (if
applicable); and a characterization of the discussion of change.

Additionally, in electing to implement the specifications of STS, the licensee also proposed a
number of less restrictive changes to the CTS which do not fall within Categories I through X.
These changes are discussed below. The associated discussion of change identifier (e.g., L1) is
provided for these unique less restrictive changes. These unique changes are denoted in the
"Category" column of Table L.

Section 1,0 - Less Restrictive
1.1 - Definitions
L.1 The ITS Channel Functional Test definition combines analog and bistable channel

requirements. Combining the definitions allows the bistable channel test signal to be
injected "as dose to the sensor as practicable" in lieu of "into the sensor" as required in the
CTS definition governing bistable channels. The ITS definition of Logic System Functional
Test allows the signal to be injected "as dose to the sensor as practicable" in lieu of "from
sensor." Injecting a signal at the 'sensor increases the probability of actuating related
circuits that are not being tested in those cases where several logic channels are
associated with one sensor. Performing the test by injecting a signal at the sensor may
require Jumpering associated logic channels to prevent their initiation during the test, or
increasing the scope of the test to Include other logic channels. Either approach increases
the difficultyof performing the surveillance. Initiation of the signal dose to the sensor

'rovides a complete test of the logic channel and reduces the probability of an undesired
initiation. This change is consistent with the STS and has a negligible impact on safety.,

1,1 - Definitions
L2 The CTS definition for Dose Equivalent l-131, 1.9 specifies that "...The thyroid dose

conversion factors used for this calculation shall be those listed in Table III of TID-14844,
"Calculation of Distance Factors'for Power and Test Reactor Sites. The ITS definition for
Dose Equivalent I-131 allows the use of ICRP 30, Supplement to Part 1, page 192-212,
Table titled, "Committed Dose Equivalent in Target Organs or Tissues per Intake of Unit
Activity. In addition, the definition has been modified to identify that existing design basis
calculations willuse conversion factors specified in the original definition and Regulatory
Guide 1.109, Rev. 1. These ITS changes are necessary to adopt the use of the latest
conversion factors while recognizing that the original design basis calculations utilize the
older conversion factors. 'The changes are acceptable because although the new
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conversion factors are identified as a less restrictive change, the new conversion factors
provide increased accurate estimates of the total dose.

Section 2.0 - Less Restrictive

None

Section 3.0 - Less Restrictive
LCO 3.0.5
L1 ITS 3.0.5 is added to provide an exception to ITS 3.0.2 for instances where restoration of

inoperable equipment to an Operable status could not be performed while continuing to
comply with Required Actions. Many ITS Required Actions require the removal from

~ . service of an inoperable component, e.g., maintaining an isolation valve dosed, disarming
a control rod, or tripping an inoperable instrument channel, To allow the performance of
surveillance requirements to demonstrate the Operability of the equipment being returned
to service, or to demonstrate the Operability of other equipment or variables are within
limits, which otherwise cannot be performed without returning the equipment to service, the
exception to ITS 3.0.2 provided in ITS 3.0.5 is necessary. ITS 3.0.5 establishes an
allowance that, although informally utilized in restoration of inoperable equipment, is not
formally recognized in the CTS. Without this allowance certain components can not be
restored to Operable status and a plant shutdown is required. It is not the intent that the
ITS preclude the return to service of a component that is believed Operable in order to
confirm its Operability. This allowance is safer than requiring a plant shutdown to complete
the restoration and confirmatory testing.

SR 3.0.2
L.2 ITS SR 3.0.2 adds the statement "Ifa Completion Time requires periodic performance on a

"once per..." basis, the above Frequency extension applies to each performance after the
initial performance,". to allow the application of a 1.25 times the interval specified in the
Frequency of the periodic Required Actions. This provides flexibilityin scheduling the
performances of periodic requirements, whether they are SRs or Required Actions. The
intent remains to perform the activity, on the average, once during each specified interval.
This only provides flexibilityin scheduling.

SR 3.0.3
L.3 CTS 4.0.3 allows that for equipment forwhich SRs have not been performed "The Action

requirements may be delayed for up to 24 hours...when the allowable outage time limits of
the action requirements are less than 24 hours." ITS SR 3.0.3 allows that, at the time it is
discovered that the'Surveillance has not been performed, the requirement to declare the
equipment inoperable (LCO not met) may be delayed for up to 24 hours or up to the limitof
the specified Frequency, whichever is less. The difference is that in CTS an LCO with an
SR not satisfied is considered "not met" while in ITS an 1.CO with an SR not satisfied is
considered "met" for a period of up to 24 hours while the SR is performed. This change is
based on NRC Generic Letter 87-09 which states, "It is overly conservative to assume that
systems or components are inoperable when a surveillance has not been performed. The
opposite is in fact the case, the vast majority of surveillances demonstrate that systems or
components in fact are Operable. When a Surveillance is missed, it is primarily a question,
of Operability that has not been verified by the performance of the required surveillance."
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Section 3.1 - l ess Restrictive
3.1.3- Control Rod Operability
L.3 CTS 3.1.3.1.a.2 requires that a stuck control rod be restored to operable within 48 hours or

the reactor must be in Mode 3 within the next 12 hours. ITS 3.1.3, Action A, allows

continued operation with a stuck control rod. This change does not result in a significant

reduction in safety for the following reasons:

Scram reactivity is maintained with one stuck rod because SDM requirements assume the

most reactive rod is fullywithdrawn; therefore, even with a stuck withdrawn rod, the

remaining Operable control rods are capable of providing the required scram and shutdown

reactivity. Only the failure of an additional control rod adjacent to the stuck control rod

could prevent the reactor from reaching cold shutdown.

Assurance that there is only one stuck rod is provided by ITS 3.1.3, Required Action A.3,
which requires a demonstration within 24 hours that the remaining control rods are not
stuck by the performance of a notch insertion test.

The time that operation is allowed to continue without the ability to tolerate a single failure
resulting in another control rod failing to scram is limited by ITS 3.1.3, Required Action A.4,
which requires verification within 72 hours that SDM requirements are met accounting for
the withdrawn worth of the stuck control rod in addition to the assumption that the highest .,

worth rod is fullywithdrawn.

With more than one stuck control rod, CTS requires entry into LCO 3.0.3 and ITS 3.1.3,
Action B, requires the reactor be in Mode 3 within 12 hours. CTS action to enter CTS
3.0.3 is not necessary because, with more than one stuck control rod, the only Required
Action is to reach a condition with all insertable rods inserted. The insertion of all
insertable control rods eliminates the possibility of an additional failure of a control rod to
insert. Requiring entry into CTS 3.0.3, would also require reaching cold shutdown in 37
hours from the time of discovery. This action is unnecessary and would result in an
increase in core reactivity.

Collectively, these requirements ensure that continued operation including Mode changes,
as allowed by ITS LCO 3.0.4, with a single stuck control rod do not result in a significant
reduction in safety.

3.1.3 - Control Rod Operability
L.4 CTS 4.1.3.1.2.b requires that control rods be moved at least one notch "at least once per

24 hours" after discovery of a stuck rod.,lTS 3.1.3, Required Action A.3, requires each =

Operable control rod be inserted at least one notch within 24 hours after discovery of a
stuck rod but does not require that this demonstration of control rod Operability be
repeated. Demonstration of control rod Operability by the insertion of control rods at least
one notch provides adequate assurance that the cause of the stuck rod is not a generic
problem. Thereafter, the normal Surveillance Frequency is used to demonstrate the
continued Operability of the remaining control. rods.,Reliance upon the normal Surveillance
test Frequency to demonstrate rod insertion capability after the initial confirmation following
the identification of a stuck rod does not result in a significant reduction in safety because
extensive experience has demonstrated the high reliability of the CRDs and adequacy of
the normal Surveillance Frequency for demonstrating Operability.
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3.1.5- Control Rod Scram Accumulators
L.1 ITS 3.1.5, Actions A and B, add a new option as a compensatory measure for one, or more

inoperable scram accumulators when reactor pressure is greater than or equal to 900 psig.
With high reactor pressure, a control rod willscram even without the associated
accumulator although scram times may be affected adversely. Therefore, ITS 3.1.5,
Actions A and B, provide the option to declare a control rod with an Inoperable accumulator
"slow" instead of inoperable when reactor pressure is greater than or equal to 900 psig.
When declared "slow" instead of inoperable, the control rod with the inoperable
accumulator may remain withdrawn and not disarmed. This is consistent with CTS
requirements because the CTS allow inoperable control rods to remain withdrawn.
Additionally, this option ensures that ITS limits and allowances for numbers and
distribution of inoperable and "slow" control rods (found In ITS 3.1.3 and 3.1.4,
respectively) are appropriately applied to control rods with inoperable accumulators
whether declared inoperable or "slow." The option for decianng the control rod with an
inoperable accumulator "slow" is restricted (by a Note to Required Action A.1 and B.2.1) to
control rods that were not previously known to be "slow." This restriction limits the flexibility
to control rods not otherwise known to have an impaired scram capability.

ITS 3.1.5, Actions A and B, establish the requirement for declaring a control rod with an
inoperable accumulator "slow" or inoperable (and the implied concurrent restoration time)
at 8 hours when one accumulator is inoperable and at 1 hour when two or more
accumulators are inoperable. This provides a reasonable time to investigate and restore
the inoperable accumulator. ITS 3.1.5, Action B, addresses the situation where additional
accumulators may'be rapidly becoming inoperable due to loss of charging pressure. Once
verification of adequate charging pressure is made, allowing one hour to declare the
affected control rods slow or inoperable is appropriate.

This change does not result in a significant reduction in safety because allowing rods with

inoperable accumulators to remain withdrawn is consistent with CTS requirements and
declaring the control rod "slow" ensures that ITS limits and allowances for numbers and
distribution of inoperable and "slow" control rods (found in ITS 3.1.3 and 3.1.4,
respectively) are appropriately applied. Therefore, this change has minimal impact on
safety.

J

3.1.6 - Rod Pattern Control
L.1 ITS 3.1.6, Control Rod Pattern Control, is a new specification that requires compliance

with the Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence (BPWS). Appropriate Required Actions
and Surveillance Requirements are also added. 'ITS 3,1.6 Applicabilityis Modes 1 and,2 <

10%. This is acceptable because in General Electric Topical Report NEDE-24011-P-A,
"General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel," which was accepted by the NRC
in a Safety Evaluation Report dated December 27, 1987, it is identified that based on
existing calculations no significant Rod Drop Accident can occur above 10 percent power.

This ITS LCO also contains a time allowance (LCO 3.1.6, Actions A and B) to correct a
limited number of out-of-sequence Operable control rods. These time allowances are
less restrictive than the equivalent requirements in the CTS.

Specifically, CTS 3.1.4.g.b.2 places a restriction on the restoration of out-of-sequence
control rods by limiting restoration to no more than 3 in a group. Otherwise, CTS LCO
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3.0.3 is applicable and the reactor must be in Mode 2 within 6 hours and Mode 3 within 12

hours. Under the same conditions, ITS 3.1.6, Actions A and B, allows 8 hours to attempt
restoration of up to 8 out-of-sequence Operable control rods. Any of the 8 control rods that
cannot be restored to their correct position within 8 hours must then be declared inoperable
and fully inserted within 3 hours as required by ITS 3.1.3, Action C. ( ITS 3,1.3, Action E,
establishes the limit that no more than 3 rods in any group may be inoperable and provides
an allowance of 4 hours to correct this condition or be in Mode 3 within the following 12
hours.) This allowance for correction of mispositioned rods is in recognition of the
occurrence of "double-notch" rod withdrawals and other minor misalignment of rod pattern
during CRD hydraulic transients (control rod drift due to excessive cooling water pressure)
or during a plant shutdown. These events can introduce outwf-sequence control rod

patterns which the RWM was unable to preclude, even though the RWM was functioning
as designed.. The time allowed by ITS 3.1.6 to restore out-of-sequence Operable control
rods is acceptable because: it is expected that the control rod pattern could be restored to
compliance with BPWS in a brief period of time; each control rod moved during the
correction process would be required to be bypassed, which in turn would require a second
veriTication of the proper movement of the control rod (refer to ITS SR 3.3,2,1.9); the time
allowed for correction is small with each step bringing the pattern doser to compliance with
BPWS; and, the probability of a Control Rod Drop Accident during this brief period is
remote.

3.1.7 - Standby LIquid Control System
L.4 ITS 3.1.7, Condition A, has been added to allow 72 hours to restore Boron concentration

to 13.6 weight percent as required to meet 10 CFR 50.62. This is acceptable because in
Condition A the SLC system is still capable of achieving plant shutdown because Condition
A is only a non-compliance with the requirements of 10 CFR 50.62, Anticipated Operational
Transient Without Scram. A second Completion Time has been added to ITS Condition A
and B to limit the maximum time SLC is out of service'and to'ensure an extensive allowed
outage time does not result from a combination of a SLC subsystem being inoperable and
a low Boron concentration. Based on the low probability of an ATWS event and the
remaining capacity of the SLC system, this less restrictive change willhave a negligible.
impact on safety.

Section 3.2- Less Restrictive

None

Section 3.3- Less Restrictive
3.3.1.1 - RPS Instrumentation

''.3

CTS 3.3.1, Action b, for one or more required channel inoperable in both trip systems
requires an inoperable channel to be placed in the tripped condition. Action b.
requirements are modified by a footnote that allows, "Ifmore channels are inoperable in
one trip system than in the other, place the trip system with more inoperable channels in
the tripped condition, except when this would cause a scram.to occur." ITS 3.3.1.1 does
not include this allowance. This change is acceptable because there are considerations,
other than the number of inoperable channels, that may make it more prudent to place one
or the other trip systems in trip. For example, a trip system with two inoperable channels

'ouldbe more degraded than a trip system with four inoperable channels. This would be
the case ifthe two inoperable channels are in the same Function while the four inoperable
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channels are part of different Functions. The decision of which trip system Is in the more
degraded state should be based on prudent judgment and take into account current plant
conditions such as the plant mode. Therefore, the ITS change maintains trip capability for
each RPS Function without this restriction. The allowed out of service time for the RPS
has been accepted by the staff and is based on analyses in NEDO 30851 P-A which did
not consider this restriction. This change is consistent with the STS and has no significant
impact on safety.

3.3.1.1 - RPS Instrumentation
LS CTS Table 4.3.1.1-1, footnote (g) to the Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power - Upscale

trip function requires a daily verification to confirm that measured core flow is greater than
or equal to established core flow at the existing loop flow. ITS Table 3.3.1.1 does not
include this requirement. The deleted footnote (g) requirement is more restrictive than the
flow biasing requirement established by CTS SR 4.4.1.1.2.6.b. SR 4.4.1.1.2.6.b requires
that the indicated total core flow differs by no more than 10% from the established total
core flowvalue for values derived from recirculation loop flow measurements. Thus, CTS
Table 4.3.1.1-1, footnote (g), requires that measured core flow is always greater than or
equal to established core flow at the existing loop flow, while SR 4.4.1.1.2.6 b requires that
these flows differ by no more than 10%, allowing either measured or estabHshed core flow
to be larger. The "greater than or equal to" acceptance criteria stated in CTS Table
4.3.1.1-1 footnote (g) is not assumed in any safety analysis. Additionally, safety analysis
assumptions regarding recirculation loop flow and jet pump performance are Included ln
ITS SR 3.4.1.1 and SR 3.4.1,2. Therefore, the GTS Table 4.3.1.1-1 footnote (g) criteria is
removed in the ITS.

3.3.1.2 - SRM Instrumentation
L.1 CTS 3.3.7.6 requires three SRM channels to be Operable in Mode 2 with IRMs in Range 2

or below. Ifone of the three required SRM channels is inoperable, GTS 3.3.7.6, Action a,
allows 4 hours to restore at least three SRM channels to Operable status. Ifthe inoperable
SRM is not restored within 4 hours then the operator is required to shutdown the plant to
Mode 3 within 12 hours. Ifmore than one of the three required SRM channels is
inoperable, CTS 3.3.7.6 requires, through a default to GTS 3.0.3, that the plant shutdown
to Mode 3 within 13 hours and, ifall three required SRMs are inoperable, the requirement is
to shutdown to Mode 4 within 36 hours. For the same plant conditions, ITS 3.3.1.2,
Required Action A, allows all three SRM channels to be inoperable for up to 4 hours and
Required Action B, requires, suspending all control rod withdrawal. Additionally, as long as
one (instead of two) of the three required SRM channels is operable control rod withdrawal
may continue, an allowance which permits proceeding to a higher power level of IRM
Range 3 or greater (with overlap required by ITS SR 3.3,1.1.6), and thereby exiting the
mode of Applicability.

This change allows all three SRM channels to be inoperable for up to 4 hours before a
shutdown is required. This change is acceptable because ITS 3.3.1.2 Required Action B
prohibits reactivity additions. During this period IRM monitoring and the associated reactor
trip protection features willactuate ifreactor power rises to IRM Range 2; thus a reactor
shutdown is avoided when neutron monitoring capability is lost. The change also allows a
reactor startup to proceed with one of the three required SRM channels operable. This is
acceptable because the SRM channels provide no input to automatic safety systems and
rate of reactivity additions can adequately be monitored and controlled using a single SRM
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channel. Therefore, any safety concerns are met because there is limited risk of an event
occurring during the 4 hour time period to restore inoperable channels. Additionally,
entering a reactor shutdown transient willbe avoided by restoring the required SRMs to
operable status or by establishing IRM monitoring capability.

3.3.1.2 - SRM Instrumentation
L.3 GTS 3.3.7.6 requires three SRM channels to be operable in Modes 3 and 4; however, GTS

3.3;7.6 requires no remedial actions to be taken until two or more of the required SRM
channels are inoperable in these modes. Since CTS 3.3.7.6 permits operation for an
indefinite period of time with two of the three required SRMs operable, the CTS therefore
permit changes into Mode 3 or 4 under these conditions. ITS 3.3,1.2, Table 3.3.1.2-1
adopts this less restrictive requirement by reducing the required number of operable SRM
channels in Modes 3 and 4 to two from three. This change is consistent with STS and
re'suits in no impact on safety because GTS and ITS provide the same restrictions by
allowing unlimited operation in Modes 3 and 4, including mode changes, with 2 operable
SRMs.

3.3.1.2 - SRM Instrumentation
L.6 CTS 3.9.2 and 4.9.2 require two Operable SRM channels in Mode 5 and, ifCore Alterations

are in progress, one of the required SRM detectors are required in the quadrant where
Core Alterations are being performed and the other SRM is required in an adjacent
quadrant. ITS 3.3.1.2 also requires two Operable SRM channels in Mode 5 but, as
implemented by ITS SR 3.3.1.2.2 and footnote (b) to ITS Table 3.3.1.2-1, each Operable
SRM must be in a."fueled region" (ITS 3.3.1.2.2). Thus, only one SRM is required
Operable ifspiral reload patterns are maintained (footnote (b) to ITS Table 3.3.1.2-1). The
ITS requirement that an SRM be located in a fueled region ensures that a required SRM
will respond to changes in neutron level. A single SRM detector adequately monitors
neutron level as long there is a single contiguous fueled region (i.e., spiral loading or
unloading is performed) since SRM detectors located in an adjacent quadrant but outside
the fueled region do not provide reliable indication of changes in neutron levels. The ITS
requirement that requires only one operable SRM channel during spiral off-load or reload
when the fueled region Includes only that SRM does not result ln'a significant increase in
the probability of an accident previously evaluated because SRMs used to monitor neutron
level do not function to prevent postulated events, nor do they operate during any
postulated event.

3.3.1.2 - SRM Instrumentation
L.8 CTS 3.9.2, SRM channel requirements in Mode 5, stipulate that SRMs be fully inserted.

Furthermore, GTS 4.3.7.6.c specifies that the SRM count rates must be verified "with the
detector fullyinserted." ITS 3.3.1.2 does not specifically require SRMs to be fully inserted
as a condition of operability.,SRM interlock signals willprevent control rod withdrawal ifthe
count rate exceeds a preset value or falls below a preset limitsuch as when IRMs are not
above the second range. ITS'SR 3.3.1.2.4, although not requiring SRMs to be inserted
does require a signal to noise ratio that ensures that SRMs are sufficiently inserted to
respond to changes in core neutron levels. Therefore, this change consistent with the STS
and is acceptable because it has no adverse impact on safety.
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3.3.2.1 - Control Rod Block Instrumentation
L.1 CTS 3.1.4.1, Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM), has an applicability of Modes 1 and 2 when

Thermal Power is less than or equal to 20% RTP (the minimum allowable low power
setpoint) is changed in ITS 3.3.2.1 to "Modes 1 and 2 with Thermal Power c10% RTP".

ITS Table 3.3.2.1-1, Footnote (a); and SR 3.3.2.1.3 establish the minimum allowable low
power setpoint of the RWM as less than or equal to 10% RTP. Amendment 17 to NEDE-
24011-P-A justifies reduction of the power level at which the RWM is bypassed from its
CTS value of 20% RTP to 10% RTP. The staff Safety Evaluation Report (SER) for
Amendment 17, "Acceptance for Referencing the Licensing Topical Report NEDE-24011-P-

A, General Electric Standard Application for Reactor Fuel, Revision 8, Amendment 17,"
December 27, 1988, states that the 20% RTP limitwas previously required as an extreme
bound, because of uncertainties in the Rod Drop Accident (RDA) analyses available in the
early 1970's. It is now recognized that ifcore power level exceeds 10% RTP, no control
rod pattern can generate rod worths such that the fuel enthalpy would exceed the 280
caVgm fuel enthaipy limitduring the worst RDA. For this reason, this reduction in the
bypass power level analytical limitvalue (Technical Specification limit)was approved by the
NRC through its approval of Amendment 17 as described in the SER. Amendment 17 to
NEDE-24011-P-A and the staff SER conclusions are applicable to Units 1 and 2.

3.3.2.2 - Feedwater - Main Turbine High Water Level Trip Instrumentation
CTS 3.3.9, Action b, requires that an inoperable channel be restored to operable within 7

days or be in Mode 2 within the next 6 hours. Under the same Conditions, ITS 3.3.2.2,
Required Action A.1, requires the channel placed in trip within 7 days. The requirement to
restore an inoperable channel is changed to allow the channel p'laced in the tripped
condition after 7 days and continue operations without a requirement to restore the
channel to operable status. This is acceptable because placing the channel in the tripped
condition completes the required trip logic input to the actuation function. Therefore,
although the condition'educes the coincident logic (2-out-of-3 logic to a 1<utef-2 logic), it
does not reduce the reliability of the trip system to function and provide the required safety
function. Therefore, this less restrictive change .

3.3.3.1 - PAM Instrumentation
L.1 CTS Table 3.3.7.5-1, Action 80.a and 82.a require an inoperable PAMS instrument

channel restored to operable status within 7 days and 30 days respectively, or place the
plant in at least hot shutdown within the next 12 hours. ITS 3.3.3.1, Required Action B,1,
requires a special rep'ort to be sent to the NRC immediately, when restoration of a required
inoperable channel is not completed within the allowed 30 day repair time. This report and
alternate monitoring requirements are appropriate in lieu of a plant shutdown because
alternative monitoring capability is available, and the likelihood of establishing plant
conditions that. require accident monitoring management using the information provided by
this instrumentation is small.

3.3.3.1 - PAM Instrumentation
L.5 ln a letter dated May 31, 1984 the licensee responded to a request for analysis to support

an evaluation of SSES design compliance with the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97
(PP&L Letter PLA-2222, N. Curtis to A. Schwencer). ITS 3.3,3,1 provides Bases that
change current calibration ranges for oxygen analyzers to a 0% - 25% range from a 0%-
10% range. This is acceptable because the 0% to 10% range meets the requirements of
Regulatory Guide 1.97. Therefore, this change willhave a minimal impact on safety.
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3.3.6.1 - Primary Containment Isolation Instrumentation
L.7 «need this DOC»

3.3.7.1 - CREOS System Instrumentation
L1 CTS 3.3.7.1, Action a, requires that with the radiation monitoring instrumentation channel

alarm/trip setpoint exceeding the value shown in Table 3.3.7.1-1, adjust the s'etpoint to
within the limitwithin 4 hours or declare the channel inoperable. ITS 3,3.7.1-1 eliminates
this requirement for maintaining the setpoint and requires that the Function's Allowable
Value is maintained. Ifthe Allowable Value is exceeded the instrumentation is immediately
declared Inoperable. This is acceptable because the instrumentation Allowable Value is

~. derived from the Analytical Umit, corrected for calibration, process, and instrument errors.
The Analytical Umit is derived from the limiting values of the process parameters obtained
from the safety analysis. The tnp setpoint is specified in the setpoint calculation and
selected to ensure that the setpoint does not exceed the Allowable Value between
successive channel calibrations. Therefore, as long as the Allowable Value'is not
exceeded, the instrumentation remains capable of performing the required function and is

~ operable. Therefore, to be consistent with the BWR STS, the trip setpoint is not presented
in the ITS. The trip setpoints are moved to the Technical Requirements Manual which
requires change control according to 10 CFR 50.59.

3.3.7.1 - CREOS System Instrumentation
L.3 «need this DOC»

3.3.8.1 - Loss of Power Instrumentation
L.'I CTS Table 3.3.3-1, Action 36, allows the number of operable channels to be fess than the

total number of required channels provided that the inoperable channel(s) is placed in the
tripped condition within 1 hour. Plant operation is allowed to continue in this condition until
performance of the next required channel functional test. ITS 3.3.8.1-1,Required Action A,
under the same conditions allows continued operation indefinitely. This is acceptable
because placing the channel in the tripped condition completes the required trip logic input
to the actuation function. Therefore, although the condition reduces the coincident logic, it
does not reduce the reliability of the trip system to function and provide the required safety
function. Therefore, this less restrictive change is acceptable.

3.3.8.1 - Loss of Power Instrumentation
L.2 CTS Table 3.3.3-1, Action 36, requires the associated 4.16kY ESS bus to be declared

inoperable ifthe degraded voltage protection instrumentation is inoperable. Under the
same conditions, ITS 3.3.8.1, Action B requires the associated diesel generator declared
inoperable. The allowed out of service time for an inoperable diesel generator is 72 hours
compared to 8 hours for the loss of an ESS bus. This is acceptable because the safety
function of the instrumentation is to ensure the diesel generator start capability is
maintained. Thus, loss of degraded voltage relays do not result in an inoperable ESS bus,
rather the automatic transfer to the DG for a specified condition is inoperable. The bus
itself is still operable because it remains energized and capable of supplying required
loads, provided the preferred power (offsite power) remains available. This less restrictive
change has a negligible impact on safety because TS remedial actions for an inoperable
DG are established in ITS LCO 3.8.1 and 3.8.2 as appropriate, and the ITS is consistent
with NUREG-1433;
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Section 3.4 - Less Restrictive
3.4.1 - Recirculation Loops Operating
L.4 CTS 3.4.1.3 identifies that the tolerance for recirculation flowmismatch is 5% and 10% of

core flow. ITS SR 3.4.1.1 identifies that the tolerance is 5% and 10% of rated core flow
which will result in a larger allowed tolerance of 5 and 10 million Ibm/hr. This change is

acceptable based on evaluations performed by the NSSS supplier which identified that this
allowed mismatch willhave a minimal impact on safety.

3.4.1 - Recirculation.Loops Operating
L.5 CTS 4.4.1.1.1.2 and 4.4.1.1.2.5 require that the Operability of the MG Set Scoop Tube

electrical and mechanical stops is verified. ITS 3.4.1 removes the requirements of the MG

set scoop tube as a regulatory requirement. This is acceptable because the SSES event
analysis does not assume that the MG set scoop tube electrical and mechanical stops to

'unction for any plant event. Furthermore, the change willonly remove the MG set scoop
tube as a regulatory surveillance requirement and does not remove it as a licensing basis
plant design feature which is described in FSAR Section 7.7.2.3.1. Therefore, the change
to eliminate the Technical Specification requirement will have no impact on safety.

3.4.2- Jet Pumps
L.3 CTS 4.4.1.2.c requires that the indicated diffuser-to-lower plenum differential pressure of

any individual jet pump not differ from established patterns by more than "10%." ITS SR
3.4.2.1.c establishes the tolerance as 20%. The 20% criteria is consistent with the
tolerance outlined in the GE Service Information Letter (SIL) No. 330, dated June 9, 1990.
Therefore, this change although less restrictive has been evaluated by the NSSS supplier
as acceptable and is consistent with NUREG 1433, Rev. 1 criteria. This change will have a

minimal impact on safety.

3.4.2- Jet Pumps
L.5 CTS 4.4.1.1.2.6, footnote "¹¹¹", requires that "at least once per 18 months (555 days),

data shall be recorded for the parameters listed to provide a bases for the specified
relationships". ITS 3.4.1 has no similar surveillance requirement, but in the ITS Bases
the following is specified: "Since refueling activities (fuel assembly replacement or shuffle,
as well as any modifications to fuel support orifice size or core plate bypass flow) can affect
the relationship between core fiow, jet pump flow, and recirculation loop flow, these
relationships may need to be re-established each cycle. Similarly, initial entiy into extended
single loop operation may.also require establishment of these relationships. During the
initial weeks of operation under such conditions, while base-lining new "established

patterns", engineering judgement of the daily surveillance results is used to detect
significant abnormalities which could indicate a jet pump failure." SSES ITS requires the
establishment of baseline relationships, but does not specify the frequency of performance.
This is acceptable because, as stated in the SSES ITS Bases, the relationships willchange
only during certain plant conditions (i.e., after core alterations and during single loop
operations) and engineering judgement of the daily surveillances during the transition
period when the relationships are being established can be used to detect any significant
abnormalities. Therefore, this less restnctiye change willhave a negligible impact on plant
safety. It also should be noted that this change supersedes a previous commitment made
in Amendment 131 to NF-14, which states that single loop data is required for changes in
fuel types, operational changes, etc.
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3.4.3 - Safety/Relief Valves
L.1 CTS 3.4.2, Action b, requires the Mode Switch be placed in Shutdown in the event of a

stuck open relief valve, ifthe stuck open relief valve is not shut within 2 minutes, or the

suppression pool reaches 105 F. ITS 3.4.3 maintains the requirement for Operable Safety
Relief Valves, but eliminates the specific actions for a stuck open SRV. This is acceptable
because ITS 3.6.2.1, "Suppression Pool Temperature" and plant procedures provide
operators with appropriate direction for response to a stuck open relief valve and a high

suppression pool temperature. Providing specific direction to place the mode switch in

shutdown within 2 minutes in technical specification does not provide additional plant
protection beyond what is provided for in plant procedures and technical specifications,
Therefore, this action can be eliminated with a minimal impact on safety.

3:4.4 - RCS Operational Leakage
L.2 CTS 3.4.3.2, Action e, requires that ifthe unidentified Leakage increase is greater than 2

gpm within any 24 hour period,...identify the source of leakage increase as not service
sensitive type 304 or 316 austenitic stainless steel within 12 hours. ITS LCO 3.4.4.d and
Action B.2 require that if unidentified Leakage increases greater than 2 gpm ln any 4 hour
period; verify source of unidentified Leakage increase is not service sensitive type 304 or
type 306 austenitic stainless steel within 4 hours. This change is potentially less restrictive
since the SSES CTS would require action prior to the SSES ITS if increased leakage
occurred over.a longer period of time. The SSES ITS requirement is sufficient to detect a

potential flaw in the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB) and provides a
commensurate time to take corrective actions. This change is also consistent with Generic
Letter 88-01, Supplement 1. Therefore, this less restrictive change willhave a minimal
impact on safety.

3.4.5- RCS Pressure Isolation Valve Leakage
L.1 CTS 3.4.3.2.d limiton PIV leakage has been revised in ITS SR 3.4.5.1 to specify leakage

based on valve size with a maximum limit of 5 gpm. This change acknowledges that
smaller valves should not be allowed to leak as much as larger valves. The CTS 1 gpm
acceptance criteria is not an indicator of imminent accelerated deterioration of valves or of
potential valve failure. SSES ITS willcontinue to limitallowable leakage from the RCS. As
such, the possibility of large increases in leakage from a number of valves in the RCS is
precluded. The increase in individual valve allowable leakage will have no impact on
allowable leakage from the total RCS. This change willalso decrease the time spent on
unnecessary maintenance of PIVs. Needless maintenance contribut'es to increases in
radiation exposures of maintenance personnel. This change is consistent with ASME Code
requirements and the BWR STS, NUREG-1433, Rev. 1.

3.4.7- RCS Specific Activity
L.1 CTS 3.4.5 requirement to maintain spec Tiic activity c 100/E-bar pCI/gm has been deleted.

The SSES CTS Bases state that the intent of the requirement to limit the specific activity of
the reactor coolant is to ensure that whole body and thyroid doses at the site boundary
would not exceed a small fraction of the limits stated in 10 CFR 100 (i.e., 10% of 25 rem
and 300 rem, respectively) in the event of a main steam line failure outside containment or
an instrument line break. To ensure that offsite thyroid doses do not exceed 30 rem,
reactor coolant dose equivalent 1-1 31 (DEI) is limited to less than or equal to 0,2 pCI/gm.
SSES CTS also limits reactor coolant gross specific activity to less than or equal to 100/E-
bar pCVgm to ensure that whole body doses do not exceed 2.5 rem. CTS LCO 3.11.2.7 (
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ITS LCO 3.7.5) associated with radioactive eNuents requires that the gross gamma

radioactivity rate of the noble gases Xe-133, Xe-135, Xe-138, Kr-85m, Kr<7, and Kr~
measured at the main condenser evacuation system pretreatment monitor station be

limited to less than or equal to 330 mCi/second. The SSES GTS Bases for LCO 3.11.2.7

state that restricting the gross radioactivity rate of noble gases from the main condenser

provides reasonable assurance that the total-body exposure to an individual at the
exclusion area boundary willnot exceed a small fraction (10%) of the limits of 10 CFR 100

in the event this eNuent is inadvertently discharged without treatment directly to the
environment.

The Offgas Treatment System, as required by GTS LCO 3.11.2.7 ( ITS LCO 3.7.5)
provides reasonable assurance the reactor coolant gross specific activity is maintained at a

sufficiently low level to preclude offsite doses from exceeding a small fraction of the limits

of 10 CFR 100 in the event of a main steam line failure. Therefore, CTS LCO3.4.5,b is

redundant and places an unnecessary burden on the licensee without a commensurate
increase in safety, Elimination of CTS LCO 3.4.5.b willallow plant personnel to focus
attention on efficient, safe operation of the plant without the unnecessary distraction of the
redundant Surveillance Requirement. Additional assurance that the offsite doses willnot
exceed a small fraction of the 10 CFR 100 limits is provided by increasing the frequency of
sampling and analysis of the reactor coolant for DEI from at least once per 31 days to at
least once per 7 days.

Since (1) the reactor coolant limit on DEI adequately assures that offsite doses willnot
exceed small fractions of the limits of 10 CFR 100 in the event of a main steam line failure
outside containment and (2) gross gamma radioactivity rate of the noble gases measured
at the condenser evacuation system pretreatment monitor station is limited by ITS 3.7.5 to
a value that provides reasonable assurance the reactor coolant gross specific activity is
maintained at a sufficiently low level to preclude offsite doses from exceeding a small
fraction of the limits of 10 CFR 100, the requirements associated with LCO 3.4.5.b are
unnecessary.

The associated Actions and Surveillance Requirements are also being deleted, consistent
with the LCO requirement deletion.

3.4.7 - RCS Specific Activity
L.4 GTS 3,4.5, Action c, specifies increased sampling in Modes 1 and 2 whenever there is an

increase in power of greater than 15% in one hour or specified changes in the off-gas
levels as measured at the SJAE. ITS 3.4.7, requires increased sampling if limits are
exceeded, but does not require this increased sampling for plant condition changes. This
is acceptable because a change ln plant power or a change in SJAE offgas levels does not
necessarily indicate that the limits are exceeded. Therefore, this change being
implemented to be consistent with NUREG 1433 requirements, willhave a negligible
impact on safety.

Section 3.5- Less Restrictive

3.5.1- ECCS - Operating
L.2 GTS 3.5.1, Action a.2 (loss of both CS subsystems), Action b.2 (LPCI cross connect not

dosed), and Action b.4 (loss of both LPCI subsystems), require that the reactor be in Mode
I
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3 within 12 hours and Mode 4 within 36 hours but do not currently require entry into LCO

3.0.3. Under the same conditions, ITS 3.5.1, Condition I, requires immediate entry into
LCO3.0.3. LCO 3.0.3 allows 13 hours to reach Mode 3 and 37 hours to reach Mode 4
and, therefore, is less restrictive. The requirement to enter LCO 3.0.3 following the loss of
both CS subsystems or the loss of both LPCI subsystems recognizes that a significant
plant transient (reactor shutdown and cooldown) willbe performed without the required
complement of emergency core cooling systems. Under these circumstances, entry into
LCO 3.0.3 and the resulting associated requirements is appropriate. The additional hour
allowed to reach Mode 3 and Mode 4 is not significant and has no impact on the level of
plant safety. The change is consistent with the STS.

3.5.1- ECCS - Operating
L.3 ITS 3.5.1 Includes two new Actions: Action E for the condition of HPCI inoperable

coincident with one low pressure coolant injection/spray subsystem inoperable or one LPCI

pump in one or both LPCI subsystems inoperable; and, Action G for the condition of one
ADS valve inoperable coincident with one low pressure ECCS injection/spray subsystem

'noperable or one LPCI pump in one or both LPCI subsystems inoperable. Both Action E
and Action G require restoration of either the inoperable high pressure (HPCI or ADS) or
the inoperable low pressure ECCS system within 72 hours. This change is less restrictive

~ because under the same conditions, CTS 3.5.1, Actions c and d, would default to LCO
3.0.3 which requires being in Mode 3 within 13 hours and Mode 4 within 37 hours. This
change is acceptable because ITS 3.5.1, Condition E and Condition G, result in adequate
ECCS systems available to respond to a design basis LOCA although the ability to tolerate
a single failure may be lost. In Condition E, adequate core cooling is ensured by the
Operability of the ADS and the remaining low pressure ECCS subsystems. However,
ECCS reliability is reduced because a single failure in one of the remaining Operable
subsystems concurrent with a LOCA may result in the ECCS not being able to perform its
intended safety function. In Condition G, adequate core cooling is ensured by the
Operability of HPCI and the remaining low pressure ECCS injection/spray subsystems.
However, ECCS reliability is reduced because a single failure concurrent with a LOCA
could result in the minimum required ECCS equipment not being available. Therefore, ITS
3.5.1, Action E and Action G, require restoration of either the inoperable high pressure
(HPCI or ADS) or the inoperable low pressure ECCS system within 72 hours. The change
is consistent with the STS.

3.5.1- ECCS - Operating
L.5 CTS 4.5.1.a.1.b requires periodic verification that each manual, powers perated, or

automatic valve in the flow. path that is not locked,. sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
is in its "correct position." The term "correct position" is clarified by a footnote that states
"except that an automatic valve capable of automatic return to it ECCS position when an
ECCS signal is present may be in position for another mode of operation." ITS SR 3.5.1.2
and SR 3.5.2.4 are the ITS Survelliances that require periodic verification that each ECCS
valve is in its correct position. The Notes and Bases for ITS SR 3.5.1.2 and SR 3.5.2.4 „

ciarify and expand the allowance of what constitutes a valve in its correct position. First,
the Bases for ITS SR 3.5.1.2 specif'y that a valve that receives an initiation signal is
allowed to be in a nonaccident position only ifthe valve willautomatically reposition "in the
proper stroke time." This is implicit but not specifically stated in the CTS footnote.
Additionally, the Notes for ITS SR 3.5.1.2 and SR 3.5.2.4 expand the allowance to Include
valves that willnot automatically reposition upon receipt of an ECCS signal. Specifically,
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the ITS SR 3.5.1.2 Note allows LPCI subsystems to be considered Operable during
alignment and operation for decay heat removal with reactor steam dome pressure less
than the RHR cut in permissive pressure in Mode 3, ifcapable of being manually realigned
(remotely or locally) to the LPCI mode and not otherwise Inoperable.— This new allowance
permits operation in the RHR shutdown cooling mode during Mode 3, ifnecessary. The
ITS SR 3.5.2.4 Note allows both LPCI subsystem of the RHR System to be considered
Operable for the ECCS function ifall the required valves in the LPCI flow path'can be
manually realigned (remotely or locally) to allow injection into tlie RPV.

This Note allows RHR valves that are required for LPCI subsystem operation to be aligned
for decay heat removal. The allowance provided by these Notes is acceptable because the
return to Operability entails only the reposltioning of valves, either remotely or locally, and
the reactor coolant energy requiring dissipation in Mode 3, below the RHR cut-in permissive
pressure, is considerably less than that at 100% power with normal operating temperature
and pressure. Furthermore, because of the low probability of an event requiring ECCS
while shutdown and the certain need for shutdown cooling, it is appropriate to have the
subsystems aligned for decay heat removal without causing the LPCI subsystems to be
considered inoperable. The change is consistent with the STS.

3.5.1- ECCS - Operating
L.7 CTS 3.5.1, Note "f@" to the Applicability, allows one LPCI subsystem that is aligned in the

shutdown cooling (SDC) mode to be credited as an Operable ECCS subsystem when
steam dome pressure is less than the RHR cut in permissive. (Note that CTS 3.5.2.b.2
specifies that both'LPCI Systems are operable in Mode 5 ifthey can be manually realigned
to inject.) ITS SR 3.5.1.2 permits both LPCI subsystems needed for ECCS to be aligned in
the SDC mode in Mode 3 when steam dome pressure is less than the RHR cut in
permissive, ifcapable of being manually realigned and not otherwise inoperable. These
changes are acceptable because: low pressure and low temperature conditions when
steam dome pressure is less than the RHR cut In permissive reduce the probability and
consequences of a design bases LOCA; there will be a limited amount of time this
condition is allowed to exist; the Core Spray subsystems are available while in Mode 3;
and, the ability exists to automatically or manually realign the RHR'system to respond to a
draindown event. Therefore, this change does not have a significant impact on safety. The
change is consistent with the STS.

3.5.1- ECCS - Operating
L.9 CTS 4.5.1.b defines a specific test line pressure necessary to meet the Technical

Specification requirements such as, for Core Spray pumps, the test line pressure is ~ 269
psig which corresponds to ~ 105 psig reactor steam dome pressure. ITS SR 3.5.1.7
specifies the flow and required reactor. pressure, but does not specify corresponding test
line pressure, The change is acceptable. because SSES ITS specify the design
requirements for the ECCS Systems which are specified in the LOCA analysis and these
criteria willcorrespond to a unique test line pressure based on plant and system
specifications such as ECCS pump piping configuration. The change willnot result ln a
change to the testing requirements for the ECCS pumps, it only removes the direct
regulatory control over the specified test line pressure.:. Therefore, the change to eliminate
the Technical Specification requirement for test line pressure willhave no impact on safety.
The change is consistent with the STS.-
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3.5.2- EGGS- Shutdown
L.1 CTS 3.5.2 and CTS 3.5.3, footnote to the Applicability, Include the relaxation to

Operability requirements that EGGS is not required to be Operable ifwater level is

maintained within the limits of GTS 3.9.8 and 3.9.9. CTS 3.9.9 requires that water level
be maintained above irradiated fuel seated in the spent fuel pool. The CTS reference to
Specification 3.9.9 is deleted because the EGGS systems are not required for either normal
or emergency makeup to the spent fuel pools. Therefore, the linking ECCS Operability with
spent fuel pool water level is not required. In addition, the ITS 3.5.2 Applicabilityrequires
that water level be maintained at least 22 feet above the RPV flange which ensures a large
volume of water above fuel in the reactor vessel. This less restrictive change has no
significant impact on safety. The change is consistent with the STS.

3.5.2 - EGGS- Shutdown
L.2 GTS 3.5.2, Action b, and CTS 3.5.3, Action b, require the suspension of Core Alterations

when no EGGS is available. ITS 3,5.2 does not retain this requirement because SSES ITS
refueling LCOs provide requirements to ensure safe operation during Core Alterations
Including required water level above the RPV flange and the position of the mode switch.
The ECCS function enforced by ITS 3.5.2 is intended to provide protection for loss of
vessel inventory events. However, a loss of vessel water inventory is not initiated by Core
Alterations and the response to a loss of vessel water inventory is not hampered by Core

'lteration operations. Therefore, this change has no'impact on safety. The change is
'onsistent with the STS.

3.5.2
L.3

C

3.5.2
L.4

- EGGS- Shutdown
Requirements for Operability ( GTS 3.8.3.2.a.1.c and CTS 3.8.3.2.a.2.c), testing ( CTS
4.8.3.2.2), and Actions ( CTS 3.8.3.2,,Action f) associated with the Isolated 480 AC swing
bus in Mode 4 and 5 are deleted. GTS 3.8.3.2.a.1.c and GTS 3.8.3.2.a.2.c require the
Operability of the Isolated 480 AC swing bus in Modes 4 and 5 only "ifthe division I (II)
LPCI subsystem alone is fulfillingthe requirements of Specification 3.5,2." Operability of
the swing bus ensures that at least one of the two LPCI pumps in a single LPGI subsystem
willstart and have an Operable injection flow path in the event of loss of offsite power
concurrent with a loss of coolant event with one EDG Operable as required by ITS 3.8.2,
AC Sources —Shutdown. ITS 3.5.2 permits EGGS subsystems to considered Operable
even if remote or local manual valve alignments are necessary to initiate injection.
Therefore, elimination of a requirement for the testing of automatic transfer capability of a
power supply for the injection valve of one of the two required ECCS systems is a less
restrictive change with no impact on safety. The change is consistent with the STS.

- ECCS- Shutdown
GTS 4.5.2.1 requires the performance of GTS 4.5.1.a.3 while in Mode 4 and 5 which
means that at least one LPCI cross tie valve must be dosed. ITS 3.5.2 willallow both
RHR cross tie valves to remain open while in Mode 4 or 5. The LPCI cross tie valve is
maintained dosed in Modes 1, 2, and 3 to prevent a loss of both LPCI subsystems from a
single failure (e.g. LPCI discharge valve on the recirculation loop with the break fails to
dose) during a LOCA, In Modes 4 and 5, Iow pressure and low temperature conditions
make a catastrophic failure of low pressure piping improbable. Improper plant configuration
is the most probable cause of any loss of vessel inventory in Mode 4 or 5 and it is
post~lated that sufficient time willbe available to manually align and initiate LPCI
subsystem operation to provide core cooling prior to postulated fuel uncovery. Therefore,
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this change is a less restrictive change with no significant impact on safety. The change is
consistent with the STS.. /

Section 3.6- Less Restrictive
ITS 3.6.1.2 - Primaiy Containment AirLock
L.1 ITS 3.6.1.2, Actions Note 1, is added to allow entry through a dosed or locked air hck

door for the purpose of maldng repairs. Ifthe outer door is inoperable, then it may be easily
accessed for repair. Ifthe inner door is the one that is inoperable, however, this change
allows entry through the Operable door, which means there is a short time during which the
primary containment boundary is not intact (during access through the outer door).

Repairs are directed towards reestablishing tow Operable doors in the air lock, Two
Operable doors dosed is clearly the most desirable plant condition for air locks. The CTS
Actions, in some circumstances, allow indefinite operation with only one Operable door
locked dosed. Two Operable doors dosed is dearly an improvement on safety over one
Operable door locked dosed. By not allowing access to make repairs, the CTS Actions
could result in an inability of the plant to establish and maintain this highest level of safety
possible (two Operable doors dosed) without a forced plant shutdown. Furthermore, the
overall air lock test must be performed every 6 months. This could eventually result in a
plant shutdown from the inability to properly perform this test due to the inability to effect
repairs to the inoperable door.

Therefore, allowing entry and exit, while temporarily allowing loss of containment integrity,
is proposed based on the expected result of restoring two Operable doors to the air lock.
Restricting this access to make repairs of an inoperable door or air lock ensures this
allowance applies only towards meeting this goal. This change is acceptable due to the
low probability of an event that could pressurize the primary containment during the short
time in which the containment integrity is compromised, and the increased safety attained
by completing repairs such that two Operable doors can be dosed. Therefore, this less
restrictive change willhave negligible impact on safety, and is therefore acceptable.

ITS 3.6.1.2 - Primary Containment AirLock
L.2 ITS 3.6.1.2 Action B is added to address a situation where the air lock interlock mechanism

is inoperable. With the air lock mechanism inoperable, the air lock door is not Operable for
normal exit and entry, but the doors can still be dosed to maintain the primary containment
Operable. Therefore, this less restrictive change willhave a minimum impact on safety,
and is acceptable.

~
*

ITS 3.6.1.2- Primary Containment AirLock:.
L.3 ITS 3.6.1.2 Required Action A,-Note 2; is added to allow entry through a dosed and/or

locked Operable air lock door (for reasons other than repairs) for a limited period of time
(i.e., 7 days),, Although one Operable air lock door locked dosed Is sufficient to maintain
containment integrity and allow continued operation, entry and exit during operation may be
necessary to perform maintenance and,inspections as well as allowing access for
operational considerations, such as preventative maintenance, etc. Should the air lock"
become inoperable and access not be allowed, a plant shutdown could be forced in a short
period of time due to failure to attend to these activities.
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The allowance is proposed to have strict administrative controls, which are detailed in the
Bases. A dedicated (i.e., not involved with any repair or other maintenance effort)
individual willbe assigned to ensure: 1) the door is opened only for the period of time
required to gain entry or exit from the air lock, and 2) the Operable door is re-locked prior to
the departure of the dedicated individual.

Therefore, allowing the Operable door to be opened (temporarily allowing loss of
containment integrity) for brief moments during a 7 day period, is an acceptable exchange
in risk; the risk of an event during the brief period of an Operable door opening for access
versus the risk associated with the transient of the plant shutdown that would followfrom
not attending to required activities within the containment. This less restrictive change will
have a minimal impact on safety, and is acceptable.

ITS 3.6.1.2 - Primary Containment AirLock
L.4 CTS 4.6.1.3 footnote " spec Tiies that the primary containment airlock interlock does not

need to be verified when the primary containment is inerted. ITS 3.6.1.2, Required Actions
A.3 and B.3, allow the air lock door to be verified dosed, ifthey are located in a high
radiation area but does not provide the allowance to the SR. This change is necessary to
provide an allowance for an inoperable airlock door. This change is acceptable because
the airlock doors are initiallyverified to be in the proper position and access to them is

'estrictedduring plant operation due to the high levels of radiation in the area. The
probability of misalignment of the airlock doors is acceptably small. Therefore, this less
restrictive change has a negligible impact on safety, and is acceptable.

I

ITS 3.6.1.3 - Primary Containment Isolation Valves
L.2 CTS 4.6.1.1.b and CTS 3.6.3, Action a.3, lists acceptable isolation devices that may be

used to isolate a penetration with an inoperable isolation valve. ITS 3.6.1.3 Action A, adds
check valves to the list of acceptable isolation devices.

Many penetrations are designed with check valves as acceptable isolation barriers, With
forward flow in the line secured, a check valve is equivalent to a dosed manual valve. For
those operations designed with check valves as acceptable isolation devices, this
proposed change provides an equivalent level of safety. Since the result of the Action
continues to be an acceptably iso'lated penetration for continued operation, the change
does not result in a significant impact on safety.

ITS 3.6.1.6 - Suppression Chamber-to-Drywell Vacuum Breakers
L.3 The CTS has no allowance for two suppression chamber-to-drywell vacuum breakers to be

open. ITS 3.6.1.6 Condition C allows this condition to exist for 2 hours. Ifone open
vacuum breaker cannot be dosed within 2 hours, then a plant shutdown is required by ITS
3.6.1.6 Condition D. The change is necessary because ifone of the two vacuum breaker
position indicators is inoperable, the position of the valve cannot be determined by any
means other than a pressure test. This will require the other valve in the line to.be opened

~ and the one valve pressurized for 1 hour. Without Condition C, this testing would result in
the immediate entry into LCO 3.0.3 and it would require the plant to initiate a plant shut
down. The change is acceptable because the low probability of an event during the 2 hour
period, and the potential avoidance of a plant transient (reactor shutdown). Therefore, this
less restrictive change willhave no measurable impact on safety, and is acceptable.
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ITS 3.6.2.1 - Suppression Pool Average Temperature
L.2 CTS Action b.2,b requires that with the suppression pool at 110'F, the reactor mode switch

is placed in the shutdown position and operation of at least one residual heat removal loop

in the suppression pool cooling mode is required. Under the same conditions ITS 3.6.2.1

Required Action D.1 requires the mode switch to be placed in the shutdown position but

does not require placing an RHR Loop in suppression pool cooling mode, The ITS

intentionally does not provide specific guidance on how a limit is to be restored, because

the operator's response willvary depending on a specific plant event and associated plant

conditions for the plant event. The change is acceptable, because the change only
involves the elimination of Technical Specification specific direction on how water
temperature is to be restored. Furthermore, the operator actions have been specified in

plant procedures that have been integrated with the'Emergency Plant Guidelines reviewed

and approved by the NRC. Therefore, the change to eliminate the Technical Specification

specific action willhave no impact on safety.

ITS 3.6.3.1 - Primary Containment Hydrogen Recombiners
L.4 CTS 4.6.6.1.b.1 requires the performance of Channel Calibration on all recombiner

operating instrumentation and control circuits. ITS 3.6.3.1 SRs require the hydrogen
recombiner to be Operable, but does not require the performance of a Channel Calibration.
Channel Calibrations for the Hydrogen Recombiner will remain part of the Preventative
Maintenance Program for the Hydrogen Recombiner where the performance of the
Preventative Maintenance Activities is governed by the implementation of the Maintenance
Rule. Because the ITS provides an effective method to verify system Operability through
the performance of a Functional Test, and the Maintenance Rule ensures any repetitive
degradation of the system attributed to poor maintenance practices would dictate corrective
actions to prevent recurrence. There is no need for any additional regulatory control over
this activity (channel calibration). Therefore, the change to eliminate the requirement will
have no impact on safety, and is acceptable,

ITS 3.6.4.2- Secondary Containment Isolation Valves
L.1 ITS 3.6.4.2 includes an explicit allowance for intermittently opening dosed Secondary

Containment Isolation Valves under administrative control as is allowed in the CTS for
primary containment isolation valves. The allowance is Included in Actions Note 1 and SR
3.6.4.2.1 Note 2. This change is acceptable because, as described in the Bases for ITS
3.6.4.2, administrative controls consist of stationing a dedicated operator, who is in
communication with the control room, at the controls of the isolation device. In this way,
the penetration can be rapidly isolated when a need for secondary containment isolation is
indicated. Therefore, this less restrictive change has minimal impact on plant safety and is
acceptable.

ITS 3.6.4.2- Secondary Containment Isolation Valves
L.2 ITS 3.6.4.2 includes an explicit allowance permitting the use of administrative checks to

satisfy requirements for the periodic verification that secondary containment isolation
devices (valves and blind flanges) in high radiation areas are dosed. The allowance is
included in the Note to Required Action A.2 and SR 3.6.4.2.1 Note 1. This change is
acceptable because the isolation devices are initiallyverified to be in the proper position
and access to them is restricted during plant operation due to the high levels of radiation in
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the area. Therefore, the probability of misalignment of the isolation devices is acceptable
small. Therefore, this less restrictive change has no impact on safety and is acceptable.

Section 3.7- Less Restrictive

3.7.2- Emergency Service Water System
L.3 CTS 3.7.1.2 defines an Operable ESW subsystem as two Operable ESW Pumps and a

flow path. ITS 3.7.2 has the same definition and provides additional requirements to
address issues associated with the SSES design which has all four DGs being supplied by
both ESW subsystems. Specifically, the following changes have been incorporated into the

. 'SES ITS:

Bases LCO definition has been modified to identify that an ESW Subsystem is considered
Operable when it supplies at least three of the four required DGs and no single DG is
without an ESW supply. This change is necessary to define the minimum requirements for
the ESW lineup to the DG. It is acceptable because in this configuration no creditable
single failure would result in a degraded plant condition which could not mitigate any
previously analyzed event.

ii. An Action Note has been added to identify that ifa DG is rendered inoperable by ESW,
LCO 3.8.1 Actions shall be entered. This Note is necessary to address the possibility that
in different plant lineups and system conditions there is a possibility that there would be no
ESW supply to a DG and thus require the compensatory Actions associated with an
inoperable DG. This change is acceptable because the Note ensures proper
compensatory Actions are taken for the identified Conditions.

iii. A new condition has been added to the SSES ITS (Condition B) which recognizes that
because each DG is normally supplied from two different ESW Subsystems (100%
redundancy) a separate Condition is required to address removing this redundancy below
the level where a single failure could impact the capability of the available equipment to
mitigate an event. For example, iftwo DGs are isolated from an ESW Subsystem a single
failure of the other ESW Subsystem could result in the failure of two DGs which are not
sufficient to mitigate the Design Basis LOOP/LOCA. This change is acceptable because in
the allowed configuration no creditable single failure would result in a degraded plant
condition which could not mitigate any previously analyzed event.

This less restrictive change willhave no measurable Impact safety, because as described
above the requirements being incorporated into the SSES ITS through this change,
accurately account for the SSES system design and ensure proper compensatory actions
are taken for the identified degraded conditions. Z4

Section 3.8- Less Restrictive
ITS 3.8.1- AC Sources - Operating ~ ~, ~

*
I

L1 The requirements in CTS 3.8.1.1, Action a.2 (one offsite circuit inoperable) and Action e.1
(both offsite circuits inoperable) to test start of each diesel within 24 hours are eliminated.
lt has been demonstrated that the inoperability of an offsite AC source does not affect the
reliability of the operable DGs based on previous data both from the normal Technical
Specification Surveillance Testing and the normal Technical Specification Surveillance
Frequency have been demonstrated to provide adequate assurance that the Operable DGs
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willbe capable of performing their intended safety functions. Additionally, once a DG

started, the DG manufacturer recommends loading that DG prior to a return to standby
status, and thus requires synchrohizing the DG with an offsite source. Because the most
probable cause of an inoperable offsite AC source is severe weather or an off-normal grid

'condition, and thus synchronizing a DG with a degraded offsite source reduces its reliability
and could cause a simultaneous loss of a DG and offsite and have an emergency bus
without AC power. Furthermore, the elimination of the DG test start requirement also
reduces DG wear. Thus, this change Is consistent with STS philosophy and does not
impact safety.

ITS 3.8.1 - AC Sources - Operating
L,12 The requirement in CTS 4.8.1.1.1.b to demonstrate manual and automatic transfer of the

unit power supply from the normal circuit to the alternate circuit while the plant is shutdown
is modified. ITS 3.8.1.8, the equivalent test, does not have any Mode restrictions for the
performance of this SR. Plant experience has demonstrated that performance of this

, Surveillance willnot cause perturbations to any of the electrical distribution systems that
could result in a challenge to steady state operation or to plant safety systems; and, thus,
performance of this SR, or failure of the SR, will not result in an Abnormal Operating
Occurrence with attendant challenge to plant safety systems. This change allows
operational flexibility,is consistent with STS Bases, and does not have a significant impact
on plant safety.

ITS 3.8.1 - AC Sources - Operating
L.14 The requirement IriCTS 4.8.1.1.2.e to simultaneous start all 4 diesel generators be

performed every 10 years while the plant is shutdown. ITS SR 3.8.1.20, the equivalent
test, does not specify that this test be performed while the plant is shutdown. This change
is acceptable because DGs are not connected to the emergency busses during the
performance of this test so'electrical stability is not threatened; DGs remain available to
respond to an actual start signal; and furthermore, the test is performed only once every 10
years. This change is consistent with the applicable STS actions and has no significant
impact on plant safety.

ITS 3.8.1 - AC Sources - Operating
L.15 [ Note: this item is under review] The requirement of CTS 3.8.1.1.b.1 is to maintain a

minimum of 325 gallons in each DG day tank. ITS SR 3.8.1.4 requires a new minimum of
345 gallons in each DG day tank and the current practice to manually top off the day tanks
every the DGs are operated is eliminated. Both the CTS and ITS establish DG day tank
levels at a volume below the level at which fuel oil is automatically added by the fuel
transfer pump which is set to provide adequate fuel oil for approximately 45 minutes of DG
operation at the post accident DG load. Additionally, the method of calculating the required
volume of fuel oil was changed from being based on the DG continuous rating to the
alternate method in Regulatory Guide 1.137 using the DG post accident load. Because of
a larger 345 gallons minimum in the day.tanks, the current practice to manually top off the
day tanks every time the DGs are operated to satisfy a design commitment in FSAR 9.5.4.2
(to maintain the day tank with sufficient fuel for one hour of operation at continuous rated
load) is eliminated due to the design limitations of the DG day tanks. Additionally,
calculations supporting 45 minutes of DG operation are based on fuel oil consumption
calculations that are very conservative. Thus, verifying a minimum of 345 gallons in each
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day tank based on 45 minutes of DG operation at the post accident load is acceptable and

this change does not have a significant impact on safety.

ITS 3.8.1 - AC Sources - Operating
L.17 An offsite circuit in CTS 3.8.1.1 is considered Operable when it can supply all four 4.16 kV

ESS Buses. In ITS 3.8.1, this consideration for an Operable offsite circuit is changed and

only required to supply three of the four 4.16 kV ESS buses needed to be powered or
capable of being powered, provided that all 4.16 kV buses are supplied by at least one
qualified offsite circuit. This change is acceptable because it maintains the requirements of
General Design Criteria (GDC) to assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits and

design conditions of the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded. To ensure at
least one qualified offsite circuit is available, one of the two required independent circuits is
designed to be available (tested in ITS 3.8.1.8) within a few seconds, within the time
assumed in the Accident Analysis, following a los~f-coolant accident to assure that "core

cooling, containment integrity, and other vital safety functions are maintained." Thus, in the
loss of power event where all onsite power sources were lost, and the other offsite source
is lost, the three available 4.16 kV ESS Buses will remain powered. For a Loss of Power
Event assuming no other single failures, the remaining three available 4.16 kV ESS Buses

~ are sufficient to assure that specified acceptable fuel design limits and design conditions of
the reactor coolant pressure boundary are not exceeded. The change also involves adding
ITS Required Actions A.2 and 0.1 to ensure that, in a total loss of power to a 4.16 kV ESS
Bus Actions LCO 3.8,7 shall be taken. Thus the change includes all proper actions are
taken with the loss of AC Sources, considering the allowance provided by the definition of
Operability, and is'consistent with the STS and has no effect on safety. The CTS Bases
have been replaced by Bases to be consistent with NUREG-1443, Rev.'1.

C

ITS 3.8.3 - Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air
L.1 ITS LCO 3.8.3, Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Starting Air, Includes the following

Conditions: Condition A (less than 7 days but more than 6 days of DG fuel available),
Condition C (fuel oil properties not within limits), Condition D (starting air receiver pressure
not sufficient for five successive DG start attempts but enough for one start), and Condition
E (Actions or Completion Time for other Required Actions not met). These Conditions are
less restrictive because they provide time to restore a Condition that, under the CTS
equivalent requirements, would result in the DG being inoperable. The licensee stated that
the change, while supporting DG Operability, contains substantial margin before the diesel
reaching a condition that would prevent the DG from performing its safety function. The
staff finds the limited levels of degradation permitted by the proposed change justify some
allowances for restoration of the DG; and during time for these allowed restoration of the
DG parameters, the DG is still be capable of performing its intended safety function.
Additionally, DG Operability is demonstrated every 31 days and the risk associated with
plant shutdown is considered greater than the risk associated with the added allowances
for restoration of DG parameters in ITS LCO 3.8.3 Conditions A; C, D, and E. The
proposed changes enhance operational flexibility,consistent with STS philosophy and have
no significant impact on safety.

~ l
ITS 3,8.4: DC Sources - Operating,
L.1 The requirement for CTS 4.8,2.1.c.2 to verify once every 18 months the cell-t~ll and

terminal connections are "dean, tight" has been deleted, Requiring the connections to be
"tight" results in a requirement to torque the connecting bolts and thus may resulted in
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unnecessary stress being applied to the bolted connection. The "dean" requirement is
deleted since it is redundant to the "free of corrosion" requirement ln'ITS 3.8.4.4.
additionally, ifthe connection satisfies the resistance requirements of ITS SR 3.8A.5
(performed at the same Frequency), it can be assumed to be sufficiently torqued and dean.
This change is consistent with the recommendations of IEEE 450 (1995), has a negligible
impact on safety, and reflects the intent of applicable CTS requirements.

ITS 3.8.4: DC Sources - Operating
L.4 The requirement in GTS 4.8.2.1.a to verify battery terminal voltages every 7 days is

modified. ITS SR 3.8.4.1 requires verification of batteiy terminal voltages "when on float
charge" and provides a new allowance that permits the 7 day Frequency to be adjusted and
allow the Surveillance to be deferred for up to 14 days, ifthe battery is on equalize charge
or has been on equalize charge any time during the previous 24 hours. Since the intent of
the SR is to ensure battery voltage to be acceptable when on float charge; and thus
meaningful results cannot be obtained when the battery is on or has recently been on an
equalizing charge at which time the battery is at condition in which the battery is most likely
to meet SR 3.8.4.1 requirements. Therefore, the proposed change is consistent with the
intent of STS for ensuring adequate battery terminal voltages.

ITS 3.8.4: DC Sources - Operating
L.5 The requirement of GTS 4.8.2.1.e/f to perform a performance test every 60 months and

that the performance test can be performed in lieu of the service test. This requirement is
modified in that ITS SR 3.8.4.8 provides an allowance for a modified performance
discharge test to be performed in lieu of a performance discharge test. The modified

'performance discharge test is a simulated duty cycle consisting of two different test
periods: the first test period consists of the rate for the largest current load of the duty
cycle, followed by a second test period which employs the test rate for the performance
discharge test, both tests envelope the duty cycle of the service test. The battery terminal
voltage for the modified performance discharge test is to remain above the minimum
battery terminal voltage specified in the battery service test for the duration of time equal to
that of the service test. Since the modified performance test bounds the requirements of
performance test and the service test, ITS SR 3.8.4.7 Note 1 has been added to allow the
modified performance test to be performed in place of the service test. The change
provides a perfoimance option with no impact on safety since the modified performance
test bounds the requirements of the service test and the performance test. The change is
consistent with the STS intent, and has no impact on safety.

ITS 3.8.7: Distribution System - Operating
L.1 GTS 3.8.3.1, Action a, requires that ifone of the AC distribution system load groups not

energized, ~nerglze the load group within 8 hours. CTS 3.8.3.1, Action b, requires that if
any one of 125 volt DC or 250 volt DC distribution system load groups not energized,
re-energize within 2 hours. These requirements are modified because ITS 3.8.7, Action A,
allows one "or more" AC electrical power distribution subsystems to be inoperable for 8
hours, and ITS 3.8.7, Action B, allows one "or more" Unit 1 DC electrical power distribution
subsystems to be inoperable for 2 hours. The change relaxes required actions and allows
one "or more" electrical distribution systems to be inoperable for a period of time instead of
only one distribution bus with no loss of safety function. Additionally, new ITS 3.8.7 Action
F (G U/2) is also added to require that iftwo or more electrical power distribution
subsystems are inoperable that resulted in a loss of function, then LCO 3.0.3 is entered
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immediately. The combination of new ITS 3.8.7, Actions A, B, and F (G U/2) and ITS LCO

3.0.6, Safety Function Determination Program should ensure that with the loss of any
electrical power distribution system, there willbe no loss of function occurred without the
appropriate action taken, Therefore, the proposed change have a negligible impact on

safety, and is consistent with the intent of STS.

ITS 3.8.8: Distribution Systems - Shutdown
L.2 CTS 3l4.8.3.2 requires Diesel Generator E AC load group to be Operable and ifnot

Operable and Diesel Generator E is aligned to the Class 1E distribution system,
immediately suspend Core Alterations. Diesel Generator E load group 'provides power only
to various components which support the operation of Diesel Generator E when it is
aligned to the Class 1E distribution center and required. The ITS does not specifically
require the Operability of the Diesel Generator E load group, but the ITS definition of
Operable-Operability requires that all normal or emergency electrical power be capable of
performing its related support function. Therefore, ifthe Diesel Generator E AC load group
is inoperable, while Diesel Generator E is aligned to the Class 1E distribution, then ITS
3.8.2 Actions willbe entered to ensure proper actions are taken for an inoperable AC
source. This is less restrictive change because CTS 3.8.3.2 Actions only specify that core
alterations, movement of irradiated fuel, and operations with the potential for draining the
reactor vessel are suspended immediately, while ITS 3.8.2 provides an option to declare
affected equipment inoperable which may not require the same Required Actions.
Therefore, this change is consistent with STS intent, ensuring compliance with the
applicable ITS actions for the loss of a shutdown AC source, and willhave no impact on
safety.

Section 3.9 - Less Restrictive
3.9.4- Control Rod Position Indication
L.1 „CTS 3.1.3.7 requires the position indication system to indicate the current position of the

control rod in Mode 5. ITS 3.9.4 requires only "full-in"position indication capability. This
change is acceptable because the Operability of the control rod "fulhin"position indication
for each control rod (whether the control rod is inserted or withdrawn) is required to support
Operability of the refueling interlocks ( ITS 3.9.1) and Operability of the one-rod-out
interlock ( ITS 3.9.2). Requiring only the "full-in"position indication is acceptable because
in Mode 5 the safety analysis ls based on the assurance that interlocks ensure that either'llor no more than one control rod is fully inserted. There is no assumption in the safety
analysis about rod position other than it is "full-in"or not "fulhin."Therefore, only the
position indication channel associated with the "full-In"indication is required to be Operable
in Mode 5.

ITS 3.9.4 modifies Surveillance Requirements to be consistent with the requirement that
the full-in indicator only must be Operable. The new Surveillance (SR 3.9.4.1) requires that
each time a control rod is withdrawn from the full-inposition, the full-in indication is
indicating correctly (i.e., it is not indicating full-inwhen a control rod is withdrawn).
Additionally, the current requirements to verif'y the position of the control rod every 24 hours

( CTS 4.1.3.7.a), that the control rod position changes during exercise tests ( CTS
4.1.3.7.b), and that the ful&utindicator functions during rod coupling checks ( CTS

.4.1.3.7.c), are deleted because these tests do not support Operability of the "full-in"
position indication channel. These less restrictive changes have no impact on safety.
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Section 3.10 - Less Restrictive
3.10.1- Inservice Leak and Hydrostatic.Testing Operation
L.1 CTS 3.10.6 requires for performance of Special Test Exception, Inservice Leak and

Hydrostatic Testing, that Secondary Containment Isolation Function for "High Drywell
Pressure" be Operable. ITS,3.10.1 does not require the "High Drywell Pressure"

secondary containment isolation function. This change is necessary because the
requirement for High Drywell Pressure isolation is an unnecessarily restrictive requirement
which provides no additional protection against the event of concern, vessel drain down,-
Furthermore, the change is necessary to be consistent with the requirements of NUREG

1433. The change is acceptable because the special test exception only allows reactor
coolant temperature to be c 212oF. At this temperature, even with a large break, it is not
likely that drywell pressure will reach the isolation setpoint. Furthermore, the special test
exception does not require and test performance does not allow primary containment to be

'stablished. Based on the low temperature requirement, and the fact that primary
containment willnot be set, the high drywell pressure isolation provides no additional
protection.to the event of concern in this condition, vessel drain down. Therefore, based
on the above discussion, this change willhave no impact on safety.

3.10.8- SDM Test Refueling
L.2 Requirements for the removal of RPS "shorting links" found in CTS 3.3.1.1-1, Note (c) for'

Functions 2.a and 2.d, CTS LCO 3.9.2.d, CTS 4.9.2.d, and CTS 3.10.3.a are deleted from
ITS and the design details are relocated to the FSAR. (The shorting links are not required
to be removed ifa control rod or CRD is removed under CTS 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2 because

- the scram protection provided by removing shorting links is not effective ifcontrol rods or
CRDs are removed.) The relocation to the FSAR of design details and the deletion of the
requirement to "remove RPS shorting links" is withdrawn while in Mode 5 is acceptable
because scram function provided by the "shorting links" is not the primary mechanism for
preventing a reactivity excursion when control rods are withdrawn while in Mode 5. Ifa
single control rod is withdrawn, the one-rod-out interlock and SDM are sufficient to prevent
a reactivity excursion. Additionally, the RPS Functions 1.a, 2.a and 2.d, coupled with
requirements that the withdrawn control rod are Operable provide backup scram protection.
Ifmultiple control rods are withdrawn in Mode 5 for SDM testing, protection from reactivity
excursions is provided by requirements that either the RWM or a second qualified person
limits the control rod pattern to that necessary to perform the SDM test, Because of the
reliability of SDM calculations, enforcement of the rod patter consistent with these
calculations provides a high degree of protection against a reactivity excursion. Additional
protection is provided by limiting the rate of reactivity addition by requiring that SDM test
rod withdrawals are performed using "notch out mode." Finally, the RPS Functions 2,a and
2.d, coupled with requirements that the withdrawn control rods are Operable (coupled and
charging header pressure available) provide backup scram protection. Therefore, deleting
the requirements for removal of shorting linked and relocation of design details to the FSAR
has no impact on safety.

Section 4.0- Less Restrictive

None
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Section 5.0- Less Restrictive
5.2 - Organization
L.1 CTS 6.2.2.g requires that the Manager-Nuclear Operations shall hold a Senior Reactor

Operators license. ITS 5.2.2.f requires that either the Manager-Nuclear Operations or the
Day Shift Supervisor shall hold an SRO License. This less restrictive change is acceptable
because the requirement is to have a person in the direct management of on shift
operations personnel hold a Senior Reactor Operators license. Since both the Manager-
Nuciear Operation and the Day Shift Supervisor are in the direct management chain for
shift operations personnel, the change willhave a negligible impact on safety.

5.3- Unit Staff Qualifications
L,1 Changes the CTS requirement for unit staff qualification from ANSI N18.1-1971 "except ...

the Shift Technical Advisor who shall meet or exceed the qualifications referred to in
Section 2.2.1.b of Enclosure 1 of the October 30, 1979 NRC Letter to all operating nuclear
power plants; to the ITS requirement for the unit staff to meet or exceed the minimum
qualifications of ANSI N18.1-1971 for comparable positions except license operators and
Shift Technical Advisor who shall meet supplemental requirements specified in Reg Guide
1.8 Rev 2:,.". The NRC has endorsed the use of Reg Guide 1.8 Rev 2, and this less
restrictive change willhave no measurable impact on safety.

5.4 - Procedures
L.1 [need DOC]

5.6 - Reporting Requirements

~ ~

~ ~

~

~

~

L.1 The CTS 6.9.1.4 and 6.9.1.7 requires the Occupational Exposure Report and the Annual
Radiological Environmental Operating Report reports to be submitted by March 1 and May
1 of each year, respectively. The SSES ITS willallow the reports to be submitted by April
30 and May 15 of each year, respectively. Given that the 'report is still required to be
provided to the NRC on or before April30 or May 15, as applicable, and covers the
previous calendar year, report completion and submittal is dearly not necessary to assure
operation in a safe manner for the interval between March 1 and April 30 and May 1 and
May 15. Additionally, there is no requirement for the NRC to approve the report.
Therefore, this change has no impact on the safe operation of the plant. This change is
consistent with BWR STS NUREG-1433, Rev. 1.

5.7- High Radiation Area
L.1 CTS 6.12.1 and 6.12.2 outline options for ensuring radiation dose is maintained within

limits for individuals accessing high radiation areas. ITS 5.7.1 and 5.7.2 provides the
same options and Identifies more options. These additional options provide adequate
controls for ensuring limits are maintained and provide added flexibilitywhich can be used
to maintain individual doses as low as reasonably achievable, therefore, this less restrictive
change willhave minimal impact on safety.

I

5.7 - High Radiation Area
L.2 iTS 5.7.2.c is added to allow individuals qualified in radiation protection procedures to be

exempted from the requirement of an RWP or equivalent while performing radiation
surveys. This addition is necessary to allow flexibilityto survey these areas in an effective
manner and ensure dose rates are maintained as low as reasonably achievable.
Therefore, this less restrictive'change willhave a minimal impact on safety.
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For the reasons presented above, these less restrictive requirements are acceptable because

they willnot affect the safe operation of the plant, The TS requirements that remain are

consistent with current licensing practices, operating experience, and plant accident and

transient analyses, and provide reasonable assurance that public health and safety willbe

protected.

D. Relocated Less Restrictive Requlroments

When requirements have been shown to give little or no safety benefit, their removal from the TS

may be appropriate. In most cases, relaxations previously granted to individual plants on a

pJant-specific basis were the result of (1) generic NRC actions, (2) new staff positions that have
evolved from technological advancements and operating experience, or (3) resolution of the
Owners Groups comments on STS. The NRC staff reviewed generic relaxations contained in

STS and found them acceptable because they are consistent with current licensing practices and

the Commission's regulations. The SSES design was also reviewed to determine ifthe specific
design basis and licensing basis are consistent with the technical basis for the model
requirements in STS, and thus provide a basis for ITS. A significant number of changes to the
CTS involved the removal of specific requirements and detailed information from individual
specifications evaluated to be Types 1 through 4 that follow:

Type 1 Details of System Design and System Description including Design Umits

Type 2 Descriptions of Systems Operation

'ype 3 Procedural Details for TS Requirements and Related Reporting Requirements

Type 4 Performance Requirements for Indicatio~nly Instrumentation and Alarms

The following discussions address why each of the four types of information or specific
requirements are not required to be Included in ITS .

Details of S stem Desi n and S stem Descri tion Includin Desi n Limits (Type 1)

The design of the facility is required to be described in the FSAR by 10 CFR 50.34. In
addition, the quality assurance (QA) requirements of Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 require
that plant design be documented in controlled procedures and drawings, and maintained in
accordance with an NRC-approved QA Program (FSAR Chapter 17). In 10 CFR 50.59
controls are specified for changing the facilityas described in the FSAR which includes the
new Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) by reference; and in 10 CFR 50.54(a) criteria are
specified for changing the QA Program. In ITS, the Bases also contain descriptions of system
design. The SSES administrative controls specification ITS 5.5.10 specifies controls for
changing the Bases. Removing details of system design from the CTS is acceptable because
this information.will be adequately controlled in the FSAR, controlled design documents and
drawings, or the TS Bases, as ap propnate. Cycle-specific design limits are moved from the
CTS to the Core Operating Umits Report (COLR) in accordance with Generic Letter 88-16.
ITS Administrative Controls are revised to Include the programmatic requirements for the
COLR.
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Descri tions of S stems 0 eration (Type 2)

The plans for the normal and emergency operation of the facilityare required to be described

in the FSAR by 10 CFR 50.34. ITS 5,4,1.a requires written procedures to be established,
implemented, and maintained for plant operating procedures including procedures
recommended in Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February 1978. Controls
specified in 10 CFR 50.59 apply to changes in procedures as described in the FSAR. In ITS,
the Bases also contain descriptions of system operation. It is acceptable to remove details of
system operation from the TS because this type of information willbe adequately controlled in

the FSAR, plant operating procedures, and the TS Bases, as appropriate.

Procedural Details for Meetin TS Re uirements & Related Re ortin Re uirements Pype 3)

Details for performing action and surveillance requirements are more appropriately specified in

the plant procedures required by ITS 5.4.1, the FSAR, and ITS Bases. For example, control
of the plant conditions appropriate to perform a surveillance test is an issue for procedures
and scheduling and has previously been determined to be unnecessary as a TS restriction.
As indicated in Generic Letter 91-04, allowing this procedural control is consistent with the
vast majority of other SRs that do not dictate plant conditions for surveillances. Prescriptive
procedural information in an action requirement is unlikely to contain all procedural
considerations necessary for the plant operators to complete the actions required, and referral
to plant procedures is therefore required in any event. Other changes to procedural details
include those associated with limits retained in the ITS. For example, the ITS requirement
may refer to programmatic requirements such as COLR, Included in ITS Section 5.5, which

'pecifies the scope of the limits contained in the COLR and mandates NRC approval of the
analytical methodology. The QA Program is approved by the NRC and contained in FSAR
Chapter 17, and changes to the QA Program are controlled by 10 CFR 50.54(a). The Offsite
Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) is required by ITS section 5.5.1. The TRM is incorporated
by reference into the FSAR, and changes to the TRM are controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. The
Inservice Test (IST) program is required by ITS 5.5.6.

The removal of these kinds of procedural details from the CTS is acceptable because'they will
be adequately controlled in the FSAR, plant procedures, Bases and COLR, as appropriate.
This approach provides an effective level of regulatory control and provides for a more
appropriate change control process. Similarly, removal of reporting requirements from LCOs
is appropriate because ITS 5.6, 10 CFR 50.36 and 10 CFR 50.73 adequately cover the reports
deemed to be necessary.

Performance Re uirements for Indication-Onl Instrumentation and Alarms (Type 4)

Indication-only instrumentation, test equipment, and alarms are usually not required to be
operable to support TS operability of a system or component unless these items are included
in TS as Accident Monitoring instrumentation. Thus, with the exception of the Accident
Monitoring instrumentation, STS do not Include operability requirements for Indicatio~niy
equipment, The availability of such indication instruments, monitoring instruments, and
alarms, and necessary compensatory activities ifthey are not available, are more
appropriately specified in plant operational, maintenance, and annunciator response
procedures required by ITS 5.4.1. Removal of requirements for indication-only
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instrumentation and alarms from the CTS is acceptable because they will be adequately
controlled in plant procedures.

The relocated details table (Table RL) lists CTS specifications and detailed information removed
from individual specifications that are relocated to licensee-controlled documents in ITS. Table
RL is organized by ITS section and Includes: the section designation followed by the discussion
of change identifier, e.g., 2.0 LA1 (ITS Section 2.0, DOC LA1); CTS reference; a summary
description of the change; the name of the document that retains the CTS requirements; the
method for controlling future changes to relocated requirements; and a reference to the specific
change type, as discussed above, for not Including the information or specific requirements in
ITS.

The NRC staff has concluded that these types of detailed information and specific requirements
are not necessary to ensure the effectiveness of ITS to adequately protect the health and safety
of the public. Accordingly, these requirements may be moved to one of the following licensee-
controlled documents for which changes are adequately governed by a regulatory or TS
requiremen't: (1) TS Bases controlled by ITS 5.5.14 "Technical Specifications Bases Control
Program;" (2) FSAR (includes the TRM by reference) controlled by 10 CFR 50.59; (3) the Offsite
Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) controlled by 10 CFR 50.59; and (4) the QA Programs as
approved by the NRC and contained in FSAR Chapter 17 and controlled by 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B. For each of these changes, Table RL also lists the licensee-controlled documents
and the TS or regulatory requirements governing changes to those documents.

To the extent that requirements and information have been relocated to licensee-controlled
documents, such information and requirements are not required to obviate the possibility of an
abnormal situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to tlie public health and safety.
Further, where such information and requirements are contained in LCOs and associated
requirements in the CTS, the NRC staff has concluded that they do not fall within any of the four
criteria in the Final Poliqy Statement (discussed in Part II of this safety evaluation). Accordingly,
existing detailed information and specific requirements, such as generally described above, may
be deleted from the CTS.

E. Relocated Specifications

The Final Policy Statement states that LCOs and associated requirements that do not satisfy or
fall within any of the four specified criteria (now contained in 10 CFR 50.36) may be relocated
from existing TS (an NRC-controlled document) to appropriate license~ntrolled documents.
These requirem'ents Include the LCOs, Action'Statements (ACTIONS), and associated SRs. In
its application, the licensee proposed relocating such specifications to the Final Safety Analysis
Report (FSAR) (includes the TRM by reference), and the ODCM, as appropriate. The staff has
reviewed the licensee's submittals, and finds that relocation of these requirements to the FSAR
(and TRM) and ODCM is acceptable, in that changes to these documents willbe adequately
controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. These provisions willcontinue to be implemented by appropriate
plant procedures: i.e., operating procedures, maintenance procedures, surveillance and testing
procedures, and work control procedures.

The licensee, in electing to implement the specifications of STS, also proposed, ln accordance
with the criteria ln the Final Policy Statement, to entirely remove certain TS from the CTS and
place them in licensee-controlled documents noted in Table RL Table RL lists all specifications
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and specific CTS details that are relocated, based on the Final Policy Statement, to licensee-

controlled documents in ITS, Table RL provides: a GTS reference; a summary description of the

requirement; the name of the document that retains the GTS requirements; the method for
controlling future changes to relocated requirements; and a characterization of the discussion of
change. The NRC staff evaluation of each relocated specification presented in Table RL is
provided below.

CTS 3/4.2 - Power Distribution Umits, Control Rod Block Functions
R.1 GTS 3.2.2, includes control rod block functions initiated by the APRMs which does not

satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES GTS. The APRM control rod block functions
prevent a control rod withdrawal error at power transient by utilizing LPRM signals to create
the APRM rod block signal. APRMs provide information about the average core power,
however, the rod block function is not used to mitigate a design basis accident (DBA) or
transient. These requirements have been relocated to the Technical Requirements
Manual.

g g
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CTS 3/4.3- Instrumentation, Main Steam Line Radiation Monitors (MSLRM)
R.1 The requirement specified in CTS 3.3.2 Table 3.3.2-1, Table 3.3.2-2, and 4.3.2.1-1 items

1.e and 3.b and CTS 3.3.1 Table 3.3.1-1, Table 3.3.1-2, and Table 4.3.1.1-1 Item 6, and
Main Steam Line Radiation - High, does not satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical
Specification screening criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the
SSES CTS. The main steam line radiation monitors (MSLRMs) indicate a gross failure of
fuel ciadding. The'MSLRM RPS and MSIVand Primary Containment isolation trip setpoint
is intended to be high enough above background radiation levels to prevent spurious trips,
yet low,enough to promptly detect gross cladding failure. Upon detection of high radiation,
an alarm signal is initiated and a trip signal is generated by the monitors which initiate a
reactor scram and closure of the main steam line isolation valves (MSIVs). No credit is
taken for operation of the MSLRM reactor trip in the FSAR analyses. The MSLRM MSIV
trip is addressed in the control rod drop analysis in FSAR section 15.4, which includes a
design basis analysis and a realistic analysis. The design basis analysis does not credit
the MSLRM closure of the MSIVs. The design basis analysis as shown in FSAR Table

'5

4-16 assumes all'of the noble gases and halogens that are released to the reactor
coolant and not absorbed by coolant (100% of the noble gases and 10% of haiogens) are.
transported to the condenser before MSIVclosure. The MSLRM closure of the MSIVs is
considered in the FSAR realistic analysis, and for both the design basis anaylsis and the
realistic analysis the offsite individual exposures are a small fraction of regulatory limits.
Thus for the design basis event; the main steam line radiation monitor Is not assumed in
the design basis radiological evaluation and is not part of the primary success path in the
mitigation of the design basis event. This requirement has been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.3- Instrumentation, SGTS Exhaust Radiation - High
R.2 The requirements specified in GTS 3.3.2 Table 3.3.2-1, Table 3.3.2-1, and 4.3.2.1-1 Item

1.d, SGTS Exhaust Radiation - High, requirement for Modes 4 and 5 do not satisfy the 10
CFR 50.36 Technical specification screening criteria as documented in the Application of
Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. The area radiation monitors are used to indicate when
the radiation in the area has exceeded its allowable setpoint. There are no automatic
functions that are performed by these instruments. The instruments are not used to
miti ate a'desi n basis accident (DBA) or transient. Information provided by these
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instruments on the radiation levels within secondary containment would have limited or no
use in identifying/assessing core damage. This requirement has been relocated to
Technical Requirements Manual.

CTS 3/4.3 - Instrumentation, Turbine Building Main Steam Une Tunnel Temperature - High
R.3 The requirement specified in CTS 3.3.2 Table 3.3,2-1, Table 3,3.2-1, and 4.3.2.1-1 Item 3.I

Turbine Building Main Steam Une Tunnel Temperature - High function does not satisfy the.
'0

CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the Application
of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. The Differential Temperature detectors and the
Main Steam Une Turbine Building Tunnel Temperature - High trips are intended to detect
and isolate leakage outside the drywell for Piping within systems which are connected to
the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary. A differential temperature sensing system is
installed in each room containing equipment that interfaces with the reactor coolant
pressure boundary. These are the HPCI, RCIC and reactor water cieanup systems
equipment areas and the main steam line tunnel. Temperature sensors are placed in the
inlet and outlet ventilation ducts of these areas. Other sensors are installed in the
equipment areas to monitor ambient temperature. A differential temperature switch
between each set of sensors and/or ambient temperature switch initiates an alarm and

~ isolation ifthe temperature reaches a preset value. It has determined that isolation
capability provided by other Technical Specification devices such as Ambient Temperature
Isolations trips ensure any Leakage from piping systems outside primary containment will
be detected within the assumptions of the FSAR. Furthermore, the identified devices are
not assumed to function in any FSAR event. Therefore, the Differential Temperature
detectors and the Turbine Building Main Steam Tunnel Temperature detectors are not
required to mitigate any design basis event. This requirement has been relocated to the
TRM.

CTS 3/4.3 - Instrumentation, Differential Temperature - High
R.4 The requirements specified in CTS 3.3.2 Table 3.3.2-1, Table 3.3.2-1, and 4.3,2.1-1 Items

3.e, 3.g, 4.c, 5.e, 5.g, 6.e, and 6.h Differential Temperature - High functions do not satisfy
the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the CTS. The Differential Temperature detectors and
the Main Steam Une Turbine Building Tunnel Temperature - High trips are intended to
detect and isolate leakage outside the drywell for Piping within systems which are
connected to the Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary. A differential temperature sensing
system is installed in each room containing equipment that Interfaces with the reactor
coolant pressure boundary. These are the HPCI, RCIC and reactor water cleanup systems
equipment areas and the main steam line tunnel. Temperature sensors are placed in the
inlet and outlet ventilation ducts of these areas. Other sensors are installed in the
equipment areas to monitor ambient temperature. A differential temperature switch
between each set of sensors and/or ambient temperature switch initiates an alarm and
isolation ifthe temperature reaches a preset value. It has determined that isolation
capability provided by other Technical Specification devices such as Ambient Temperature
Isolations trips ensure any Leakage from piping systems outside primary containment will
be detected within the assumptions of the FSAR. Furthermore, the identified devices are
not assumed to function in any FSAR event, Therefore, the Differential Temperature
detectors and the Turbine Building Main Steam Tunnel Temperature detectors are not
required to mitigate any design basis event. This requirement has been relocated to the
TRM.
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CTS 3/4.3- Instrumentation, ADS Manual Inhibit Function,
R.5 The requirement specified in GTS 3.3.3 Table 3.3.3-1, Table 3.3.3-2, and 4.3.3.1-1 Item

4.h, ADS Manual Inhibit Function, does not satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical
specification screening criteria as documented In the Application of Selection Criteria to the
SSES CTS. The ADS Manual Inhibit switch allows the operator to defeat ADS actuation as
directed by the emergency operating procedures under conditions for which ADS would not
be desirable. For example, during an ATWS event low pressure EGGS system activation
would dilute sodium pentaborate Injected by the Standby Liquid Control (SLC) System
thereby reducing the effectiveness of the SLC System shutdown. Since the screening
criteria have not be'en satisfied, this requirement has been relocated to the TRM.

trTS 3/4.3- Instrumentation, Control Rod Block Instrumentation Fun cgon
R.6 GTS 3.3.6, Control Rod Block Instrumentatlon, Includes control rod block functions Initiated

by the APRMs, SRMs, IRMs, Scram Discharge Volume, and the Reactor Coolant System
Recirculation Flow which do not satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening
c'riteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. The
control rod block functions to prevent a control rod withdrawal error at power transient by
utilizing LPRM signals to create the APRM rod block signal. APRMs provide information
about the average core power, however, the rod block function is not used to mitigate a
design basis accident (DBA) or transient. SRM signals are used to monitor neutron flux
during refueling, shutdown, and startup conditions. No design basis accident (DBA) or .

transient analysis takes credit for rod block signals initiated by the SRMs. The Intermediate
Range Monitor (IRM) control rod block functions to prevent a control rod withdrawal error
during reactor staitup by utilizing IRM signals to create the rod block signal. IRMs are
provided to monitor the neutron flux levels during refueling, shutdown, and startup
conditions. No design basis accident DBA or transient analysis takes credit for rod block
signals initiated by IRMs. Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, these
requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.3 - Instrumentation, Area CriticalityMonitors
R.7 The requirements specified in GTS 3/4.3.7 Table 3.3.7.1-1; and 4.3.7.1-1 Items 2.a.1, and

2.a.2 Area CriticalityMonitors do not satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 technical specification
screenirIg criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS.
The area radiation monitors'are used to indicate when the radiation in the area has
exceeded its allowable setpoint. There are no automatic functions that are performed by
these instruments, The instruments are not used to mitigate a design basis accident (DBA)
or transient. Information provided by these instruments on the radiation levels within
secondary containment would have limited or.no use in identifying/assessing core damage.
This requirement has been relocated to the TRM. '" I ~ * ~

~CTS 3/ 3-'nstrumentation, Seismic Monitoring
R.S The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.3.7.2, Seismic Monitoring Instrumentation, do not

satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Cnteiia to the SSES GTS. In the event of an earthquake, seismic
instrumentation is required to permit comparison of the measured response to that used in
the design basis of the facilityto determine ifplant shutdown is required pursuant to
Appendix "A"of 10 CFR Part 100. Since this is determined after the event has occurred, it
has no bearing on the mitigation of any DBA. Since the screening criteria have not been
satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.
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CTS 3/4.3 - Instrumentation, Meteorological Monitoring
R.9 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.3.7.3, Meteorological Monitoring Instrumentation,

do not satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented
in the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. Meteorological instrumentation is
used to measure environmental parameters which may affect distribution of fission
products and gases following a design basis accident (DBA), but it is not an input
assumption for any DBA analysis and does not mitigate the accident. Meteorological
inforrriation is required to evaluate the need for initiating protecUve measures to protect the
health and safety of the public. Since the screening cnteria have not been satisfied, these
requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.3- Instrumentation, S/R V Position Indicators, Noble Gas, and Suppression Chamber
AirTemperature Monitors

R.10 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.3.7.5 Table 3.3.7.5-1 and Table 4.3.7.5-1: Item 9
for the Safety/Relief Valve Position Indicators, Item 11 for Noble Gas Monitors and Item 5,
Suppression Chamber AirTemperature do not satisf'y the 10 CFR 50,36 technical

"

specification screening criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the
SSES CTS. The loss of this monitoring instrumentation that is currently in Technical
Specifications is not risk-significant because the variable they monitored did not qualify as a
Type A or Category 1, variable (one that is important to safety and needed by the operator,
so that the operator can perform necessary normal actions). Since the screening criteria
have not satisfied for non-Regulatory Guide 1.97 Type A or Category 1 variable
instruments, this requirement has been relocated to the

TRM.'TS

3/4.3 - Instrumentation, Traversing In-Core Probe
R.11 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.3.7.7, Traversing I~re Probe System, do not

satisfy the NRC Policy Statement Technical SpeciTication screening criteria as
documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the CTS. The Traversing I~re
Probe (TIP) System is used for calibration of the LPRM detectors. The TIP system is
positioned axially and radially throughout the core to calibrate the local power range
monitors (LPRMs). When not in use the TIP instruments are retracted into a storage
position outside the drywell. The TIP System supports the operability of the LPRMs.
With LPRM operability addressed in LCO 3.3.1.1, there is no need to address the TIP
system in the Technical Speciflcations. Since the screening criteria have not been
satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.3 - Instrumentation, Radioactive Uquid ENuent Monitoring
'

R.12 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.3.7.10, Radioactive Uquid ENuent Monitoring
Instrumentation, do not satisfy the NRC Policy Statement Technical Speclflcation screening
criteria as documented in the Application of SelecUon Criteria to the SSES CTS. The
radioactive liquid waste system is neither a safety system nor is it connected to the reactor
coolant system. This instrumentation is used for showing conformance to the discharge
limits of 10 CFR part 20. It is not installed to detect excessive reactor coolant leakage.
The radioactive liquid eNuent monitors are used iouUnely to provide continuous check on
the release of radioacUve liquid eNuent from the normal plant liquid eNuent flow paths.

'heseTechnical Specifications require the Ucensee to maintain operability of various liquid
effluent monitors and establish setpoints in accordance with the Offsite dose Calculation
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Manual (ODCM). The alarm/trip setpoints are established to ensure that the alarm/trip will
occur prior to exceeding the limits of 10 CFR Part 20. Plant DBA analyses do not assume

any action, either automatic or manual, resulting from radioactive eNuent monitors. Since
the screening criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to
the TRM.

CTS 3/4.3- Instrumentation, Radioactive Gaseous Effluent Monitoring
R.13 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.3.7.11, Radioactive Gaseous ENuent Monitoring

Instrumentation, do not satisfy the NRC Policy Statement Technical Specification screening
criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. The
Radioactive Gaseous ENuent Monitoring Instrumentation is neither a safety system nor is it
connected to the reactor coolant system. The primary function of this instrumentation is to
show conformance to the discharge limits of 10 CFR Part 20. This instrumentation is not
installed to detect excessive reactor coolant leakage. The Radioactive Gaseous ENuent
Monitors are used routinely to provide continuous check on the releases of radioactive
gaseous eNuents from the normal plant gaseous eNuent flow paths. These Technical
Specifications require the Ucensee to maintain operability of various eNuent monitors and
establish setpoints in accordance with the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM). The
alarm/trip setpoints are established to ensure that the alarm/trip willoccur prior to
exceeding the limits of 10 CFR Part 20. Plant DBA analyses do not assume any action,
either automatic or manual, resulting from radioactive eNuent monitors. In addition, the
explosive gas monitor instrumentation is provided to ensure that the concentration of
potentially explosive gas mixtures contained in the gaseous radwaste treatment system is
adequately monitored, which willhelp ensure that the concentration is maintained below
the flammability limitof hydrogen. However, the offgas system is designed to contain
detonations and willnot affect the function of any safety related equipment. The
concentration of hydrogen in the offgas stream is not an initial assumption of any design
basis accident (DBA) or transient analysis. Since the screening criteria have not been
satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.3- Instrumentation, Loose Part Detection System
R.14 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.3.7.12, Loose Part Detection System, do not satisfy

the NRC PoHcy Statement Technical Specification screening criteria as documented. in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. The Loose-Part Detection System is
used to detect loose parts in the reactor vessel. The instrumentation does not indicate that
there is a degradation in the primary pressure boundary but indicates that there might be a
remote chance of damage to a component due to a loose part. Fuel failure due to fuel
bundle flow blockage from a lost part willbe detected by the radiation monitors in the offgas
stream. The Loose-Part Detection System is not used for, nor capable of detecting,
monitoring or. mitigating a DBA or transient analyses. Since the screening criteria have not
been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

~CTS 3/4.3- Instrumentation, RHR Flow.High.-
R.15 tNeed DOC/

s

CTS 3/4.4 - Reactor Coolant System, Chemistry
R.1 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.4.4, Chemistry, do not satisf'y the 10 CFR 50.36

Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the Application of Selection
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Criteria to the SSES CTS. Poor reactor coolant water chemistry may contribute to the long

term degradation of system materials and thus is not of immediate importance to the plant
operator. Reactor coolant water chemistry is monitored for a variety of reasons. One

reason is to reduce the possibility of failures in the reactor coolant system pressure
boundary caused by corrosion. Severe chemistry transients have resulted in failure of thin
walled LPRM instrument dry tubes in a relatively short period of time. However, these
LPRM dry tube failures result in loss of the LPRM function and are readily detectable. In

summary, the chemistry monitoring activity serves a long term preventative rather than
mitigative purpose. Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, these
requirements have been relocated to the TRM.,

QTS 3/4 4 Re.ac-tor Coolant System, Structural Integrity
R.2 The requirements specified in GTS 3/4.4.8, Structural Integrity, do not satisfy the 10 CFR

50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the Application of
Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. The inspection programs for ASME Code Class 1, 2,
and 3 components ensure that the structural integrity of these components willbe
maintained throughout the components life. Other Technical Specifications require
important systems to be operable (for example, ECCS 3/4.5.1) and in a ready state for
mitigative action. This Technical Specification is for prevention of component degradation
and continued long term maintenance of acceptable structural conditions. Hence it is not
necessary to retain this specification to ensure immediate operability of safety systems.
Further, this Technical Specification prescribes inspection requirements which are
performed during plant shutdown. It is, therefore, not directly important for responding to
design basis accidents (DBA). Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, these

'equirements have been relocated to the TRM.
t

CTS 3/4.4 - Reactor Coolant System, APRM Rod Block Monitor Setpoints
R.3 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.4.1.1.2, APRM Rod Block Monitor Setpoints,

Allowable Valves, do not satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening
criteria as documented in the Application of Screening Criteria to the SSES GTS. As
discussed above, APRMs provide information about the average core power, however, the
rod block function is not used to mitigate a design basis accident (DBA) or transient.
Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements have been
relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.7- Plant Systems, Sealed Source Contamination
R.1 GTS 3/4.7.5, Sealed Source Contamination SpeciTication, is being relocated to the TRM.

In accordance with the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES Unit 1 and Unit 2
Technical Specifications, this SSES GTS specification does not meet the selection criteria
and therefore, is being relocated from SSES Improved Technical Specifications. The
limitations on sealed source contamination are intended to ensure that the total body or
individual organ irradiation doses does not exceed allowable limits in the event of ingestion
or inhalation. This is done by imposing a maximum limitation of c 0.005 microcurie of
removable contamination on each sealed source. This requirement and the associated
Surveillance Requirements bear no relation to the conditions or limitations which are
necessary to ensure safe reactor operation. Since the screening criteria have not been .

satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.
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CTS 3/4.8 - Electrical Systems, Electrical Equipment Protective Devices
R.1 The requirements specified in GTS 3/4.8.4.1, Electrical Equipment Protective Devices, do

not satisfy'the 10 CFR 50.36 technical specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES GTS. The funcUon of these protective devices
is to open the control and/or power circuit whenever the load exceed the established limits.
This is to protect the circuit conductors against damage or failure due to overcurrent
heating effects. The continuous monitoring of the operating status of the overcurrent
protection devices is impracticable and not covered as part of the control room monitoring,
except after trip condition indication. In the event of failure of this protective device to trip
the circuit, the upstream protective device is expected to operate and isolate the faulty
circuit. Thus, the upper level (back-up) protection willprevent loss of redundant power
source. In the worst case fault condition, a single division of protective functions can be
lost. However, this scenario is covered under a single failure criterion. The overcurrent
protecUon devices ensure the pressure integrity of the containment penetration. With
failure of the device it is postulated that the wire insulation willdegrade resulting in a
containment leak path during a LOCA. However, containment leakage is not a process
variable and is not considered as part of the primary success path. Containment
penetration degradation will be identified during the normal containment leak rate tests
required by 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J. Since the screening criteria have not been
satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.8 - Electrical Systems, Motor. Operated Valves Thermal Overload Protection
The requirements specified in GTS 3/4.8.4.2.1, Motor Operated Valves Thermal Overload
Protection-Continuous, do not satisfy'the 10 CFR 50.36 technical specification screening
criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES GTS. For
valves with thermal overload protection (i.e., trip on overload condition), the valve function
should be accomplished prior to overload trip. The overload protection for these valves is
meant to take precedence over the valve function, Ifthe overload condition occurs during

'alveoperation, the electrical circuit willopen to protect the equipment. In case of failure
of overload protection operation to disconnect the load, the equipment may suffer potential
damage. This effects the operability of the system containing the valve. Accordingly the
more appropriate LCO would address the overall system operability and not the operability
of a support system. Additionally, the surveillance and maintenance of the devices can be
controlled by sources other than the plant Technical Specifications. Since the screening
"criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.8 - Electrical Systems, Motor Operated Valves Thermal Overload Protection-Automatic
R.3 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.8.4.2.2, Motor Operated Valves Thermal. Overload

Protection-Automatic, do not satisf'y the 10 CFR 50.36 technical specification screening
criteria as cfocumented In the ApplicaUon of Selection Criteria to the SSES GTS (see
preceding discussion in 3/4.8 R.2 above). These requirements have been relocated to the
TRM.

CTS 3/4.9- Refueling Operations, Decay Time
R.1 GTS 3/4.9.4, Decay Time, is being relocated to the TRM. CTS 3/4.9.4 requires a 24-hour

subcritical decay time before moving irradiated fuel in the reactor pressure vessel. Prior to
moving fuel in the reactor vessel, certain operational steps must be completed. These
steps In'elude containment entry, removal of drywell head, removal of vessel head, removal
of vessel internals. The licensee stated that the 24 hours decay time following subcriticality
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willalways be met for a refueling outage because of the need to perform these operational
steps. Therefore, it is not necessary to retain this requirement in the TS. Based on this

~ and the time needed to complete the steps prior to moving fuel within the reactor vessel,
relocation of this requirement willhave no impact on plant safety. Therefore, in accordance
with the Application of 10 CFR 50.36 Selection Gnteria to the SSES Unit 1 and Unit 2
Technical Specifications, this SSES CTS specification does not meet the selection criteria
and is being relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.9 - Refueling Operations, Communication
R.2 GTS 3/4.9.5, Communications, is being relocated to the TRM. Communication between

the control room and refueling floor personnel is maintained to ensure that refueling
personnel can be promptly informed of significant changes in the plant status or core
reactivity condition during refueling. The communications allow for coordination of activities
that require interaction between the control room and refueling floor personnel (such as the
insertion of a control rod prior to loading fuel). However, the refueling system design
accident or transient response does not take credit for communications to ensure safe
refueling operations. In accordance with the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES
Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications, this SSES CTS specification does not meet the
10 CFR 50.36 Selection Criteria and therefore, is being relocated from SSES Improved
Technical Specifications.

CTS 3/4.9'- Refueling Operations, Refueling Platform
GTS 3/4.9.6, Refueling Platform, is being relocated to the TRM. Operability of the

refueling platform equipment (crane, main hoist and auxiliary hoist) ensures that only the
main hoist of the refueling platform willbe used to handle fuel within the reactor pressure
vessel, hoists have sufficient load capacity for handling fuel assemblies and/or control rods
and the core internals and pressure vessel are protected from excessive liftingforce ifthey
are inadvertently engaged during lifting operations. Although the interlocks designed to
provide the above capabilities can prevent damage to the refueling platform equipment and
core internals, they are not assumed to function to mitigate the consequences of a design
basis accident. Further, in analyzing the control rod withdrawal error during refueling, ifany
one of the operations involved in initial failure or error is followed by any other single
equipment failure or single operator error, the necessary safety actions are taken (e.g„rod
block or scram) automatically prior to violation of any limits. Hence the refueling platform
interlocks are not part of the primary success path in mitigating the control rod withdrawal
error during refueling. In accordance with the Application of the Selection Criteria to the
SSES Unit 1 and Unit 2 Technical Specifications, this SSES GTS specification does not
meet the 10 CFR 50.36 Selection Criteria and therefore, is being relocated from SSES
Improved Technical Spec fications.

CTS 3/4.9- Refueling Operations, Crane TravehSpent Fuel Storage Pool
R.4 GTS 3/4.9.7, Crane Travel-Spent Fuel Storage Pool, is being relocated to the TRM. The

restriction on movement of loads in excess of the nominal weight of a fuel assembly over
other fuel assemblies in the storage pool ensures that ln the event the load is dropped, the
activity release willbe limited to that contained in a single fuel assembly and any possible
distortion of the fuel in the storage racks willnot result in a critical array.'dministrative
monitoring of loads moving over the fue'I storage racks serves as a backup to the crane
interlocks. Although this Technical Specification supports the maximum refueling accident
assumption in the design basis accident (DBA), the fuel handling crane travel limits are not
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monitored and controlled during operation; they are checked on a periodic basis to ensure
operability. The deterministic criteria for Technical Specification retention are, therefore,
not satisfied. In accordance with the Application of Selection Criteria to the Unit 1 and Unit
2 Technical Specifications, this SSES GTS specification does not meet the 10 CFR 50.36

'electionCriteria and therefore, is being relocated from SSES Improved Technical
Specifications.

CTS 3/4.11- Radioactive ENuent, Uquid ENuent Concentration
R.1 The requirements specified in GTS 3/4.11.1.1, Uquid ENuent Concentration, do not satisfy

the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented ln the
Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. 10 CFR Part 20, BII(2) refers to
releases to an unrestricted area of radioactive material in concentrations that exceed the
specified limits. No screening criteria apply because the process variable of the LCO is not
an initial condition of a DBA or transient analysis. Neither does the system comprise a part
of the safety sequence analysis or a part of the primary coolant pressure boundary.
ENuent control is for protection against radiation hazards from licensed activities, not
accidents. Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements have
been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.11 - Radioactive ENuent, Dose to Member of the Public
The requirements speciTied in CTS 3/4.11.1.2, Dose to Member of the Public, do not
satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. Limitations of the quarterly and annual
projected doses to'members of the public which results from cumulative liquid eNuent
discharges during normal operation over extended periods is intended to assure .

compliance with the dose objectives of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I. These limits are not
related to protection of the public from any design bases accident or transient. Since the

. screening criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the
TRM,

CTS 3/4.11 - Radioactive ENuent,'iquid Waste Treatment System
R.3 The requirements specified in GTS 3/4.11.1.3, Liquid Waste Treatment System, do not

satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES GTS. The liquid radwaste treatment system,
as described in the ODCM, shall be Operable. The appropriate portions of the system shall
be used to reduce the radioactive materials in liquid waste prior to their discharge when the
projected doses due to the liquid eNuent, from each reactor unit, to Unrestricted Areas
(see Figure 5.1.3-1) would exceed 0.06 mrem to the total body or 0,2 mrem to any organ in
a 31 day period. Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements
have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.11- Radioactive ENuent, Gaseous ENuent Dose Rate
R.4 The requirements specified in GTS 3/4.11.2.1, Gaseous ENuent Dose Rate, do not satisfy

the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. This LCO limits the dose rate due to
gaseous eNuents in unrestricted areas at any time to a value less than the yearty dose limit
of 10 CFR Part 20. This provides reasonable assurance that no member of the public is
exposed to ann'ual average concentrations which exceed the limits of 10 CFR Part 20
Appendix B, Table II. This is a limitwhich applies to normal operation of the plant. It is not
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assumed as an initial condition of any design basis accident or transient analysis and is not
relied upon to limitthe consequences of such events. Since the screening criteria have not

been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.11 - Radioactive Effluent, Dose-Iodine-131, Tritium, and Radionuciides
R.5 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.11.2.3, Dose-Iodine-131, Tritium, and

Radionuciides in Particulate Form, do not satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification
screening criteria as documented in the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS.
Umitation of the quarterly and annual projected doses to members of the public from
radionuciides other than noble gases during normal operation over extended periods
assures compliance with the dose objectives of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I. These limits
are not related to protection of the public from the consequences of any design basis
accident or transient. Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, these
requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.11 - Radioactive ENuent, Gaseous Radwaste Treatment Systems
R.6 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.11.2.4, Gaseous Radwaste Treatment Systems, do

not satisf'y the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in
the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. The Gaseous Radwaste Treatment
System reduces the activity level of the non-condensible fission product gases from fuel
defects removed from the main condenser prior to their release to the environs. The
operability of the gaseous radwaste treatment (offgas) system is required to meet the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50.36a, General Design Criteria 60 of Appendix A to 10 CFR
Part 50; i.e.; releases of radioactive materials in gaseous eNuents willbe kept "as low as
reasonably achievable". The operability of the offgas system is not assumed in the
analysis of any design bases accident or transient. However offgas activity is an initial
condition of a design basfs accident and is being retained in LCO 3.7.6. Therefore there is
no need to retain this requirement.— Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied,
these requirements have been relocated to the TRM,

CTS 3/4.11 - Radioactive ENuent, Ventilation Exhaust Treatment System
R.7 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.11.2.5, Ventilation Exhaust Treatment System, do

not satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in
the Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. This LCO is intended to provide
reasonable assurance that releases of radioactive materials during normal operation of the
plant are "as low as reasonably achievable" (AIARA)and to help assure compliance with
the dose objectives of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I. These objectives are not related to
protection of the public from any design basis accident or transient. Since the screening
criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

~CTS 3/4.1 - Radioactive Effluent, Containment Venting or Purging
R.S The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.11.2,8, Containment Venting or Purging, do not

satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. The drywell vent and purge system is
used primarily to control drywell-t~ntainment differential pressure during reactor
operation and also to reduce drywell airborne radioactivity levels before personnel entry.
This LCO is intended to provide reasonable assurance that releases from normal drywell
purging operations willnot exceed the annual dose limits of 10 CFR Part 20 for unrestricted
areas. These limits are not related to protection of the public from the consequences of
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any DBA or transient. Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, these
requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.11 - Radioactive Effluent, Solid Radwaste System
R.9 The requirements specified in GTS 3/4.11.3, Solid Radwaste System, do not satisfy the

10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the Application
of Selection Criteria to the SSES CTS. The Solid Radwaste System is a logical
continuation of the liquid radwaste system. It operates on the same requirement for
eNuent control, Identified as 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC 60. The system serves to
control operational release of solid waste, not accidental release. Since the screening
criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.11 - Radioactive Effluent, Total Dose
R.10 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.11.4, Total Dose, do not satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36

Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the Application of Selection
Criteria to the GTS. This LCO limits the annual doses to individual members of the public
from all plant sources. This is intended to assure that normal operation of the plant is in
compliance with the provisions of 40 CFR Part 190. These limits are not related to
protection of the public from any design basis accident or transient. Since the screening
criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.11 - Radioactive ENuent, Dose - Noble Gases
R.11 The requirements specified in CTS 3/4.11.2.2, Dose - Noble Gases, do not satisfy the 10

CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the Application of
Selection Criteria to the GTS. This LCO limits the annual doses to individual members of
the public from all plant sources. This is intended to assure that normal operation of the
plant is in compliance with the provisions of 40 CFR Part 190. These limits are not related
to protection of the public from any design basis accident or transient. Since the screening
criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.12- Radiological Environmental Monitoring, Monitoring Program
R.1 The requirements specified in GTS 3/4.12.1, Monitoring Program, do not satisfy the 10

CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the Application of
Selection Criteria to the GTS. The radiological environmental monitoring program required
by this specification provides measurements of radiation and of radioactive materials in
those exposure pathways and for those radionuciides which lead to the highest potential
radiation exposures for members of the public resulting from station operations. This
program monitors the long term impact of normal plant operations. Since the screening
criteria have not been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

~CTS 3/4 1 Radiologo.oal -Environmental Monitoring, Land Use Census
R.2 The requirements'specified in GTS 3/4.12.2, Land Use Census, do not satisfy the 10 CFR

50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the Application of
Selection Criteria to the GTS. The land use census required by this specification supports
the measurement of radiation and of radioactive materials in those exposure pathways and
for those radionuciides which lead to the highest potential radiation exposures for members
of the public resulting from station operation, This program ensures that changes in the
use of areas at or beyond the site boundary are Identified and changes made to the
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radiological environmental monitoring program, ifrequired. Since the screening criteria
have not been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CTS 3/4.12 - Radiologocal Environmental Monitoring, Interlaboratory Comparison Program
R.3 The requirements specified in GTS 3/4.12.3, Interlaboratory Comparison Program, do not

satisfy the 10 CFR 50.36 Technical Specification screening criteria as documented in the
Application of Selection Criteria to the CTS. The interlaboratory comparison program
required by this specification confirms the accuracy of the measurements of radiation and
of radioactive materials in those exposure pathways and for those radionuclides which lead
to the highest potential radiation exposures for members of the public resulting from station
operation. This program ensures independent checks on the precision and accuracy of the
instrumentation used in the measurements of radioactive material for the radiological
environmental monitoring program are performed. Since the screening criteria have not
been satisfied, these requirements have been relocated to the TRM.

CONCLUSION

The relocated CTS discussed above are not required to be in the TS under 10 CFR 50.36 and do
not meet any of the four criteria in the Final Policy Statement. They are not needed to obviate
the possibility that an abnormal situation or event willgive rise to an immediate threat to the
public health and safety. In addition, the NRC staff finds that sufficient regulatory controls exist
under the regulations cited above to maintain the effect of the provisions in these specifications.
The NRC staff has concluded that appropriate controls have been established for all of the
current specifications, information, and requirements that are being moved to licensee-controlled
documents, This is the subject of a license condition established herewith. Until incorporated in
the FSAR and procedures, changes to these specifications, information, and requirements will be
controlled in accordance with the applicable current procedures that control these documents.
Following implementation, the NRC willaudit the removed provisions to ensure that an
appropriate level of control has been achieved. The NRC staff has concluded that, in
accordance with the Final Policy Statement, sufricient regulatory controls exist under the
regulations, particularly 10 CFR 50.59, to adequately ensure that the relocation of GTS as
discussed above willnot adversely impact safe operations at SSES. Accordingly, these
specifications, information, and requirements, as described in detail in this Safety Evaluation,
may be relocated from GTS and placed in the FSAR or other licensee-controlled documents as
specified in the licensee's letters dated September 10, 1997, and October 13, 1997.

F. Control of Specifications, Requirements, and Information Removod from the CTS

The facilityand procedures described in the FSAR and TRM, incorporated into the FSAR by
reference, can only be revised in accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59, which ensures
records are'maintained and establishes appropriate control over requirements removed from
CTS and over future changes to the requirements. Other license~ntrolled documents contain
provisions for making changes consistent with other applicable regulatory requirements: for
example, the Offsite Dose Calculation Manual (ODCM) can be changed in accordance with 10
CFR 50.59, the emergency Program implementing procedures (EPIPs) can be changed in
accordance with 10 GFR 50.54(q); and the administrative instructions that implement the Quality
Assurance Manual (QAM) can be changed in accordance with 10 CFR 50.54(a) and 10 CFR Part
50, Appendix B. Temporary procedure changes are also controlled by 10 CFR 50.54(a). The
documentation of these changes willbe maintained by the licensee in accordance with the record
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retention requirements specified in the licensee's QA Program for SSES and such applicable
regulations as 10 CFR 50.59.

The licensee committed in a letter dated September 10, 1997, to confirm that CTS requirements
designated for placement in the FSAR or the TRM are appropriately reflected in these
documents, or that they willbe Included in the next required update of these documents. This is
the subject of a license condition established herewith. The licensee has also committed to
maintain an auditable record of, and an implementation schedule for, the procedure changes
associated with the development of ITS. The licensee willmaintain the documentation of these
changes in accordance with the record retention requirements in the QA Program and the TRM.
Attachment II in the letter, as corrected by the licensee's October 13, 1997, letter, Includes a list
of the changes involving specific requirements that have been removed from the CTS. For each
of these changes, Attachment II also lists the license~ntrolled documents and the TS or
regulatory requirements governing changes to those documents.

- V. FINALNO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS DETERMINATION

The Commission's regulations in 10 CFR 50.92(c) state that the Commission may make a final
determination that a license amendment involves no significant hazards consideration if
operation of the facility In accordance with the proposed amendment would not (1) involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated, (2)

~ create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated, or (3) involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety. The NRC staff has made
a final determination that no significant hazards consideration is involved for the proposed
amendment and that the amendment should be issued as allowed by the criteria contained in 10
CFR 50.91. The NRC staffs final determination is presented below.

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated'P

The proposed change provides a requirement ofN.8 psig for the minimum allowable
internal containment atmospheric pressure. This requirement is determined to be more
restrictive than the current Technical Specifications requirement of -1.0 psig with respect
to plant operation. The minimum allowable containment internal atmospheric pressure
is not assumed to be an initiator of an analyzed event and the new requirement is
consistent with a current analysis relative to mitigation of the inadvertent actuation of a
containment spray event, This change has no effect on any other accident or transient
previously evaluated. The new requirement being proposed is an assumption in an
analysis which enhances assurance that process variables, structures, systems, and
components are maintained consistent with the safety analyses and licensing basis of
the unit. Therefore, this change does not involve any increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change does not involve any physical alteration of plant systems,
structures, or components or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation
other than the minimum allowable containment atmospheric pressure. This change is
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consistent with assumptions made in the inadvertent containment spray event and has
no other effect on other safety analyses or the licensing basis. The new requirement is

a more restrictive LImitingCondition for Operations resulting from an analysis that
enhances safe operation. Therefore, this changes does not create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety?

The imposition of the new requirement for the minimum allowable containment
atmospheric pressure maintains the margin of plant safety by restricting operations to be

consistent with an analysis of an Inadvertent actuation of the containment spray system
that utilizes analytical methods currently acceptable to the NRC. Therefore, this change
does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.

Vl. STATE CONSULTATION

In accordance with the Commission's regulations, the South Carolina State official was notified
of the proposed issuance of the amendment. The State official for the State of South Carolina
had no comments.

Vl. ENVIRONMENTALCONSIDERATION

Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.21, 51.32, and 51.35, an environmental assessment and finding of no
bbi b b bblib b ~i b«b.b T(bbbbbb

for the ITS conversion.

AccordingIy, based upon the environmental assessment, the Commission has determined that
issuance of this ITS conversion amendment willnot have a significant effect on the quality of the
human environment.

With respect to the change in minimum containment pressure, the NRC staff has determined that
the amendment involves no significant increase in the amounts, and no significant change in the
types, of any effluents that may be released offsite, and that there is no significant increase in
individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure.. The Commission has determined that
the amendment does not involve a significant hazards consideration. Accordingly, the
amendment meets the eligibilitycriteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9).
Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b) no environmental impact statement or environmental assessment
need be prepared in connection with the issuance of this amendment.

Vll. CONCLUSION

The improved SSES TS provide dearer, more readily understandable requirements to ensure
safe operation of the plant. The NRC staff concludes that they satisfy the guidance in the
Commission's policy statement with regard to the content of technical specifications, and
conform to the model provided in NUREG-1431 with appropriate modifications for plant-specific
considerations. The NRC staff further concludes that the improved SSES TS satisfy Section

b
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182a of the Atomic Energy Act, 10 CFR 50.36 and other applicable standards. On this basis, the
NRC staff concludes that the proposed improved SSES TS are acceptable.

The NRC staff has also reviewed the plant-specific changes to CTS as described in this
evaluation. On the basis of the evaluations described herein for each of the changes, the NRC
staff concludes that these changes are acceptable.

The Commission has concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that: (1) there is
reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public willnot be endangered by
operation in the proposed manner, (2) such activities willbe conducted in compliance with the
Commission's regulations; and, (3) the issuance of the amendments willnot be inimical to the
common defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.
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TABLE L NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 1.0 '%se and Application'age 1 of 1

Discussion of Ch e

L.1
Descrf tfon

Change the Charref Fcsx:tfonaf Test definition to ceehfne analog and
bistable chanel requirements. This allows bistable charnel test signets
to be injected 'es close to the sensor as practicable'n lieu of 'into the
sensor'.

ITS Section CTS Section Cat o

1.6 Unfque

Lo2 Nodffy the DOSE EcXJIVALEKT 1-131 definition to allow use of ICRP 30 end to
identify 'that existing design bas'is calculation w'Ill use ccnversfon
factors specified In the orfgfnal deffnftfon and Regulatory Guide 1.109,
Rev. 1.

1.0

Categories

I
Ilo
111

'V+

V
Vl
VII.
VII I
IX,
Xo

Relaxatfon of Applicability
Relaxatfon of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxatfcn of Required Actions Details
Relaxatlon of Required Actfons to exit Applfcabflity
Relaxatfon of Surveillance Requfreeent Acceptance Crlteria
Relaxation of.Ccapletfon T fee
Allow Node changes when LCO not aet
Elimination of the requfreeent to leek the Reactor Node switch fn

Shutdown'liminationof CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxatfon of Fuel Cycle fros 18 to 24 Nonths
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TABLE L - MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES;
SECTION 2.0 "Safety Limits (SLs)" ~ Page 1 of 1

6iscussion of Ch Descrl tlon ITS Section CTS Section Cat

The requirements to w lte end subait SL Violation Reports within 1C days
ls replaced arith the less restrictive 10 CFR 50.73 requirement to w lte a
Licensee Event Report 'within 30 days.

N/A 6.y.l IX

L.2 EIiainates the direction on hou to restore reactor aster level. The
details are addressed in plant procedures end this detail ls not needed

2.1 ~ 1.3 2.1A

Categories

I ~

II~

III.
IV~
Vo
VI,
VII ~

VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxatlon of Applicability
Relaxat ion of Survel llance Frequency
Relaxatlon of Required Actions Details
Relexatlon of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requireeent Acceptance Criteria
Relaxetlon of Ccepletton Tfse
AIIou Node changes shen LCO not set
Elimination of the requireeent to lock the Reactor Node sMltch ln

'Shutdown'liainet

ion of CTS Reporting Requireaents
Relexetlon of Fuel Cycle fraa 18 to 24 Nonths
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TABLE. L H?MATRIX OP .LESS RESTRZCTZVE CHANGES

SECTION 3.0 "LCO APPZsICABZLITI» (page 1 of 2)

Discussion oi
Chan

L.l

Description

LCO 3.0.5 is added to provide an
exception to LCO 3.0.2 for
instances where restoration of
inoperable equipment to an
Operable status could not be
performed while continuing to
comply with Required Actions.

ITS Section

LCO 3.0.5

CTS
Section

N/A None

Characterisatio
.n

Unique

L.2 SR 3.0.2 is modified to adds
statement "If a Completion Time
requires periodic performance on
a "once per..." basis, the above
Frequency extension applies to
each. performance after the
initial performance."

SR 3.0.2 N/A None Unique

Categorlea

. l. Retaxation of Applicabilityll. Relaxation of Surveittence Frequency
lit~ Relaxation of Required Actlona Octal ta
lV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Appttcabt tity
V. Retaxation of Surveillance Requtreeent Acceptance Criteria
Vl. Relaxation of Coaptation Ttae
Vll. Attou Node changea shen LCO not set
Vill. Ettatnatton of the requtreeent to tock the Reactor Node aMitch in

Shutdoun'X.

Ettatnatton of CTS Reporting Requirenenta
X. Retaxation of Fuet Cycte fran 18 to 24 Nonths
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TABLE L - MhTRZX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CBAHGESr
SECTION 3 0 "LCO APPLICABILITY» (page 2 of 2)

Discussion
of'han

L.3

Description

SR 3.0.3 adds an allowance that
equipment determined to be
inoperable solely because an SR
has not been performed do not
have to be declared inoperable
until 24 hours or up to the limit
of the specified Frequency,

.whichever is less from the
discovery that the SR had not
been completed.

ITS Section

SR 3.0.3

CTS
Section
4.0.3 None

Chax'actorii atio
n

Unique

Categories

l.
ll~

1 ll ~

lV~

V.
Vl~

Vll ~

Vill.
IX.
X

Relaxatlon of Apptlcabl t tty
Retaxatlon of Survel t lance Frequency
Retaxatlon of Required Actions: Dotal te
Retaxatlon of Required Actions to exit Apptlcebltlty
Retaxatlon of Surveillance Requtreaent Acceptance Criteria
Retaxatlon of Coaptation Ttse
Attou Mode changes shen LCO not set
Ettalnatton of the requlreeent to tock the Reactor Mode eMltch ln

'Shutdoun'ttalnationof CTS Reporting Requtreeente
Relaxation of Fust Cycte fraa 18 to 24 Months
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TABLE L - NATRIX OF LESS RESTRiCTiVE CNANGES

SECTlON 3.1 "Reactivity Control Systems" page 1 of 7

Oiscusslon of Ch e Pescrf tion

3.1.1 "Shutdoun Ka in"

kelaxatfon of Applicability by not preventing Core Alteretfons uhfch
place the plant fn ~ safer more conservative condition such es control
rod fnsertfon end fust essesbly removal.

TTS Section

3.1.1
Action E 1

CTS Section

3.1.1
Actfon c

Cat

L.2 kelaxatfon of Applicability by not requfrfng actions uhfch do not ploce
the plant fn a safer more conservative condition such as inserting
control rods fn core cells not contafning assemblies.

3.1.1
RA E+2

3.1 ~ 1

Actfon c

L.3 Relaxatlon oF Surveillance Frequency by eliminating the requirement to
measure SPff Nfthfn 500 NO/T prfor to the core average exposure at uhfch
predicted Shutdoun Nargfn, including meertefntfes end calculated bfases,
is equal to the specified limit.

3.1.1 4.1.1.b

Categor tea

f
f1 ~

Tif.
1V
V,
Vi
Vii o

Vili,
1X.
Xi

kelaxatfon of Applfcability
kelaxatfon of Survef L lance Frequency
Relaxa'tfon of Required Actfons Petafla
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applfcabflfty
kelaxatfon of Surveillance Requfrement Acceptance Criteria
Relexatfon OF Completion Tfme
Allou Node changes shen LCO not met
Etfmfnatfon of the requirement to tock the Reactor Node suftch fn 'Shutdoun'l

fmfnetfon of CTS Reportfng Requirements
Relaxatfon of Fuel Cycle fras 1B to 24 Nonths
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TABLE L - MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CXANGES

SECTION 3.1 "Reactivity Control Systems" page 2 of 7

Discussion of Ch

L.1

L.2

Descri tion

3.1.2 "React ivit Anomalies"

Relaxatlon of Cospietion Time to restore the core reactivity enasel3es to
uithin acceptable limits from 12 hours to 72 hours.

Relaxation of the Surveillance Frequency for Identifying reactivity
anomalies from follouing Core Alterations to follouing 'planned fuel
movement mithin the reactor pressure vessel or control rod

replacement.'TS

Section

3.1.2
Required
Action A

SR 3.1.2.1

CTS Section

3.1.2
Action a

4.1.2.a

VI

L.3 Relaxatlon of Surveillance Frequency to determine reactivity anomalies
from once per 700 NO/NT to once every 1000 NO/IIT.

SR 3.1.2.1 4.1.2.b

L.1

L.2

3.1.2 "Resctivlt Anomalies"

Relaxatlon of Completion Time for verlfylng SDII after detection of a
stuck control rod frca 12 hours to 72 hours. ~

Relaxation of Cospletion Time for disarming a stuck control rod from 1

hour to 2 hours.

3.1.3
Required

Action A.3

3.1.3
Actions
A and S

4.1.1.c

3.1.3.1.a.1.b

Vl

VI

Categories

I
II~

III
IV~
V
VI
VII

'III~

IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Requfred Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Canpletlon Time
Allou Node changes shen LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node sultch ln

Shutdoun'liminationof CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxatlon of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 iionths
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TABLE L NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CNXGES
SECTION 3.1 "Reactivity Control Systems" page 3 of 7

Ofscussfon af Ch

L.3

Oescrf tion
Etfmfnatfan of the requirement for ~ stuck controt rod to be restored to
operable status sithfn 4d hours or the reactor eeet be fn Node 3 sithfn
the next 12 hours.

ITS Section

3.1.3
Action A

CTS Section

3.1.3.1.a.2

Cet o

L.4 Elimination of the requirement to perform veri ffcatton that a control
rads can be seved at least one notch "et teest once per 24 hourse after
dfscovery of a stuck rod.

3.1.3
RA A.3

4.1.3.1.2.b

L.S Retaxatfon of Caeptetfan Tfme for the requitement to verify that
inoperable sfthdrasn controt rods are separated fram atl other inoperable
control rods by at least tsa controt rods In alt dfrectfons from 1 hour
to 4 hours.

3.1.3
Actfan D

3131a 1 a
3.1.3.1.b.1.a

Vl

L.6

L.y

Relaxation of Coaptation Time for fnsertfng end then dfsermfng Inoperable
control rode from 2 hours to 4 hours.

Relexatlon of Apptfc*ltftyby retaxfng the requirements that fnoperebte
rods (Inctudfng ~ stuck rod, If any) be separated by tso or more operable
control rods from at all times to not require eny Actfon If: a) reactor
poser fa i 10K RTPT or, b) the fnaperabte rods ere In conforsence slth
BWS constrafnta.

3.1.3
Action C

3.1.3
Action D

3.1.3.1.b.2
3.1 3.6. ~

3.'f.3.y.a.1
3.1.3.2. ~ .1
3.1.3.5.a

3.1.3.1.a. 1 a
3.1.3.1.b.is

Vl

Categories

I
ll '

II+

IV
Vo
Vl~

VII~

VlII~

IX+
X,

Retaxetfon of Apptfcabftfty
Retexat ion of Surveillance Frequency
Relexatlon of Required Actions Details
Relaxetfon of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxatfan of Survef llence Requfrement Acceptance Criterfa
Retaxatfon of.Coaptation Tfse
Atlas Node changes shen LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to toclr, the Reactor Nade ssftch fn 'Shutdosn
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxetfan of Fuet Cycte fram fd to 24 Nanths
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TABLE L NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CNAXGES
SECTIOSI 3.1 "Reactivfty Control Systems" page 4 of 7

Ofacusalon'f Ch

L.d
Oescr f tfon

Relaxetfon of Surveillance Frequency for movement of control rods at
least one notch has been extended fr(a once every 7 days to once every 31
days.

ITS Sectfon

SR 3.1.3.2
SR 3.1.3.3

-CTS Section

4.1.3.1.2.e

Cet o

L.9 Relaxetfon of Completion Time for the condition of more then 3 fnoperable
control rods in eny group haa been extended from fsseedfateiy enter 3.0.3
to el loss en additional 4 hours to ettcspt restoration before the
requirement to be fn Node 3 ssfthfn 12 hours fa effective.

3.1.3
Action E

3.1A.2.b.2 VI

L.10 kelaxatfon of the applfcabflity requirement for control rods to be
ccxgsled fn HOOKS 1, 2 and 5* to only requires control rode to be castled
in IKXSES 1 and 2 and durfng Special Operations 3.10.d.

3.1.3 3.1.3.6

3.1A "Contro'I kod Berm Times"

Relexatfon of Surveillance Applfcablllty for shen the mexfsasa acrm
fraertfon time shall be determfned ia changed fry greeter then or equal
to 950 paly to MO psfg.

SR 3.1A.1
SR 3.1.4.2
SR 3.1 4.4

4.1.3.2

Categories

I. kelaxatfon of Applfcebflity
II. Relaxatlcn of Surveillance Frequency
III. kelexetfon of kequlred Actions Details
IV kelaxatlors of kequlred Actfona to exit App'lfcabllity
V. kelaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Cospletfon Tfme
VII. Afice Node changes shen LCO not met
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node aMitch fn 'ShutdoseP
IX. Eifmfnatfon of CTS keportfng kequlrements
X. Relaxetfon of Fuel Cycle from 1S to 24 Hontha

SUSQUEHNNA SES, Unfts 1 end 2



TABLE L - NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CkAKGES

SECTION 3.1 "Reactivity Control Systens" page 5 of 7

Oiscussion of Ch e Descri tion

3.1.5 "Control Rod Screa Accumlators"

ITS Section CTS Section Cat

L.1 Provides an option to declare a control rod uith en inoperable
acmalator "sieP instead of inoperable shen reactor pressure is greater
then or equal to 900 paig.

3.1.5
Actions
A and 8

3.1.3

L.1

3.1.6 "Rod Pittern Control"

Provides a ~ Iiaonce (Conditions) to correct a limited number of out-of-
sequence Operable control rods.

3.1.6
Actions
A andb

3.1A.2.b.2

~ ~

Categories

I. Relaxation of Applicability
II. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
III..Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. — Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI~ Relaxatlon of Cospletion TIE
VII. Allow Node changes shen LCO not set
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node sMltch in

'Shutdown'X.

Elirination of CTS Reporting Requir ements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle froa 18 to 24 Konths

SUSOUEHANXA SES, Units 1 end 2





TABLE L - KATRlX OF LESS RESTRlCTlVE CHANGES
SECTlON 3.1 "Reactivity Control Systees" page 6 of 7

Dlscusslcn of Ch Descrf tlon

3.1.7 "SLC tesP

ITS Section CTS Section Cet 0

~ Le.1

L.1

L.2

SSES CTS 4.1.5.d and SSES lTS SR 3.1.7.8 and SR 3.1.7.9 specify the
frequency for SLC testiny. The Surveillance Test interval of these SRs
ia befny increased free once every 1d Nonths to once every 24 eonths for
a esxfmm interval of 30 Nonths including the 25X grace period end free
once every 36 Nonths for SSES ITS SR 3.1.7.d to once every 4d Nonths for
those survalltances on a Staggered Test Basis.

Relaxatlon of the Survefllance Acceptance crfterfe free specfflcatly
verlfylny that "The heat tracing circuit be opERABLE by actuating the
test feature and deterelnfng that the pwer avaf table tight on the local
heat tracing penal energizes& to verifying that the "teaperature of the
fxep auction piping fs ufthfn the tfeits."

Relaxation of Survefltance Acceptance crlterfe by el fefnatfny a ckytfcate
requireeent to verify available uefght of boron.

SR 3.1.7.d
SR 3.1 7.9

SR 3.1.7.3

SR 3.1.7.5
SR 3.1.7,1

4.1.5.b.3

4.1.5. ~ .3

4.1.5.b.2

L.3 Retaxatlon of Surveillance Acceptance criteria for verification of all
aut~tfc valves be fn the correct position to at lou that the valves 'csn
be aligned to the correct position.'R 3.1'7.6 4,1.5.b.3

LA Keu Condition has been added to el lou 72 hours to restore Boron
concentration to 13.6 uefght percent as required to eeet 10 CFR 50.62.

3.1.7
Condl t lan A

3.1.5

Categories

l. Relaxatlon of Applicability
ll. Relaxation of Survef llence Frequencyill. Relaxatlon of Required Actfona Details
lV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Apptlcabllity
V. Relexatlon of Surveillance Requf recent Acceptance Crl ter fa
Vto Retaxstfon of'oeptetfon Ties
Vll. Attou Node chanyes shen LCO not eet
Vill. Ellelnation of the requfreeent to lock the Reactor Node switch ln

'Shutdown'X.

Etlefnetion of CTS Reportiny Requlreeents
X. Relaxetlon of Fuel Cycte fry 1d to 24 Konths

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 end'2





TABLE L; NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 3.1 "Reactivity Control Systems" page 7 of 7

Discussion of Ch

L8 1

Descri tion

3.1.8 "SLC teat

SSES CTS 4.1.3.1 4 specifies the frequency for testing the SDV vent and
drain'alves as once per 18 months. SSES ITS SR 3.1.8.3 for SDV vent end
drain valves is 24 months. The SurveHlence Test Interval of this SR ia
being increased from once every 18 months to once every 24 months for a
motima interval of M months including the 25X grace period.

ITS Section

SR 3.1.8.3

CTS Section Cat

4.1.3.1 4

Categories

I ~

II~

III.
IV
V,
VI~

VII~

VIII~

IX+
Xo

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxatlon of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxatlon of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit App'licebility
Relaxat Ion of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion T'ime
Aliou Node changes shen LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node sMitch in

'Shutdoun'liminationof CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSOUERAXXA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLE L - NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHARGES
SECTION 3.2»Pc+et Oistribution Limits'age 1 of 3

Oiscussion of Ch Descri t ton

3.2.1 "APLHGR"

ITS Section CTS Section Cat 0

L.1 Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency to verify APLHGR fras»within
12 hours after coaptation of a TKERNAL POMER increase of at least
15K of RATED THERNAL POVER» to 'uithin 24 hours after THERNAL POMER
is a 25X RTP and then every 24 hours thereafter. Additionally,
APLHGRs met be calculated prior to exceeding 50K RTP unless
performed in the previous 24 hours.

SR 3.2.1.1 4.2.1

Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency by eliminating the requirement
that APLHGR be verified "initiallyand at least once per 12 hours,
shen the reactor ls operating uith a LINITIHG CONTROL RM PATTERN
for APLHGR.»

3.2.1 4.2.1.c

Categories

I~

II
II I ~

IV+
Vo
VI~

VII.
VIII~

IX+
X

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Fr'equency
Relaxation of Required Actions Octal la
Relaxat'ion of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Coepletion Time
AIIou Node changes ahen LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node sMitch in 'Shutdown
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSGUEHAHHA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L - NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.2 "PoMer DistributionLimits'age 2 of 3

Dfecusstan af Ch Descrf tlon

3.2.2 HCPR"

ITS Section CTS Sectfon Cet o

,Lot Relaxetfon af Surveillance Frequency to verify NCPR hss from
&fthfn 12 haure after caepletfon of a THERNAL POMER increase of at
teest 15'f RATED THERNAL POMER" to Within 24 hours after THERNAL
PSIER fa a 25X RTP and then every 24 hours thereafter.
Addftfonatly, NCPR»»t be calculated prior to exceeding 50X RTP
mtess performed fn the previous 24 hours.

,SR 3.2.2.1 4.2.3

L.2 Retexatfan of Survefl tones'Frequency by etfmfnstfng the requirement
that NCPR be verified "initiallyand at least once per 12 hours shen
the reactor Is operating Nfth ~ LINITING CONTROL RM PATTERN for
NCPRo"

3.2.2 4.2.3.c

3.2.3 "LHGR"
e axst on o t e urve ence requency to verr y LHGR rom

'%fthfn 12 hours after coaptation of a THERHAL PSIER increase of a
least 15X of RATED THERHAL PONER" to 'rrfthfn 24 hours after THERNAL
POMER fe a 25X kTP and then every 24 hairs thereafter.
Addftfonally, LHGR a»t be calculated prior to exceeding 50X RTP
mtess perfonsed fn the previous 24 hours.

e axst on 0 ence requency e 0 nst ng t e requ rement
that LHGR be verified "initiallyand at least once per 12 hours rrhen
the reactor fe operating Nfth ~ LINITIKGCONTROL R PATTERN for
LHGR."

SR ~ ~ ~

~ ~ oc

Categor Ies

I. kelaxatfon of Applicabilityll. Relaxation of Survef ltance Frequency
III. Retaxatlan of Required Actfor» Details
IV. ketaxatfan of Required Actions to «xtt Apptfcabf tfty
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Vl. Relaxatfan of Cospletfon Tfme
Vll. Aller Node changes rrhen LCO not met
Vill. Etfmfnatfon of the requirement to tock the keactor Node euftch fn

'Shutdown'X.

Etfmfnatfon of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxatfan of Fuel Cycle fram 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L - NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHARGES
SECTIOH 3.2 "Poucr DistI lbutfon Lfwfts page 3 of 3

Dfscusslon of Ch Descrl tlon

3.2.4 "APRN Gain and Set fnt"
e exat on o urve ance requency o t e SR to verI y APRN GCIn

and Setpolnt froe "llfthfn 12 hours after coaptation of a THERNAL
POMER increase of a least 15X of RATED THERNAL POMER" to Wfthin
24 hours after THERNAL PNJER ls a 25X RTP and then every 24 hours
thereafter. Additionally, ApRN Gain and Setpofnt east be calculated
prior to excaedfng 50X RTP Unless perforIscd fn the prevfous 24
bourse

TTS Section CTS Sect fon

c axat on 0 t c osp et on ac pI'ov 'to JUst t c gaIns
to coaply IIIth the LCO has been extended frIxs 2 hours to 6 hours..

e exat on ance requency to on y rcqu res t at t e
setpolnts or gains bc adjusted for the calculated KFLPD, ff the
NFLPD Is not ufthfn Ifafts.

R ~ ~ ~

Vl

Categor Ias

l.
ll
111.
lV.
V.
Vl
Vl1 +

Vl1 1 ~

IX.
X.

Relaxatlon of Applicability
Relaxatfon of Survefllance Frequency
Relaxatfon of Required Actions Details
Relaxatfon of Required Actfona to exit Applicability
Relaxatfon of Surveillance RequfreIaent Acceptance Crlterfa
Rclaxatfon of Coaple'tlon Tfoc
Allow Node changes shen LCO not act
Effwfnatfon of the requfreIacnt to tock the Reactor Node SMftch In Shutdoun
El fafnatfon of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle frIxs 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSNJEHAHHA SES, Units 1 end 2



TABLEL - MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 1 of 17

Discussion of
Ch e

Description lTS Section CTS Section Category

3.3.1.1 "RPS InstrunentetieP
e exet on o t e urve ance requency or t e Rps Log>c System facet one

Tests (LSFT) from once every 18 months to once every 24 months for ~ mextexsa
interval of 30 months inctuding the 25K greco period.

S ~ ~ ~ ~

e exet on o t e urve ence requency or PS espcese me: est ng es
every 18 months to once every 24 months for a smxiaua interval of 30 months
including the 25K grace period.

e axet on o t e ence requency or ver y ng t e PRN ou es
Stmtated Thermal Pouer - Nigh time constant from 18 months to once every 24
months for ~ aetna intervet of 30 sonths including the 25X grace period.

ote

e axet on o t e rve ance requency or t e nte tete ange
Nonltors) and Average Paar Range Nonitors Charnel Check end Chamet
Factional Test to eliminate the requirement to be performed "prior to
reactor startupe and the Charnel Fuattonet Tests ant be ccepteted uithtn
24 hours prior to start~ in addition to the nowt periodic required
Frequencye

~ ~ ~

fattens
1 and 2 footnote

(c)

e axet on o pp ce ty or t e o oM>ng P vent ons: ux- g,
lRN lnopg APRN ftux-Locate, APRN Setdoun, APRN Inop, Node Sultch Shutdown
Position, and Nenuat Scram to eliminate the requirements to be Dpereb'te in
Nodes 3 arxlfor 4.

~ ~

T 3.3.1.1
T 4.3.1-1 fmctions
1+a, 'i.b, 2.a, 2.d,

1 end

Categories

l. Retexetlon of Appttcebt tity
ll. Retexetlon of Surveillance Frequency
lit. Retexatlon of Required Actions Details
lV. Retaxatlon of Required Actions to exit Appticsbiltty
V. Relexetlon of Surveftlence Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Vl. Relaxation of Cceptettcn Time
Vll. Altom Node changes shen LCO not met
Vill. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node suttch in

Shutdoun'X.

Etiminet ton of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Retexetlcn of fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSaUERAXXA SES, Units 1.and 2





TABLEL«MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICLME CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 2 of 17

Dfscusafon of
Chn

Description

e axat on o ce ty rcqu renents or t e spec 1 snsctsons n c
S to only shen any control rod sffthdresss "frosn a core cell containing one or
sore fuel asscablfes.<

a nates t e requ resent t at nore c efnsc s are Aoper e n one trip
systea than in the other, place the trfp systen Mith sore inoperable
chsfnsefa in the tripped condition, except shen this sf|mid cause a ace to
occur e

ITS Section

~ ~ ~

Fsnlctions l.a
end 1.b, 6.a
end 6.b, 10,

end 11

CTS Section

~ ~

T 3.3.1-1 FNsctfons
1.a and 1.b, 6.a

and b, 11, 12

~ ~

Action b footnote

e axst oA 0 cqu ct ons Co cx C pp sce ty onp tt ofl ac
ol'hc

requfrcssent that operators Initiate e reduction fn'THERNAL pos|ER sfithfn
1S afnutes (fs tlfafnatcd) and reduce THERNAL POUER to less than 30X of
kATED THERNAL POUER sffthfn 2 hours (fs extended to 4 hours) shen the
required nwber of chernsels of the Turbine Stop Valve-Closure or Turbine
Control Valve Fest Closure RPS Fsssctions are not Operable.

~ ~ ~

Required Action
E.1

~ ~ Ct Ofl

e axet on 0 ence rcqucncy spec y Ag c ec 0'c rcqu r 'co

pef foficd shen enttrfng Node 2 fran Node 1 until 12 hours after entering
Node 2P

e axsC on 0 ence requcncy to pcr ofsn t e erne snlccsons est
for the IRNs and APRN by affosffng the folfosffngc "Hot required to be
perfofsncd shen enterfng Node 2 free Node 1 snstfl 12 hours after entering
Node 2."

~ ~ ~ ~

Note 2

~ ~ ~ ~

Note

~ ~ ~

Fsslctfons 1. ~ and
2+a

~ ~ ~

Fsnsctfon 1 and 2

caxat one t e cqur cC one'Cocx C I capp c ty oA7
r eb tro rods be Asertcd

~ ~ ~

RA H

~ ~ cC of

Categories

I ~

II~

I I I ~

IV.
V.
Vl~,
VlI~

VIII
IX+
Xo

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
kelaxation of kcquired Actions Details
Relaxation of Required AcCions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Rcquiresncnt Acceptance Criteria
Rclaxa't'fon of Coapfttfon Tfat
Aifosf Node changes uhcn LCO not set
Eifafnatfon of the rcqufrcsncnt to lock the Reactor Node ssfftch in 'Shutdosss
Eliafnatfon of CTS Reporting Rcqufrcmcnts
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle fran 1S to 24 Nonths

SUSOUEHAHHA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTNE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 3 of 17

Discussion of
Cha e

Description

e requ recent or os as ice at erma oser - ca e to
verified that measured core flos ls greater then or equal to established
core flos at the existi l flos is deleted.

lTS Section

~ ~ ~

Faction 2.b

CTS Section

e ~ ~ ~

Function 2.b
footnote ( )

Category

Re axat on o t e Surve> ance Requ>rement Acceptance Cr ter a or t e
verification of neutron instrusent overlap by eliminating the specific
acceptance criteria of .5 decade overlap.

a e ~ ~ ~

SR 3.3.1 1.7 Flactions footnote
(b)

1 and2
e exat on o t e urve ence equ rement requency to not requ re

performance util 12 hours after THERHAL POIER i 25X RTP.
~ ~ ~ ~

Note
e ~ ~ ~

Function 2.b
footnote (d)

3.3.1.2 "SRN Instrunentatiord
e axat on o t e ence requency or per ormence o cene

Calibration for RPS Tnstruaents from once every 18 months to once every 24
months for a umiak interval of 30 months including the 25X grace period.

e ~ ~

e exat on 0 t e ence requency to e m nate t e requ>rement to
perform the QN Charnel Factional Test Within 24 hours prior to moving the
reactor sede ssftch from the Shutdosn position, if not performed slthin the
previous 7 dayi.a

~ ~ ~ ~ e axat on o t e ance requency to e m nate t e requ>rement to
perform an SRN Charnel Fwetional Test Within 24 hours prior to the start
of CORE ALTERATlONS" in addition to the requirement to perform this SR at
least every 7 days shen ln Node 5.

Categor les

l. Relaxatlon of Applicabilityll. Relaxatlon of Surveillance Frequency
ill; Relaxation of Required Actions Details
lV. Relaxatlon of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxatlon of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Vl. Relaxatlon of Completion Time
Vll. Allos Node changes shen LCD not met
Vill. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node ssitch'n

'Shutdosn'X.

Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from Td to 24 Nonths

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL - MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 4 of 17

Discussion of
.Ch

Description

c axat one 't c ence rcquency to e e nate t e rcqu rcment to
verify SRN ccxxlt rate "prior to eny control rod ufthdreMal" In eddftfon to
pcrforafng this verlffcatfon every 24 hours In Node 5 end prior to end every
12 hours during Core Alterations.

ITS Sectfan CTS Section

~ ~ ceo

Category

anges n e rcqu resents to a oMs e t rce rcqu r SRN cxnc s to
be Inoperable for up to 4 hours and affau a atartup to continue as long es
one (instead of tuo) of the three required SRN chapels is Operable

RA Ail
~ ~ ~

Action ~

e nates t e rcqu resent or an operator to oc t e reactor sw t
fn the shutckwn position if there are lees then two Operable SRN chacllets
uhen In Nade 3 or 4.

~ ~ ~

Action b

e axat on o t e rcqu reeents or t rce r e erne s e n
Node 3 or 4;.to tao Operable SRNs.

e axat an o t e ence cqu ptocllt rcqucncy to e ou t at 't cse s
are not required to be perforeed cxltfi 12 hours after IRNs are on Range 2 or
betau.

SR 3.3 1.2,7
Note

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

4.3.7.6.a.2

e exat on o t e ty 0 t c a oulRlcc 'to usc Cove e
detectors at tfae uhf fe In Node 5 vs on'l duri core alterations.

c axat on 0 rcqu resent to a ous opcrat on u 't on y onc
If sp'Iral reload patterns are being oelntelncde

~ ~ ~

footnote c

SR 3.3.1.2.2 T
3.3.1.2-1

ootnote

categories

I. Relaxatlan of Applicability
II. Relaxat lan of Surveillance Frequency
III. Retexatfon of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxatlon of Requited Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxatlon of Surveillance Rcqufrcaent Acceptance Criteria
Vl. Relexatfan of-Caepfetfan Tice
Vll. Affau Node changes shen LCO not set
Vill.Etlafnstfon of the rcqufreaent to lock the Reactor Node suftch fn 'Shutckxal
IX. Ef falnatfan of CTS Reporting Rcqufrcecnts
X. Relaxatfon of Fuel Cycle froa 18 to 24 Nanths

SUSOUENANXA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICllVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUNfENTATION" page 5 of 17

Discussion of
Ch e

Description

e axa on o equlr ct ons to ex t ca ty on y requ r ng t et
control rods be inserted fn core cells "containiny cne or sore fuel
asseshtfea, instead of alt control rods befny inserted.

ITS Section

~ ~ ~

RA E,2

CTS Section

~ ~

Action

Category

a nates t e requ rersent t at SRNs u y nsert es a c t on o
Operabi lIty.

o

SR 3.3.1.2.4 4.3.7.6.c

3.3.2.1 "Controt Rod Btock Instrrlrentatfon'
axat on 0 t e ence equ rement or t e Rial erne cslct ona

Teat by etfafnatfng the requfrelent to perforrs the test prior to reactor
atartup and etfafnate the requfresrent that these Surveillences be perforrsed
every reactor atartup and shutdosn, regardless of the frequency of these
aVeltao

SR 3.3.2.1.3
~ ~ ~ oa ~ ~ ~ ~

e axat on o t a n sass ~ os e ocr poser setpo nt o t e rorrr ess
then or equal to 20X kTP to tees then or equal to 10X kTP.

e axat on o t e equ r ct ons to ex t t e pp l ty e sr net ng
the apeclffc requfresrenta that shen a RBN chervtet Ia inoperable Verffy that
the reactor la not operating on a LINITING CONTROL RCXr PATTERN,'nd
requires that a CRNtNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST be perforsred prior to control rod
sfthdraset shen the reactor ia operating on ~ LINITING CONTROL RM PATTERN.

T 3.3.2.1-1
footnote (c)
SR 3.3.2.1.5

~ ~ ~

Actfon a
4.1 4.3.b

Categories

I ~

ll
I II
IVo
Vo
Vl
VII ~

Vill
IX.
X,

ke laxation of Applfcsbl t ity
Relaxation of Survel t lance Frequency
Relaxat ion of kequfred Actions Detal ta
Relexatlon of kequlred Actions to exit Apptfcabflity
Relaxatlon of Survef tlance Requfresrent Acceptance Criteria
Relaxetfon of Cosptetfon Tfse.
Attore Node changes shen LCO not set
Elimination of the requfreeent to lock the keactor Node ssftch fn

'Shutdosn'tfafnetfonof CTS Reportfng Requfrenents
Retaxatfon of fust Cycle frors fd to 24 Nonths

SUSQUENANNA SES, Unite 'I and 2





TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRIC~ CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" peye 6 of 17

0 I scuse Ion of
Ch e

Descrfptfon ITS Section -CTS Section

3.3.2.2 'Feechcater-Kafn Turbine Hf Mater Level Instrunentatfon'
axat on o t e urve ence requency. or t e ster - aein tur ine

Logic Systes Fmctfonaf Testa (LSFT) froa once every 18 eonths to once every
24 senths for a saxfsass interval of 30 aenths fncludlng the 25X grace
period.

SR ~ ~ ~ ~

e axat on o t e urve ence requency or t e ster - ae n tur ne
trip systae charnel calibration fras once every 18 months to once every 24
eonths for, ~ sexism Interval of 30 months including the 25X grace period.

R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

e axat one t e pp ty or t e ster - a n ur ne r p ystem
Actuation Instrwentatfon as Thermal Peer froe z 30X RTP to a 25X RTP.

a nates t e requ rement to restore t e erne u t n ys. ~ ~ ~

RA A.1
~ ~

Actions

Categories

I.
II.

- I II
IV+
V.
VI.
VlI
VII I
IX.
Xo

Relaxatfon of Applicability
Relaxat ion of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxatfon of kequfred Actions Details
kelaxatlon of kequlred Actions to exit Applfcabllfty
Relaxatlon of Surveillance Requfreaent Acceptance Crlterfa
Relaxatlon of.Coapfetfon Tfae
Aflou Ifode changes uhen LCO not set
Elfefnatfon of the requirement to lock the Reactor lfode suftch fn Shutdoun
Elimination of CTS keportlng Requfreeents
Relaxatlon of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSQUEWNRA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLEL- MATRlXOF LESS RESTRICmfE CHANGES
SECTlON 3.3 "fNSTRVMENTATION" page 7 of 17

Discussion of
Ch

Oeecription lTS Section . CTS Section

3.3.3.1 "PAN instr'»ntetfon"
e axat on 0 ence equ rement or t e per ormonce o arne

Calibration of the Poet Accident Nonltoring (PAN) fnstrunents from once
every ld months to once every 24 months for a mexfasa interval of 30 aenths
fncluding the 25X greco period.

e ~ ~ ~

m nstea t e requ rement to s ut natal»ntat on e not res'tol ~ ~ ~ ~ ct on
8

~ ~ ~ Ct Na
dga and 82a

eaxatono te oopetN me res ysto ys or aange
inoperable PAN checvtel and 48 hours to 7 days for tuo fnoperable PAN

chIwtef so

~ ~ ~ Ct Na
Aand C

~ ~ ~

Actions
dga and 80b

ee 't at ~ ~ a not app ca e
ch e shen LCO is not met.

t ere ore, a cue ~ ~ ~ c't N
Rote 1

ang t e gn caus tment or t e xygen na yzera stat ng t at t e
Oxygen Analyzer ufll be calibrated for a range of OX to 10X.

e axat on o t e et on me or conte ceent r at on lxlct on,
for the Conditfon share both eh+vela are fnoperable from 72 hours to 7
days.

~ ~ ~

Action 81

Categoriee

l. Relaxatfon of Applfcability'l. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
lll. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
lV. Relaxation of Required Actfona to exit Applfcabfllty
V. Relaxatlon of Surveillance Requirement„Acceptance Criterfe
Vl. Relaxation of- CoapfetfN Tfme
Vll. Allou Node changes shen LCO not met
Vill. ElfmfnatfN of the requfres»nt to Lock the Reactor Node eMltch in

'Shut@an'X.

Elfmfnetfon of CTS Reporting Requfrementa
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from ld to 24 Nontha

SUSOUERARRA SES, Unite 1 end 2





TABLEL - AVIATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTNE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 8 of 17

Discussion of
Ch

Description ITS Section CTS Section

3.3.3.2 %enate Shutdosn Panel lnstrrrnentat iona
e axat on 0 't ance requency or t e per ormsnce o one

Calibration kemte Shutdosn Nonltoring lnstruaentetlon from once every T8
months to once every 24 months for a msxlaus interval of 30 months including
the 25X grace per lod.

~ ~ ~

e axat on o t e oep et on me or an noper e remote s ut
monitoring fnatrrxaentation from 7 days to 30 days.

~ ~ ~ ct on
A

~ ~ ~

Action a

e axat on o t e ca ty or t e urve ence equ rement or t e
monthly charnel check ln that the SR ls required only for those Instrwent
charnels that are normally energized.

Categories

1

11~
111
1V
V
Vl.
V11 ~

V111
1X
Xo

Relaxation of Applicability
Reiaxatlon of Surveillance Frequency
Retaxstlon of kequlrsd Actions Details
Relaxation of kequired Actions to exit Applicability
Reiaxatlon of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Attar Node changes shen LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to tock the Reactor Node ssltch ln

Shutdosn'liminationof CTS Reporting Requirements
Retaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSQUERARRA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 9 of 17

D I scuse ion of
Ch

Descr fpt ion ITS Section CTS Section Category

3.3.4.1 "EOC-RPTo

e axat on o t o urve ence requency or t e EOC-Rp Logic ters
frasctionat Teste (LSFT) fras once every 18 Months to once every 24 «onthe
fol' saxi'nterval of 30 sronths Including the 25X grace period.

R ~ ~ ~ ~

SR 3.3 4.1.1

e axat oA 0 't e Surve once rcquency ol 't e OC RP c'tuot on
Inet~tatfon Response Tfsre Testing free once every 18 months to once
~very 24 senthe to teat one train (48 senthe to test both trip eysterre) for
~ aaxfaea Interval of 30 senths Including the 25X grace per fod.

SR ~ ~ ~ ~

SR 3.3A.1.1

e axat on o t e urve ence requency or per ormonce o «mc
Cetfbratlon for the EOC.RPT Instrrirentetfon fromm once every 1S months to
once every 24 aethe for a mxfeus Interval of 30 rronths including the 25X
grace period.

~ ~ ~ ~

3.3A.2 "AIMS-RPT"
e axat on o t e once requcncy ol 't e MS RP oglC yetee

frxsctfonat Taste (LSFT) frao once every 18 sronths to once every 24 sronthe
for ~ eexlmxe interval of 30 aenths including the 25X grace period.

e oxat on 0 't e ence requency or per orrrence o «rre
Calfbration for the ATMS-RPT fnstruentotion fran once every 18 oenths to
once every 24 «onths for a srsxfsue Interval of 30 smnths including the 25X
grace period.

R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Categor Ies

I ~

11
111 ~

IV
Vi
Vlo

VII ~

VIII ~

IX.
X,

kelaxatfon of Apptfcablllty
Rclaxatfon of Surveillance frequency
kelexatlon of kequfred Actions Details
Retaxatlon of Required Actions to exit Applfcabflity
Relaxatton of Survetllence kequfreerent Acceptance Criteria
Reloxatlon of Cclplction Tfae
Altoss Node changes shen LCO not set
Etfefnotfon of the require«ent to tock the Reactor Node ssrftch fn

'Shutdosrn'tfalnatfonof CTS Reporttng Requfrerrrents
Rclaxatfon of fuel Cycte fraa 1S to 24 Nonths

SUSQUEHANN SES; Units 1 end 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTlVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 10 of 17

Discussion of
Ch

Description ITS Section CTS Section

3.3.5.1 "ECCS Instrcsnentat Ion"
e axat on o t e urve ence requency or t e CCS ogle System

Fcslctionat Teste (LSFT)from once every 18 months to once every 24 mnths for
a sexisLss interval of 30 months including the 25X grace period.

c axat ono t c ance rcqucncy ol'cl'rsincc 0 slwte
Calibration on the ECCS Instrcssents to extend the required Frequency for
these SRe to 24 sentha with a maxima interval of 30 months including the
25X grace period.

R ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~

e axat ono t e c ty or t e spec equr ct onto
1,2, and3.

e axat on o t e ty requ rcment or ras ra e n N s
~nd 3 shen reactor stem dome prcssure ia greater than 100 psig to Nodce 2
and 3 when reactor steam dome pressure ia greater then 150 psig.

~ ~ ~

RA B.1 Mote 1

~ ~ ~

footnote (e)

~ ~

Action 30.b
Fcslctiones 1. ~,

1.c 2.a and 2.c
~ ~

footnote"~

eaxatono te c ty orte ecrcuaton scarge ave
permissive from ln Nodes 1, 2, and 3 and Nodes 4 and 5 when the
corresponding LPCI system ie required to be Operable per SSES CTS 3.5.2 to
Nodee 1, 2, and 3, but only when the associated recirculation pcmp dischalge
valve le open.

~ ~ ~

footnote (d)
~ ~

T 4.3.3.1-1
Item 2.d

Categories

I~

11.
IIl.
IV
V
Vl~

Vll~

VIII~

IX.
Xo

Relaxatlon of Applicability
Relaxation of Survei t lance Frequency
Relaxation of RecNlrcd Actions Details
Relaxatlon of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxatlon of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Cospletlon Tise
AIIos Node changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to Lock the Reactor Node switch in

Shutdown'liminationof CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxatlon of Fuel Cycle fraa 1d to 24 Nonths

susouEMAMMA sES, unite 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 11 of 17

Discussion of
Ch

Description

3.3.5.2 "RCIC Instrwentation"
e sxat on 0 ance equ rement or t e C C og c Systea Fact ona

Teats (I.SFT) fere once every 1d aonths to once every 24 aentha for a eexisua
Interval of 30 months Including the 25X grace period.

e axat on o t e rve ence equ reoent or per oraence o mme
Calibration on the RCIC Instruments fras once every 1B months-to once every
24 aenths for a sexism Interval of 30 aonths Including the 25X grace
period.

ITS Section CTS Section Category

~ ~ ~

Categor les

l. Relaxation of Applicability
ll. kelaxatlon of Surveillance Frequency
ill. Relaxation of kequlred Actions Details
lV. kelaxatlon of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. kelaxation of Surveillance kequireeent Acceptance Crlteri~

Vl. Relaxation of Ccapletlon Tice
Vll. Allow Node changes shen LCO not set
Vill. Eliaination of the requireaent to loclr. the keactor Node auitch In

'Shutdoun'X.

Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle froe 1d to 24 Nonths

SUSOUERNNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTlVE CHANGES
SECTION 3D "INSTRUMENTATION" page 12 of 17

Discussion of
Ch e

Description 1TS Section CTS Section

3.3.6.1 "Prime Contaiwent Instruoentati on"
eaxatono t e ance requency or t e so at on Actuat on

Instrusentation togic System Fulctional Testa (LSFT)froa ceca every 18

months to once every 24 months for a maximka interval of 30 senths including
the 25X grace period.

e axat on o t e urve ance requency or t e so at on ctuat on
Instnmmntation Response Time Testing from once every ld months to once
avery 24 months for a mexisus Interval of 30 months including the 25X grace

riod.
e axat on 0 t e ance requency or per onmslce o mvte

Calibration for Primary Contaireent isolation Instrunentation from once

every 1d months to once every 24 sonths for a moxie'nterval of 30 months

Including the 25X grace period.

~ ~

e axat ono t e equr ct on or t e osso so at on on 4
Initiation to provide an option to either declare associated sterxhy liquid
control (SLC) a@system inoperable, or isolate the Reactor Vater Cleanup
System.

~ ~ ~

Item 5.e Action
1

~ ~

Item 4.d

eaxatono to pp c
to Nodes 1 and 2.

ty or n t at on rom ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

T 4.3.2.1-1
tem 4

Categories

1.
11.lll
LVe
V
Vl~

V11 ~

Vl1 I o

1X.
Xo

Relaxatlon of Applicability
Relaxation of Survei Lienee Frequency
ReLaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
ALLou Node changes shen I.CO not met
Flimination of the requirement to Lock the Reactor Node ssitch in

Shutdosn'liminationof CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 1d to 24 Konths

SUSDUERAXNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3D "INSTRUMENTATION" page 13 of 17

Dfscussfon of
Ch e

Description

cdxdc ono t c equi cc on cocx't t c pp c cy c dnglng c c
Required Action for e Lose of Fmctfon frcxs be fn at least StdrtcSI ufth the
associated isolation valves closed ufthfn 6 hours to fsotate the mfn stcINI
tinct within 12 hours.

lTS Section

~ ~ ~

Action D

CTS Section

~ ~ c'C on

Category

c dxd't on 0 't c otp c'C on Idc ol' oss 0 nstrcslcnt lxlct on re
restare the mwaat initiation flslctfon to Dpcrdbtc status ufthin 8 hours or
close the affected systes isolation valves uithfn the next haur to isolate
the affected pcnctratfon ufthfng 24 hours.

d C ~ ~ ~

Action 0
~ ~

Action 24

t axd't on 0 t c tqu I'C ons to cx C t c pp cd ty pl'ov lng CA
option to shut the NSlVs ufthfn the next 12 hrs.

~ ~ mt on
3d

a nate t e rcqu re%tnt co oc t e so dt oA vd vce ~ ~ ~

Condf t lan F
~ ~

Action 26t dxd't on 0 t e tyo te
~nd 3 to fRXIES 3, 4, end S.

n C dt On rlss d C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

T 4.3.2-1 FNlctfon
7.d

3.3.6.2 "Seconds Contdfnscnt fnstrliscntdtforP
e axdt on o t t urve ence rcqucncy or t c so dt on Actuation

lnatrlaltntatfon Logic Systea Fcslctfondt Teste (LSFT) fros once every 18
months to once every 24 sxxlths for a asxflass fntcrvdt of 30 aonths fnctudfng
thc 25X grace period.

c dxdt on 0 ance rcqutncy or pcr orlddncc o dlvtc d rat on
to 24 aonths for a sexfsact fntcrvat of 30 months including the 25X grdce

riod

S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Cdtegor fed

l.
ll~

111 ~

lVo
V
Vl.
Vl1
Vl1 1 ~

lX.
X

Relaxatfon of Applicability
Relaxdtfon of Surveillance Frequency
RclaxdtioA of RccNfrtd ACClons Dc'tails
Relaxatfon of Required Actfons to exit Apptfcabftfty
Relaxation of Surveillance Rcqufreeent Acceptance Crlterfa
Retdxdtfon af Coaptation Tfse
At tee Node changes uhtn LCD not set
Etfafnetfon of the rcqufrcaent to lack the Reactor Node suftch in

'Shutdoun'tfafnatfonof CTS Rcportfng Requirements
Relaxdtlon of Fust Cycte frcxs 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSDUEKAkkA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATlON" page N of 17

Discussion of
Ch

Descr Iption

e axat on 0 e ca ty reel ~ ~ s I nesteS
that the flxlction is requ3red when handliny irradiated fuel In the secondary
contairIsent and during Core Alterat3ons and operations with a potential for
draininy the reactor vessel to Nodes 1, 2, 3 end during operations with a
potential for draining the reactor vessel.

1TS Section

~ ~ ~ tCS

CTS Section

~ ~

'T 4.3.2.1-1
Itels 2. ~

e axat on 0 equ I ct CA to ex t t e ca ty pl'ov lng en
option to declare 'the associa'ted secondary contaitslent Isolation valves
Inoperable and declare associated SGT subsystes inoperable.

RA C.2.1 and
C.2.2

~ ~

Action 25

Categories

1 ~

11.
111
1V
V»
Vl~

Vl1 ~

Vl1 1 ~

1X.
X»

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requireeent Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Coapletion Tice
ALLow Node changes when I.CO not set
ELIaination of the requireeent to Lock the Reactor Node switch in

Shutdown'LIainationof CTS Reporting Requireslents
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle fras 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSOUEHARXA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABL'EL - MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 15 of 17

Discussion of
Ch e

Description ITS Section CTS Section Category

3.3.7.1 "CREOAS Instruscntat lan
c axat on 0 ence cqu I'cclcnt rcqucncy ol' c EOAS Logic SystcIC

FIxlctionai Testa (LSFT) fros once every 18 eonths to once every 24 aonths
for a'xiaam interval of 30 sonths includi the 25X race riod.

c axat on 0 t c rvc ance rcqucncy ol'et'rcIencc 0 alvtc
Calibration for the CREOAS instrINIcntation froIC once every 18 Nonths to once
every 24 aonths for a mIixxxa interval of 30 eonths including the 25X grace
period.

~ ~ ~

ls nates e requ reINcnt to Iust t e setpo nt to II t n t e Ic t w t n
4 hours or declare the charnel inoperable.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c't on a

e axat on o t e c ty or t e aln ontro ooa ts r nta e
Radiation Nonitor frIXC Nodes 1, 2, 3, 5 and footnote "~", shen irradiated
fuel ia being handled in secondary contailvscnt to Nodes 1, 2, 3g and
footnotes (a) and (b) shich are operations IIith e potential for draining the
reactor vessel, and during Core Alterations and during awcIaent of
irradiated fuel asscablics in the secondary conteiwent.

a nates e requ rcIscnt to p ace t e nstrINent n ca c tr p.

~ ~ ~

4.3.7.1-1

~ ~ ~ ct on

Categories

I ~

II~

111.
IV.
V
Vl
Vl1 ~

VIII.
IX~
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxa't ion of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxa'tion of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance RcquircaIcnt Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of-Coapletion Tise
Atlou Node changes shen LCO not set
Eliaination of the rcquircIscnt to lock-the Reactor Node sMitch in

Shutckaa'liainet

ion of CTS Reporting Rcquirclccnts
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle frosl 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSQUE|NRRA SES, Units 1 end 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATlON" page 16 of 17

Discussion of
Ch e

Description ITS Section CTS Section

3.3.8.1 "LOP Instrusentst ion"
e axat on o t e urve ence equ resent requency or t e ECCS a oss

of Pouer Logic System Fuationat Tests (LSFT) free ence every 18 months to
once every 24 amths for a msxisass Interval of 30 months including the 25X
grace period.

e axat on o t e urve ence requency or t e per orsence o C erne
Calibration on the LOP Instrusents from once every 18 months to once every
24 months for a aeissss Interval of 30 months including the 25X grace
period;

~ ~

m nates t e requ rement to restore t e noper e nstrusent c erne to
Operable status prior to the performance of the next required Charael
Fuetionel Test.

~ ~ ~

Action A
~ ~

Action 36

equr t ons eng or a oss o mat ono t e r vo tege
relay from declaring the associated 4.16 kV ESS bus Inoperable to declaring
the associated Diesel generator to be declared Inoperable.

~ ~ ~ 't on
D

~ ~

Action 36

e axst on o t e esp et on me or a oss o uat on to our or
declaring the an affected DG inoperable.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Action 35

Categories

l. ~ Relaxation of Applicability
Il. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency

~ ill. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
lV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Vl. Relaxetlon of Cospletion Time
Vll. Allow Node changes Hen LCO not met
Vill. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node suitch In 'Shutdown
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle fry 18 to 24 Nmths

SUSOUEHNNA SES, Units 'I and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTlVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 17 of 17

Discussion of
Cha e

Description lTS Section CTS Section Category

3.3.B.2 "RPS Electric Poser Nonitori
e sxat on o e urve ence equ recent requency or t e RPS Poser

Nonltoring Instruoentetion systea fmettonat tests fran once every 1B wonths
to once every 24 aaths for a aextaua interval of 30 aanths Including the
25X grace period.

e axat on o t e urve ence requency or t e per ormence o arne
Calibration fran once every 18 amths to once every 24,senths for a sextans
Interval of 30 eonths Including the 25X grace period.

~ ~

Categories

l.
ll
llI
IV»
V
Vl
Vll
VlIl ~

lX»
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Survel t lance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxatlon of Surveillance Requtreaent Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Coaptation Tine
Atlos Node changes shen I.CO not wet
Etiatnation of the requireeent to lock the Reactor Node ssitch In

Shutdosn'llatnat

ton of CTS Reporting Requireeents
Retaxation of Fuel Cycle fraa 1d to 24 Kanths

SUSQUEHANN SES, Units 1 and 2





mares I - MATRIX m'ASS RESTRICTIVE nuWmS
SECTION 3.4 "Reactor Coolant System (RCS)» Page 1 of 9

Discussion of
Change

Description ITS Section CTS
Section

Lo

3.4.1 "Recirculation Loo s eratin "
Re axat on o t e Comp et on Tame or t e reactor
to be in Hot Shutdown from "within the following 6
hours," to 12 hours to reach Mode 3.

Re axat on o t e Comp et on Tame to a ow or
compliance with single loop limits from within 6
hours of entering single loop operation to 12
hours.

~ ~

Action E
~ ~ ~

Action b
3.4.1.1.2
Action c

~ ~ ~ ~

Action c.l

VZ

VI

Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency y t e
addition of a note to the requirement to verify
recirculation flow mismatch that the SR does not
have to be performed until 24 hours after both
recirculation loops are in operation.

SR ~ ~ ~ -IZ

Categories

I~II.
IZZ.
ZV.
V~

VI.
VII
VIII.
ZX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when ICO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.4 >Reactor Coolant System {RCS) < Page 2 of 9

Discussion of
Change

Description

C anges t e measure parameter or rec rcu at on
flow mismatch from 5% and 10% of core flow to 5%
and 10% of rated core flow which will result in a
larger allowed tolerance of 5 and 10 million
ibm/hr.

ITS Section

SR ~ ~ ~

CTS
Section

Category

Un que

Lo E nates e requ rement or t e OPERABILITY o
the MG Set Scoop tube electrical and mechanical
stops.

~ ~ ~

4.4.1.1.2.
5

Un que

Categories

I ~II
'II

IV
Vo
VI~

VII~

VIII
'X.

X

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES Units 1 and 2



TABLE L - MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES:
SECTION 3.4 "Reactor Coolant System (RCS)" Page 3 of 9

Discussion of
Chan

L.

Description

3.4.2 "Jet s"
Re axat on o t e Surve ance Requ rement
Frequency by eliminating the requirement that )et
pump Operability be determined "prior to THERMAL
POWER exceeding 25% of RATED THERMAL POWER." and
replaces it with a requirement for it to be
verified 24 hours after Thermal Power is > 25% and
4 hours after the associated recirculation -loop is
in operation.

ZTS Section CTS
Section

SR ~ ~ ~

Notes 1 and
2

Lo

L.

Re axa on o Surve ance acceptance cr ter a y
providing an additional acceptable method to
determine acceptable flow characteristics.

Increases e a owance or t e n cate user-
to-lower plenum differential pressure of any
individual jet pump to not differ from established
patterns by more than 10% to 20%.

SR ~ ~ ~

SR
3.4.2.1.c

~ ~ ~ ~ c

~ ~ ~ ~ c

V

Un que

Categories

I. Relaxation of Applicability
IZ. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
IIZ. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
ZV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIZI. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in Shutdown"
IX. Ellmi.nation of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUS{}UEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L - MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES ~

'ECTION3.i "Reactor CooIant System (RCS)" Page 4 of 9

Discussion of
Change

Description

Re axat on o t e App ca ty o t e Surve ance
Requirement for )et pump performance for single
loop operation from requiring that'll )et pumps,
including those in the inoperable loop be
demonstrated Operable to only the )et pumps in the
operating recirculation loop.

ITS Section

SR ~ ~ ~

CTS
Section

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

6

Lo E nates t e per o c ver cat on requ rement
that "at least once per 18 months (555 days), data
shall be recorded for the parameters listed to
provide a bases for the specified relationships".

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

6 footnote
"NNN"

Un que

3 4 3 «S/RVs ~

E nates e spec c actions or a stuc open
SRV.

~ ~

3.6.2.1
~ ~

Action b
Un que

Categories

I~II.III.
IV.
V
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X

Relaxation of, Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.4 "Reactor Coolant System {RCS)" Page 5 of 9

Discussion
of'han

Description

3.4.4 "RCS 0 erational Leaka e"
Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency or the
primary containment atmospheric particulate and
gaseous radioactivity to be monitored at least once
per 4 hours, and drywell sump level at least once
per'12 hours, and total Identified Leakage at least
once per 24 hours to verify every 12 hours that the
RCS unidentified and total Leakage and unidentified
Leakage increases are within limits.

ITS Section

SR ~ ~ ~

CTS
Section

Category

L. Increases t e a owe un ent e ea age rom an
increase greater than 2 gpm within any 24 hour
period to an increase greater than 2 gpm in any 4
hour period.

~ ~ ~

Action B.2
~ ~ ~

Action e
Un que

3.4.5 "RCS PIV Leaka e"
C ange t e acceptance t or PIV ea age to
specify leakage based on valve size with a maximum
limit of 5 gpm.

SR ~ o ~ Un que

Categories

I.II
'II.

IV.
V.
VI.
VII~

VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of thc requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



maZE Z - MATRIX Or LESS RESTRICTIVE nuWGES .

SECTION 3.i "Reactor Coolant System (RCS)" Page 6 of 9

Discussion of
Change

Lo

Description

Re axat on o t e App ca ty or Pressure
Isolation Valve (PIV) leakage from including Mode 3
to including a Mode 3 exception for valves in the
shutdown cooling flow path when needed for the
shutdown cooling function.

ITS Section CTS
Section

Categories

I. Relaxation of Applicability
IZ. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
IIZ. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VZ. Relaxation of Completion Time
VZI. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VZII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units i and 2



TABLE L MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.4 "Reactor Coolant System (RCS)" Page 7 of 9

Discussion
oi'hange

Description ITS Section ~ CTS
Section

Category

3.4.6 "RCS Leaka e Detection Instrumentation"
LDo

L.l

Re axat on o Surve ance Requ rement Frequency
for the reactor coolant system leakage detection to
be demonstrated Operable by a Channel Calibration
from once every 18 months to once every 24 months
for a maximum interval of 30 months including the

'25% grace period.

Relaxation of the Required Actions for loss of all
leakage detection channels from requiring that the
reactor be in Mode 3 within 12 hours and Mode 4
within 36 hours to requiring immediate entry into
LCO 3.0.3. LCO 3.0.3 allows 13 hours to reach Mode
3 and 37 hours to reach Mode 4.

SR ~ ~ ~

3.4.6
Condition D

3.4.3.1
Action C

VI

Lo ow Mo e c anges w en LCO s not met y
incorporating Notes to permit Mode changes while
the drywall floor drain sump monitoring system or
the drywell atmospheric monitoring system is
inoperable.

~ ~

Actions
A and B

Notes

VZIZ

Categories

Z. Relaxation of Applicability
ZZ. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
IIZ. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. ~ Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIII. Elimi.nation of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUS{}UEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L MlTRZX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.4 "Reactor Coolant System (RCS)" Page 8 of 9

Discussion of
Chan

Description

3.4.7 "RCS S ecific Activit "
nates t e requ rement to ma nta n specs c

activity s 100/E-bar pCi/gm.

ZTS Section CTS
Section

Category

Un que

Re axat on o t e App ca ty rom nc u ng Mo e
4 to limiting it to only those conditions which
represent a potential for release of significant
quantities of radioactive coolant to the
environment.

Lo

ow Mo e c anges w en t e LCO s not met y
providing an exception to LCO 3.0.4.

E nates e requ rement or ncrease samp ng
in Modes 1 and 2 whenever there is an increase in
power of greater than 15% in one hour.

~ ~

Action A
Note

~ ~

Action

c'VII
Un

que'ategories

I~II.III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII

'III.

IX,
X

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L - WLTRZX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.4 "Reactor Coo1ant System {RCS)" Page 9 of 9

Discussion of
Chan

Description ZTS Section CTS
Section

3.4.8 "RHR Shutdown Coolin S stem-Hot Shutdown"
Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency to a ow t at
the SR is not required to be met until 2 hours
after reactor steam dome px'essure is less than the
RHR cut in permissive pressure.

SR ~ ~ ~

Note
N A

3.4.9 "RHR Shutdown Coolin S stem-Cold S hutdown"
L Re axat on o Surve ance Requ rement acceptance

criteria to allow operation of a recirculation loop
to establish reactox coolant recirculation.

SR ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Action b
4.4.9.2

V

Categories

I ~II.III
'V

V
VI~

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L - KATRIX Of LESS RESTRICTIVE CNANGES
SECTION 3.5 ECCS and RCIC STSTEKS page T of 7

Discussion
of Chan

Description ITS Section CTS Section Category

LB.
3.5.1 "ECCS eratin "

Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency or the system
functional test of the Coze Spray; Low Pressure Coolant
In)ection, and HPCI and the low pressure HPCI flow test
from once every 18 Months to once every 24 months for a
maximum interval of 30 Months including the 25% grace
period.

SR ~ ~ ~

SR 3.5.1.10
SR

3.5.1.11
SR

3.5.1.13

~ ~ ~ c
4.5.1.e
4.3.3.3

LB. Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency Requ rement for
the ADS system functional test from once every 18
Months to once every 24 months for a maximum interval
of 30 Months including the 25% grace period.

SR ~ ~ ~

SR 3.5.1.12
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a

4.5.1.d.2.b

Re axat on o t e App ca ty rom requ r ng t at ADS
be Operable in Modes 2 and 3 when reactor steam dome
pressure is greater than 100 psig to requiring that ADS
be Operable in Modes 2 and 3 when reactor steam dome
pressure is greater than 150 psig.

~ ~

Applicabili
ty

~ ~

Applicabili
ty footnote

N**lf

Categories

l.
ll~

I I I o

IV
V.
Vl
VlI
VII I ~

IX+
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance frequency
Relaxat ton of Required Actions Oetaila
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requireaent Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Coapletion Tiae
Allou Kode changes shen LCO not aet
Etiaination of the requireaent to tock the Reactor Kode suitch in ShutdoMn't

iaination of CTS Reportiny Requireeents
Relaxation of Fust Cycle fros TS to 24 Konths

SUSQUENANNA SES, Units I and 2



TABLE L - NATRIX OF LESS RESTRlCTlVE CllANGES
SECTiON 3.5 ECCS end RClC STSTENS page 2 of T

Discussion
of Change

Description ITS Section CTS Section Categorjj

L.2 Re axa on o Requ re Act on or t e Con xt ons o
loss of both CS subsystems, LPCI cross connect not
closed, and loss of both LPCZ subsystems from requiring
that the reactor be in Mode 3 within 12 hours and Mode
4 within 36 hours to requiring immediate entry into LCO
3.0.3. LCO 3.0.3 allows 13 hours to reach Mode 3 and
37 hours to reach Mode 4.

~ ~ ~ ~

Condition I Action a.2
Action b.2
Action b.4

Un que

Categories

l. Relaxation of Applicabilityll. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequencyill. Relaxation of Required Actions Octal la
lV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requireeent Acceptance Criteria
Vl. Relaxation of Coaptation Tice
Vll. Allou Node changes shen LCO not set
Vill.Eliaination of the requireeent to lock the Reactor Node sultch in 'Shutdown
1X. Eliaination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle froa 16 to 24 Nonths

SUSOUENRRA SES, Units 'l and 2





TABLE L NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 3.5 ECCS and RCIC STSTENS page 3 of y

Discussion
of Chan

Description

SSES ITS . . nc u es two new Actxonst Act on E or
the condition of HPCI inoperable coincident with one
low pressure coolant in)ection/spray subsystem
inoperable or one LPCI pump in one or both LPCI
subsystems inoperable; and, Action G for the condition
of one ADS valve inoperable coincident with one low
pressure ECCS in)ection/spray subsystem inoperable or
one LPCI pump in one or both LPCI subsystems
inoperable. Both Action E and Action G require
restoration of either the inoperable high pressure
(HPCI or ADS) or the inoperable low pressure ECCS
system within 72 hours. This change is less
restrictive because under the same conditions, SSES CTS
3.5.1, Actions c and d, would default to ICO 3.0.3
which requires being in Mode 3 within 13 hours and Mode
4 within 37 hours.

ITS Section CTS Section Category

Vn que-

Categories

I
11 ~

ill+
IV.
V,
VI~

VII e

V111 ~

IX
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requiroaent Acceptance Cf iteria
Relaxation of Coaple't'Ion Tine
Ilies Node chanles shen LCO not set
Eliaination of the requireeent to lock the Reactor Node ssitch in

'Shutdosn'liainationof CTS ReportinII Requireeents
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle froa 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSOUEHIXXA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLE L NATRIX OF I.ESS RESTRICTIVE CHAKGES
SECTION 3.5 ECCS and RCIC SYSTENS page 4 of F

Discussion
of Chan

Description ITS Section CTS Section Catogotv

L. Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency or t e
following Surveillance Requirements: HPCI high
pressure flow verification, HPCI low pressure flow
verification, ADS valve manual operation from allowing
performance to be deferred until 12 hours after reactor
steam pressure is adequate to perform the test to
deferring the performance of these tests until reactor
steam pressure "and flow" are adequate to perform the
test.

SR ~ ~ ~

SR 3.5.1.9
SR 3.5.1.12

footnote

~ ~ ~ ~

4.5.l.c.2
4.5.1.d.2.b

L. Re axat on o t e Surve ance Requ rement acceptance
criteria for verification that each valve, manual,
power-operated, or automatic, in the flow path that is
not-locked; sealed, or otherwise secured in position,
is in its "correct position." to allow LPCI subsystems
to be considered Operable during alignment and
operation for shutdown cooling.

SR ~ ~ ~

Note
~ ~ ~ a ~ ~

footnote
Un que

Categorfes

I.
11 ~

111 ~

IV
V
VI
VII ~

VII I ~

IX.
X"

Retaxatlon of Agylfcebflfty
kelaxetlon of Survef llance Frequency
Relaxatfon of Requfred Actlona Octal la
kelaxatfon of kequlred Actlona to exft Appffcabf1 fty
Relaxetlon of Surveflfence Requfreeent Acceptance Crfterfa
kelaxetfcn of Coepfetfon Tfse
Afloss Node changes shen LCO not mt
Ef fefnatfon of the requfreesent to lock the Reactor Node assftch fn

'Shutdosas'lfafnatfonof CTS Reportfni Requfrenenta
Relaxetfon of Fuel Cycle free III to 24 Nontha

SUSCUENINA SES, Unfta 1 end 2



TABLE L NATRIX OF.. LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 3.5 ECCS and RCIC SYSTENS page 5 of 7

Discussion
of Chan

Description ITS Section CTS Section Category

Lo Re axat on o t e Surve ance Requirement acceptance
criteria to permit the HPCI flow tests to be performed
against a lower test line pressure than currently
required if the test is performed with reactor steam
pressure lower th'an the maximum pressure currently
specified.

SR ~ ~ ~

SR 3.5.1.9
~ ~ ~ ~

4.5.1.c.2i
V

Re axat on o Surveys ance Requ rement acceptance
criteria to allow both LPCI subsystems needed for ECCS
to bc aligned in the SDC mode in Mode 3 when steam dome
pressure is less than the RHR cut in permissive, if
capable of being manually realigned and not otherwise
inoperablc.

SR ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Applicabili
ty
Note I

Un que

L.

L~

Re axat on o Requ re Act on to ex t App ca ty y
providing an additional option when a Recirculation
Pump discharge and/or bypass valve are determined to be
inoperablc to shut the valve or declaring the
associated LPCI subsystem inoperable.

E nates t e spec c n ormat on correspon xng to
test line pressure.

SR ~ ~ ~

3.5.1
Actions

SR ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~

Actions
c and d

3.4.1.1.2
Actions
e and f

~ 1.

IV

Un que

Cetegoriea

I~

ll
I I I ~

IV
V
Vl~

VII ~

V111 ~

IX.
X,

Retaxatlon of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxat'ion of Required Actiona Oetalla
Relaxatlon of Required Actiona to exit Applicability
Relaxat ion of Survel 1 lance Requlreeent Acceptance Criteria
Relaxatlon of Coepletian Tise
Aiiou Node changes shen LCO not set
Eliaination of the requlresent to lock the Reactor Node aMttch in 'Shutdoun'.
Eiisination of CTS Reporting Requireeenta
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle free 1S to 24 Nontha

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Unite 1 and 2



TABLE L NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CNANGES
SECTION 3.5 ECCS and RCIC STSTENS page 6 of y

Discussion
of Change

Description

3.5.2 "ECCS Shutdown"

ITS Section CTS,Section Category
I

L.

L

L.

E nates e n etween ECCS Opera sty an t e
spent fuel pool water level.

E nates t e requ rement to suspen Core terat ons
when no ECCS is available.

Rc axat on o t e opera 1 ty requ rements y
eliminating the requirements associated with the
Isolated 480 AC swing bus in Mode 4 and 5.

E nates t e requ rement to ma nta n ot RHR cross
tic valves closed while in Mode 4 or 5.

~ ~

3.5.3
3.9.8
3.9.9

~ ~

Action
b'.5.3

Action b
~ ~ ~ oao

~ C
3.8.3.2.a.2
~ c
4.8.3.2.2
3.8.3.2
Action f

Un que

Un que

Un que

Un que

L. E nates e requ rement n MODES an * w t a
contained water volume of less than required that the
reactor mode switch be "locked" in the Shutdown or
Refuel osition.

VIII

Categories

I. Relaxatlon of Appllcabl IIty
II. Relaxatlon of Surveillance Frequency
III Relaxa't'Ion of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxat Ion of Required Actions to axl t Appllcabl llty
V. Relaxatlon of Survelttaae Requlreeent Acceptance Crlterla
Vl. Relaxatlon of Ccaplet Ion T Isa
VII. Allou Node changes ahen LCO not set
Vill. Ellslnatlon of the requlreoent to lock the Reactor Node sultch In 'Shutdoun
IX. Ellslnat Ion of CTS Reporting Requlreeents
X. Relaxatlon of Fuel Cycle free 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSOUENANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLE L - NATRIX OF LESS RESTRlCTIVE CNANGES

SECTlON 3.S ECCS end RClC STSTENS peye 7 of F

Discussion
of Chan

Description

3.5.3 "RCIC S stem"

ITS Section CTS Section Category

Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency or t e system
functional test and low pressure flow test of RCIC from
once every 18 Months to once every 24 months for a
maximum interval of 30 Months including the 25% grace
period.

SR ~ ~ ~

SR 3.5.3.5
~ ~ ~ c

L Re axat on o t e Surve ance Requ rement Frequency to
perform the RCIC high pressure flow verification) and
the RCIC low pressure flow verification. from until 12
hours after reactor steam "pressure" is adequate to
perform the test to performance of these tests until
reactor steam pressure "and flow" are adequate to
perform the .test..

SR ~ ~ ~

Note
SR3534.

Note

~ ~ ~

footnote
4.7.3.c.2
footnote

Categori ca I(

l. Relaxation of Applicabilityll. kelaxation of Surveillance Frequency
ill. Relaxation of Required Actlona Details
lV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. kelaxatlon of Surveillance Requireeent Acceptance Criteria
Vl; Relaxation of Coaptation Tiae
Vll. Allou Node changes shen LCO not set
Vill. Eliaination of the requireeent to lock the keactor Node asitch in Shutdosn
lX. Elialnetion of CTS Report iny Requireeenta
X. kelaxation of Fuel Cycle free 18 to 24 Nontha

SUSQUENANNA SES, Unite 1 end 2



TABLE L MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE
CHANGES,'ECTION

3 6 ~ SYSTEMS» page 1 of 17

Discussion of
Change

Description ITS Section CTS Section Category

3.6.1.1 "Primar Containment"
LB, Re axat on o Surve ance Requ rement

Frequency for the the drywell-to-suppression
chamber vacuum breaker leakage from'nce
every 18 Months to once every 24 months for a
maximum interval of 30 months including the
25% race eriod.

SR
3. 6. 1. 1. 2

SR
3.6.1.1.3

~ ~ ~ ~ e
4. 6.2. 1.d

3.6.1.2 "Primar Containment Airlock"
L.

L.

No e s a e to a ow entry t roug a c ose
or locked air lock door for the purpose of
making repairs.

New Act on s a e to a ress a s tuat on
where the air lock interlock mechanism is
inoperable.

~ ~ ~

Actions
Note 1

~ ~ ~

Action B

Un que

Un que

Categories

I ~II.III.
IV
V
VI~

VII.
VIII.
IX
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLE L WLTRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTZON 3. 6 «CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS» page 2 of 17

Discussion of
Change

Description ITS Section CTS Section Category

No e s a e to a ow entry t roug a c ose
and/or locked Operable air lock door (for
reasons other than repairs) for a limited
period of time (i.e., 7 days).

~ ~ ~

RA A.l
Note 2

Unique

Prov es an Act on a owance t at t e pr ry
containment airlock interlock does not need
to be verified when the air lock door is
located in a hi h radiation area.

~ ~ 4

RA A.3 and
B.3

~ ~ ~

footnote "**" Un que

Categories

I~

II.III
IV
V.
VI~

VII
'III

'X

X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
ElimLnation of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUS{}UEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE I - MATRIX Or LESS RESTRICTIVE CHmmS .

SECTION 3. 6 «COHTAIHMKHT SYSTEMS» page 3 of 17

Discussion of
Change

LB.

Description

3.6.1.3 "PCIVs"
Re axat on o Surve ance Requ rement
Frequency for primary containment isolation
valve functional testing from once every 18
months to once every 24 months for a maximum
interval of 30 months including the 25% grace
eriod.

ITS Section CTS Section Category

SR
3.6.1.3.8

L.
L.

Re axat on o Surve ance Requ rement
Frequency for excess flow check valve (EFCV)
testing from once every 18 months to once
every 24 months for a maximum interval of 30
months includin the 25% race eriod.
Not use .
Requ re Act on prove es a comp ete st o
acceptable isolation devices.

SR
3.6.1.3.9

~ ~ ~

Action A

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~

3.6.3
Action a.3

Un que

Categories

I ~II.III
IV
V
VI~

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L HhTRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CKWQES;
page 4 of 17

Diacuaaion of
Chan

Description ITS Section CTS Section

Lo Re axat on o Comp et on T me rom ver y ng
at least one isolation valve in each affected
penetration should be maintained Operable or
be in at least Hot Shutdown within the next
12 hours to allow 1 hour to shut at least one
valve.

~ ~ ~

Action B
~ ~

Action a
VI

Re axat on o Comp et on T me or so at on
of an instrument line penetration is extended
from 4 hours to 12 hours for instrument
penetrations with excess flow check valve
(EFCV) ~

~ ~ ~

Action C
~ ~

Action b
VI

T e e ts on open pr mary conta nment
purge valves, are replaced with specific
criteria for opening.

SR
3. 6. 1.3. 1

~ ~ ~

4.6.1.8.1

Categories

I. Relaxation of Applicability
ZI. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
IIZ. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L MhTRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES.
page 5 of 17

Discussion of
Change

Description

Re axa on o Surve ance Frequency to
eliminate the the requirement to periodically
verify the position of PCIVs that are locked
shut, sealed or otherwise secured to be
verified on the specified frequency;

ITS Section CTS Section

SR
3.6.1.3.2

SR
3.6.1.3.3

L,
L.

Not use .
Re axat on o t e Comp et on T me or one or
more of the primary containment isolation
valves in closed systems inoperable from
restoring the valve to operable status within
4 hours to restoring the valve to operable
status within 72 hours.

~ ~ ~

RA C.l
~ ~

Action a
VI

Categories

I. Relaxation of ApplicabilityII. Relaxation of Surveillance FrequencyIII. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. . Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO'not met
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L HhTRIX Ot LESS RESTRICTIVE CBhNQES 'age 6 of 17

Discussion oi
Change

Description ITS Section CTS Section Category

3.6.1.6 "Su ression Chamber-to-Dr ell Vacuum Breakers".
LB+

Lo

Re axat on o t e Surveys ance Frequency for
the verification of the suppression chamber-
to-drywell vacuum breaker opening setpoint
from once every 18 months to once every 24
months for a maximum interval of 30 months
includin the 25% race eriod.
Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency or
verifying vacuum breakers closed from 7 days
to 14 days.

SR
3.6.1.6.3

SR
3.6.1.6.1

~ ~ ~ a

Categories

I. Relaxation of Applicability
ZI. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
IZZ. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIIZ. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLE L - MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CElWGES .

SECTION 3 ~ 6 «C(8lTAIHMENT SYSTEMS» page 7 of 17

Discussion of
Chan

L.

Description

Re axat on o Surve ance acceptance
criteria and Frequency from cycling the
vacuum breakers within 2 hours after any
discharge of steam to the suppression chamber
from the safety-relief valves to ver'ifying
the valves are closed within 2 hours of any
operation which causes a vacuum breaker to be
opened, and the valves are functionally
tested within 12 hours of any discharge of
steam and within 12 hours of an operation
that causes any of the vacuum breakers to
open.

ITS Section

SR
3.6.1.6:1

SR
3.6.1.6.2

CTS Section

II an V

A s a new Con t on to a ow two vacuum
breakers in the same penetration to be
inoperable and open for 2 hours.

~ ~ ~

Condition C
Un que

Lo C anges t e acceptance cr terna or t e SR
from 0.5 psid +/- 5% to ) 0.25 and < 0.525
psid.

SR
3.6.1.6.3

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a

Categories

I.II.III.
IV,
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUS{}UEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES .

SECTION 3. 6 «COHTAIHMEHT SYSTEMS» page 8 of 17

Discussion of
Chan

Description ITS Section CTS Section Category

3.6.2.1 "Su ression Chamber-to-Dr ell Vacuum Breakers"
Re axat on o Require Act on to exit t e
Applicability to eliminates the requirement
for verification at least once per hour that
.Thermal Power is less than or equal to 1% RTP
after suppression chamber average water
temperature has exceeded 90 F for more than
24 hours and eliminates the requirement for
verification at least once per 30 minutes
that suppression chamber average water
temperature is less than or equal to 120
following a scram when suppression chamber
average water temperature is greater than or
equal to 90 F.

3. 6.
RA B.l

~ ~ ~

Action b
4.6.2.1.b.2.b

4.6.2.l.b.3

IV

E nates t e requ rement to operate at
least one residual heat removal loop in the
suppression pool cooling mode.

~ ~ ~

RA D.l
~ ~ ~

Action b.2.b
Un que

Categories

Z. Relaxation of ApplicabilityII. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
IZI. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VZII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE Zs MhTRZX OF ZsESS ilESTRZCTZVle CHANGES s

SECTION 3.6 ~ SYSTEMS» page 9 of 17

Discussion of
Change

Description ZTS Section CTS Section Category

3.6.2.2 "Su ression Pool Water Level"
Re axa on o t e Comp etymon Tame or when
suppression pool water level is not within
required limits in Modes 1, 2 and 3 from thatit must be restored "within 1 hour" or the
reactor must be shutdown within the following
12 hours to allowing 2 hours to restore
suppression'pool water levels to within
limits or the reactor must be shutdown within
the following 12 hours.

~ ~ ~

RA A.l
~ ~

Action a
3.5.3

Action a

VI

Lo

L~

Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency to
verify suppression chamber water level with
an inoperable level alarm indicator from 12
to 24 hours.

3.6.2.3 "RHR Su ression Pool
Re axat on o e Comp et on Tame or
restoration of an inoperable suppression pool
cooling loop from within 72 hours to 7 days.

SR
3.6.2.2.1

Coolin "
~ ~ ~

RA A.l

~ ~ ~ ~ a ~

~ ~ ~

Action a
VI

Categories

I.
IZ.
II'V.

V
VI.
VIZ~

VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when ICO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES r
SECTION 3.6 «CONTAINMENT STSTEMS» page 10 of 17

Discussion of
Change

Description

Re axat on o t e Surve ance Requ rement
acceptance criteria for verifying that each
of the required RHR pumps develops a flow
from 10,000 +0, -250 gpm on recirculation
flow through the RHR heat exchanger and the
suppression pool to require a flow rate
greater than 9750 gpm.

ITS Section

SR
3.6.2.3.2

CTS Section

V

Categories

I.II.
ZIZ.
IV.
V
VI~

VIZ~

VIII.
ZX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L HKTRZX OF LESS RESTRZCTZVE CHANGES„i
SECTION 3.6 «COHTAZHMKHT SYSTEMS» page 11 of 17

Discussion
of'han

Description ZTS Section CTS Section Category

3.6.2.4 "RHR Su ression Pool S ra "
Re axat on o t e Comp et on Tame or
restoring an inoperable suppression pool
spray loop from within 72 hours to 7 days.

3.6.
RA A.l

~ ~ ~

Action a
VI

Re axat on o t e Comp et on T me or t e
condition of both suppression pool spray
loops are inoperable from requiring that the
reactor be in Mode 3 within 12 hours and Mode
4 within 36 hours to allowing 8 hours to
attempt to restore at least one inoperable
suppression pool spray subsystem to Operable
status before a plant shutdown must be
initiated.

~ ~ ~

RA B.1
~ 0 ~

Action b
VZ

L. Re ax t e Surve ance Frequency or
verification that each suppression pool spray
nozzle is unobstructed from every 5 years to
every 10 years.

SR
3.6.2.4.2

~ ~ ~ ~ c

Categories

I. Relaxation of Applicability
IZ. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
ZZI. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIIZ. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUS{}UEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLE L MATRIX OF LESS RESTRZCTZVE CHANGES r
SECTION 3. 6 «CONTAINMENT STSTEMS» page 12 of 17

Diacuaaion of
Change

Deacription ITS Section CTS Section Categozjj

3.6.3.1 "Primar Containment H dro en Recombiners"
LB. Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency or

the verification of heater circuit
Operability, and visual examination of the
hydrogen recombiner for evidence of abnormal
conditions from once every 18 months to once
every 24 months for a maximum interval of 30
months including the 25% grace period.

SR
3.6.3.1.1

SR
3.6.3.1.2

SR
3.6.3.1.3

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

4.6.6.1.b.3

Lo ow Mo e c anges w en LCO not met y
eliminating the requirement for LCO 3.0.4 for
the inoperability of a Hydrogen recombiner.

~ ~ ~

RA A.1
Note

~ ~

3.6.6.1
Action

VZZ

L. Prov es a new Con t on a owing ot
containment hydrogen recombiners to be
inoperable for a period of 7 days.

~ ~ ~

Action B
~ ~ ~

Action
VZ

Categories

I. Relaxation of Applicability
IZ. Relaxation of Surveillance FrequencyIII. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI.. Relaxation of Completion Time
VZI. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
ZX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L RhTRZX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES ~

SECTION 3 6 «CONTAIHHP2iT SZSTEMS» page 13 of 17

Discussion
oC'hange

Lo

Description

Re axa on o t e Surve ance Requ rement
acceptance criteria and the Frequency from
"requiring the Operability of the hydrogen
recombiner be demonstrated at least once per
6 months by energizing the recombiner system
to at least 10 kw for > 5 minutes" to
"requiring a system functional test of each
primary containment hydrogen recombiner every
24 months."

SR
3.6.3.1.1

~ ~ ~ 0 'a

ZTS Section CTS Section Catego~

II an V

L. nat on o t e zequ rement or
performance of Channel Calibration on all
recombiner operating instrumentation and
control circuits.

Un que

Categories

I.II~III.
IV.
V
VI~

VII.
VIII

'X.

. X.

Relaxation of Applicability
'Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.6 «COHTAIHMZBIT SYSTEMS» page 14 of 17

Discussion of
Chan

Description ITS Section CTS Section Category

3.6.3.2 "Dr ell Air Flow S stem"

L

ow Mo e c anges w en LCO not met y
eliminating the requirement for LCO 3.0.4.

New Con t on s a e or t e con xt on o
two drywell air flow system fans in one or
more pairs inoperable.

.6.
RA A.l Note

~ ~

Condition 8

0 ~

3.6.6.2
Action

.6.

VII

VI

ent"3.6.4.1 "Secondar Containm
Bo Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency or

performance of SRs that- verify the secondary
containment can be drawn down and maintained
at the required from once every 18 months to
once every 24 months for a maximum interval
of 30 months including the 25% grace period.

SR
3.6.4.1.4

SR
3.6.4.1.5

~ ~ ~ 0c

Categories

-I.
II

'I'V

V
VZ ~

VII
'IIZ.

IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE I - MATRIX Or. LESS RZSTRICTivx CSAHOZS .

SECTION 3. 6 «COHTAIHMEHT SXSTEMS» page 15 of 17

Discussion of
Chan

Description ITS Section CTS Section Category

LB.
3. 6. 4. 2 "SCIVs"

Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency or
performance of SRs that verify that on a
containment isolation test signal each
isolation damper actuates to its isolation
position from once every 18 months to once
every 24 months for a maximum interval of 30
Months includin the 25% race eriod.
New a owance ad e to a ow or
intermittently opening closed Secondary
Containment Isolation Valves under
administrative control.
New a owance a e pe tt ng t e use o
administrative checks to satisfy requirements
for the periodic verification that secondary
containment isolation devices (valves and
blind flanges) in high radiation areas are
.closed.

SR
3.6.4.2.3

Un que

n que

4

Categories

I.II.III
'V.

V'I.
VII
VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L - MATRZX OP'ESS RESTRZCTZVE CHANGES
SECTZOH 3 ~ 6 «COHTAZHME?4T SYSTEMS» page 16 of 17

Discussion of
Change

Description ZTS Section CTS Section Category

Lo Re axat on o t e Requ re Act ons to a ow
plant operation to continue as long as the
affected penetration is isolated by at least
one valve or blind flange within 4 hours.

~ ~ ~

RA B.l
VIg VII

LB,
3.6.4.3 "SGT S stem"

e axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency or
performance of SRs that verify the each SGTfilter train starts and that associated
dampers 'open on an initiation signal from
once every 18 months to once every 24 months
for a maximum interval of 30 months including
the 25% grace period.

SR
3.6.4.3.3

SR
3.6.4.3.4

~ ~ ~ 0 ~

4.6.5.3.d.3

Categories

I.II.III
'V.

V.
VI.
VII.
VIII
IX
X

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met

. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of'Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUS{}UEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L - MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CElLNGES
SECTION 3. 6 «CONTAINhKNT SYSTEMS» page 17 of 17

Discussion oi
Chan

Description ITS Section CTS Section Category

Re axat on o Requ re Act ons to ex t t e
Applicability by providing a new option for
the Condition of when a standby gas treatment
subsystem cannot be returned to Operable
status within 7 days while movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies, Core Alterations,
or operations with the potential for draining
the reactor vessel are in progress from
requiring the suspension of all activities to
allow these applicable activities to continueif thc Operable subsystem of SGT is in
operation.

~ ~ ~

RA C.l
IV

Categories

I. Relaxation of ApplicabilityII. Relaxation of Surveillance FrequencyIII. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required 'Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIII. Elimination of thc requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TASLE L - NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 3.7 "Plant Systems'age 1 of 4

.Oiscussfon of Ch Ocscrf tfon ITS Section CTS Sect'Ian Cat

3.7.1 "RHRSII tern and UHS"
c axat CA 0 t c aap ct CA mc ol' sing c lxllt RHRSM s ystcm 'to

Inoperable provided that the Islaffcctcd calf t's RHRQI subsystems are capable of
a~ting the affected Units RHRSM safety fcxlctlon fros 7 days to 30 days and
~ flcxcs both unit's RHRSM subsystems to be Inoperable provided that the
Islsffcctcd unit'a RHRQI subsystems are capable of supporting the affected
Islftie RHRSM safety fcslctfon fry 72 hours to 7 days.

~ ~

Action A
Action 8

e axat on o t e aop ct on mc or one HR s ystcm to nopcr e
frcl 72 hours to 7 days.

'

e axat on o t e cd et on me to restore one HR s ystcm to r e,
status shen both RHRSM subsystem are Inoperable and the cslaffcctcd cslltla
RHRSM subeyst~ are not capable of supporting the affected unit's RHRQI
sckcystem safety fcslctfon fram placing the plant In Node 3 In 12 hours end
Node 4 In 36 hours to allowing 8 haura prior to placing the plant In Node 3 In
12 hours and Nade 4 In 36 hours.

~ ~ Ct OA

A

~ ~ Ct On
b

~ ~ ~

Action ar1

r ~ ~

Action ~ .2-

3.7.2 "ESM test
e axat on o t e urvc ance rcquency or a lxlct ons test pcr o on

the EQI system f~ once every 18 manths to once every 24 months for a maxima
Interval of 3O months Including the 25X grace period.

e axat an o t e aap et on mc to restore e s ng e nopcr e pwp ram
72 haura to 7 days and for tuo ESM pueps to be Inoperable fram requiring a
plant shutckaa to 72 hours prior to rcquirfng a plant shutckwn.

~ ~ ct on
A

~ ~ r ~

4.7 1.2.c

~ ~ ~

Action a.1
Action a.2

Categories

I. Relaxatfon of'Applicability
II. Relaxation of Surveillance frequency
Ill. Relaxation of Required Actfons Oetails
IV. Relaxation of Required Actfons to exit Applicsbilfty
V. Rcfaxetlon of Survefllance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Vl. Relaxatfon of Campletlan Time
VII. Allou Node changes shen LCO not met
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Kade sultch In

'Shutdown'X.

Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Nanths

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 cnd 2



TABLE L MATRIX OF LESS RESTRlCTlVE CNANGES

SECTiON 3.7 %lent Systems'age 2 of 4

Discussion of Ch Descri tion ITS Section CTS Section Cat
e exet on 0 't c oop ct on me to I'cstorc onc

status from 72 hours to 7 days.
s ystclll to opel'e c ~ ~ Act on

B
~ ~ ~

Action a.3

a new t on c sngcs t e re ty n tlon to on y requ re
supplying flow to three of the four required DGs provided no single DG ia
without an ESM supply. Condition has been added which recognizes that because
each DG is nervily a~lied from two different ESM Subsystems (100X
redundancy) and if the redundancy is below the level of Operability definition
Actions ait be taken.'

~

Condition B

Categories

l. Relaxation of Applicability
ll. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
ill. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
lV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxatlon of Surveillance Rcquireecnt Acceptance Criteria
Vl. Relaxation of Coep'lotion Time
Vll. Allow Mode changes shen LCO not met
Vill. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in

Shutdown'X.

Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxetlon of Fuel Cycle fras 1B to 24 Months

SUSQUENANNA SES, Units 1 end 2





TABLE L NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CKANGES

SECTION 3.7 Plant Systems'age 3 of 4

Discussion of Ch Oescr f tlon

3.7.3 "CREOAS teaP
e exet on o t e urve ence requency or per ornence o Rs t st ver y

that the Nein Control Rois cen be Initially pressurized and eefntafned
preseurfzed by CREOAS fros once every 18 aenths to once every 24 sonthe for a
saxfsass interval of 30 months including the 25X grace period.

ITS Section CTS Sectfon Cet

R ~ ~ ~

SR 3.7.3 4

e exat on 0 t e pp c ty to exc no act v t ee
(I.e., Core Alteratione or OPDRVS) are being conducted which aey lead to a
need for control rois isolation.

e exet on:o t e mont y urve ence requency e annot ng t e
requirement to test each CREOAS filter train at equal eubfntervels; staggered
testing fa not required (as defined fn the SSES CTS deflnltfon of Staggered
Teat Reefs).

R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Oa

3.7.5 "Nein Condenser Off ss"
e axat on o rve ance requency prov> ng en a oaence to er t e

surveillance mtff 31 days after eny aafn stean lfne fs not isolated, ff not
performed Nfthln the previous 31 days.

~ ~ ~

Note

Categories

l. Relaxatfon of Apptfcabflfty
II. Relaxatlon of Surveillance frequencyill. Relaxatfon of Required Actfona Details
IV. Relaxatlon of Requfred Actfone to'xit Applicability
V. Relaxatlon of Surveillance Requfreaent Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxatfon of Coapfetfon Tive
Vll. Allou Node changes shen LCO not set
Vill. Elfalnatlon of the requfreeent to Lock the Reactor Node euftch In 'Shutbwn
IX. Ellafnatlon of CTS Reporting Requfreeents
X. Relaxatlon of Fuel Cycle fros 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSOUEHANNA SES, Unite 1 end 2



TABLE L - NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CRARGES

SECTION 3.7 "Plant Systems'age 4 of 4

Ofscussfon of Ch Oescrf tfon

3.7.6 '%sin Turbine B ss teefI
e axat on 0 ance requency or t e Na n u sne ypsss System

fsssctfonaf test and Nein Tu*fne Bypass System response time test from once
every 1d months to once every 24 months for a msxfsus fntervaf of 30 months
including the 25X grace period.

ITS Section . CTS Section Cat

SR 3.7.6 3

e axat on 0 t e pp
greater than or equal to 25X RTP.

ty rom to en enms oMer s ~ ~

e axat on o t e arp et on me or app y ng N ct ons rom snt n one
hour shen the Nafn Turbine Bypass System fs inoperable to allosr 2 hours.

e axat ono e ance equ rement requency rom ys to ys. ~ ~ A

Categories

I
lf~

III ~

IV+
Vo
Vl~

VlI ~

VlII ~

IX.
X,

Relaxat fan of Applicability
Retaxatfon of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxatfon of Required Actions Details
Relaxatfon of Required Actions to exit Applfcabflity
Relaxatfon of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxatfon of Cospfetfon Time
Alfosr Node changes shen LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node sMftch fn 'Shutdosss
Flfmfnetion of CTS Reportfng Requirements
Relaxatfon of Fuel Cycle from 1d to 24 Nonths

SUSQUERANA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L - MATRIX OP'ESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems» page 1 of 18

Discussi
on oi

Chango

Suaxaary of'hango ITS
Section

CTS Section

Mo

3.8.5 "DC Sources — Shutdown"
More rcstr c ve requ rement n t at t e attery c arger s. cons ere
part of the DC electrical power subsystem, and when the charger is
inoperablc, thc DC electrical power subsystem is considered
inoperable.

~ ~ ~

Actions
4.8.2.1.a.l

M. LCO requ remen s ave een c ange rom requxr ng t at D v s on I an
diesel gcncrator E or Division II and diesel generator E of the- D.C.
electrical power sources shall be Operable" to "specifying that the
sources necessary to supply DC power to all equipment required to be
Operable in the current plant condition must be Operable."

M.

M.

e a t ona requ rements to ensure act ons are ta en to restore a
DC power source.

Un On y Un t SSES ITS . . reta ns t e Un t requ rements
and adds a new Surveillance Requirement.

~ ~

RA A.2 '

~ ~

SR
3.8.5.2

~ ~ ~

Actions
b and c

.8. ~

M.

Mo

Mo

3.8.6 "Batter Cell Parameters"
e ete a owancc o correct t e Category B oat vo tage t or

te erature.
s Requ rc Act on to c ec w t xn our t at t e p ot ce

electrolyte level and float voltage are within the Category C limits.

More rcstr ct ve Surve ance Requ rement xn t at t e quarter y
verification of specific gravity and voltage against Category B
limits, includes a requirement that battery must be demonstrated to
meet Category B limits within 24 hours vs current requirement of
having to perform the test within 7 days of a significant battery
discharge.

~ ~

T 3.8.6-1
.8.

Action A

SR
3.8.6.2

T ~ ~ ~

footnote (c)
T ~ ~ ~

footnotes
tl) and t2)

4.8.2.1.b.1

SUS{}UEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L WLTRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES .:
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems» page 2 of 18

Discussi
on of

Change

Sunmary of Change ITS
Section

CTS Section

M.

Mo

3.8.7 "Distribution S stem — eratin "
Requ re Act on or oss o an e ectr ca str ut on system nc u es
a new maximum time of 16 hours that an AC and DC electrical powerdistribution subsystems fails to meet the applicable conditions of LCO
3.8.7.

3.8.8 "Distribution S stem — Shutdown"
C anges t e LCO requ rements rom requxr ng t at, as a sun mum or AC
power distribution, Division I and Diesel Generator E or Division II
and Diesel Generator E shall be energized, and for DC powerdistribution, Division I and Diesel Generator E or Division II and
Diesel Generator E shall be energized to specifying that the necessary
portions of AC, DC, and Diesel Generator E AC and DC electrical powerdistribution subsystems shall be Operable to support equipment
required to be Operable.

Action A
(U/1)

and
Action B

(U/2)

~ ~

~ ~ ~

Action a and
b

M. Requ re Ac on s a e to ensure Act ons are ta en to restore t e
power distribution subsystem.

~ ~

RA A.2 '
~ ~ ~

Actions b
and c

M. Requ re Act on an Note to ensure appropr ate act ons are ta en. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

RA A.2 5
and RA

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICIYVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 3 of 18

Diacuaaion
of Chan

LB.

Deacription

I

3.8.1 "AC Sources — O eratin "
Re axat on o e Surve ance Frequency or
performance of various SRs from once every.18 months to
once every 24 months for a maximum interval of 30
months.

ITS
Section

Var ous

CTS Section Category

~ ~ ~ ~

4.8.1.1.2.d
4.8 1.1.3.d

T e requ remen or t e test start o eac ese
within 24 hours for the inoperability of one offsite
circuit and both offsite circuits is eliminated.

~ ~

RA A and C
~ 0 ~

Action a.2
Action e.l

Un que

Lo Re axat on o Comp et on T me or t e staggere oss o
AC Sources has been extended from within 72 hours to
within 6 days from the initial loss.

~ ~

RA A.3 and
B.4

~ ~ ~

Action c.4
Action f.4

VI

La Re axat on o Comp et on Tame or t e ver cat on o
the Operability of all required systems and components
that depend on thc remaining diesel generators as a
source of emcz enc ower from 2 hours to 4 hours.

~ ~

RA B,2
~ ~ ~

Action d.l
VI

Categories

I. Relaxation of Applicability
IZ. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
IZI. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VZI. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICIIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 4 of 18

Discussion
of Change

Description ZTS
Section

CTS Section Categor

Re axat on o t e comp et on Tame or t e requ rement
to perform a fast start of the DGs from within 8 hours
or within 2 hours and once per 8 hours to allowing 24
hours and eliminating the need to periodically perform
thc test.

~ ~

RA B.3.2
~ ~ ~

Action c.2 and
f.2

VI

L. Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency y e nat ng
the requirement for performing DG testing on a
Staggered Test Basis.

SR ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ma

L. Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency y e nat ng t e
requirement for accelerated DG testing.

~ ~ ~ ~

4.8.1.1.3
T 4.8.1.1.2-1

ZI

Categories

I.
ZI.
ZIZZ
IV.
V
VI.
VII~

VIIZ.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICHVk CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 5 of 18

Discussion
of Chan

Description

Re axa on o t e Surve ane acceptance cr ter a as
follows:
a) Thc existing maximum acceptable frequency of 63
hertz is increased to 64.5 hertz based on Regulatory
Guide 1.9, Revision 3. b) The existing requirement that
voltage be maintained within specified limits.-is
relaxed in that the acceptance criteria for voltage is
not required to be met until 4.5 seconds following the
-load rejection. c) The existing requirement that
frequency bc maintained within specified limits is
relaxed in that thc acceptance criteria for not
required to be met until 6 seconds following the load
rc)ection.

ITS
Section

SR ~ ~ ~

CTS Section

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

4.8.1.1.3.d.2

L. Re axa on o e Surve ance Frequency y e nat ng
the requirement to check for and removing accumulated
water from the engine-mounted day fuel tanks after each
operation of the diesel where the period of operation
was greater than or equal to 1 hour.

SR ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

4.8;1.1.3.b
IZ

Not use

Categories

I ~

IZ.
ZII.
IV
V,
VZ ~

VII~

VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of thc requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUS{}UEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICIIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" * Page60fl8

Discussion
of Chan

L. 0

Description

Rc axat on o Surve ance Frequency y a ow ng a
single test to satisfy this Surveillance for both
units, with synchronization to the Unit 1 emergency bus
for one periodic test and synchronization to the Unit 2
kV emergency bus during the next periodic test.

ITS
Section

SR 3.8 ~

Note

CTS Section

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ao
4.8.1.1.3.a.5

Categor

Re axat on o Surve ance acceptance cr ter a or t e
24 hour load run to eliminate the requirement that "The
generator voltage and frequency shall be 4160 + 400
volts and 60 + 3.0 Hz within 10 seconds after the start
signal; the steady state generator voltage and
frequency shall be maintained within these limits
during this test."

SR
3.8.1.14

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

4.8.1.1.3.d.4
V

E nates c statement to per orm a manua trans er
while the plant is shutdown.

SR ~ ~ ~ Un que

Categories

I.II.III
IV.
V.
VI+
VII~

VIII~

IX
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Survcillancc Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of thc requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 7 of18

Discussion
of'han

Description ZTS
Section

CTS Section Categor

L. Re axa on o o ow ng Suzve ance Requ rement
acceptance criteria: 1) For the one hour load run tests
the DG loading is relaxed from 3800 kW and '4000 kW (95%
to 100% of continuous rating) to 3600 kW and 4000 kW;
2) For thc 24 hour load run tests the DG loading
requirement is relaxed from between 4400 kW and 4700 kW
(93% to 100% of 2000 rating) for 2 hours and between
3800 k'W and 4000 kW for 22 hours (95% to 100% of
continuous rating) to between 4400 kW and 4700 kW for
DG A through D and between 5000 and 5500 kw for DG E:
3) For the hot restart test the requirement for each DG
to be restarted after running for 2 hours at a load
between 3800 kW and 4000 kW is relaxed to greater than
3800 kw.

SR ~ ~ ~

SR
3.8.1.14

SR
3.8.1.15

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~

4.8.1.1.3.a.5
4.8.1.1.2.d.7
4.8.1.1.3.d.4

V

L. E nates e requ rement to per orm t e -sou taneous
start of all 4 diesel generators while shutdown.

SR
3.8.1.20

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c Un que

Categories

I.II~

ZIZ.
IV.
V.
VI.
VIZ~

VIII.
ZX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of. Rcquircd Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUsgUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 8 of 18

Discussion
of Change

Description

Re axat on o t e surve ance acceptance cr ter a or
DG day tank level from requiring sufficient fuel to
'operate for one hour to requiring sufficient fuel to
operate for 45 minutes.

ITS
Section

SR 3.

CTS Section Categor

Un que

L. Re axat on o Surve ance acceptance cr ter a to on yrequire the minimum voltage and frequency requirements
tvoltage 3793 V and frequency 58.8) to be met within
thc allowed starting time, but require both the
minimum and maximum voltage and frequency limits to bc
met after steady state conditions are reached.

SR ~ ~ ~

SR
3.8.1.12

SR
3.8.1.15

SR
3.8.1.20

~ ~ o o ~ a ~

4.8.1.1.3.a.4
4.8.1.1.2.d.5

4.8.1.1.3.d.6.a
~ii

4.8.1.1.3.d.6.b
4.8.1.1.2.d.8.ii 4.8.1.1.2.c

Categories

I.
IZ.
II'V.

V,
VI~

VII
VIZZ
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCD not met

. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICHVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" Page9of18

Discussion
of'hange

Description

C ange t e Opera ty requirements or an o s te
circuit from requiring that an offsite circuit is
considered Operable when it can supply all four 4.16 kV
ESS Buses to only requiring an Operable offsite circuit
to supply three of the four 4.16 kV ESS Buses needed to
be powered or capable of being powered, provided that
all 4.16 kV buses are supplies by at least one
qualified offsite circuit.

ITS
Section

CTS Section Categor

Un que

L
3.8.2 "AC Source — Shutdown"

Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency or DG an
offsite sources while shutdown, to eliminate the
requirement to perform SRs while the AC Source is
required to be Operable for the shutdown plant.

SR ~ ~ ~

Note
~ ~ ~ f

4.8.1.1.2.a

Rc axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency or DG an
offsite sources while shutdown, .to eliminate the.
requirement to perform SRs while the AC source is
required to be Operable for the shutdown plant.

SR ~ ~ ~

Note

Categories

I. Relaxation of ApplicabilityII. Relaxation of Surveillance FrequencyIII. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria .

VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICHVE CHANGES
SECTION'3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 10 of 18

Discussion
of Chan

L.

Description

Re axat on o Requ re Act ons to ex t t e
Applicability by providing an option to "Declare the
affected required feature(s) inoperable" when one or
morc required AC electrical sources are inoperable.

ITS
Section

.8.
RA A.l

CTS Section Categor

IV

Categories

I.
IIoIII

'V.

V
VI~

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to '24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICrIVE CIIANGA
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page.l I of 18

Discussion
of Chan

Description ITS
Section

CTS Section Categor

3.8.3 "Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Startin Air"
new Con t ons or: ess t an ays ut more t an

6 days of DG fuel available, fuel oil properties not
within limits, starting air receiver pres'sure not
sufficient for five successive DG start attempts but
enough for one start, and (Actions or= Completion Time
for other Required Actions not met)

Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency y e nat ng t e
requirement to perform accelerated DG testing.

3. ~ 3
Condition

A
Condition

C
Condition

D
Condition

E
SR ~ ~ ~

SR 3.8.3.4

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~

4.8.1.1.3.a.2
T 4.8.1.1.2-1

Un que

ZZ.

Categories

I.II
'II.

IV
V,
VI~

VII~

VIIZ~

ZX~
X

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of'Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of thc requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUS{}UEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2.





TABLEL- MATRIXOFLESS RESTRICI'IVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 12 of 18

Diacuaaion
oK Chan

Deacription

Re axat on o Surve ance acceptance cr ter a or DG
fuel oil storage tank minimum requirements from 47,570
gallons-of fuel for each DG Ag Bg C and D and 60,480
gallons of fuel for DG E to have a separate fuel oil
storage tank containing a minimum of 44,900 gallons of
fuel for each Operable DG with the same limit
applicable to DG E..

4 I

Re axat on o t e Surve ance.Requ rement
Applicability by a note that allows when the associated
DG is runnin , the SR does not have to be met.

3.8.4 "DC Sources « eratin "
Re axa on o t e Surve ance Frequency or var ous
battery Surveillances from once every 18 months to once
every 24 months for a maximum interval of 30 months
including the 25% grace. period

ITS
Section

SR ~ ~ ~

SR ~ ~ ~

Note

SR ~ ~ ~

SR 3.8 4.7
SR 3.8 4 ~ 8

CTS Section Categor

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a ~

4.8.1.1.3.a.6

~ ~ ~ ~ co
4.8.2 l.d
4.8.2.1.c

Categories

Z.
IZ.
II'V

V.
VI.
VII~

VIII
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement. Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of thc requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1, and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTWE CHANG&
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page13 of18

Discussion
of'han

Description ITS
Section

CTS Section Categor

L, Re axat on o Surve ance acceptance cr ter a to
eliminate the re'quirement for connections to be
"tight"~

SR ~ ~ ~

SR 3.8.4.5
~ ~ ~ ~ co Un que

Lo Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency to a ow a
longer time between tests if the battery capacity is
greater than or equal to 100% manufacturer's rating.

SR ~ ~ ~

Lo Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency or ver y ng
that'ther'e 'is no visible corrosion at either terminals
or connectors, or the connection resistance of these
items is less than 150 x 10-'hm from "7 days
following a discharge test" to "only once every 92
days"..

SR o ~ ~

Categories

I. Relaxation of Applicability
IZ. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
ZZI. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VZ. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIII. ElimLnatlon of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICHVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 14 of 18

Discussion
of Chan

Description ITS
Section

CTS Section Catagor

Lo Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency to ver y
battery terminal voltages from "every„7 days" to 7 days
with. the allowance that "when on float charge" the 7
day Frequency can be ad)usted to allow the Surveillance
to be deferred if the battery is on equalize charge or
has been on equalize charge any time during the
previous 24 hours."

SR 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ oa Un que

Lo s an a owance to per orm a mo e per ormance
discharge test in lieu of a performance discharge test.

SR ~ ~ ~

SR 3.8.4.7
Note 1

~ ~ ~ ~ e Un que

Categories

I ~II.III.
IV
Vi
VI.
VII~

VIII
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met

. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOIt'ESS RESTRICHVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 15 of 18

Discussion
oK Chan

Description ITS
Section

CTS Section Catego

L.
3.8.5 "DC Sources — Shutdown"

Re axat on o t e Surve ance Frequency prove e for
SRs 3.8.4.6, 3.8.4.7, and 3.8.4.8 in that they are not
re ired to.be erformed.

SR ~ ~ ~

Note
~ ~ ~

4.8.2+1

3.8.6 "Batter Cell Parameters"
Re axa on o Surve ance Frequency rom "once every
92 days and within 7 days, after a battery discharge,
thc average electrolyte temperature is verified to be
above 60 F" to "only once every 92 days."

SR ~ ~ ~

Re axa on o Surve ance acceptance cr terna or
electrolyte lcvcl to allow for a temporary electrolyte
level increase during and following an equalize charge.

T ~ ~

footnote
(a)

Ta e

Categories

I. Relaxation of ApplicabilityII. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
III. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. 'Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLEL- MATRIXOFLESS RESTRICI'IVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 16 of18

Discussion
of Chan

Description ITS
Section

CTS Section Categok

Re axat on o e Comp et on T me or Category A an B
parameters from 7 days to 31 days.

~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ VI
RA A.2 footnote
RA A.3 (1) footnote (2)

Lo Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency or ver cat on
of battery category A limits from "once every 7 days"
to-"once every 7 days and a new allowance that permitsthe'7 day Frequency to be ad)usted to allow the
Surveillance to be deferred if the battery is on
equalize charge or has been on equalize charge any time
during the previous 4 days."

SR ~ ~ ~ .l.a

Re axat on o surve ance acceptance'cr ter a or t e
battery specific gravity values to eliminate the
requirement to correct for electrolyte level.

T ~ ~

footnote
(b)

'T ~ ~ ~ ~

footnote (a)
Vl

Categories

I.II.III.
IV.
V.
VI~

VII~

VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 17 of 18

Discussion
of Chan

Description

3.8.7 "Distribution S stem-0 eratin

'TSSection
CTS Section Categor

L1 Relaxation of Required Actions to allow one or more
electrical distribution buses to be inoperable for a period of
time instead of only one electrical distribution bus provided
there is no loss of safety function.

3.8.7 3.8.3.1
Action a
Action b

Unique

L2 Relaxation of the Surveillance acceptance criteria to allow
veriTication of proper voltage or indication of power.

SR 3.8.7.1 4.8.3.1.1 V

L3 Relaxation of Completion Time for Diesel Generator E AC
load rou from24hoursto72hours.

3.8.1 3/4.8.3.1 Vl

Categories

I.II
'II.

IV.
V
VI.
VII~

VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHA%% SES Units 1 and 2





TABLEL- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 18 of 18

Discussion
of Chan

Description

3.8.8 "Distribution S stem - Shutdown

ITS
Section

CTS Section Categor

L1 Relaxation of surveillance requirement acceptance criteria to
allow verification of either indicated power or voltage.

SR 3.8.8.1 4.8.3.2.1 V.

L2 Relaxation of the Required Actions for Diesel Generator E AC
load.

3.8.8 3/4.8.3.2 Unique

Categories

I. Relaxation of Applicability
II. Relaxation of Surveillance FrequencyIII. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
X. Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLE L-MATRIXOP LESS RES'HUCHVE CHhNGES
SECTION 3.9 "Refueling Operations" Page 1 of 2

Discussion of Ch e Desert tfon

3.9.1 <Refuet E f t lntertocksa
c axat on 0 ance requcncy or t e ISICCIona est O t e reaCtOr

aide switch refuet position Interlocks to etfslinate the rcqufrcslcnt to test
"llithfn24 hours prior to the start of".

.ITS Section CTS Sectfon Cat

3.9.2 "Refuet Posftfon One-Rod-Out Interlock"
c axaC ono t 0 ance Frequency or t e ISICC ona Test o t e

reactor lsode slit tch refuel position Interlocks to etfslfnate the rcquirclscnt to
test Within 24 hours prior to the start ofa.

a naCcs 'C 0 fccN rcslcnt 'Co oc t 0 tcscCol'll 'C n s UC
the Refueltng Poaltfon One-Rod-Out Interlock fs fnoperable.

0 axa'C on 0 0 ance rcqucncy ol'C 0 rcacCol'11 Cc I'c uc
position inter locke to perslft the test to be deferred until one hour after any
control rod ia Ilfthdralal.

and A.2

Note

~ ~

Acttons
~ and b

3.9 4 "Control Rod Position Indfcatfoni
0 axac on 0 t 0 rcqu Icslcnc ol' 0 concl'0 I'os 'c on Ication sysccls

fna requfrfng the aystm to indicate the current posttfon of the controt rod
in Node 5 to on'ly "full-In"position indication capability.

Categories

l.
II
III~

IV+
Vo
Vl
VII
VIII~

IXe
Xe

Relaxatfon of Applicability
Retaxatfon of Survef t lance Frequency
Retaxatfon of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit ~tfcabftfty
Relaxatfon of Survcftlance Rcqufrceent Acceptance Criteria
Relaxatfon of Cospletton Tfse
Attou Node changes shen LCO not mt
Eltalnatlon of the rcqufreaent to lock the Reactor Node SMftch fn

'Shutckwn'tfafnat

ton of CTS Reporting Rcqufreeents
Relaxatfon of Fuet Cycte frcxa 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSOUENANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





ThBLE L-MhTRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHhNGES
SECHON 3.9 "RcfucHng Opcrsstlons" Page 2 of 2

Discussion of Ch Descri tion

3.9.3 "Control Rod Position'
axat on o t e urve ance equ rement Frequency or ver cat on t at e

rods ere Inserted to eliminate the requirement to peform "ssithin 2 hours prior
toe the ssithdraMal of one control rod under the one-rod-out Interlock.

ITS Section CTS Section Cat o

e axa't on 0 t e cs ty or requ I'g t a't a contro
I'nsertedIn Node 5 dur ing Core Alterations to only require that all control

rods be Inserted (Clarified to r squit e "full+ inserted).

3.9.6 'Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) Mater l.evel'
exa on o t e urve ence requency or ver cat on o reactor vesse

ssater level to eliminate the requirement to perform "ssithin 2 hours prior to»
handling fuel assemblies ssfthin the reactor pressyre vessel.

Categor les

1

lie
111 ~

IVi
V
Vl~

V11
V111 ~

IX+
X

Relaxation of Applicsbi l Ity ~

Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requiroaent Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Coaptation Time
Alloss Node changes shen I.CO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node sssitch In

'Shutdosas'liminationof CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle frcsa 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSOUERANRA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLE L - RllTRZX OF LESS RESTRZCTZVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.i0 "Special Operations" Page 1 of 5

Discussion
of Chan

Description ZTS
Section

CTS
Section

-3.10.1 "Inservice Leak and H drostatic Testin 0 eration"
L, emoves e LCO requ rement or 'Hag Drywe Pressure"

secondary containment isolation function, since it is
unnecessary for the conduct of the inservice leak and
hyd'rostatic test.

0. Un que

3.10.2 "Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Test in "
Lo Re axa on o App ca ty or Mo e Sw tc test ng to

even if control rod(s) are not fully inserted provided
these .non-fully inserted control rods are in cells
containing no fuel assemblies.

LCO ~ ~

Item a
~ ~ ~

Table 1.2

3.10.3 "Sin le Control Rod Withdrawal — Hot Sh utdown"
Re axa on o t e Comp et on T me or an nopera e one-
rod-out-interlock from immediately to one hour and
provides the option of complying with the refuel
position one-rod-out-interlock inoperable actions which
do not require repositioning the reactor mode switch.

Required
Action A.3

Action b.3
VI

Categories

I.II.III
'V+

V.
VI~

VII
VIII
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surv'eillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUS{}UEHAHHA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLE L HKTRZX OP LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANCES
SECTION 3»10 "Specia1 Operations" Page 2 of 5

Discussion
of Change

Description ITS
Section

CTS
Section

Category

3.10.4 "Sin le Control Rod Withdrawal — Cold Shutdown"
L» Re axat on o Comp et on T me or an noperab e one-ro-

out-interlock from immediately to be completed within
one hour and provides the option of complying with the
refuel position one-rod-out-interlock inoperable actions
which do not require repositioning the reactor mode
switch.

~ ~

Required
Action A.3

Action
a ~ 2 c

VI

Categories

I»II
'II»

IV.
V,
VI~

VII.
VIII~

IX
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUS{}UEHANNA SES> Units 1 and 2



- TABLE L MATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.10 "Special Operations" Page 3 of 5

Discussion
oi Change

Description ITS
'Section

~ CTS
Section

3.10.5. "Sin e Control Rod Drive (CRD) Removal — Refuelin "
Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency or vera cat ons
associated with single control rod removal by
eliminating the requirement to perform "within 4 hours
of the start of removal".

~ ~ ~

{a thru e)

3.10.6 "Multi le Control Rod Withdrawal Refu elin "
Re axat on o Surve ance Frequency or t e

verification of requirements for removal of multiple
control rods or control rod drives be completed to
eliminate the requirement to perform "within 4 hours of
the start of removal".

~ ~ ~ ~

(a thru e)

Categories

I~II.III.
IV.

'

Vo
VI~

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
ElimLnation of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES,-Units 1 and 2





TABLE Zs —RhTRZX OF LESS ilESTRZCTZVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.10 "Special Operations» Page 4 of S

Discussion
of Chan

Description .ZTS
Section

CTS
Section

Category

Lo
3.10.7 "Control Rod Testin — eratin "

Re axa on o Requ re Act ons to ex t App ca ty y
allowing the rod pattern to be changed to accommodate
the specified rod testing as long as the rod pattern
required to support the testing is enforced by the RWM
or by a second qualified person .

~ ~

4.10.2.d
IV

L.l

3.10.8 "SDM Testin .— Refuelin "
Re axa on o Surve ance Frequency for=t e per ozmance
of RWM Operability verification and verification no Core
Alterations in progress to eliminate the requirement to
verify "within 30 minutes prior toss SDM testing.

Relaxation of the Completion Time from 2 hours to 3
hours to insert and an additional 1 hour to disarm an
uncoupled control rod while in Mode 5.

SR
3.10.8.2

SR
3.10.8.4

3 10.8
Actions A

and C

~ ~

4.10.3.b
4.10.3.c

3 ' ~ 3 '.b

ZI

VI

Categories

I. Relaxation of ApplicabilityII. Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency.III. Relaxation of Required Actions Details
IV. Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
V. Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
VI. Relaxation of Completion Time
VII. Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
VIII. Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in Shutdown"
IX. Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements.
X. , Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
C j



TABLE L MATRIX OF "LESS RESTRZCTZVE CHaNcES
SECTION 3.10 "Special Operations" Page 5 of 5

Discussion
of Chan

Description ZTS
Section

CTS Category
Section

Requ rements or t e remova o RPS s ortxng n s are
deleted and the design details are relocated to the SSES
FSAR.

T ~ ~ ~

1 Note [c)
3.9.2.d
4.9.2.d
3.10.3.a

Un que

Categories

Z.
IZ.
IZZ.
IV.
V,
VI~

VII.
VIII.
IX.
X.

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxation of Required Actions Details
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxation of Completion Time
Allow Mode changes when LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to lock the Reactor Mode switch in "Shutdown"
Elimination of CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Months

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE L - NATRIX OF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 4.0 "Oeslgn Featufes'age 1 of 1

Dlscusslon of Ch Oescrl tlon ITS Section CTS Section Cat o

Susquehanna SES Untt1 and 2



TABLE L- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 5.0 "Administrative Controls" Page 1 of 4

Discussion of Change Descri tion

ITS CHAPTER 5.2 -
Organization'Ms

t e ger-Huc ear Operations or t e ay t Superv>sor to
hold an SRO License.

ITS CHAPTER 5.3 - 'Unit Staff Qualifications"
C anges t e requ rement or tn>t sta qua > cat<on ran ANSI
N18.1-1971 to the ITS requirement for the snit staff to meet or exceed
the miniate qualifications of ANSI NI8.1-1971for. ccimparabie positions
except license operators and Shift Technical Advisor who shall meet
s lemental r irements s ified 3n R guide 1.8 Rev 2.

ITS CHAPTER 5A -
'Procedures'rs

t e t uperv sor to a ence rom t e contro room a t e
Shift Technical Advisor Nith a valid Senior Operator License can be
desi ted assune the f~t3on.

ITS Section CTS Sect3on

~ ~ og

a e ~ ~

Catego

Categor les

I
II.
III ~

IV.
V
VI.
VII ~

VIII ~

IX.
X

Relaxation of Applicability
Relaxation of Surveillance Frequency
Relaxatlon of Required Actions Details
Relexatlon of Required Actions to exit Applicability
Relaxatlon of Surveillance Requirement Acceptance Criteria
Relaxatlon of Completion Time
Allou Node changes Nhen LCO not met
Elimination of the requirement to tock the Reactor Node sNItch 3n

Shutdovn'liminationof CTS Reporting Requirements
Relaxation of Fuel Cycle from 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSOIJEHAHNA SES, units 1 and 2



'ABLE L- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICHVE CIKANGES
SECTION 5.0 "Administrative Controls" Page 2 of 4

Olscusslon of Ch gases l tfon

lTS CHAPTER 5.5 - 'Pr rsaas and Nanuats'
axat on 0 t c ance requcncy or ntegrat ea test ng

froa once every 18 Nonths to once every 24 months for ~ aexfsaaa
interval of 30 Nonths including the 25X gsece pertod.

lTS Sect ton CTS Section Cat

~ ~ sac

e axat on o t e rve ence rcquency or teal tcI's't ng
free once every 18 Nonths to once every 24 Nonths for a aufmsa
interval of 30 Nonths lncludfng the 25X grace period..

4.6.5.3.d

Lo

e axat on o t e urve ence rcqucncy or ystcIa tcr
Testing froe once every.18 Nonths to once every 24 Nonths for a sexfma
fnterval of 30 Nonths including the 25X gsace period.

Etfafnates the exptlcit requfrceent for reporting changes to the
OFFSlTE OOSE CALCULATTOSf NAHUAL to requiring thea to be subaltted ufth
the Nonthty Operating Report ssf thin 90 days of shen the change(s) Has
Sade ef feotlVCC

5.5.1

4.7.2 d

6.9.1.6
6.14.2

e axat on o t e urve ence cqu renent acceptance cr ter a or
charcoal testing (speci f fealty aethyt iodine penetration testing)
raquf~ts in accordance ufth ASTN D3803-79 method A at 30'C and 95X
relative twafdity to requires sfaitar testfng, but specifies ASTN
D3803-89 method A at 30'C and 70X relative h~fdfty.

a nates t e rcqu rcIsent to per orsa a spec Ic ana ys s sI t n
days of saaptfng and also etfasfnates details of the ascthods for
fspteeentfng Ventitatlon filter testing rcqufrcsaents for the Stenchy
Gas Treatsaent (SGT) System and Control Roea Eeergcncy Outside Air

CREOAS ecI

~ ~ 0c
4.6.5.3.c footnote

~+0

4.7.2

Categories

l. Retaxatfon of Applfcabftity
ll. Retaxatfon of Survef t lance Frequency
lll. Relaxatlon of Required Actions Details

~ lV. Relaxatton of Required Acttons to exit Appltcabfltty
V. Relaxatlon of Surveillance Rcqufreeent Acceptance Criteria
Vl. Relaxatton of Coaptation Tfee
Vll. Atlou Node changes shen LCO not set
Vill. Etfofnatfon of the rcqufrcaIent to tock the Reactor Node suftch fn 'Shutdosss
lX. Etfafnatfon of CTS Reporting Rcqufreecnts

Retaxatfon of Fuel Cycte froe 18 to 24 Nonths

SUSQUEHNNA SES, Unfta 'l and 2



TABLE L- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICIYVE CHANGES
SECTION 5.0 "Administrative Controls" Page 3 of 4

Dlscusslon of Ch Descrl tlon

1TS CHAPTER 5.6 - 'R rtf R trements'
axat on o t e report ng requ rements or cupat ona Exposure

Report and the Annual Radlologlcal Envlrocmental Operating Report
reports to be scAxsltted by Narch 1 «xl Nay 1 of each year, respectively
to allou)ng the reports to be sdxsitted by April 30 and Nay 15 of each
yea re

TTS Section CTS Section

6.9 1.y

es t e requ rement or report ng ese generator a ures rom
"All diesel generator failures, valid or non-valid, shall be
reported...a to only require "lf an lndlvldual emergency diesel
generator (EDG) experiences four or more valid failures ln the last 25
demands, these failures and any nonvalld failures ...<.

Categories

l. kelaxatlon of Appllcsblllty
ll. Relaxatlon of Surveillance Frequency
ill. Retaxatlon of kequlred Actions Details

~ lV Relaxatlon of Required Actions to exl't Appllcabll'lty
V. kelaxatlon of Survelll«x:e kequlrement Acceptaee Crlter!a
Vl. kelaxatlon of Coaptation Time
Vll. Allou Node changes Men l.CO not met
Vill. Ellmlnatlon of the requirement to lock the Reactor Node sultch ln

'Shutdae'X.

Ellmlnst Ion of CTS keportlng Requirements
X. Relaxatlon of Fuel Cycle from 1S to 24 Nonths

SUSQUEHNNA SES, Units 1 «xl 2





TABLE L- MATRIXOF LESS RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 5.0 "Administrative Controls" Page 4 of 4

Discussion of Ch

L.1

Ls2

Desert tlon

lTS CRAPTER 5.7 - 'Rl Rediatfon
Area'rovidesadditional options for ensuring radiation dose ia seintefned

ifthin tfafta for individuate,accesafng high radiation areas.

Adds an attouence for fndivfduala qualified In radiation protection
procedures to be excepted froe the requlreeent of an RMP or equivatent
uhf te performing radiation surveys.

lTS Sectfon

5.7 1

5.7.2

5.7,2.c

CTS Section

6.12.1
6.12.2

Categor Ias

l
ll~

tile
lV
V
Vl~

Vlf+
Vj11 s

IX+
X

ke laxation of Applicabltity
kelaxatlon of Surveillance Frequency
ketaxatlon of kequfred Actfore Octet ta
Relaxation of Required Actions to exit Appllcablllty
ketaxation of Survef t tone» kequf Nesent Acceptance Crlteria
Relaxation of Ccapletlon Tive
Attoe Node changes Men LCO not mt .

Eliafnatlon of the requfreeent to tock the Reactor Node auftch fn
'Shutdoun'liminationof CTS Reporting kequfreeente

kelaxation of Fuel Cycle free 1d to 24 Nontha

SUSDUERANA SES, Unite 1 end 2





AFT
TABLE N - NATRlXAF NORE RESTRtCTlVE CNKGES

SECTlOH 1.0 'Use'nd Application'age 1 of 1

Dtscusston of
Change

Susaary of Change lTS Section CTS Section

N.1 Node Tabte changed tn the lTS to address plant conditions that are not currently defined
as a Node or can be defined as sore than cee Node. This change provtdes ciartty and
coeptetes in order to avoid potential atstnterpretatton utth the CTS uording.

1.1 Table 1.2



TABLE N KATRIX OF NORE RESTRICTIVE CRANGES
SECTION 2.0 "Safety Llmlts(SLs)'age 1 of 1

Olacusslon
of Change

Susaary of Change ITS Section CTS Section

N.1 Safety Llmlt appllcebllltles are not speclf3ed In the ITS end are therefore, ew eppllcab'le In all 2.1
Nodes. F

2.1

N+2 L3m3ta on steam dome pressure and core floe are ew apeclf3ed es «greater than or equal to" In the = 2.1.1.2
ITS (versus 'greater than'n the CTS).

2.1.2

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Untt81 and 2



TABLE M - HhTRZX OF+%)BE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3. 0 "LCO APPLICABZLZTX» Page 1 of 1

Discussi
on of

Change

Sumnary of'hange ZTS
Section

CTS
Section

M.l Adds the following restriction to SR 3.0.2 "For Frequencies specified SR 3.0.2 4.0.2
as "once" the SR interval extension provided by SR 3.0.2 does not
apply-

Susquehanna, SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE II - KATRIX OF KORE RESTRICTIVE CNARGES
SECTION 3.1 "Reactivity Controt Systems" page 1 of 2

Dfscussfon
of Change

Swnery of Change ITS Sectfon CTS Section

N.1

3.1.1 "ShutdoMn Ker fry
A neu requfreeent fs added to perforw en SDN veriffcatfon prior to each fn vessel fuel
ooveeent during the fust toeding sequence.

SR 3 1.1.1 3.1.1

N.2

N.1

Reduces the coaptation Tice by onty requlrfng that operators efnitlete ection falsedfetety to
fully insert att fnserteble controt rods (vs 1 hour completion) end "initiate ectforP within
one hour to estebtlsh secondary contafrment fntegrity (vs 8 hour completion).

3.1.3 "Control Rod rebl lit
Establishes separation criteria for at t inoperable control rods whether inserted or
wIthdrea.

3.1.1 Actions
b and C

3.1.3
Actfon D

3.1.1
Action c
3.1.1.b
3.1.1.c

3.1.3.1.e.1
3.1.3.1.b.1

N.2

N.3

KA

Adds specific requlreeent that control rod be Inserted (versus eaved) one notch.

Adds requfreaent for non-stuck inoperable controt rods to be fully inserted end dlsarsed.

Increases the requfrceent that atl control rods be bypassed, or aeved while the RQI is
bypassed; not Just those controt rods ufth fnopereble Full-fn'l/or 'Full-out'osftfon
Indicators be verlffed by a second qualified person.

SR 3.5.3.2
SR 3.1.3.3

3.1.3
Action C

3.5.3
Action C

4.1.3.1.2

3.1.3.1.b.1

3 1 3 7 a 3(e)(2)

N.S Reduces the threshold of shen additional seeptfng is required for periodic scraa Insertion
tfae testing to shen 4 control rods are stow.

SR 3.1A.2 3.1.3.2.a.2
4,1.2.3.c

K.1

3.1A "Control Rod Scree Tfmes"

A neu aethodotogy le established for ense fng scree reactivity insertion rates end
distributions based on scrm insertion tfae tfafts for each fndfvfdust controt rod, and a
tfaft on the ralber of control rode that have scree insertion times stoMer then the required
tfae and criteria for the separation betueen "slaP rods is estebtfshed.

3.1A 3.1.3.3
3.1.3A

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLE N - NATRIX OF NORE RESTRICTIVE CHARGES
SECTION 3.1 "Reactivity Control Systems" page 2 of 2

Discussion
of Change

N.2

Sumery of Change

Adds a specific requirement for testing control rods affected by seintenance >prior to
declaring control rod Operebte&

I

ITS Section

SR 3.1A.3

CTS Section

C.1.3.2

N.1

3.1.5 "Control Rod Screa Accumulators"

Establishes additional requlreeents for inoperabte control rod screa accumulators based on
the relative isportence of scree accumulators at high end tou reactor pressure. An Action is
added to establish appropriate actions for Inoperable screa acasutators shen reactor
pressure is less then 900 psig.

3.1.5 Action
C

3.1.3.5. ~
3.1.3.5.e.1

3.1.7 "SLC teeI"

N.1 Adds Surveillance Requiresents for SLC concentration to conpty arith the sore restr ictive
requireeents of 10 CFR 50.62, Anticipated Operational Transient Ilithout e Screa (ATMS).

SR 3.1.J.1 SR

3.1.7.5
3.1.5.

3.1.II "SOV Vent end Drain Valves"

K.1 Adds additional Action which requires if both valves are inoperable or one valve is closed, 3.1.8 Action
restore at least one valve to Operable status and open both vent and drain valves. I

3.1.3.1.e

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 IId2





TABLE N NATRlX OF NORE RESTRlCTTVE CHANGES
SECTlON 3.2 "Pouet Olatributlon Limits'age 1 of 1

Oiacusai on
of Change

Sumery of Change lTS Section CTS Section

3.2.2 "NCPR"

N.1 Add an additional Surveillance Requlreiaent to dateline the NCPR lignite.. SR 3.2.2.2 3.2.3

SUSOUEHANNA SES, Unite 1 and 2
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TABLEM - MATRIXOF MORE RESTRICTlVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 1 of 4

Discussion
of Change

Suimary of Change LTS Section CTS Section

3.3.1.1 "RPS Instruncntat ion"
anges t e requ rcment t at operators nsert a nscrta e contro r IIIC in one our to

tsaedtately initiate action to fully insert all insertable control rods.
~ ~ ~

RA It.1
~ ~ AcC lons

3 and 9

cu a to vcr y t e opera I ty o t e Ascruaencation t at prov t e ss o
the RPS Turbine Stop Valve-Closure and Turbine Control Valve Fest Closure, Trip Oil
Pressure-Lou Fulct tons.

S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ FlÃlctIons
B and 9
Note (J)

II~ Ilclcases 'c c ca ac oA rcqucncy rt% oAcc every moAI s co oACC every yse

ca mre restr ct ve A ove e Va ucs are esto s or SOV Leva - H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Fislct tons
B.a and B.b

3.3.1.2 <SRH tnstrunentatton"
CQ ence cqu remcnt est s es a spec c requ rcmcnt t at t c R ca at on SR

m»t be met and performed at the required Frequency Iihcn the reactor is in Node 5. T 3.3.1.2-1
~ ~ ~ oao

requ res ver cat on o ant rate every ours n H ...A so
requires that for specif tc «mat rates a signal to noise rat to be maintained.

~ ~ ~ oc

ote st pu ates more restr ct ve app t y t at t e or m n imxs couit rate s Not
requiled to be met iitth lese than or equal to four fuel assciihltes adJacent to the SRH and
no other fueL assemblies in thc associated core quadrant."

~ ~ ~ ~ ote ~ ~ ootnote " "

s rcqu I'e ccimlAac on 0 t c as pal"c 0 t c sRH Civic Islctiona cst
SR 3.3.1.2.5 SR

3.3.1.2.6

3.3.2.1"Control Rod Block Lnstruncntatton'
spec c rcqu rcment or t e Opera i ty o t e contro r oc ulot On aSSOCiat

Iitth the Shutdoun Position of the Reactor ttodc Siittch.

cqu I'f. 0As t ac a I'caccol'tartup II c an nopci a c 8 pcrsll'c'c on y
12 control rods are iitthdravn prior to the determination that the RW ts inoperable or if a
startup iitth the RW inoperable has not been performed in the Last calendar year.

RA E.1
SR 3.3.2.1.6

RA C.2.1.1
RA C.2.1.2

3.1A.2

SUSQUEHANNA SKS, Units 1 end 2



TABLEM - MATRIXOF MORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 2 of 4

Discussion
of ChNlgc

Scary of Change

a 0'te 't st t e s not rcqul 'to pcl' Isle oui a ter sny'contre
I's

ulthdralal at e 10X RTP ln NSE 2. This change is sore restrictive ln that it requires
the RIN Chislel FIslctlonsi Teat to be coepteted uithln one hour of the first control rod
ulthdrsuat.

ITS Section

~ ~ ~ ~

Note

CTS Section

~ ~ ~ ~ 8 ~ ~ ~

footnote

a ncu requ reIscnt to ver y t e s not ss cn cree oucr s c

cqu res t e srrIc to p ec n tr p late y e not a ou onc ouI't ons
tine.

~ ~ ~

Action B
~ ~ ~

Action a

3.3.2.2 "Feeduater-Hain Turbine High Mater Level Trip lnstruscntatlone

N.1 Nore restrictive Coaptation Ties for tuo charnels of Feeduater-Hain Turbine High Mater I.evei
Trip (nstruscntation inoperable-change fran 72 hours to 2 hours.

3.3.2.2
RA B.1

3;3.9
Action c

SUSQUEHAHHA SES, Units 1 end 2



TABLEM - MATRIXOF MORE RESTRICTlVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATION" page 3 of 4

Discussion
of Change

SINIaary of Change ITS Section CTS Section

3.3.3.1 "PAN InstruaentatIN"
t on 7 a ulct N CNte Nant lso ation Va ve os 'tlN

equ I'es 't at ol'opel'e ty 0 t e I'aary Con'ta Aaent at oA Astruaents t e
restoration of the charvtel Illthin 30 days or subalt e special report, consistent with
Actions for other PNI instruaents.

~ ~ ~

T 3.3.3.T-I lteal
6

~ ~ ~ Ct NS
A and 8

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ Ct N

anges t e requ rement or t e w n aua r o c alvte s to one arne n ea
ln each of tuo divisINS free 8 chalvtels (sensors) ln 6 Locations.

I'ant ~ ~ ~

Fulct ion 4

equ res t on o t ree ranges o reactor vesse lister eve
contalrlaant pressure as coapered to one range specified ln CTS.

tMo ranges o prllaary ~ ~ ~

T 4.3.7.5.'1
FulctiNS
2 and 6

3.3.3.2 "Reoote Shut@an Panel lnstruaentatIN"
Islet NS ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ oey al el'e 'to a e ~ ~ ~ ~

CII requ rcslaAt to vel' eac I equ I'on'tro c rcu t tl'ans el sII tc s cape e 0
perforaing the intended fulction every 24 laNths.

3.3 4.1 "EOC-RPT lnstruaentat lad
an tover yte r tyo t e nstruaentatont atprov te sso t e

Turbine Stop Valve -Closure, and Turbine Control Valve Fast CIosure, Trip'Oil Pressure--i.cal
Fulct ione.

~ ~ ~

footnote (b)

SUSQUEHNNA SES, Units I end 2





TABLEM - MATRfXOF MORE RESTRfCTIVE CHANGES
SECTlON 3.3 "INSTRUMENTATlON" page 4 of 4

Discussion
of Change

Sum»ry of Change ITS Section CTS Section

3.3.5.1 "ECCS Instrui»ntat ion"
ootnotes to t y t at some o t ese nstruocnts are a so requir to support t e

automatic etal'ting of the Diesel Genelatore on ~ Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) signal and
other inttlatlon features.

si nates t e a ouance or one o t e s pulp perm ss ve c aine s (e t er C or n
one trip system to be lnopel able indeflnt tely.

cs a ~rc rcs'tl't vc oua c a ue 0 s cet nc cs ol'uppl'css on oo
Mater Level - High.

~ ~ ~

footnotes
(b) end (c)

~ ~ ~

Action G

~ ~ ~

Fuictton 3.e

T=3.3.3-2
T 4.3.3-1

C ~ ~

footnotes
(d) end (e)
e C ~ ~

't except on 0 t e spec ulct ons t c I'cs'tl'C on to on y e OM e
perforsence extension shen trip capability ls mtntatncd.

3.3.5.2 "RCIC Instrui»ntat ton"

~ ~ ~

Fusct ton
3.c and 3.f

~ ~ . ootnotc

ol cvc ca at on t c urvc CAcc I cqucncy ae
months to once avery 92 days.

Acrcas l om once every ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Mlth exception of the specified Fixscttone adds the restriction to only altos the attoMcd
perfore»nce extension shen trip capability le maintained.

3.3.6.1 Wrts» Contatre»nt Instrui»ntatton"

SR 3.3.5.2.2
Fuict tons

2 and 4

~ ~ ootno'tc
(a)

st es a mre restr ct ve ou e Va ue or t e crcA't 'I a oNe ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ islet On
4.a

t on y st es a sore rcstr ctlve cNra e a ue or t e pc stclxs nc ou
Differential Pressure - Klgh Iso'latlon.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ FiÃsct on
3.a

3.3.7.1 "CREOAS Instruncntat tayI
nit ation CR OAS.

3.3.6.2 "RPS Electric PCMcr lionttor lng"
a ncu t on equ r ct ons to require t e nsertion o any Mit rassi contro

rods ln cells containing fuel end to require either initiating actton to l estorc the
aescsdsty to OPERABLE status or tnltlattng actton to isolate the RKR SDC System, lf the
Required Actions of Condition A or B are not s»t.

~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~

Action 0

T 4.3.7.1-1

SUSOUEKAKMA SES, Untte 1 and 2





TABLE H MATRIX OF lC)RE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.4 "Reactor Coolant System {RCS)" Page 1 of 2

Discussi
on oi

Change

Sumnary of Change ITS Section CTS Section

3.4.1 "Recirculation Loo s 0 eratin "
Surve ance a e to ver y every 24, ours that operat, on s
outside of Regions I and II of Figure 3.4.1-1.

SR ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

3.4.1.1.2
M. A s LCO requ rement to a ust t e APLHGR x ts as e ne n t e

COLR,

M.
3 4 3 «S/RVs»

Surve ance Requ rement a e or t e t setpo nts o t e SRVs SR
to be verified in accordance with the Inservice Testing Program.

M.
3.4.4 "Recirculation Loo s eratin "

e uces t e Comp et on Tame to x ent fy t at the source o t e
increased leakage is not service sensitive Type 304 or 316
austenitic stainless steel from 12 hours to 4 hours.

~ ~

Action B

Mo
3.4.7 "RCS S ecific Activit "

ncreases t e samp e an ana ysxs Frequency for t e zsotop c
analysis for DOSE EQUIVALENT I-131 concentration from once per 31
days to once every 7 days.

SR ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~

item 2

M

M.

3.4.10 "RCS P/T Limits"
s a spec c Comp et on T me or t e requ re engineering

evaluation.

Prov es an a t ona Act on t e oop s a rea y operat ng to
require an engineering evaluation to ensure continued operation is
acce table.

~ ~

RA A.2 and
C.2

~ ~

Actions
A and C

~ ~ ~

Actions

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2





TABLE M RKTRZX OF lC)RE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.i "Reactor Coolant System {RCS)" Page 2 of 2

Discussi
on of

Change

Sumnary of'hange ZTS Section CTS Section

Mo prov es more restr ct ve Comp et on T me or restor ng temperature
and/or pressuxe from "vithin 30 minutes" to "initiate action to
xestore ... Immediately" for conditions other than Modes 1, 2,
and 3 ~

~ 0

Action C
~ ~ ~

Action

M.
3.4.11 "RCS Steam Dome Pressure"

E nate t e a ounce t at t e reactor steam ome pressure t
is not applicable during anticipated transients.

~ .1 ~ ~ ~

Applicabilit
y footnote

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE R MATRIX OF MORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES;
SECTION 3.5 ECCS and RCIC Systems Page 1 of 1

Discussion
of Change

Summary of Change ITS
Section

CTS
Section

M.
3.5.1 "ECCS 0 eratin "

A surve ance s a e to ver y t at t e ADS accumu ator gas
supply header pressure is a 135 psig.

SR ~ ~ ~

M.

M.

T e SSES ITS a a requ rement (SR . . .6) t at an nopera e
Recirculation Pump discharge and/or bypass valve be "de-energized"
in the closed position with a Frequency of "once each startup prior
to exceeding 25% RTP."

3.5.2 "ECCS Shutdown"
T e Comp et on T me or esta s ng secon ary containment xntegr ty
is more restrictive in the ITS. The Completion Time has been
changed from "within 8 hours" when suppression chamber water level
is not adequate to support'he Operability of ECCS systems required
while shutdown to requiring operators to "Initiate action"
immediately to establish the essential elements of secondary
containment.

SR ~ ~ ~

Action D.

~ ~ ~ ~

Actions
c and d
3.4.1.1.2
Actions
e and f

~ ~

Action b

Mo T c SSES ITS ncrease t e per ormance Frequency or ver cat@on o
suppression pool level from every 24 hours or every 12 hours if no
level alarm indicator is Operable to every 12 hours regardless of
alarm Operability.

SR ~ ~ ~

SR
3.5.2.2a

M.
3.5.3 "RCIC S stem"

T e SSES TS csta s more restr ct ve Surve ance Requirement
acceptance criteria for the RCIC system from a requirement to
"develop a specified flow in the test flow path when steam is
supplied to the turbine at a specified pressure" to a require that
RCIC "develop a specified flow rate ) 600 gpm against a system head
corresponding to reactor pressure" when. steam is supplied at a
specified pressure.

SR 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE X - MllTRIX OP ~RE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES ~

page 1 of 2

Discussi
on

of'hange

Suamary of'hange ITS Section CTS Section

M,
3.6.1.1 "Primar Containment"

Requ re a p ant s ut own to Mo e , ea age rates are x.scovere
outside established limits and cannot be corrected within one hour.
Furthermore, a reactor startup will not be allowed to commence with
containment leakages outside limits.

~ ~ ~

Actions
~ ~ ~

3. 6.2. 1

Mo C anges t e Comp et on T me to restore structura ntegr ty to
within limits from 24 hours to 1 hour.

~ ~ ~

Action

M.
3.6.1.2 "Primar Containment Airlock"

T c wor nta n as een c ange to 'er y , an a our
Completion Time added for specified Required Action.-

~ ~ ~

RA A~1
~ ~ ~

Action
a.1 and b

M.
3.6.1.3 "PCIVs"

e an App ca ty—W en assoc ate nstrumentat on s requ re
to bc OPERABLE per LCO 3.3.6.1, Primary Containment Isolation
Instrumentation," which adds a MODE 4 and 5 requirement to the RHR
Shutdown Cooling System isolation valves. Also added appropriate
actions when these valves cannot be isolated or restored within the
applicable Completion Time, and the unit is already in MODE 4 or 5.

~ t ~

Applicablty
3.6.1.3

Action G

Mo s a Surve ance Requ rement to ver y t e an nc purge
valves arc closed every 31 days which is an additional restriction
on plant operation.

SR
3. 6. 1.3. 1.

Mo Surve ance Requ rement a e to remove an test t e exp os ve
squib from each shear isolation valve of the TIP System.

SR
3.6.1.3.10

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE H MKTRZX OF HALE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 3.6 page 2 of 2

Diacuaai
on

of'hange

M.

Suaaaary of'hange

Requ res a p ant s ut own to Mo e , ea age rates are scovere
outside established limits and cannot be corrected within one hour.
Furthermore, a reactor startup will not be allowed with containment
leakages outside limits.

ZTS Section

~ ~ ~

Actions

CTS Sectio

~ ~ ~

3.6.2.1
Actions

M.

M.

New Surve ance Requ rement s a e to.ver y t e co ne ea age
rate for all secondary containment bypass leakage paths is s 9 scfh
when ressurized to z P .
Pr ry Conta nment Iso at on Va ves PCIVs) st as een mo x e
to identify three additional PCIVs added as a result of PPL's Letter
to the NRC(PLA 4831, Dated Januar 20,1998)

3.6.2.1 "Su ression Pool Avera e Te erature"
E na es e except on ( w t t e ma n steam ne so at on va ves
closed following a scram") for taking Action with Suppression Pool
Temperature greater than 120 F.

SR
3.6.1.3.11

Ta eB
3.6.1.3-1

~ ~ ~

Condition E

Ta e
3.6.3-1

~ ~ ~ oat
~ C

M. Requ re Ac ons ave een c ange to e more restr ct ve average
suppression pool temperature exceeds 110 F and more restrictive than
depressurizing the reactor vessel if average suppression pool
temperature exceeds 120'F. The ITS now requires the reactor to be
in Mode 4 within 36 hours.

~ ~ ~

RA D.3
~ ~ 0

Action b.2

Mo
3.6.4.1 "Secondar Containment"

For- t e SGTS ra own test an SGTS n ea age test a s a new
requirement to perform the same tests but requires that the tests be
performed on a Staggered Test Basis meaning that the test must be
performed at the same interval but that alternate SGT subsystems
must be used..

SR
3.6.4.1.4

SR
3.6.4.1.5

~ ~ ~ ~ c

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE li - NATRIX OF HORE RESTRICTIVE CHAXCES

SECTIOX 3.7 "Plant Systems'age 1 of 1

0 i scuse ion
of Change

Sueery of Change ITS Section CTS Section

3.7A "Control Room Floor Cooling
tern'ec

cat on s to neate spec c requirements or Opera > sty o t e ontro corn
Floor Cooling System.

3.7.5 Main Condenser, Offgass
requ rement n or t e p ent to p ac >n NSE n ours.

e acceptance cr ter a as c ang ras greater t an to nc an ncrease n poMer
equivalent to 50L

~ ~

RA 8.2 2

ty ot r oact v ty rate o e gases ang rom on y en a team et r ector
is in operation to iiode 1 snd Node 2 and 3 uith any main steam Line not isolated.

1



0



TABLE M MATRIX OF lC)RE RESTRICTIVE CHlLNGES ~

SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 1 of 4

Discussi
on of

Change

Sunmuary of'hange ITS
Section

CTS Section

M.
3.8.1 "AC Sources — 0 eratin "

Un t On y s a spec c requ xement fox t e DG(s) an qua xecircuits needed to support the Unit 1 onsit'e Class lE AC electrical
power distribution subsystem(s) required by LCO 3.8.7, Distribution
Systems Operating.

SR
3.8.1.21

M. A s requ rements or ver cat on t at a Ac Sources oa xng
sequence timers are tested.

SR
3.8.1.18

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

12
T4.8. 1. 1. 2-2

M.

M.

Mo

Not use
s a Note o xequ re t e Surve ance Requ rement to e per orme on

one DG at a time.

s a xequ rement stat ng t at t s SR s a e prece e y an
immediately follow, without shutdown, a successful performance of SR
3.8.1.7, the DG start tests.

A s an a t ona xestr ct on to t e use o t e a owance o ours
to swap DG E. Specifically this allowance cannot be used unless
required 4.16 kV ESS buses are supported by two Operable offsite
circuits.

SR
3.8.1.3

Note

SR
3.8.1.3

Note

0 ~

Action
Table
Note

~ ~ ~ ~ 1aO
5

4.8.1.1.3.a.
5

~ ~ ~ ~ tao
5

4.8.1.1.3.a.
5

.1.
footnote +

M A t ona Surve ance Requ rement acceptance cr ter a s a e or
the DGs to achieve and maintain steady state voltage during this test.

SR
3.8 '.20

~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ e

M. Surve ance Requ rement mo xe to requ xe operat on or two ours
vs one hour at greater than 3800 Kw.

SR
3.8.1.15

~ 8 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and- 2





TABID H RhTRIX OP lC)RE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 2 of 4

Discussi
on

of'hange

Mi

M.

Mo

Sumaary oC'hange

SR requ rements or t e ver cat ons o t e o ow ng:
permanently connected loads remain energized from the offsite power
system; and, emergency loads are energized from the offsite power
system.

I

Surve ance Requ rement acceptance cr ter a ma e more restrict ve y
changing from a requirement to achieve a steady state voltage of 4160
+ 400 volts during DG start and load testing to achieve voltage
> 3793 V and < 4400 Volts.

Surve ance Requ rement acceptance cr ter a ma e more restr ct ve or
DGs frequency. Changed from 60 k 3 Hz (2 5%) during DG start and load
testing to greater than or equal to 58.8 Hz and less than or equal to
61.2 Hz.

ITS
Section

SR
3.8.1.12

SR
3.8.1.7

SR
3.8.1.9

SR
3.8.1.10

SR
3.8.1.11

SR
3.8.1.12

SR
3.S'il.15

SR
~ 3.8.1.19

SR
3.8.1.20

SR
3.8.1.7

SR
3.8.1.9

SR
3.8.1.10

SR
3.8.1.11

SR
3.8.1.12

SR
3.8.1.15

SR

CTS Section

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

5
4.8.1.1.3.d.

6

SUSQUEHANNA SESt Units 1 and 2



TABLE l4 MATRIX OF HQRE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 3 of 4

Discus ai
on of

Change
Mo

M.

Sumnaxy of Change

Incorporate c anges necessary to ntegrate DG E test ng reg men nto
the SSES,ITS. Specifically, a note is added which includes
identifying that once aligned, SR 3.8.1.3 and 3.8.1.7 must be
performed prior to declaring the DG OPERABLE. Several Notes have been
incorporated into the SSES ITS SRs to define how the associated SR is
modified to ensure the availability of DG E.

e MODE restr ct on as to w en t e spec e Surve ance
Requirements can be performed.

ZTS
Section

~ ~

SR Notes

SR
3.8.1.8

SR
3.8.1.11

SR
3.8.1.19

CTS Section

M

3.8.2 "AC Sources - Shutdown"
Un t On y s a spec c requ rement or a qua e carcu t

between the offsite transmission network and the DG(s) needed to
support the Unit 1 onsite Class lE AC electrical power distribution
subsystem(s) required by LCO 3.8.8.

M. Comp et on T e or an nopera e AC Source as een c ange to e
more restrictive in that it has changed from initiate action as soon
as practical to require immediate initiation of actions to restore
required AC Source to Operable regardless of the Mode and regardless
of the water level in the reactor cavity.

~ ~

RA A.2.4
and B.4

~ ~ ~

Action a

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLE M - MATRIX OF lKIRE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES . ~

SECTION 3.8 "Electrical Power Systems" page 4 of 4

Discussi
on

oi'hange

Suamary of Change ITS
Section

CTS Section

M.
3.8.3 "Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and Startin Air"

Surve ance Requ rements nc u es a new requ rement t at eac DG ave
a lube oil inventory in the engine sump sufficient to support a
minimum of 7 days of operation.

SR
3.8.3.2

M. Surve ance Requ rement nc u es a new requ rement or c ec ng or
and removing accumulated water from each fuel oil storage tank every
31 days.

SR
3.8.3.5

M

M.

M.

3.8.4 "DC Sources — 0 eratin "
More res r c ve requ rement n t at attery c arger s cons ere
part of the DC electrical power subsystem, and when the charger is
inoperable, the DC electrical power subsystem is considered
inoperable.

Un t on y Un t ssEs ITs . . reta ns t e Un t requ rements
and adds SSES ITS SR 3.8.4.9.
Surve ance Requ rement acceptance cr ter a or attery res stances
are reduced.

~ ~

Actions

SR
3.8.4 '

SR
3.8.4.2

SR
3.8.4.5

~ o ~

Actions d,
e, g, h andi (Unit 1)/
Actions d,

g, and h
(Unit 2)
3.8.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

4.8.2.1.c.3

M a MODE restr ct on as to w en t e spec@ e SRs can e per orme SR
3.8.4.6

SR
3.8.4.7

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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TABLEM- MATRIXOF MORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.9 "Refueling Operations" Page 1 of 1

D Iscuse ion
of Change

SIIImsry of Change ITS Section CTS Sectfon

3.9A "Control Rod Position Indication«
C OM I'csCI't on Co rcqu I'c C at a pos alon ca'Cion SISIC Opcl'a c ol'

control rod whether or not It fa llithdrlnaI. RAA,11
RA A+1.2
RA A.1.3
RA A.2.1
RA A.2.2

3.9.5 "Control Rod 8%RABILITY - Refuelf
t ona Iestr ct on to rcqu re contro r Opera e nate o on y requ r ng R

~c~fator.

3.9.7 "RHR-Hf Vater Level"
mre restr ct ve olp et on alc to rcqu re operators to n t ate act on''Cc y Co

establish the essential efcalcnts of secondary contafreent instead of allouing 4 hours to establish
secondary contaiwent..

~ ~

Action B
~ ~ ~

Action a

3.9.d «RHR-Lou Mater Level"
ncII cqu ct ons ol'c c c 'c on 0 M I ty co cs'c s a 'ccrMcc ay cac resova

methods for each inoperable RHR Bhutan cooling aubsystee shen RPV level Ia Lees than 22 feet
~bove the RPV flange.

~ ~

Action I 3.9.11.1



TABLE H - HKTRZX OF %%RE RESTRZCTZVE CHANGES
SECTION 3:10 "Special Operations" Page 1 of 2

Discussion
of Change

Summary of Change ZTS
Section

CTS
Section

M.
3.10.2 "Reactor Mode Switch Interlock Testin "

A new restr ct on s a e assoc ate w t reactor mode sw tch
interlock testing in Modes 3, 4 and 5 which specifies that "No CORE
ALTERATIONS are in progress". during the interlock testing.

Mo A new Ac on s a e to ent y t e Require Act ons an Comp et on
Times for noncompliance with the requirements for reactor mode switch

~ interlock testing. Additionally, Surveillance Requirements are added
to provide increased assurance of compliance with the requirements
prior to and during testing.

Mo

3.10.5 "Sin le CRD Removal — Refuelin "
T e requ rement to suspen a Core teratxons s a de . A new
Surveillance is added .to verify every 24 hours that no other Core
Alterations are in progress.

Mo
3.10.6 "Multi le Control Rod Withdrawal — Refuelin "

A new Surve ance Requ rement xs a e to ver fy fue asse mes
being loaded are in compliance with an approved reload sequence every
24 hours.

SR
3.10.6.3

SUSQUEHANNASER, Units 1 and 2



~ TABLE M - MATRIX OF lC)RE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 3.10 "Special Operations" Page 2 of 2

Discussion
of Change

Smmiazy of Change ITS
Section

CTS
Section

M.
3.10.7 "control Rod Testin — eratin "

s a requ rement to ver y t at requ re ro patterns are ezng
maintained until control rod density is less than 75%.

M.
3.10.8 "SDM Testin -Refuelin "

s a requ rement an assoc ate Surveys ance to ensure CRD c arg ng
eater header pressure during'SDM testing is adequate to insert the
rods or to scram the control rods in the event of a scram signal.

~ ~

SR
3.10.8.3

SUSQUEHANNASER, Units 1 and 2



TABLE Il - NATRIX OF NORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES

SECTION 4.0 %esign Features'ege 1 of 1

Discussion
of Chsnge

Sumery of Chenge

t es t one requ rements or t e neM ue storage rec s.

ITS Section CTS Section





TABLEM- MATRIXOF MORE RESTRICHVE CHANGES
SECTION 5.0 "Administrative Controls" Page '3 of 2

Olscuss3on
of Change

Sumery of Change ITS Sect3on CTS Section

TTS CNPTER 5.1 - 'Res lb3l3
an t ona requ rement or t e p ant manager to approve, pr or to sp ementat>on, ea

proposed test, exper3ment end sodlf3catlon to systems or equ3pment that affect nuclear safety.

TTS CNPTER 5.2 - 'Or
anlzatlon'r

aor ng ours restr ct ons, t e requ rement t at any >at>ons saet aut or z t e ~ ~ oe

~pproprlate level of smnagement.

lTS CNPTER 5A -
'Procedures'qu

resent s to ne t e proc ra requ>rements or SES S programs. ~ ~ oe

requ rements or t e emergency operat ng proc res requ r
Supplement 1.

REG

TTS CNPTER 5.5 - 'Pr rema and 33msjals'
ona requ rements or t e ma ntenanceq revlell 4 approve 0 t e rog res.

5.5.1.b
5.5.1.c

5.5.1.a.2

~ ~ ~ oa
6.N.2.1.b

oact ve uent ontro s rogrms, s as part o t e ep ementat on o r c atter
69-01, lsplementat3on of Prograsmat3c Controls for Radlologlcal Effluent Technical Spec3f3catlons

hand

the Relocation of Procedural Oeta3ls of RETS to the Offslte Oose'Calculation 33enual or the
Process Control Program.

t one requ rements or test ng emergency ese generator ue ol ~ ~ ~

8
~ ~ ~ ~ @c

Ce c

SUSQUE|UU|N SES, Units 1 and 2



TABLEN - MATRIXOF NORE RESTRICTIVE CHANGES
SECTION 5.0 "Administrative Controls" Page 2 of 2

Discussion
of Change

Summary of Change

tuo neo progreast a ety eat on eterm nat on rogres ) ec mca pec scat on
(TS) gases Control Progres.

lTS Section CTS Section

5.5.11

ITS CHAPTER 5.7 - 'Hi Radiation
Area'.1

Adds a sore restrictive requires»nt for the a»asurea»nt of dose from a»asuring at 18 inches to
measuri it at 30 centimeters uhich is ivalent to 11 inches.

N.2 Nore restrictive definition of defines the high radiation 'from an area as greater then 1000 wee
to specifying the high radiation area as greater then 1.0 Res, but less than 500 rads/hour at 1

meter from the radiation source.

5.7 1

5.7.2
5.7.2

6.12.2
footnote "~"

6.12.2

SUSQUEHAXHA SES, Units 1 end 2





TABLE RL - RELOCATED DETAILSMATRIX Page 1 Of28

lTS A DOC

Reference

2oO-LA.2

2.0 LA.3

CTS 2.0.R.1

3.1.1.LA.1

3.1.2.LA.1

3.1.3.LA.1

3.1.3.LA.2

3.1.3.LA.3

CTS
Reference

6.7.1.a
6.7 T.b

6.7.1.a
6.'7.1.b

Table 2.2,1-

Ttea 6

3.1.1

3.1.2.a

3.1.3.1.a.1.b
3.1.3.1.b.1
3.1.3.1.b.2

3.1.3.5. ~ .2.b
3.1.3.6.a.2
3.1.3.6.b.2
3.1.3.7.a.3

Description

SSES CTS 6.7.1.a, 6.7.1.b, require that SL violations be
reported and revleued by SSES Vice President - Nuclear
Operations, SSES PORC and SSES SRC.

SSES C'TS 6.7.1.a, 6.7.1.b, require that SL violations be
reported and revieued by NRC. SSES Nalntalns the
requlreeent to report SL violation through 10 CFR 50.36
and 10 CFR 50.73.

The requirements of the Kaln Steea Line Radlatlon-
Nigh.

Specification of the shutdoun aargln traits.

Requireeent for the perforiance of ean analysis to
determine and explain the cause of the reactivity
difference" whenever core reactivity differs froa the
predicted value by sore than the specified limit.

Details about the method for disaralng stuck or
inoperable control rods.

Not used.

Not used.

General Locat'ion

DA Program

'egulation

bases

Change Controls

'lO CFR 50.54 (a)

N/A

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

bases Controt
Prograa ln lTS
Section 5.5.10

bases Control
Progrm ln 1TS
Section 5.5.10

Change Type

Type l - Details ofSystan Design and Systan Description hcluding Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystans Opaation
Type 3 - Pnxedural Details forMcclingTS Requirements dh Related Reporting Rcquiremcnts

Type 4- Pcrformarrcc Rcquirenxats forhdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2





TABLE RL - RELOCATED DETAILSMATRIX Page 2 of28

ITS R DOC

Reference
CTS

Reference
Description General Location Change Controls

3.1.3-LA.4 3.1.3.7. ~ .1 ~

3.1.3.7. ~ .2

3.1 4.LA.1 4.1.3.2.c

3.1.5.LA.1 4.1.3.5.b.1

3.1.5.LA.2 4.1.3.5.b.2

Alternate methods of deteraining control rod position
whenever one or sore control rod position indicators
,are.

Specific requtrceents for Scree Ttae testing: aat least
10K of the control rods, on a rotating basis," at least
ence per 120 days of pouer operation.

Requirelents for a Charnel Fmcttonat Test and Charnel
Calibration of each control rod scree ac~tator leak
detector, pressure detector and associated stare.

Requlreaents for the verification that Individual
~citator check valves seintetn the associated
eccuetator pressure above the alara setpoint for 10
ainutes ut th no control rod drive puap operating.

Bases Control
Progrea in tTS
Section 5.5 10

Bases Control
Progrls In ITS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

3

3.1.7.LA.1 4.1.5.d.1
4.1.5.d.2

Direction on hou the SLC injection test cm be
per forsod.

Bases Bases Control
Program In

ITS'ection5.5.10

3.2.1.LA.1

3.2.2.LA.1

3+2.3.LAo1

3.2.1

3.2.3

3.2.4

Require for operators to "initiate corrective action
rrithin 15 at nutes.~

Requtreeent for operators to "initiate corrective action
rrtthin 15 ainutes.<

Requtrcaent for operators to "initiate corrective action
rrIthin 15 minutes."

Bases

Bases

Bases

Bases Control
Progrea In ITS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program In tTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

Type I - Details ofSystem Design and System Description Including Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Opaation
Type 3- Procedural Details fa Meeting TS Rcrtuiremcnis 4 Rclatcd Reporting Rapurcrncnts

Typo 4- Pafortnixe Rcquircrncnts for Indication

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units I and 2
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ITS 4 OOC

Reference

3.2 4.LA.I

3.2 4.LA.2

3.2 4.LA.3

3.3.1.1.LA.1

3.3.1.1.LA.2

33.'I.T-LA.3

3.3.1.1.LA.4

CTS
Reference

3.2.2

3.2.2

3.2.2
4.2.2

Table 3.3.1-1
Fsssct Ion 2

footnote (a)

Table 3.3.1-1 .
Fsssct tone 8
and 9 Nota.

(j)
4.3.1.2

Table 3.3.1-1
footnotes

(b) (g) and
(k)

Description

Requtresent for operators to atntttate corrective action
ssithfn 15 atratee".

Details related to APRN trip eetpoint adjusteent and
APRN go In adjustaent.

Requtresent that the APRN eetpointa and the
Next'ractionof Liaitfng Posser Density (NFLPO) be verified

lees than the Fraction of Rated Theriet Posser (FRTP) and
direct that a Fraction "T" be calculated to verify this
,value.

RecNireeent that "An.APRN charnel Ia Inoperable tf there
are lese than 2 LPRN inputs per level or tees than 14
LPRN inputs to an APRN charnel."

,For Turbine Stop Valve-CLosure and Turbine Control Valve
Fast Closure requireeent that these fsssct tons not be
autoeetically bypassed shen "turbine firet stage
pressure Ia greater than IM pele."

RPS Logic Syetea Fssscttonat Teste (LSFT), specifics that
the LSFT include "elwtated out~tie operation of all
charsse le.

Design details and descriptive Information for various
RPS fsex:t torN.

General Location

Bases

COLR

Bases
TRN

Bases

FSAR

Bases

Bases

Change Controls

Bases Control
Progrm in ITS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59 and
Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Prograe in ITS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

Bases Controt
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Prograe in ITS
Section 5.5.10

2.

'ype l - Details ofSystem Design aod System Description hcluding Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Opaation
Type 3 - Preccdural Details forMeeting TS Rcsprircmcnts 8h Related Reporting Rcrprircrncnts

Type 4- Paformancc Rcquircrncnts forhdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2



TABLE RL - RELOCATED DETAILSMATRIX Page 4 of28

I'rs s Doc
Reference

3.3.1 1-LA.S

3.3.1.1.LA.6

3.3.1 ~ 1. LA.7

3.3.1.2-LA.1

3.3.2.1-LA.1

3.3.2.1-LA.2

3.3+2+2.LA.1

3.3.2.2-LA.2

CTS
Reference

2.2.1
3.2.2

72.2.1 1

T4.3.1.1-1
footnote (h)

14.3.1.1.1
footnote (f)

3.9.2

4.1 4.1. ~
4.'1 4.1.b

3.3.6
action a

T 3.3.6-2

3.3.9
Ac'tion a

T 3.3.9-2

4.3.9.2

Description

Requireaents that RPS instrusentation be set to the Trip
Setpoint Values.

'equires to verify that the APRN FLou Biased SIaslated
Thermal Pover High tice constant ia 6 seconds aires

1 second.

Requiroaent that LPRHs be calibrated using the TIP
Systca.

SRN requireaent In Node 5 that SRHs have contiraxes
visual Indication and an audible alara in the control
rooa.

Detailed steps for the verification of RN Operability.

Specific that Control Rod Block Inatrtaentation be set
to the trip setpoint values.

Rapiremnt for the operability of the feechcater - a<in
turbine high uater Level trip instrusentation and
provide systea design details including the Trip
Setpoint.

Requireaent for the per for@ence of a Logic Systea
Fuv:tional Test Including "siaulated eutaastic
operation. e

GeneraL Location

Bases

Bases

Bases

Bases

Change ControLs

10 CFR 50,59

Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
prose in TTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

Bases Control
Progrm In ITS
Section 5.5.10

Typ i-~of~O g m~~l.~u i~O .gnu .L.

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Operation

Type 3 - Pnxxxhjral DetaBS forMeeting TS Rcquiremcnls 4 Related Reporting Requirements

Type 4- Performance Requirements forhdicalion

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2
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ITS S OOC

Reference

3.3.3.1 LA.2

3.3.3.2-LA.1

3.3A 1-LA.1

3.3A.1.LA.2

33A.1.LA.3

3.3A.1-LAA

3.3A.2-LA.1

3.3.5 1 LA.1

CTS
Reference

T 4.3.7.5-1
footnote "e"

wats

3.3.FA

3.3A.2
Action ~

T 3.3.4.2 2

4.3A.2.3
T 3.3.4.2-3

4.3A.2.2

T 3.3.4.2-1
Rote (b)

3.3A.1
Action ~

T 3.3A.1-2

3.3.3
T 3.3.3-2

Oescripti on

Oetitts associated utth chornet calibratton of PNI
Instruentattons and identify the aethod of perforNng
the charnel cat ibration.

Reaote Shutdoun iiontter fng tnstruaentat ton, specifies
that this Instrusentatton have ereedouts on the reaete
shutdoun panel external to the control ram."

Requircaent for the Trip Setpoint value." SSES ITS
3.3A.1 does not specify ~ SIaI tar requircaent.

Requtreaent for ROC-RPT Response Ttae uith the mxtaaa
response times.

Requircmnt for the performance of a Logic Systee
Frsx:t tonal Test including "slwtated wtomttc
opel at ton.a

Requircmat that the associated fwettons not be
wt~tteat ty bypassed shen 'turbine first stage
pressure Is greater than 136

psig.'equireaent

for Trip Setpoint.

Requtreeent for the Trip Setpoint.

generat Location

Bases

gases

Bases

Change Controls

Bases Control
Program In ITS
Section 5.5.10

gases Control
Progrm In ITS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

gases Control
Program In ITS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

Type I - Details ofSystan Design and Systan Dcsaiption hcluding Design Limits,

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystans Operation

Type 3 - Procedural Details forMeeting TS Requircaxnts &,Related Reporting RaIuircrnents

Type 4- Paforaencc Ratuircrnents for Indication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units I and 2
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lTS S OOC

Reference

3.3.5.1-LA.2

CTS
Reference

4.3.3.2

0 ascription

Requlresent for the performance of a Logic Systaa
Factional Test including <slmlated autistic
operation."

General Location

Bases

Change Controls

Bases Control
Program ln lTS
Section 5.5.10

Change Type

3.3.5.1-LA.3 T 3.3.3-1
footnotes (b)

(c), and

Oaf inc the design of s~ ECCS (ogle circuits. Bases Bases Control
Program ln lTS
section $ .5.10

3.3.5.2.LA.1

3.3,5.2.LA.2

3.3.5.2-LA.3

3.3.6.1.LA.1

3.3.6 1-LA.2

3.3.6.1-LA.3

3.3.5
T 3.3.5-2

4.3.5.2

T 3.3.5-1
footnotes

(b)~ (c) ~ and
(d)

3.3.2
T 3.3.2-2

4.3.2.2

T 3.3.2-1

Requlrosent for the Trip Setpoint.

Requlrceent for the perforaance of a Logic Systea
Flectional Test inciuding +ellisted autEÃRltic
operation."

Oaf inc the design of saae RClC logic circuits.

Requlraamt for the Trip Setpolnt.

Requlreient for the perforaence of a Logic Systea
Fact'lonaL Tes't including ~el&listed autistic
operation.w ~

Cross references the isolation Signals to the isolated
valve grmye for the isolation lnstnsentation.

Bases

10 CFR 50.59

Bases Control
Program ln lTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases ControL
Program ln ITS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

Bases Control
Progrm ln lTS
Section $ .5.10

Bases Control
Program ln 1TS
Section 5.5.10

Type l - Details ofSystem Design and Systan Description hcluding Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystenrs Operation

Type 3 - Procedural Details fa Meeting TS Ratuirernents 8t Related Reporting RequimtnenLs

Type 4- Paforrnance RoprircrncnLs forhdicaiion

SUSQUEHANNASEC, Units l and 2





TABLE RL - RELOCATED DETAILSMATRIX Page 70f28

lTS C DOC

Reference

3.3.6.1-LA.S

3.3.6.2.LA.1

3.3.6.2 LA.2

CTS
Reference

Table 3.3.2-2
Footnote ¹¹

3.3.2
T 3.3.2-2

4.3.2.2

Description

identification of ~ 15 atnute tile detay for the HPCl
and RClC Pipe Routing Area.

Requireeent for the Trip Setpoint.

Requirceent for the perforeence of ~ Logic Syatea
Fuat tonet 'Teat including ~atmtated autaastic
operation.e

General Location

bases

Change Controls

bases Control
Progrea ln lTS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

bases Control
Progree ln 1TS
Section $ .5.10

3.3.6.2.LA.3

3.3.7.1.LA.1

3.3.8.1.LA.1

3.3.0.1.LA.2

3.3.0.1-LA.3

T 3.3.2.1

Table
3.3.T.1.1

3.3.3
T 3.3.3.2

4o3.3.2

Table 3.3.3-1
Action 35

Oefinition of the isolation Signata for the isolation
inatraaentati on.

identification of the aeaaurcaent range of the
instrument.

Requtrcaent for the Trip Setpolnt.

Requirelent for the performance of ~ Logic Syatce
FL!let'lonel tost including eaiMltated eutooatlc
operation.e

Requireaent that the associated equipaent be declared
inoperable.

bases

Bases

Qaaea Control
Progree in lTS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

bases Control
Progrm ln lTS
Section 5.5.10

bases Control
Program in lTS
Section 5.5.10

Type l - DetaHs ofSystan Design and System Description hcluding Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions ofSystans Operation

Type 3 - Procedural Details forMccting TS Ratuuanents 4 Related Reporting Rapirenmts
Type 4- Paformance Requiranents fa hdication

SUSQUEHAl8lASES, Units l and 2





TABLE RL - RELOCATED DETAILSMATRIX Page 8 of28

lTs 8 DOC

Reference

3.3.8.1-LAA

3.3.8.1.LA.5

3.3.8.2.LA.1

3A.T-LA.1

3A.1-LA.2

3A.T.LA.3

3A.3-LA.T

3A.3-LA.2

CTS
Reference

3.3.3
T 3.3.3-1
T 3.3.3-2

T 4.3.3.1-1
item 5.d and

5.e

T 3.3o3-1

4.8Ao3.b

3A.1.1.1
Action a.2
3A.1 1.2
Actton 2

3A.1 ~ 1 1

3A.2
footnote ace

3/4A.2

Description

Requtreaent for the Operability of the 480 V ESS Bus
08565 Undervoltage (Degraded Voltage 65K end 9ZL)

relayed'esign

details and descriptive tnforaetton for the LDP
Fust

iona�..

Details on the testing method.

Details on hou to exit the restricted region.

Not used.

Requtreaent for the perforasnce of testing on the LRN
instrusentation.

Require that the liftsetting pressure correspond to
aebtent conditions of the valves at naatnal operating
teaperature end pressure.

Requireeent for the S/RV acoustic aont tora be Operable
and requires the perforeence of a Chanel Factional
Test and a Calibration.

general Location

Bases

Change Controls

Bases Control
Program in iTS
section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in lTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in iTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in TTS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

Bases Control
Program in lTS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

Type I - Details ofSystem Design and System Description hcluding Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions ofSy'stems Operation
Type 3 - Procedural Details forMeeting TS Requirements 4 Related Reporting Requirements

Type 4- Pcrfornmnce Requirements for Indication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units I and 2



TABLE RL - RELOCATED DETAILSMATRIX Page90f28

lTs 4 Doc
Reference

3AA.LA.1

3A.4.LA.2

3A.5-LA.1

3A.S.LA.2

3.4.6.LA.1

3;4.d-LA.T

3.4.9.LA.1

3.4.10.LA.T

3A.TO-LA.2

CTS
Reference

4A.3.2.1

4A.3.2.3

3A.3.2
T 3A.3.2-1

4A.3.2.2. ~

3A.3.'I.a
3.4.3.1
Actions

'A.9.1

3A.9.2

3A.1.4

4A.6.1.3

Description

Details of the specific methods for perforeing the
surveillance.

Requireient for aainteining the pressure.sonitors.

Details relating to systea design end purpose (i.e., the
list of PTVs).

Specific requiresent for the Frequency for perforaing
this Surveillance.

Define the ccaposition of the dryuell floor drain amp
level charnel.

Details the systea design end purpose.

Details the systea design and purpose.

Details the systea design and operational Liaits.

Details of the fluence and esbrlttleaent determinations.

general Location

Bases

Bases

Bases

Regulation

Change Controls

Bases Control
Progrea in lTS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

Bases Control
Progrlss in lTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Con'trol
Prograa in !TS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in lTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in lTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in lTS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

N/A

Type l - Details ofSystem Design ind System Description hcluding Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions of.Systems Operation
Type 3 - procedural Details forMeeting TS Requirements 8t Related Reporting Requirements
Type 4 - Performance Requirements for hdicalion

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2
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lTS t DOC

Reference

3.5 ~ 1.LA.1

3.5.1-LA.2

3.5.1.LA.3

3.5.1.LA.4

3.5,1-M.6

3.5.T-LA.7

3.5.1.LA.B

CTS
Rtference

3.5.1

3.5.1 Action
f

4.5.1.a.1.a

.4.5.1. ~ .2
4.5 1.c.3

4.5.1.d.2.b
footnote

4.5.1.c.4

4.5.1.d.'1
4.5.1.d.2.c

Description

Details relating to systea design, fustian, and
Operability for the Core Spray Systes, the Lou Pressure
Coolant injection System and the High Pressure Coolant
injection Systei.

Requireaent for subsitting a special report to the NRC
follouing any ECCS actuation and injection of uater into
the reactor coolant systee.

Condition of Operability that the piping for each ECCS
injection/spray subaystos (KPCl, LPCl and CS) be filled
Nlth aster and verification of this condition every 31
days. Details for perforeing this surveillance; the
requiresents for the setpoint and for perforsdng a
ChoNlcl Fact'lonal Test end ~ ChdMcl Calibration of
the condensate transfer pip discharge lou pressure
alaraf and applicable Actions.

Requireaents for perforaing a Charnel Fuetional Teat of
the setpoint and ~ Chanel Calibration of the core spray
header pressure differential.

Requiraaents for shen testing should be perforaed cn ADS
VaLws

Requireaent for ver if ication ot the Operability of the
aut~tic transfer features of the KPCl pap suction.

Requirescnt for a Charnel Factional Test end
Calibration of the accumulator backup cospressed gas
systes lou pressure alera.

general Location

Regulation

Change Controls

Bases Con'trol
Prograe in 1TS
Section 5.5.10

N/A

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

Bases Control
Program in 1TS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in lTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Prograa in ITS
Section 5.5.10

3.

Type l - Details ofSystan Design and Systan Description hcluding Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions ofSystans Opaation
Type 3 - Procedural Details foiMeeting TS Rcquirarrcnts dt Related Rcjxxting Raluirancnts
Type 4- Pafornuuxe RatuaancnLs for Indication

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units I and 2





TABLE RL- RELOCATED DETAILSMATRIX Page 11 of28

ITS S DOC

Reference
CTS

Reference
Oescr Ipt ton General Location Change Controts

3.5.1 LA.9 4.5.1.d.2.b

3.$ .1.LA.10 4.d.3.1.2

Details for perforaing the test of the ADS Valves.
E

Details for the performance and acceptance criteria for
the Surveillance for the Isolated 4SO Volt AC suing bus.

Bases

Bases

Sases Control
Progrm In ITS
Section 5.5.10

gases Control
Prograa in ITS
Sectfon 5.5.10

3.5.1-LA.11 4.5.1.e Requfrcaent that fat!anat tests of the LPCI end Core
Spray Syst~ Include ~ fltlctfonat 'tes't of the LPCI pMp
~nd CS pulp starting interlocks betueen Unit 1 and Unit
2.

gases gases Control
Program In ITS
sect fan 5.5.10

3.5.2.LA.1

3.$ .2.LA.3

3.5.2

3.5.3.b
3.5.3.b.3

Details relating to aystea design, function, and
Operability for the core spray systea and the tou
pressure cootant Injection aystea ah!le shutdoun.

Details related to suppresston pool and condensate
storage tank votre.

Bases

Bases

gases Controt
Progrce In ITS
Section 5.5.10

Sases Control
Program In ITS
Section 5.5.10

3.5.3-LA.1 4.7.3.a.1

3.5.3.LA.2 4.7.3.c.3

3.5.3.LA.3 4.7.3.d

Requfreaent that the piping for RCIC be fitted ufth
uater end requires veriffeat!on of this condition every
31 days.

Spectfic requfrcaent for the verification of the
Operability of the autistic transfer features of the
RCIC puap suctfon.

Requfrceent for subafttfng a special report to the NRC

fottoufng any RCIC actuatton and injection of uater fnto
the reactor coolant systee.

gases

Regulat!on

gases Control
Progrm in ITS
Section $ .5 10

gases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

Type 1 - Details ofSystan Design and Systan Description hcluding Design Limits

Type 2- Dcscriptioas ofSystans Operation

Type 3- Prucahrlal Details forMeeting TS Requierncnts 8t Related Reporting Rcquirerncnts

Type 4- Pafoonance Requirements forhdication

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units 1 and 2
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ITS I DOC

Reference

3.5.3-LAA

3.6.1.1.LA.1

3.6.1.2.LA.1

3.6.1.3.LA.1

3.6 1.3.LA.2

3.6.1.3-LA.3

3.6.1.3.LAA

3.6.1.5.LA.1

CTS
Reference

4.7.3.b

Table 3.6.3-1

3.6.1.3. ~

3 6.3
'table 3.6.3-1

3.6.1.2,
Action e

3.6.1.2
Action c

.3.6.1.2
Action

d'.6.1.r

Description

Relocation of the testing frequency.

Identification of and design details about the prtasry
conte trent isolation valves.

Defines shat coaprises Operability of the ~Ir Lock.

Identification of end design details about the Pr fmry
Contallswli lsolat ioA Valves

Requtreaent for hydrostatical ty tested tines to be
eaintatned Operable within a specified I tait.

Requtrceent for the ltSIVS to be restored to Operable
statue end requires that the leakage rate be restored to
«11.5 scfh for any aain stean Isolation vatve that
exceeds 100 scfh.

Requtrceent to restore mtn stem Line leakage rate to «
1.2 scfh.

Details on hw the SR Is to be perfonsed.

General Location

IST Progrce

FSAR (design A
progrea notes)
Base (destgA A
Ident If ication)

Bases

FSAR (design A
prograa notes)
Bases (design C

Ident IfIcation)

Bases

Bases

Bases

Change Controls

SSES ITS 5.5.6

10 CFR 50.59 end
Bases CoAtrol
Program in ITS
section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Progrm in ITS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59 and
Bases Control
Program in ITS
section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program In ITS
s tion 5.5.10

Bases Control
Progrm in ITS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Progrm in ITS
section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Progrm In ITS
section 5.5.10

Type I - Details ofSystem Design and Systan Description hcluding Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Operation

Type 3- Procedural Details forMeeting TS Rapuranents 8h Related Reporting Requiranents

Type 4- Pafomance Ratuirancnts for Indication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2
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lTS'I DOC

Reference

3.6.1.6.LA.1

3.6.2 1.LA.1

3.6.2.2.LA.1

3.6.2.2.LA.2

3.6.2.3-LA '1

3.6.2 4.LA.l

3.6.3.1-LA.1

3.6.3.1-LA.2

CTS
Reference

3.6 4
4.6 4

3.6.2.1
Actions c and

d
4.6.2.1.c

4.5.3.1.e.2
4.5.3.1.b

3.6.2.1
Actions c and
d 4.6.2.1.c

3.6.2.1.@.1

3.6.2.3

3.6.2.2

4.6.6.1.b.2

Description

Raquireaent for the Operability of the vaja breaker
posi t ton indicators.

Requiresents, Actions end Surveillance Requireeents for
the instruaentetian used to aonitor suppression pool
level and tcaperature

Requireeenta, Actions and Surveillance Requireeenta for
the instrumentation used to aonitor a@pression pool
leveL end tesperature.

Liait for vol~ of uater in the suppression pool.

Details relating to aystee design, fraction/ end
Operability for the uppresaion pool cooling aede of the
Residual Beat Raeoval Systee.

Details relating to aystee design/ flllctlong end
Operability for the suppression peel spray aode of the
Residual Beet Reawal Systea.

Kot used.

Details on hew the test ia perfonsed and.the acceptance
criteria for the teat.

General Location

gases

Bases

Change Controls

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

Bases Control
Program in TTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in lTS
section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in lTS
s tion 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in lTS
Section 5.5.10

Type l - Details ofSystem Design and Systan Description hcluding Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Operation

Type 3 - Procedural Details forMeeting TS Requirements &,Related Reporting Requirements

Type 4- Perforrnarxc Rcctuiremcnts forhdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2
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ITS 4 DOC

Reference

3.6.3.1.LA.3

CTS
Reference

Description

4.6.6.1.b.3 Details uhat to examine during a visual ~Ination.

General Location

Bases

Change Controls

Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

3.6.3.2.LA.1

3.6 4.1-LA.1

3.6 4.1-LA.2

3.6 4.1.LA.3

3.6 4.1.LA 4

3.6 4;2.LA.1

3.6.6.2
4.6.6.2

4.6.5.1.b

3.6.5.1
footnote aces

4.6.5.1.b
footnote

4,6.5,1.c

Table
3.6.5.2-1

Details defining the requiresents for the drysseil air
floss systea.

Details of shat constitutes Secondary Containment (doors
~nd equipeent hatches that fore part of the secondary
conte irvsent boundary are closed.)

Provide clarification regarding Zones I, il and ill.
During operational conditions shen no operations ssith a
potential for draining the reactor vessel are being
perforssedg secondary contaireent aey consist of Zone ill
as long as Zone l is isolated fry Zone Ill.e
Allossance that persavsel ingress and egress through
doors ssithin the secondary contairment ls not prohibited
by this specification.

LIalta on the awfu tfae allossed to dress ckwn and the
mxiaa floss rate allossed to mintain secondary
contairment for several different secondary contain
conf igul atlons.

Reeovat Of Coslsonent Lists fry Technical
Speci fI cat iona.

Bases

Bases

Bases

Bases

Bases Ccetrol
Program In ITS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program In 1TS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program In ITS
Section 5.5 10

Bases Control
Program In lTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program In ITS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

1,3

1,3

Type l - Details ofSystan Design and Systan Description hcluding Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions ofSyslans Opaation
Typo 3 - Procedural Ddails forMeeting TS Rcquircmcnts 8t Related Reporting Ralsnrancnts
Type 4- Pafortnance Requircascnls forhdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2
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ITS 4 DOC

Refer ence

3.6A.2.LA.2

3.6 4.3.LA.1

3.6A.3-LA.2

3.7.1.tA.1

CTS
Reference

4.6.5.2
Footnote ~«

3.6.5.3

4.6.5.3. ~

3.7.1.1

Description

Applicability requtreoent for Zone lll despers (SCIVs)
«rrhen irradiated fuel is being handled in the secondary
contaireent and during CORE ALTERATIONS and operations
rrtth a potential for draining the reactor vessel.«

Details relating to systes design, frs«:tton, end
Operability for the Stenchy Ges Treetaent (SGT) Systes.

Performance details associated rrtth the testing of the
SGT Systca.

Defines rrhat equtprrent corTrrtses an RNSM schsystes.

General Location

Bases

Bases

Bases

Change Controls

10 CFR 50.59

gases Control
Progrm in ITS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

gases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

3.7.1.LA.2 3.7 1.1
Appt icebi lity

, Action b
Action c

Requtreeents for the RRRQI System end the tIS to be
Operable in non-operating Nodes.

Bases gases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

3.7.1.LA.3

3.'7 1,3
Applicabi L 1 ty

Action b.2
Action b.3

3.7.1.3
Action a
4.7.1.3.c

Raqutreaent for the ground rrater leveL be monitored. 10 CFR 50.59

Type I - Details ofSystem Design and System Description hcluding Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Operation

Type 3 - procedural Details forMcetmg TS Requirements 8h Related Reporting Recluiremcnts

Type 4- Pelfomurnce Requirements forhdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2



TABLE RL- RELOCATED DETAILSMATRIX Page 16 of28

1TS C DOC

Reference
CTS

Reference
Description General Location Change Controls

3.7.1.LA.4 4.7.1.3.a Details on hou the teaperature Ia to be deteratned. Bases Control
Program In ITS
Section 5.5.10

3.7.2.LA.1 3.7.1.2 Defining uhat equtpsent Is required for the ESM

Nays toss s

Bases Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

3.7.2.LA.2

3.7.3.LA.1

3.7.1.2

3.7.2

Rsqutrceents for the Operability of the ESM Systce in
non-operating Nodea.

Identification of shat ccaponents are required for the
CREDAS systee..

Bases

Bases Control
Program In ITS
Section 5.5.10

Sases Control
Progrm in TTS
Section 5.5.10

3.7.3.LA.2 4.7.2. ~ Details that the testing should be initiated fry the
control rooe, on a Staggered Teat Basis and ftou should
be put through the REPA filters and charcoal adsorbers.

Bases ~ases Control
Program In 1TS
Section 5.5.10

3.7.5.LA.1 3.11.2.7 Nethods for perforatng this Surveillance, and aethods
4.11.2.7.2.b for determining shen an Increase hss occurred.

Bases Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

3.7.6.LA.1 4.7.d.b.l Defines how the surveillance teat ia to be perforaed. Bases Control
Program in ITS
Section 5.5.10

3.7.6-LA.2 4.7.d.b.2 Definition of the acceptance criteria for response
t tees.

10 CFR 50.59

Type l - Details ofSystem Design and System Descriptio hcluding Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Operatic
Type 3 - Procedural Details forMeeting TS Rcquireaxats dh Related Relating Rcquircnmts
Type 4- Performance Reprirancnts for hdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2
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ITS 8 OOC

Reference

3.7.7-LA.1

3.8.1.LA.2

3.8.1-LA.3

3.8.1.LA 4

3.8 1-LA.S

3.8.1-LA.6

3.8.1-LA.7

CTS
Reference

3.9.9 Action

4.8.1.1.2.a.6

4.8.1.1.2.d.1
4.8.1.1.3.d.1

4.8.1.1.2.d.2
4.8.1.1.3.d.2

4.8.1.1.2.d.1
. 2

Table
4.8.1.1.2-2

4.8.F 1.2.d.9

3.8.1.1.b
footnote +

Descrfptfon

Requfreaent to place fueL assesbtfes to be placed fn ~
safe condf t ion.

Requfreeent to periodically verify that the diesel
generators are atfgned to provide sterxgsy pouer to the
~ssociated eaergency buses.

Requfr esent to subject each dtesel to an fnspectfon
every 18 mnths fn accordance ssith procedures prepared
tn conjsssctfon ssfth fts ssenufacturer'a recoaaendattons
for this class of stenchy service.

Requfreeent that each DG asfntafnfng the specified
voltage and frequency shen rejecting a Load of greater
than or equal to 1425 kM.

Specfffc requfreaent for desfgn setpofnt, except for the
RRR fxisp timers.

Requfreaent for verffyfng that the auto-connected Loads
to tech diesel generator do not exceed the 2000 hour
ratfng of 4700 kM for OG A, B, C end D.

Design fnforeetfon that there ere "five separate and
fndependent diesel generators< that are "shared ssfth"
the other sssft.

General Location

Bases

Bases

Bases

Change Controls

Bases Control
Program fn LTS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program tn LTS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

Bases Control
Program fn LTS
Sect ton $ .5.10

Bases Control
Program fn tTS
Sect ton S.S.10

10 CFR 50.59

~ases Control
Program fn LTS
Section S.S.10

Change Type

Type l - Details ofSystem Design and System Description hcluding Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Operation

Type 3- Procedural Details far Meeting TS Requirements 8t Related Reporting Requirements
Type 4- Performance Requirements far hdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2
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ITS 8 DOC

Reference

3.8.1 LA.8

3.8.2.LA.1

3.d.3.LA.I

3.8.4.LA.1

3.dA.LA.2

CTS
Reference

4.8.1 ~ 1.2.EI.I
3

4.8.1.1.3.cl.5

4.8,1.2,
Action e

" 4.8.1.1.2.f

3/4.8.2.1

4.8.2.1. f

Desct iption

Requtreeent for verifying that DG lockout features
(overapeed, generator differential, and tou lube oit
pressure) do not prevent diesel generator starting
and/or operation shen the Lockout ie not required.

Requtreeent to suspend "crane operations over. the spent
fueL pool shen fuel asseabttee are stored thereto shen
their are feuer than the required nLasber of AC sources
Operable.

Requtreeent dratning each fuel etl storage tank,
reeovtng the accumtated eediaent and cleaning the tank
using ~ sodium hypochlorite or equlvatent sotution, and .

perforafng ~ pressure teat of those portions of the
diesel fuel oil ayates designed to Section 111,
ubeeetton IO of the ASIIE Code tn accordance uith ASIDE

Code Section XI Article 118-5000.

Requireeent for the + 24 vott bettertes and associated
chargera to be Operable.

Deflnitton shen degradatlon ia indicated.

Cenerat Location Change Controls

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

Roses Control
Progrm In ITS
Section 5.5.10

3.d.4-LA.3

3.8.S.LA.1

3.8.6.LA+I

4.8.2.1.d

3/4.8.2.2

T 4.8.2.'I-1
footnote (b)

Specification of the required eaergency loads for the
design duty cycle.

Requtreaente for the + 24 volt batteries and associated
chargersa

Requtreaent for the + 24 volt batteries end associated
chargers to be Operable. Operable.

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

Type I - Details ofSystem Design and System Description hcluding Desrgn Lumts

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystans Opaation
Type 3- Procelural Details forMeeting TS Requirements 8t Related Reporting Requirenrents

Type 4- Paformancc Requirements forhdication

SUSQUEF9&lNA SES, Units I anrl 2
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ITS 8 DOC

Reference

3.8.6.LA.2

3.8.7-LA.1

3.8.7.LA.2

3.8.7.LA.3

3.8.7.LAA

3.8.8.LA.1

3.8.8.LA.2-

3.8.8.LA.3

3.9.5 LA,1

CTS
Reference

4.8.2.1.b.3

3.8.3.1

3/4.8.3.1

3/4.8.3.1

4.8.3.1.1

3.8.3.2

3/4.8.3.2

4.8.3.2.1

4.1.3.5.b.1

Description

Require»ents that the average electrolyte telperature of
10 or 20, ae epplfcabte, of coraected cells be verffied.

Details about the specif fc AC and OC electrlcat porrer
distribution aubeystcs» required to support the Unft
operation rrhfeh Includes require»ents for fuse boxes.

Requfresrenta for the + 24 volt Load groups to be
Operable.

Require»ante for the 480 volt AC erring busses to be
Operable and identifies the specffic plant coaponente
rrhfch e~rt this friction.

Verification of the correct breaker atfgrssent and
voltage on the busses/IICCe/Panels.

Details about the speci ffc AC end OC electricat porrer
distr fbution eubsyetea» required to e~rt the Unit
operation rrhfch includes requfrersents for fuse boxes.

Require»ente for the + 24 volt load groups to be
Operable.

Requfreaent that each porrer dfatributlon eubsyste» be
deter»fncd energf?ed ~ 't by verlfylng correct breaker
~figment end voltage on the busses/RCCs/Panels.

Requfresrente for ~ Ch«sret FLsrctfonet Test and Ch«xret
Calibration of each control rod scr«s accrsrLrtetor leak
detector, pressure detector and associated star».

General Location

Bases

Bases

Change Controls

Bases Control
Program in 1TS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50+59

10 CFR 50.59

Bases Control
Program In 1TS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50,59

Bases Control
Program fn 1TS
Section S.S.10

10 CFR 50.59

Change Type

Type I - Details ofSystem Design and System Description hcluding Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions ofSystears Operation

Type 3 - Procechmrl DetaiLs forMeeting TS Requirements 8t Related Reporting Requirenxats

Type 4- Performance Requirements forhdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units I and 2



TABLE RL - RELOCATED DETAILSMATRIX Page 20 of28

1Ts 8 Doc
Reference

3.9.5.LA.2

CTS
Reference

4.1.3.5.b.2

Description

Requtreaents to verify that individual accumulator
check valves astntain the associated acasartator
pressure above the stars setpoint for 10 atnutes rctth no
control rod drive pep operating.

general Location Change Controls

10 CFR 50.59

3.9.6-LA.1

3.9.7.LA.1

3.9.8-LA.1

3.10.2.LA.1

3.10.5.LA.1 .

3.9.8 Acttora

3.9.11.1

3.9.11.2

'able

1.2,
Note

¹4.9.1.2,
Note ¹¹
3.9.10.1,
Acttaa

Requireaent for placing all fust asseebties in a safe
condition prior to suspending load eoveeent in the event
of Lcm uater Level.

Details relating to systaa design, fraction, and
Operability for the Residual Ileat Reeovat Systea in
Shutckwn Cooling Node.

Details retating to systea design, fuetion, and
Operability for the Residual Beat Reawat Systee In
Shutdoun Cooling Node.

Requireeent that a second LIcensed operator or other
qualified eeaber of the plant staff" verify that control
rods are fully inserted during reactor aide suitch '.

Inter tock testing.

Requirement for the coaptation of the aweaent of the
coeixaent to a safe conservative position prior to
suspending reaovat of the control rod or CRD aechanisa.

Bases

Bases

Bases Control
Program in 1TS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program In 1TS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Prograa In ITS
Sect ton S.S.10

Bases Control
Program in 1TS
Section 5.5.10

Bases Control
Program in lTS
Section 5.5.10

3.10.5.LA.2 3.9.10.1.d
4.9.10.'l.d

lieu control rod are to be disaraed "electrically or
hydraut ical ty.<

Bases Bases Control
probe in 1TS
Section S.S.10

3.10.6.LA.1 3.9.10.2
Actions

Requireeent for the coaptation of the eoveaent of the
coaponent to a safe conservative position prior to
suspending reawat of the control rod or CRD raechantsa.

Bases Control
Progrm In LTS
Section 5.5.10

Type l - Details ofSystan Design and Systan Desaiption hcluding Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystans Operation

Type 3- Procedural Details forMeeting TS Requirements 4 Related Reporting Rcquircnrcnts

Type 4- Pafarnance Requirancnts fa hdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2
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lTS 4 DOC

Reference

3.10.d.LA.1

4.0.LA.1

4.0.LA.R

4.0-LA.3

5,2 LA.1

5+2 LA+2

5.2.LA.3

, 5 4.LA.1

CTS

Reference

3.1.3.6.b.2

5.1.3
Fig 5.1.3.1a
~nd 5.1.3-1b

5.2
5.3.1
5.3.R-
5.4

5.5 'i

6.2.3

6.2.2 d

6.2.'2
T,6.2.R 1

6.8.2
6.d.3

Descript ion

Details about the method for dlsaralng stuck or
inoperable control rods.

Provide information regarding Unrestricted Area for
radioactive gaseous and Liquid effluents.

Design informtlon.

Neteorological Touer Location.

Nuclear Safety Assessaent Group (NSAG) requlreaents

Require that the proper alt staffing and
speci flcaily requires ~ll Core Alterations to be
supervised by ~ Licensed Senior Operator or Senior
Reactor Operator Llaited to Fuel Handling.

SSES CTS specifies the unit staff requlrceents and in
SSES CTS specifically defines the raater of Licensed
Operators required for each position.

Procedure revleu end approval requlreeenta and teaporary
changes to procedure requlreeents.

General Location

FSAR and gases

OA Program

Regulation

FSAR and
Regulation

OA Progrm

Change Controis

Bases Control
Program ln lTS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59 and
Bases Control
Prograa in 1TS
Section 5.5.10

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.54 (a)

N/A

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.54 (a)

Type I - De(ails ofSystem Design and Systan Description hcluding Design Limits

Type 2 «Descriptions ofSystems Opaaiion
Type 3- Pricedural Derails forMeeting TS RetuimnenLr dh Related Reporting Rcquirenxats

Type 4- Paformance Requirements forhdication

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units l and 2
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'TS 8 OOC

Reference

S.4-LA.2

S.S-LA.'1

CTS
Reference

6.8.1 d
6.8.1.e

6.8.4.b

Oescr lpt ion

Control of procedures to tspteaent the Esergency Plan
~nd the Security Plan.

PrlMry Coolant Sources Outside Contatraent,
requlreeents.

General Location

Regulation

Change Controls

rt/A

10 CFR 50.59

5.5-LA.2 4.0.5.f Requtreaents for an lnservlce inspection progrea for
piping identified ln Generic Letter 88-01, "NRC Position
On IGSCC ln SMR Austenitfc Stalntess Steet Piping.<

1S1/IST Progrm 10 CFR 50.59

S.S.LA.3

S.S.LA.5

S.S.LA.6

S.S.LA.'F

5.5-LA.8

4.0.$ . ~

3/4.11 ~ 1 4

3.11.2.6
4.11.2.6

"5.7.1

4.8.1.1.2

Specific references to 10 CFR 50 and ASNE Code
requtreeents governing perforMnce of the Inservlce
Testing (tST) Progres.

Requtreaents to Mtntatntng the quantity of radioactive
Mterl~ t contained ln any outside teeporary tanks within
llalts and provides speci f1c Actions and Surveillance

RequtrMent for the continuous monitoring of the
hydrogen concentration ln the Mtn condenser offgas
treatsent systea to ensure that the specified t tait la
M'tntalnede

RequtreMnt for coeponents to be Mlntalned utthln the
defined liatts.

Oaf inc details associated with fueL Oil testing.

1ST Program 10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR $0.59

10 CFR $0.59

10 CFR 50.59 and
Bases Controt
ProgrM ln 1TS
Section 5.5.10

Type I - Details ofSystem Design and System Description Including Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Operatirar

Type 3 - Procedural Details forMeeting TS Requirements 8t Related Rcirorting Ralnirements

Type 4- Performance Requirerrrents forhdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units l and 2
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TTS 4 DOC

Reference

5.6.LA.1

5.6-LA.2 ~

5 6-LA 3

5.7-LA.1

CTS 3/4.1-
LA.1

CTS 3/4.1.
LA.2

CTS 3/4.2
R.1

CTS 3/4o3-
R.1

CTS

Reference

6.9.1.1
6.9.1.2
6.9.1.3

6.9.1.5.b

6.9 1.6
6.9.1.7
6.9.1.8

6.12.1

3.1.4.R

3.1.3.8

3.2.R
I

3.3.2
T 3.3.2.1 ~

T 3.3.2-R
T 4.3.2.1.1
Ttess 1.e t

3.b
SSES CTS

3.3.1 Table
3.3.1-1 Table

3.3.1.2

Descrlptlon

Requlreeents for"Startup Reports"

Requlreient for the "Annual Report".

Reporting requlreeents contained for the DDCH.

Deflnltlon of the louer LWt of ~ High Redletlon area
as greater then 100 wrest/hr.

Rod Sequence Contre'l Systea (RSCS) requlrenent.

Control Rod Mousing Support requirement.

Control rod block fuetlons lnltieted by the APRHs.

Hain St~ Line Radlatlon - High requlrenent.

General Location

Regulation

Change Controls

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

tSCH ln TTS Section
5.5.1

H/A

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

- Change Type

See SE
Para E

See SE
Pere E

Type I - Details ofSystan Design and System Description Including Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystans Opaation
Type 3 - Procedural Debnls forMcctmg TS Requirements 8t Related Reporting Requirements

Type 4- Paformarxe Requirements for Indication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units I and 2
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lTs S Doc
Reference

CTS 3/4.3-
R.2

CTS 3/4.3-
R.3

CTS 3/4o3-
R.4

CTS 3/4o3-
R.5

CTS
Reference

3.3.2
T 3.3.2-1,

T 33o2-1
T 4.3.2.1.1

ltm 1.d

3.3.2
T 3.3.2-1

T 3 3.2-1
T 4.3.2.1-1

ttm 3.l

3.3.2
T 3.3.2-1,

T3.3.2.1
T 4.3.2.1-1
item 3.e,
3.g," 4.c,
5.e, 5.g,

6.e, and 6.h

3.3.3
T 3.3.3-1

. T 3.3.3.2
T 4.3.3.1-1
ttea 4.h,

Description

SGTS Exhaust Radiation - High requlretnents for Nodes 4
end 5.

The requtreeent Turbine Building Hain Stem Line Tweet
Teaperature - High faction.

The requtreoents for Differential Temperature - High.

The NS Nenuet Inhibit Function requirements.

.General Location

TRN

Change Controls

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

'l0 CFR 50.59

Change Type

See SE
Pere E

See SE
Pare E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

CTS 3/4.3.
R.6

3.3.6 Controt.aod Stock tnstruaentatlon Fmctlon requtreeents. 10 CFR 50.59 See SE
Para E

Type I - Details ofSystem Design and System Description hcluding Design Limits
Type 2- Descriptions ofSystenLs Operation

Type 3 - Procedural Details forMeeting TS Requirancnts 8h Related Reporting Requirenxats

Type 4- Performance Requiranents for Indication

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units I and 2
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Reference

CTS 3/4+3.
R.7

CTS 3/4o3-
R.8

CTS 3/4+3-
R.9

CTS 3/4.3.
R.10

CTS 3/4+3-
R.11

CTS 3/4.3-
R.12

CTS 3/4.3-
R.13

CTS 3/4.3.
R 14

CTS 3/4.3.
R.15

CTS
Reference

3/4.3.7
T 3.3.7 1-1
T 4.3.7.1-1 .
ltees 2.a.1
and 2oao2

3/4.3.7.2

3/4.3.7.3

3/4.3.7.5
T 3.3.7.5-1
T 4.3.7.5-1
ltese; 9,
11 ~ and 5

3/4.3.7.7

3/4.3.7.10

3/4.3.7.11

3/4.3.7+12

3.3.2

Description

The requlrenents for Ares Criticality Honitors

The requlrcsltllts for Sale%le Hlxlltorlng lnstrLlsentatlon ~

The requireeents for rreteorologlcai Honltorlng
lnstrlslcntat i one

The requlreeents for the Safety/Relief Valve Position
indicators, Nable Gas Nonitors and Suppression Chaober
Air Teaperature.

The requlrelents for Traversing ln-Core Probe Systea.

The requlr esents specified for Radioactive Liquid
Effluent rronl toeing instrumentation.

the requlresents for Radioactive Gaseous Effluent
Konltorlng lnstruaeotation.

The requireeents for Loose Part Detection Systea.

The requireaents for RHR F lou.High.

General Locst'ion Change Controls

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

oDN lAM SSES lTS
5.5.1

DDN lAlr SSES lTS
5.5.1

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

Change Type

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE

Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE

Para E

Type I - Details ofSystem Design and Syslcm Descriptio hclnding Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions of.'i~s Operation

Typo 3- Prtccdural Details forMocbng TS Rcquimncnts 8t Related Rcporling Requirenrcnts

Type 4- Perforararrce RequircrncaLr for Indication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units I and 2
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ITS C DOC

Reference

CTS 3/4.l.
R.1

CTS 3/4.F-
LA,T

CTS 3/4.8-
R.1

CTS 3/4.8-
R.2

CTS 3/4.8-
R.3

-CTS 3/4.9.
R.1

CTS 3/4.9-
R.2

CTS 3/4.9-
R.3

CTS 3/4.9.
RA

CTS

Reference

3/4.F.5

3/4.7A

3/4.8A.1

3/4.8A.2.1

3/4.8A.2.2

3/4.9A

3/4.9.5

3/4.9.6

3/4.9.'F

Description

The requfrements for Seated Source Contealnatlon
peel fication.

he requireaents for Snubber inspection.

he requlreaents specified ln SSES CTS, Electr!est
quipaent Protective Devices, do not satisfy the RRC

Potlcy Stateaent technical specification screening
criteria as docLaented ln the Apptlcation of selection
Criteria to the SSES CTS. These requireaents have been
relocated to the Technlcat Requlreaents rranbst (TRN)
See the SSES CTS Spilt Report for further discussion of
this change.

The requlreaents for Rotor Operated Valves Thereat
Overload Protection-Contlraous.

The requlreaents for lrotor Operated Vatves Thersat
Over Load Protection.

Decay Tfae requlreaents.

Requlreaent for Cosaeilcatlons.

Requlreaent for Refuetlng Ptatfora.

Requlreaent for Crane Travel-Spent Fust Storage PooL.

Generat Location Change Controts

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50 59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50.59

10 CFR 50 59

Change Type

See SE

Para E

See SE

Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE

Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE

Para E

See SE
Para E

Type l - Details ofSystem Design and System Description hcluding Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Duration
Type 3 - Procedural Detiils forMeeting TS Requirements 8t Related Reporting Requirenmts

Type 4- Performance Rerprirernents forhdication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units 1 and 2
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lTS 4 OOC

Reference

CTS 6.0 LAol

CTS 6.0-LA.2

CTS 6.0.LA.3

CTS
Reference

6.5

6.6

6.10

Description

kevteu and Audit requtreaents..

Requtreaent for"Reportebte Event Actiona .

Requlreaent for "Record Retention".

Generet Location

OA Program

Regulation

OA Progree

Change Controts

10 CFR 50.54 (e)

NA

10 CFR 50.54 (e)

CTS 6.0-LAA

CTS 6.0.LA.S

CTS 6+O-LA.6

6.11

6.13

6A.1

Details of the Radiation Protection Progrea.

Requtreaents for &recess Control Progrea (PCP)".

Detal ts of the training requt recants.

OA Progrea 10 CFR 50.54 (a)

10 CFR 50.59

TRN or Regutatlon 10 CFR 50.59

CTS 6.0-LA.7

CTS 3/4.11-
R.T

CTS 3/4.11-
R.2

CTS 3/4.11-
R.3

CTS 3/4.11-
R.4

CTS 3/4.11-
R5

CTS 3/4.11-
R.6

CTS 3/4.11-
R 'r

6A.1

3/4.11.1.1

3/4.11.1.2

3/4.11.1.3

3/4.11.2.1

3/4.11.2.3

3/4.11.2A

3/4.11.2.5

Detal ts of the training requtreaents.

The requtreaents for Liquid Effluent Concentration.

The requtreaenta specified for Dose to Neaber of the
Rkt lc.

The requtreaenta for Liquid Maste Treateent Systee.

The raquireaents for Gaseous Effluent Dose Rate.

The requtreeenta for Dose-iodine-131, Trittm, and
Radtcawct ides ln Partlcutate Fora.

The requtreaents for Gaseous Rode+to Treatment Systeae.

The requt reagents for Vent I tat ion Exhaust Treatwent
Systea.

FSAR 10 CFR 50.59

MCN 1AM SSES 1TS
5.5.1

MCN 1AM SSES lTS
5.5.1

MCN 1AM SSES 1TS
5.5.1

MCN TAQ SSES lTS
5.5.1

MCN lAll SSES 1TS
5.5.1

MCN 1AM SSES lTS
5.5.1

MCN 1AM SSES 1TS
5.5.1

See SE
Pale E

See SE
Pal ~ E

See SE
Para E

See SE

Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

Type I - Details ofSystem Design and System Description Including Design Limits

Type 2- DescriptioOS ofSystenrs Operation

Type 3- I'locedural Details forMeetmg TS Requirenxnts 8t Related Reporting Requirenrents

Type 4 - Perfonmuroe Requirements for Indication

SUSQUEHANNASES, Units I and 2
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ITS t DOC

Reference

CTS 3/4.11-
R.d

CTS 3/4.11-
R.9

CTS 3/4 11-
R. IO

CTS 3/4.11-
R.11

CTS 3/4.12-
R.1

CTS
Reference

Description

3/4.11.3 The requireeents for Solid Rachtaste Systea.

3/4.1'f.4 The requirements for Total Dose.

3/4.11.2.2 The requireaents for Dose - Noble gases.

3/4.12.1 The requireeents for Nonitoring Progres.

3/4.11.2.6 The requiresents for Contairment Venting or Purging.

Ga»rai Location Change Controls

ODCH IAM SSES ITS
5.5.1

recN IAM ssEs ITs
5.5.1

CICN. IAM SSES ITS
5.5.1

ODCN IAM SSES ITS
5.5.1

MCN IAM SSES ITS
5.5.1

Change Type

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Pare E

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

CTS 3/4.12-
R.2

CTS 3/4.12-
R:3

3/4.12.2

3/4 12.3

The requirements for Lend Ilse Census.

The requf~te for lnteriaboratory Coapar3son Progrm.

recH 1AM ssEs ITs
5.5.1

ODCN IAM SSES ITS
5.5.1

See SE
Para E

See SE
Para E

Type i - Delaiis ofSystem Design and System Description Including Design Limits

Type 2- Descriptions ofSystems Operation

Type 3- Procedural Details forMeeiing TS Rapnrerncnts 8h Related Reporting Requirements
Type 4- Perforrnmxe Rcquirenlents forhdicaiion

SUSQUEHANNA SES, Units I and 2



1.0 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 3)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE 8

SUMMARY ITS SECTION CTS SECTION

A.3
C

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used
in NUREG 1433

Deletion of definitions because the SSES CTS that use
these definitions are not retained in the SSES ITS or
the equivalent SSES ITS SpeciTication willnot use the

'efinedterm.

The CTS definition for Channel Functional Test and
Logic System Functional Test was changed to more
accurately reflect the intent of the SSES CTS
re

uirement.'he

definitions of Critical Power Ratio and Fraction of
'imitingPower Density have been incorporated into the

definitions of Minimum Critical Power Ratio and
Maximum Fraction of LimitingPower Density,
res ctivel .

The definition for Frequency Notation was deleted
b'ecause the abbreviations in CTS Table 1.1 are no
ion er used.

The definitions for identified Leakage, Pressure
Boundary Leakage and Unidentified Leakage have
been combined into the defined term Leakage.

1.0

N/A

N/A

1.0

1.0

1.6

1.8

1.13

1.15

1.17
1.29
1.45





TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 2 of 3)

Addition ofSSES ITS Sections 1.2- LOGIC
CONNECTORS; 1.3 - COMPLETIONTIMES; and, 1.4-
FREQUENCY to aid in the understanding and use ofthe
SSES ITS format and resentation le.

The definition ofLogic System Functional Test (LSFT) has
been modified to exclude the actuated device. Deleting the
actuated device &om the definition ofLSFT eliminates the
confusion as to whether a previously performed LSFT is
rendered invalid ifthe final actuated device is discovered to be
inoperable as a consequence ofanother Surveillance (e.g.,
valve clin . The overall r uirements have not chan ed.

Change ofCTS definition ofEnd-of-Cycle Recirculation
Pump Trip System Response Time to recognize the practical
limitations associated with the performance ofthis response
time test and current desi r uirements.

The SSES CTS defined term Operational Condition is
replaced by the SSES ITS defined term Mode to be consistent
withNUREG-1433.

The SSES CTS definition for Operabl~perability is being
modified to improve clarity and to be consistent with
NUREG-1433.

The SSES CTS definitions for Primary Containment Integrity
and Secondaiy Containment Integrity are deleted because
these definitions duplicate requirements that are appropriately
contained in s ecifications.

1.2
1.3

1.4

N/A

N/A

1.21

1.12

1.27

1.26

1.30
1.37





TABLEA - ADMINISTRATlVECHANGES MATRIX(page 3 of 3)

SSES CTS definition ofFraction ofRated Thermal Power has

been moved to the bases for SSES ITS 3.2.4, Average Power
Ran e Monitor Gain and Set ints.

The SSES CTS definition ofShutdown Margin is modified to
address stuck control rods.

The SSES CTS definition ofStaggered Test Basis is reworded
'to improve clarity and to establish an approach consistent with
BWR STS NUItEG-1433.

Footnotes which stipulate that MODE definition is only
applicable when fuel is in the reactor in SSES CTS Table 1.2

have been moved to the definition or deleted because the
statements are redundant..

The SSES CTS footnotes referencing Special Test Exceptions
are deleted since they are cross references and are not needed
in SSES ITS.

CTS definition, 1.5 Channel Check, has been modified in
SSES ITS definition to more clearly define the intent ofthe
term

3.2.4

N/A

N/A





2.0 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE ¹

SUMMARY- ITS SECTION CTS SECTION

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used
in NUREG 1433.

Reworded SL actions. While the intent is identical to
the SSES CTS requirement to be in Hot Shutdown, the
SSES ITS is more direct in stating the relevant safety
im lications: insert all insertable control rods.

2.0

2.1

2.0

2.1





3.0 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 3)

DISCUSSION SUMMARY
OF CHANGE 0

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used
in NUREG 1433

Wording changes (i.e.,'Compliance with's replaced
with 'LCOs shall be met'nd 'Operational Condition is
replaced with 'MODE') to be consistent with the BWR
STS, NUREG 1433 Rev 1.

ITS
SECTION

3.0

LCO 3.0.1
LCO 3.0.2
LCO 3.0.7

CTS
SECTION

3.0

3.0.1

Wording changes (i.e., "Noncompliance with a
SpeciTication shall exist when..." is replaced with "Upon
discovery of a failure to meet an LCO...', 'restored".is
change to 'met or is no longer applicable", "time
intervals is changed to 'Completion Times" ) to be
consistent with the BWR STS NUREG 1433 Rev 1 ~

Wording changes (i.e., "except as provided in the
associated Action requirements" is replaced with "and
the associated Actions are not met, and associated
Action is not provided,"Operational Condition's
changed to 'MODE') to be consistent with the BWR
STS, NUREG 1433 Rev 1.

LCO 3.0.3
LCO 3.0.5
LCO 3.0.6

LCO 3.0.3

3.0.2

3.0.3



3.0.

a>

TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES NIATRIX(page 2 of 3)

A.6

A.7

Wording changes (i.e, "Entry into an OPERATlONAL
CONDITION or other spec Tiied condition" is changed to
'When an LCO is not met, entry into a MODE or other
specified condition in the Applicability... ) to be
consistent with the BWR STS NUREG 1433 Rev. 1.

SSES ITS LCO 3.0.6 is added to provide explicit
guidance regarding the appropriate Actions to be taken
when an inoperability (a support system) also results in
the inoperability of one or more related systems
(supported system(s)). This guidance follows current
practice and interpretation of TS requirements, Change
made to be consistent with the BWR STS, NUREG
1433 Rev.1.

SSES ITS LCO 3.0.7 is added to provide guidance
regarding the meeting of Special Operations LCOs in
Section 3.10. This guidance follows current practice
and interpretation of TS requirements. Change made
to be consistent with the BWR STS, NUREG 1433,
Rev. 1.

(U/2 only) SSES CTS Unit 2 permits the inoperability of
'S" SRV acoustic monitor. Allowance is no longer
needed or applicable and therefore is removed from
the SSES ITS.

LCO 3.0.4

LCO 3.0.6

LCO 3.0.7

3.0.4

N/A

NIA
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A.10

A.11

SSES ITS SR 3.0.1 is added to present the relationship
between Surveillance Requirements and meeting the
requirements of the LCO. This guidance follows
current practice and interpretation of TS requirements.
Change made to be consistent with the BWR STS,
NUREG 1433 Rev. 1.

SSES ITS SR 3.0.2 adds clarTiication to the SSES CTS
statement "not to exceed 25 percent of the specified
surveillance interval". Change is needed for clarity and
is consistent with the BWR STS NUREG 1433 Rev.1.
'SSES CTS 4.0.4 changed (i.e., "Entry into an
Operational Condition or other...'hanged to 'Entry into
a MODE', '...passage through or to Operational
Condition's changed to 'entry into MODES...) to be
consistent with the BWR STS NUREG 1433 Rev.1 ~

SR 3.0.1

SR 3.0.2

SR 3.0.4





3.1.1 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATlVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 2)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE

A.1

A.2

SUMMARY

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used in
NUREG 1433

SSES CTS 3.3.1.b requires operators to "verify"all
insertable control rods are inserted whenever Shutdown
Margin is determined to be less than required in Mode 3
or 4. Under the same conditions, SSES ITS 3.1.1,
Required Actions C and D, requires operators to "initiate
action to fully insert all insertable control rods." This
change recognizes that in Modes 3 and 4 a single control
rod may be withdrawn under the provisions of the Special
Operations LCO 3.10.3 and LCO 3.10.4, or some
unanticipated event may have resulted in uninserted
control rods. The requirement is the same.

SSES CTS 3.3.1.b and 3.3.1.c require operators to
suspend "all activities that could reduce the SHUTDOWN
MARGIN"whenever Shutdown Margin is determined to
be less thanrequired in Mode 3, 4 or 5. SSES ITS 3.1.1,
Required Actions C, D and E, eliminates this requirement
because it is redundant to required action to restore
Shutdown Margin.

ITS SECTION

3.1.1

3.1.1

CTS SECTION

3.1.1

3.3.1.b

3.3.1.b, 3.3.1.c



0
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SSES CTS 3.1.1 Actions b and c require that secondary
containment integrity be established when SDM is not
within limits while in Mode 4 or 5. SSES lTS 3.1.1,
Required Actions 0.2, D.3, and D.4 and E.3; E.4, and
E.5, replaces the SSES CTS defined term "Secondary
Containment tntegrity" with multiple requirements that
establish all of the essential elements of secondary
containment integrity. The requirement is the same.

SSES CTS 4.1.1.a establishes a required frequency for
determining SDM as "after each refueling." SSES ITS
SR 3.1.1.1 defines this required frequency more explicitly
as "followingfuel movement within the reactor pressure
vessel or control rod replacement." The requirement is
the same.

SSES CTS 4.1.1.a establishes a required Frequency for
determining SDM as "prior to or during the first startup."
SSES ITS SR 3.1.1.1 defines this required Frequency
more explicitlyas "within4 hours following criticality."
The safety requirement remains the same.

3.1.1

3.1.1.1

3.1.1.1

3.1.1

4.1.1.a

4.1.1.a



3.1.2 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATlVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE

A.3

SUMMARY

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used in

, NUREG 1433

SSES CTS 3.1.2, Action a, states that "operation may
continue ifthe difference is explained and corrected."
SSES ITS 3.0.2 allows not completing Required Actions
ifcompliance with the LCO is restored. The requirement
is the same.

SSES CTS 4.1.2.a establishes a required frequency for
determining reactivity difference as "during the first
startup." SSES ITS SR 3.1.2.1 defines this required

:Frequency more explicitlyas "once within 24 hours after
reaching equilibrium conditions following startup." The
requirement is the same.

ITS SECTION

3.1.2

3.0.2

SR 3.1.2.1

CTS SECTION

3.1.2

3.1.2

4.1.2.a





3.1.3 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 5)

'ISCUSSION
OF CHANGE

SUMMARY

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used in
NUREG 1433

SSES ITS 3.1.3, "Control Rod Operability," incorporates
those conditions in SSES CTS 3.1.1 (Shutdown Margin),
3.1.3.1 (Control Rod Operability), 3.1.3.2 (Maximum
Scram Insertion Time), 3.1.3.6 (Control Rod Drive
Coupling) and 3.1.3.7 (Control Rod Position Indication)
that govern control rod Operability in order to establish
consistent and concise Required Actions and Completion
Times for stuck or inoperable control rods.

SSES ITS 3.1.3 Actions are preceded by the Note
"Separate Condition entry is allowed for each control
rod." This note provides more explicit instructions for
proper application of the Actions for SSES ITS
compliance with regard to inoperable control rods. This
requirement is consistent with accepted practice and TS
interpretation.

SSES CTS 4.1.1.c and SSES CTS 3.1.3.1.a use the
phrase "immovable or "untrippable" to describe a control
rod that cannot be inserted. SSES ITS 3.1.3 replaces
these phrases with the term "stuck." The intended
meaning is the same.

ITS SECTION

3.1.3

3.1.3

3.1.3

3.1.3

CTS SECTION

3.1.3

311 3131
3.1.3.2, 3.1.3.6,

3.1.3.7

N/A

4.1.1.c, 3.1.3.1.a
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SSES CTS 4.1.1.c includes the requirement that the
SDM verification required when a control rod is stuck
include an allowance for the withdrawn worth of the stuck
rod. SSES ITS 3.1.3 does not include this clanfication
because the SSES ITS definition of SDM includes this
detail in the definition of SDM. The detail is in another
location within the TS.

SSES CTS 4.1.3.1.3 lists and then requires the
performance of surveillances in other Specifications that
are required to be performed to demonstrate control rod
Operability. SSES lTS is organized to eliminate the need
for this cross reference; cross referencing other
applicable TS requirements is unnecessary.

SSES CTS 4.1.3.1.2 requires the performance of control
rod notch testing for those control rods "not required to
have their directional control valves disyrmed electrically
or hydraulically." SSES ITS 3.1.3 requires that all
inoperable control rods be fullyinserted and disarmed;
therefore, there are no withdrawn Operable control rods
required to have directional control valves disarmed.
Withdrawn Operable control rods must have movement
tests conducted..The effect is the same.

3.1.3

3.1.3

3.1.3

4.1.1.C

4.1.3.1.3

4.1.3.1.2
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SSES CTS 3.1.3.7 states that the control rod position
indication system shall be operable BY ensuring that
each control rod has position indication. Additionally,
each of the Actions for SSES CTS 3.1.3.7 and SSES
CTS 4.1.3.7 refer to individual control rods. SSES ITS
SR 3.1.3.1 requires that the position of each control rod
be determined every 24 hours. SSES ITS SR 3.1.3.1
establishes knowing control rod position as a condition of
control rod Operability; The requirement to know control
rod position remains.

SSES CTS 3.1.3.2 requires that rods with scram insertion
times greater than 7 seconds be declared inoperable
"otherwise, be in at least Hot Shutdown within 12 hours."
SSES ITS eliminates the requirement to "otherwise, be in
at least hot shutdown within 12 hours". Control rods with
scram times greater than 7 seconds are inoperable in
both the CTS and ITS, and in each up to 9 contol rods
can be inoperable ifinserted and disarmed. The
requirements remain the same.

SSES CTS 4.1.3.6.a and SSES CTS 4.1.3.6.c both
require performing coupling checks after performing
activities which could have affected coupling integrity.
The SSES ITS deletes CTS 4.1.3.6.c since the above are
considered redundant.

SR 3.1.3.1-

SR 3.1.3.4,
Table 3.1.4-1

SR 3.1.3.5

3.1.3.7, 4.1.3.7

3.1.3.2

4.1.3.6.a, 4.1.3.6.c
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SSES GTS 4.1.3.7.b requires that control rod position
indication shall be verified Operable when performing the
control rod testing every 7 days. SSES ITS SR 3.1.3.1
requires that position of each control rod be determined
every 24 hours, SSES GTS 4.1.3.7.c requires verification
that the 'ull out" position correspond to the control rod
position. SSES ITS SR 3.1.3.5 requires that every time
the control rod is withdrawn to the "fullout" position the
rod does not go to the overtravel position. This would
also include a verification of the control rod position.

SSES ITS 3.1.3, Required Action A.1, is a new required
action when a withdrawn control rod is determined to be
stuck in order to recognize that local scram reactivity rate
assumptions may not be met ifthe stuck control rod
separation criteria are not met. This action is identical to
requirements imposed on slow control rods.

.SSES GTS 3.1.3.6.a contains detailed instructions for
coupling an uncoupled control'rod and limits when the
control rod can be coupled. SSES ITS 3.1.3 maintains
the requirements to have the control rods Operable,
which includes the need to have a control rod coupled,.
and limits the time a control rod can be uncoupled, but
does not contain the same specific information on how a
control rod is recoupled; the requirement is the same.

SR 3.1.3.1,
SR 3.1.3.5

3.1.3

3.1.3

4.1.3.7.b. 4.1.3.7.c

N/A

3.1.3.6.a
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SSES CTS 4.1.3.6 contains two methods for verifying a
control rod is coupled. SSES ITS SR 3.1.3.5 requires:
verification that the overtravel indication does not come
in, but does not specify that the operator should observe
any indicated response of the nuclear instrumentation
while withdrawing the control rods. The safety
requirement remains the same.

SR 3.1.3.5,





3.1.4 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 0)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE

A.3

SUMMARY

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used in
NUREG 1433.

Technical Specifications governing maximum scram
insertion times are reorganized and simplTiied, the
changes to GTS governing maximum scram insertion
times include: SSES GTS LCO 3.1.3.2, Control Rod
Maximum Scram Insertion Times, are retained as SSES
ITS SR 3.1.3.4; and, SSES GTS 3.1.3.3 and SSES CTS
3.1.3.4 set limits on the scram times of all control rods
that are retained in SSES ITS 3.1.4.

SSES CTS 4.1.3.2.a requires that scram time testing be
performed following Core Alterations. SSES ITS SR
3.1.4.1 establishes the Frequency as "after fuel
movement within the reactor pressure vessel" (the core
alteration affecting scram time).

SSES GTS 4.1.3.2.a requires that scram time testing be
performed following Core Alterations "or" after a reactor
shutdown that is greater than 120 days. The "or" in the
identTiied SR frequency is revised to "AND"to clarify the
SSES GTS intent that this is not a."choice" but is
required following either condition.

ITS SECTION

3.1.4

SR 3.1.3.4,
3.1.4

SR 3.1.4.1, 3.1.4.3,
3.1.4.4

GTS SECTION

3.1.4

3132 3133
3.1.3.4

4.1.3.2.a

4.1.3.2.a





3.1.5 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATiVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 2)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE

A.3

SUMMARY

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used in
NUREG 1433.

SSES CTS 3.1.3.5.a.1 presents the option of restoring
LCO compliance, Restoring compliance with an LCO is
always an option and is implied in all SSES ITS Actions,
therefore, this explicit allowance is deleted.

SSES CTS 3.1.3.5.a.1 and 3.1.3.5.a.2 contain the option
"Otherwise, be in at least Hot Shutdown within 12 hours."
This option is not retained in ITS, as it is unnecessary
since the ITS contain a condition and required action to
shutdown ifcompletion times are not met.

: SSES ITS 3.1.5 Actions are preceded by the Note
"Separate Condition entry is allowed for each control rod
scram accumulator." This Note provides more explicit
instructions for proper application of the Actions for
SSES ITS compliance. This note retains the accepted
practice and TS interpretation fo the CTS.

ITS SECTION

3.1.5

N/A

N/A

3.1.5, 1.3

CTS SECTION

3.1.5

3.1.3.5.a.1

3.1.3.5.a.1,
3.1.3.5.a.2

N/A



4
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SSES GTS 3.1.3.5.a.2.a requires verification that a
control rod drive pump is operating and requires that this
verification be performed by inserting one control rod one
notch. SSES ITS 3.1.5, Actions B and C, contain a
requirements to verify that charging water header
pressure is at or above the required accumulator
pressure to verify a CRD pump is operating, that
achieves the same result.

SSES CTS 4.1.3.5.a allows not performing a surveillance
on control rod scram accumulators if"the control rod is
inserted and disarmed or scrammed." Stating this'is
unnecessary since ifthe accumulator is inoperable,
SSES CTS 4.0.3 and SSES ITS SR 3.0.1 specify that
surveillances are not required to be performed. This is a
redundant statement.

SSES CTS 3.1.3.5.a.2.a verifies scram capability is
maintained by verifying a CRD pump is Operating. SSES
ITS 3.1.5, Action B, veriTies scram capability by directly
verifying charging water header pressure. SSES ITS
3.1.5, Action B, provides an explicit requirement for
achieving the GTS intent.

3.1.5

SR 3.0.1

3.1.5

3.1.3.5.a.2.a

4.1.3.5.a, 4.0.3

3.1.3.5.a.2.a



3.1.6 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE

SUMMARY ITS SECTION CTS SECTION



3.1.7 TA8LEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE

SUMMARY

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used in
NUREG 1433.

SSES CTS 4.1.5.b footnote ""'equires that anytime
water or boron is added to the solution or when the
solution temperature falls below temperature limits the
concentration shall be determined. SSES ITS SR 3.1.7.5
retains this requirements with a completion time of 24
ho'urs.

SSES CTS 3.1.5.a.1 requires that with "one pump and/or
one explosive valve" inoperable, restore the:
inoperable...". SSES ITS 3.1.7 is equivalent.

For SSES CTS 4.1.5.b.3, the requirement to verify each
"automatic" valve position is not retained since SLC has
no automatic valves.

SSES CTS 4.1.5.d test requirement is retained in SSES
ITS SR 3.1.7.8.

CTS 4.1.5.b.2 uses the term " boron'hile ITS uses the
equivalent term "sodium pentaborate".

ITS SECTlON

3.1.7

SR 3.1.7.5

3.1.7

N/A

SR 3.1.7.8

3.1.7

CTS SECTION

3.1.7

4.1.5.b

3.1.5.a.1

4.1.5.b.3

4.1.5.d

4.1.5.b.2



3.1.8 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE

SUMMARY

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used in
NUREG 1433.

The SSES ITS 3.1.8 Note ("Separate Condition entry is
allowed for each SDV vent and drain line") is added to
provide more explicit instructions for proper application of
the Actions forTechnical Specification compliance. This
note retains accepted practice and TS interpretation.

SSES ITS SR 3.1.8.3 adds the phrase "simulated or
actual," in reference to the injected scram signal in SSES
CTS 4.1.3.1.4. The system does not recognize the
difference scram signal, and each accomplishes the
same result.

SSES CTS 4.1.3.1.4 requires that the test be performed
''when control rods are scram tested from SHUTDOWN
CONDITIONS." SSES ITS SR 3.1.8.3 requires the test to
be performed at the refueling interval of 24 months.

ITS SECTION

3.1.8

3.1.8

SR 3.1.8.3

SR

3.1.8.3'TS

SECTION

3.1.8

N/A

4.1.3.1.4

4.1.3.1.4





3.2.1 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE

SUMMARY

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
'dministrativenature to conform with conventions used in

NUREG 1433.

SSES ITS 3.2.1 does not specify "OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 1" in the Applicabilitybecause the unit will
always be in MODE 1 when THERMALPOWER is z 25%
RTP.

SSES CTS 4.2.1 states that 4.0.4 is not applicable. This
is not required in SSES ITS 3.2.1 because any potential
confusion concerning when the surveillance is required is
eliminated by discussion in SSES ITS Frequency 1.4.

ITS SECTION

3.2.1

3.2.1

3.21

CTS
SECTION

4.2.1





3.2:2 TABLEA- AOMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

DISCUSSION
OF CHANGE

SUMMARY,.

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used in
NUREG 1433.

SSES ITS 3.2.2 does not specify "OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 1" in the Applicabilitybecause when
THERMALPOWER is z 25% RTP the unit willalways be
inMOOE ~.

SSES CTS 4.2.3 states that 4.0.4 is not applicable. This
is not required in SSES ITS 3.2.2 because any potential
confusion concerning when the surveillance is required is
eliminated by discussion in SSES ITS Frequency 1.4.

ITS SECTION

3.2.2

3.2.2

3.2.2

CTS SECTION

4.2.3





SSES ITS 3.2.3 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Discussion
ofChan e

-A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions
used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.2.3 does not specify "OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 1" in the Applicabilitybecause, with
the THERMALPOWER ~ 25% RTP, the unit will
atwa sbe in MODE1.
SSES GTS 4.2.4 states that 4.0.4 is not applicable.
This is not required in SSES ITS 3.2.3 because any
potential confusion concerning when the
Surveillance is required is eliminated by discussion
in SSES ITS Fre uen 1.4.

ITS Section

3.2.3

3.2.3

3.2.3

GTS
Section

'4.2.4





TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVE'CHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of.1)

Discussion
of Chan e

A2

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used in
NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.2.4 does not specify "OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 1" in the Applicabilitybecause the unit will
always be in MODE 1 when THERMALPOWER is z 25%
RTP.
SSES CTS 4.2.2.d states that 4.0.4 is not applicable. This is
not required in SSES ITS 3.2.4 because any potential
confusion concerning when the surveillance is required is
eliminated b discussion in SSES ITS Fre uen 1.4.
SSES CTS 3.2.2,~footnote 0, states 'See Specification
3.4.1.1.2.a for single loop operation." This footnote is
deleted because it provides a cross reference which is not a
NUREG 'I433 convention. Cross referencing an applicable
TS is unnecessa

ITS Section

3.2.4

3.2.4

3.2,4

CTS Section

4.2.2.d, 4.0.4

322
3.4.1.1.2.a



3.3.1.1 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATlVECHANGES MATRIX(page 5 of 3)

Discussion of
Chan e¹

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrative nature to conform with conventions used in
NUREG 1433.
SSES GTS 3.3.1, Actions and GTS 4.3.1 4 include the
statement 'The provisions of specification 3.0 4 (4.0.4) are
not applicable for entry into Operational Condition 2 or 3
from Operational Condition 1 for the IRMs or the Neutron
Flux-:Upscale, Setdown function of the APRMs." Neither
of these allowances are explicitly stated in SSES ITS
3.3.1.1 because the equivalent allowances are already

art of SSES ITS LCO 3.0.4 and SR 3.0.4 res ectivel .

SSES ITS 3.3.1.1, Actions Note, provides more explicit
instructions for proper application of the Actions for
Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction with
the SSES ITS 1.3, "Completion Times," the Actions Note
provides direction consistent with the intent of the existing
Action for an ino rable RPS instrumentation channel.
SSES GTS Table 3.3.1-1, Function 11 (Reactor Mode
Switch shutdown Position) requires a minimum of 1

channel per trip system. SSES ITS Table 3.3.1.1-1,
Function 10, requires a minimum of 2 channels per trip-
system. The Scram Function of the reactor mode switch is
designed to trip all four RPS logic strings (A1, A2, 81, and
82). This change makes the description of the
requirements for the reactor mode switch consistent with
the descri tion used for other RPS Functions.

ITS Section

3.3.1.1

3.3.1.1, SR and
LCO 3.0.4

3311 1.3

Table 3.3.1.1-1

GTS Section

3.3.1, 4.3.1.4

Table 3.3.1-1



l
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SSES CTS Table 3.3.1-1, footnote (h), allows Mode 2
operation without the High Drywell Pressure RPS Function
in situations where Primary Containment Integrity is not
required in Mode 2. This allowance is deleted in the
SSES ITS because SSES CTS 3.10.1, which permitted
tow:power physics tests in Mode 2 without Primary
Containment Operability, is the only situation where this.
allowance could be applied and SSES CTS 3.10.1 is
deleted.

Table 3.3.1-1,
3.10.1

-SSES CTS 3.3.1, Table 3.3.1-1, Function 5 (Main Steam
Line Isolation Valve Closure), identiTies 4 channels as the
minimum Operable channels per trip system. SSES ITS
3.3.1.1, Table 3.3.1.1-1, Function 5, identifies 8 channels
as the minimum Operable channels per trip system. MSIV
closure signals are initiated from position switches located
on each of the eight MSIVs. Each MSIVhas two position
switches; one inputs to RPS trip system A and the other
inputs to RPS trip system B. The SSES CTS requirement
for4 channels per trip system was based on an accurate,
but less descriptive, assumption that an RPS channel
included two position switches, one from the inboard MSIV
and one from the associated outboard MSIV. SSES ITS
describes each of the MSIVlimitswitches as a channel to
be consistent with the way other Function Channels are
defined. Therefore, the minimum channels per trip system
is s Tiied in SSES ITS as 8 channels.

3.3.1.1 3.3.1



C



TABLEA - ADMINISTRATiVECHANGES MATRIX(page 3 of 3)

SSES GTS Table 3.3.1-1, footnotes (c) and (d), specify
requirements for the use of the RPS "shorting links" in
Mode 5. RPS "shorting links" are currently required only
during shutdown margin demonstrations performed while
in Mode 5 under the allowance provided in SSES CTS
3.10.3 (SSES ITS 3.10.8). Since use of "shorting links" is
limited to SDM demonstrations in Mode 5, these
re uirements are addressed in SSES ITS 3.10.8.
SSES GTS requires a Channel Functional Test be
performed. SSES ITS spec Tiies the same test to be
performed but modifies the SR with a Note which provides
an exception to the SSES ITS definition of Channel
Functional Test.
SSES GTS Table 4.3.1.1-1 footnote (f) requires LPRM
calibrations "once per 1000 Effective Full Power Hours."
SSES ITS SR 3.3.1.1.8 requires LPRM calibrations every
1000 MWD/MT. The unit change allows a more
convenient tracking parameter since MWD/MTis
commonly calculated and recorded by the core monitoring
software system. This change makes the units used to
measure core exposure consistent with the units used with
SSES ITS 3.1.2 Reactivi Anomalies.

3.10.8

SR 3.3.1.1.15

SR 3.3.1.1.8

Table 3.3.1-1,
3.10.3

4.3.1.1

Table 4.3.1.1-1





3.3.1.2 TABLEA«ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 2)

Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.3.7.6, Action c, (and SSES CTS 4.3.7.6) states: 'The
provisions of Specification 3.0.4 (4.0.4) are not applicable for entry
into Operational Condition 2 or 3 from Operational Condition 1."

This allowance is not stated explicitly in SSES ITS 3.3.1.2 because
the equivalent allowance is already part of SSES ITS LCO 3.0.4 (and
SR 3.0.4). Specifically, SSES ITS LCO 3.0.4 and SR 3.0.4 both
state This Specification shall not prevent changes in Modes or other
specified conditions in the Applicabilitythat are required to comply
with Actions or that are art of a shutdown of the unit."
The SSES ITS Required Action D.1 is a definitive statement to insert
control rods rather than the CTS 3.3.7.6 Action b requirement to
verify that rods are inserted. The CTS and ITS actions have the-
same desired intent of having all controls rods inserted, with the ITS.
statement bein a sitive action rather than an im lied action.
SSES ITS 3.3.1.1 includes a Note "Refer to Table 3.3.1.2-1 to
determine which SRs apply for each applicable MODE or other
specified conditions." The format of the SSES ITS requires this Note
for proper application of the Surveillance Requirements for Technical
S ification corn liance.

ITS Section

3.3.1.2

3.3.1.2

3.3.1.2

3311
Table 3.3.1.2-1

CTS
Section

3.3.7.6,
3.0.4

3.3.7.6
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SSES CTS 3.9.2, Action, requires that Core Alterations be
suspended when the number of Operable SRM channels is less than
required when in Mode 5. Under the same conditions, SSES ITS
3.3.1.2, Required Action E.1, requires that Core Alterations be
suspended "except for control rod insertion." This change is needed
to resolve a contradiction in SSES CTS 3.9.2, Action, which requires
insertion of all control rods at the same time it prohibits Core
Alterations. This change allows for the continuation of activities that
reduce core reactivity which is a conservative response to the
Condition.

3.3.1.2





3,3.2.1 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Discussion of
Chan e

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an
administrativ'e nature to conform with conventions used
in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.1.4.1, Rod Worth Minimizer, identifies the
Applicabilityand setpoint of the RWM Bypass and the
"minimum allowable fow power setpoint." SSES ITS
3.3.2.1 establishes this setpoint but does not provide a
label for the set int.

ITS Section

332.1

GTS Section

3.1.4.1





3.3.2.2 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 2)

Discussion
of Chan e0

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.3.9, Action a, provides the options of placing an
inoperable channel in trip or declaring the associated system
(f.e., the feedwater - main turbine trip system) inoperable. This
option is not stated explicitly in SSES ITS 3.3.2.2.except that
SSES ITS 3.3.2.2, Condition C, provides equivalent direction as
"Required Action and Associated Completion Time not met."
This is an administrative change with no impact on safety
because there is no change to the existing requirement when an
ino erablechannef isnot facedintri .

SSES ITS 3.3.2.2 Actions are preceded by the Note "Separate
Condition entry is allowed for each channel." This note provides
more explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions for
SSES ITS compliance. In conjunction with the'SSES ITS
Spec Tiication 1.3, "Completion Times," this Note provides
direction consistent with the intent of the existing Action for an
ino erable channel.
SSES CTS 4.3.9.2 requires performance of a Logic System
Functional Test. SSES ITS SR 3.3.2.2 4 requires performance
of a Logic System Functional Test "including valve actuation."
This change is needed because the CTS definition of LSFT was
changed to exclude the actuated device. Therefore, this new
SR is needed because the actuated device for the feedwater-
main turbine trip system is not included in a separate Technical
Specification and the SSES ITS definition of LSFT does not
re uire the valve to be included in the LSFT.

ITS Section

3.3.2.2

3.3.2.2

3.3.2.2

SR 3.3.2.2.4

CTS Section

3.3.9

4.3.9.2
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SSES CTS requires a Channel Functional Test be performed.
SSES ITS specifies the same test to be performed, but modifies
the SR with two Notes which provide exceptions to the SSES
ITS definition of Channel Functional Test. This Note is
consistent with the current testing practice at SSES which was
reviewed and accepted in NRC Inspection Report 50487/90-20;
50-388/90-20 dated November 20 1990.

SR 3.3.2.2.2





3.3.3.1 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 2)

Discussion
ofChan e

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433

'SESITS 3.3.3.1 adds a Note to the Actions Table. This Note
provides more explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions
for Technical Specification compliance.. In conjunction with the
proposed Specification 1.3, "Completion Times," the Note ("Separate
Condition entry is allowed for each....") provides direction consistent
with the intent of the existing Action for an inoperable Post Accident
Monitorin PAM instrumentation channel.
SSES GTS Table 3.3.7.5-1 identifies the Minimum Channels Operable
column which provides information to determine what part of the
Actions (80, 81, and 82) to take. Not meeting the minimum channels
Operable means two channels are inoperable. SSES ITS 3.3.3.1
provides explicit Conditions for the number of inoperable channels
and this column is not necessa .

SSES ITS 3.3.3.1, Action D, is added to refer to other Conditions
when two or more channels in the same Function are inoperable and
the Completion Time for restoration of all but one required channel
has e ired i.e. SSES ITS 3.3.3.1 Action C .

SSES GTS Table 3.3.7.5-1 footnote ¹ (See Special Test Exception
3.10.1) is deleted from the SSES ITS. This is acceptable because
SSES GTS 3.10.1 is deleted from SSES ITS as discussed in the ITS
submittal section 3.10.
SSES GTS Table 3.3.7.5-1 Function 8, Drywell Gaseous Analyzer,
name has been changed to Containment Gaseous Analyzer. The
same instruments monitor both the Drywell and the Suppression
Chamber Hydrogen,and Oxygen levels. Both of the functions are
required, therefore, the name has been changed to include both
Functions.

ITS Section GTS Section

3.3.3.1

3.3.3.1

3.3.3.1 . Table 3.3;7.5-1

3.3.3.1

Table 3.3.7.5-1

Table 3.3.7.5-1
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(Unit 2 Only) SSES CTS Tables 3.3.7.5-1 and 4.3.7.5-1 footnotes
specify that compliance with the "S" SRV acoustic monitor is not
required until the next refueling outage following January 21, 1994.
SSES ITS 3.3.3.1 has eliminated this allowance since the time period
for this one time exem tion has ex ired.

3.3.3.1 Tables 3.3.7.5-
1 and 4.3.?.5-1



3.3.3.2 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATlVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 0)

Oiscussion of
Chan e0

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433
SSES ITS 3.3.3.2 Actions are preceded by Note 2 which stipulates
that "Separate Condition entry is allowed for each Function." This
note provides more explicit instructions for'proper application of the
Actions for SSES ITS compliance. In conjunction with the SSES ITS
Specification 1.3; "Completion Times," this Note provides direction
consistent with the intent of the existing Action for an inoperable
channel.

ITS Section CTS Section

3.3.3.2





3.3.4.1 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 2)

Discussion
of Change

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433

ITS Section GTS Section

SSES GTS 3.3.4.2 Action d.2 requires that ifActions are not
completed, reduce THERMALPOWER to less than 25% of RATED
THERMALPOWER. SSES ITS Required Action C.2, only requires
power to be reduced to < 30% RTP. This change corrects an
inconsistency within the SSES GTS. The SSES GTS Applicabilityfor
3.3.4.2 is ~ 30% RTP. Because the LCO would be exited prior to
completing the Required Actions, there would be no requirement in

SSES GTS to reduce ower to less than 25% RTP.
The SSES GTS 3.3.4.2 Applicability is Operational Condition 1, when
Thermal Power is greater than or equal to 30% of Rated Thermal
Power.'SES ITS 3.3.4.1 Applicability is Thermal Power greater than
30%.
SSES ITS 3.3.4.1 Actions are preceded by the Note "Separate
Condition entry is allowed for each channel." This note provides more

explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions for SSES ITS

compliance. In conjunction with the SSES ITS Specification 1.3,
"Completion Times," this Note provides direction consistent with the
intent of the existin Action for an ino erabte channel.

3.3.4.1

3.3,4.1

3.3.4.1

3.3.4.2

3.3.4.2
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SSES CTS 4.3.4.2.3, EOC-RPT Instrumentation, response time
testing modifies the required Frequency for this SR with the allowance
that: Each test shall include at least the logic of one type of channel
input, turbine control valve fast closure or turbine stop valve closure,
such that both types of channel inputs are tested at least once per 36
months. SSES ITS SR 3.3.4.1.5 modifies the Frequency of this SR by
allowing it to be performed on a Staggered Test Bases. The SSES
CTS 4.3.4.2.3 Frequency is consistent with the SSES ITS Definition of
Sta ered Test Bases.
SSES CTS 3.3.4.2, Action c.2, requires the MCPR limitfor inoperable
EOC-RPT be applied when EOC-RPT is inoperable and, ifthe MCPR
limits are not met, take the Actions of SSES CTS 3.2.3, MCPR.
SSES ITS 3.3.4.1, Required Action B.2, also requires application of
the MCPR limits but does not specify that the Required Actions for
MCPR be applied ifMCPR limits are exceeded because entering
Conditions when an LCO is not met is understood to be required at all
times and for all Technical S ecifications.
SSES CTS requires a Channel Functional Test be performed. SSES
ITS spec Tiies the same test to be performed but modifies the SR with
a Note which provides exceptions to the SSES ITS definition of
CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST. This Note is consistent with current
tesitng practice at SSES which was reviewed and accepted in NRC
Inspection Report 5M87/90-2-; 50-388/90-20 dated November 20,
1990.

SR 3.3.4.1.5

3.3.4.1

SR 3.3.4.1.1



3.3.4.2 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATWECHANGES MATRIX(page 1.of 1)

Discussion of
Chan e4

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433
SSES ITS 3.3.4.2 Actions are preceded by the Note "Separate
Condition entry is allowed for each channel." This note provides
more explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions for
SSES ITS compliance. In conjunction with the SSES ITS
Spec Tiication 1.3, "Completion Times," this Note provides
direction consistent with the intent of the existing Action for an
ino rable channel.

ITS Section CTS Section

3.3.4.2

3.3.4.2

A.3 SSES CTS requires a Channel Functional Test be performed.
SSES ITS specifies the same test to be performed but modiTies
the SR with a Note which provides exceptions to the SSES ITS
definition of CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST. This Note is
consistent with current tesitng practice at SSES which was
reviewed and accepted in NRC Inspection Report 50-387/90-2-;
50-388/90-20 dated November 20 1990. TS re uires a

3.3.4.2.2 4.3.4.1.1





3.3.5.1 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 3)

Oiscussion of
Chan e¹

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.3.5.1 adds a note to the Actions Table to provide
more explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions for
Technical Spec Tiication compliance. In conjunction with the
proposed Spec Tiication 1.3, "Completion Times," the Actions
Note ("Separate Condition entry is allowed for each....") provides
direction consistent with the intent of the existing Action for an
ino rable Seconda Containment instrumentation channel.
SSES'GTS Table 3.3.3-1 identifies the minimum Operable
channels per trip system. SSES ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1 specifies
the minimum Operable channels per function. This causes the
number of required channels in the SSES ITS columns to be
doubled for Functions having two trip systems. This new
cat orization is used for all EGGS exce t the ADS.
SSES GTS Table 4.3.3.1-1 requires a Channel Functional Test
for the manual initiation function of Core Spray, Low Pressure
Coolant Injection, High Pressure Coolant Injection, and
Automatic Oepressurization System. SSES CTS 4.3.3.2 requires
a Logic System Functional Test (LSFT). SSES ITS Table
3.3.5.1-1,deletes the requirement to perform a manual initiation
test. This is acceptable because the SSES ITS LSFT includes
the requirement to functionally test manual initiation function.
Therefore, SSES ITS and SSES CTS require the same test
throu h the erformance of the SSES ITS LSFT.

ITS Section

3.3.5.1

3.3.5.1

Table 3.3.5.1-1

Table 3.3.5.1-1

GTS Section

Table 3.3.3-1

Table 4.3.3.1-1,
4.3.3.2
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SSES GTS Table 3.3.3-2 items 1.c, 2.c.1, and 2.c.2 establish the
allowable value as > 416 (216) psig, "decreasing." SSES ITS
Table 3.3.5.1-1 establishes the same allowable values, but does
not specify that it is "decreasing." This is acceptable because.
specifying that the allowable value as "decreasing" only identTiies
the method of verifying the setpoint which can only be performed
by "decreasing" the pressure since the setpoint is greater than or
e ualtotheset ressure.
SSES GTS Tables 3.3.3-1, 3.3.3-2, and 4.3.3.1-1 require Reactor
Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - Low (Functions 1.c and 2.c) to
be Operable in the applicable Modes. SSES ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1
splits this single SSES GTS Function into two separate
Functions. This is necessary because there are two different
Functions being required (an EGGS initiation Function (SSES
ITS Table 3.3.5.1-1 Function 1.d and 2.d) and a discharge valve
injection permissive Function (SSES ITS 3.3.5.1-1 Function 1.e
and 2.e)). This does not change the technical requirements for
these Functions. The separation of the Functions ensures that
the ro r Actions are taken for each Function.
SSES GTS Table 3.3.3-1, Function 4.i requires that a Manual
Initiation Function with 1 channel/valve be Operable. SSES ITS
Table 3.3.5.1-1 Function 4.h for Manual Initiation Function
requires 2 channel per trip system. SSES ITS identifies the
manual initiation circuitry for the ADS system. SSES GTS
Identifies the manual initiation capability for the individual ADS
valves which is not the intent of the ITS Requirement. The

: definition of the ADS Manual Initiation has been chan ed.

Table 3.3.5.1-1

Table 3.3.5.1-1

Table 3.3.5.1-1

. Table 3.3.3-2

Tables 3.3.3-1,
3.3.3-2, and

4.3.3.1-1

Table 3.3.3-1
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SSES CTS Table 3.3.3.1-1 Action 30.b requires that within one
hour from discovery of loss of initiation capability by this trip
function, declare the associated ECCS inoperable. SSES ITS
Required Action B.1 Note 2 and Required Action B.2, Note
specifically identify the applicable functions. This is required to
identify the correct Required Actions for HPCI and other ECCS
systems.. The added notes are an administrative change which
defines the correct actions which are re uired to be taken.

Table 3.3.3.1-1

A.9 SSES CTS requires a Channel Functional Test be performed.
SSES ITS specifies the same test to be performed but modifies
the SR with a Note which provides exceptions to the SSES ITS
definition of CHANNELFUNCTIONAL.TEST. This Note is
consistent with current tesitng practice at SSES which was
reviewed and accepted in NRC Inspection Report 50-387/90-2-;
50-388/90-20 dated November 20 1990.

SR 3.3.5.1.2 4.3.3.1
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.3.5.2 adds a note to the Actions Table to provide
more explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions for
Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction with the
proposed Spec Tiication 1.3, "Completion Times," the Actions Note
("Separate Condition entry is allowed for each....") provides
direction consistent with the intent of the existing Action for an
ino rable Seconda Containment instrumentation channel.
SSES GTS Table 3.3.5-1 identifies the minimum Operable
channels per trip system. SSES ITS Table 3.3.5.2-1 spec Tiies the
minimum Operable channels per Function. This causes the
number of required channels in the SSES ITS columns to be
doubled for Functions having two trip systems. This new
cat orization is used for all RCIC Functions.
SSES GTS Table 4.3.5.1-1 requires a Channel Functional Test
for the manual initiation function of RCIC System. SSES CTS
4.3.5.2 requires a Logic System Functional Test (LSFT). SSES
ITS Table 3.3.5.2-1 deletes the requirement to perform a manual
initiation test because the requirement in SSES ITS SR 3.3.5.2.5
LSFT includes the requirement to functionally test manual
initiation function. Therefore, SSES ITS and SSES CTS require
the same test throu h the rformance of the SSES ITS LSFT.
SSES GTS requires a Channel Functional Test be performed.
SSES ITS specifies the same test to be performed but modTiies

the SR with a Note which provides exceptions to the SSES ITS
definition of-CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST. This Note is
consistent with current tesitng practice at SSES which was
reviewed and acce ted in NRG Ins ection Re ort 50-387/90-2-

ITS Section

3.3.5.2

3.3.5.2

Table 3.3.5.2-1

Table 3.3.5.2-1

SR 3.3.5.2.2

GTS Section

Table 3.3.5-1

Table 4.3.5.1-1,
4.3.5.2

4.3.5.1
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Discussion
of Change

¹

A.3

Summary

Editorial,- text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.3.6.1 adds a note to the Actions Table to provide
more explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions for
Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction with the
proposed Specification 1.3, "Completion Times," the Actions Note
("Separate Condition entry is allowed for each....") provides
direction consistent with the intent of the existing Action for an
ino rable Seconda Containment instrumentation channel.
SSES GTS Table 3.3.2-1, Action 23, Action 24, and Action 26
require the affected system isolation valves be shut and the
affected system declared inoperable. 'SSES ITS Table 3.3.6.1,
Action F and Action G, require that the affected system isolation
valves be shut; but these Action do not provide direction to
declare the affected system inoperable. This action is considered
an unnecessa cross reference to ITS LCO 3.0.2 re uirements.
SSES GTS Table 4.3.2.1-1 requires a Channel Functional Test
for the manual initiation function of various Isolation Actuation
Instrumentation and isolation of SLCS. SSES GTS 4.3.2.2
requires a Logic System Functional Test (LSFT). SSES ITS
Table 3.3.6.1-1 deletes the requirement to perform a manual
initiation test because the requirement for the SSES ITS LSFT
SR 3.3.6.1.5 includes the requirement to functionally test the
manual initiation function and the SLCS isolation.

ITS Section

3.3.6.1

3.3.6.1

Table 3.3.6.1

Table 3.3.6.1-1,
SR 3.3.6.1.5

GTS Section

3.3.2

Table 3.3.2-1

Table 4.3.2.1-
1, 4.3.2.2
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SSES GTS Table 3.3.2-2 footnote " 'tates that the value is an
initial value and the final value willbe established based on
Power Uprate testing. This footnote is deleted in the SSES ITS
because Power U rate testin is corn leted.
SSES GTS 4.3.2.3 statement has been deleted since it is covered
by the definition of STAGGERED TEST BASIS, in Section 1.1,
Definitions.

Table 3.3.2-2

4.3.2.3

SSES GTS Table 3.3.2-1 Function 4.d identifies that the minimum
Operable Channels per trip system is 2, but does not describe
that the two channels only supply one trip system. SSES ITS
Table 3.3.6.1-1 adds footnote (b) which identifies that the SLC
System Initiation only inputs into one of the two trip systems. This
information is added to the SSES ITS to clearly define the
isolation function in the s cification.
SSES GTS 4.3.2.3 is modified by footnote " ',which states that
Neutron detectors are exempt from response time testing. This
note has been removed from the SSES ITS because no neutron
detectors are desi nated for res onse testin in the SSES ITS.
SSES GTS Tables 3.3.2-1, 3.3.2-2, and 4.3.2.1-1 list Function 7.e
on "Drywell Pressure - High," for RHR System Shutdown Coolingl
Head Spray Isolation. In the ITS this requirement is controlled
with the Primary Containment Isolation system, under SSES ITS
T3.3.6.1-1 Function 2.a and 2.d. This requirement is moved to
another TS.

Table 3.3.6.1-1

Table 3.3.6.1-1

Table 3.3.2-1

4.3.2.3

Tables 3.3.2-1,
3.3.2-2) and

4.3.2.1-1
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SSES GTS Tables 3.3.2-1, 3.3.2-2, and 4.3.2.1-1 require RWGU
Area Temperature - High Function (3 channels per Trip System)
to be Operable in the applicable Modes. SSES ITS Table 3.3.6.1-
1 splits this single SSES GTS Function into three separate
Functions. This is being done since there are different Allowable
Values (currently being specified in SSES CTS T3.3.2-2 footnote
¹) for the different Functions and does not change the technical
r uirements for the Functions.
(Unit 2 Only) SSES GTS Tables 3.3,2-1, 3.3.2-2, and 4.3.2.1-1
Function 4.f.2 and footnote ¹, require the Non-Regenerative Heat
Exchanger Discharge Temperature - High to be Operable in place
of the RWCU High instrument for Unit 2 Cycle 6 operation. This
Function and the footnotes have been deleted from SSES ITS
3.3.6.1 because the requirement for this Function was only for a
limited time which willnot be required when the SSES ITS is
im lemented.
(Unit 1 only) SSES GTS Table 3.3.2-2 Function 3.c and 3.d state
that the Allowable Value is the specified quantity without the
equality sign. SSES ITS Table 3.3.6.1-1 Functions 1.b and 1.c,
specify the same quantity, but include the equality sign. The
change is necessary to ensure the SSES ITS stated values are
consistent with the Unit 2 values and consistent with the design
record (setpoint calculations). This is considered a typographical
error in SSES CTS.
SSES GTS requires a Channel Functional Test be performed.
SSES ITS specifies the same test to be performed but modifies
the SR with a Note which provides exceptions to the SSES ITS
definition of CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST. This Note is
consistent with current tesitng practice at SSES which was
reviewed and accepted in NRC Inspection Report 50-387/90-2-;
50-388/90-20 dated November 20 1990.

Table 3.3.6.1-1

Table 3.3.6.1-1

SR 3.3.6.1.2

Tables 3.3.2-1,
3.3.2-2, and

4.3.2.1-1

Tables 3.3.2-1,
3.3.2-2, and

4.3.2.1-1

T 3.3.2-2

4.3.2.1
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.3.6.2 adds a note to the Actions Table to provide more
explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions for
Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction with the
proposed Specification 1.3, "Completion Times," the Actions Note
("Separate Condition entry is allowed for each....") provides direction
consistent with the intent of the existing Action for an inoperable
Seconda Containment instrumentation channel.
SSES GTS Table 4.3.2.1-1 requires a Channel Functional Test for
the manual initiation function of various Secondary Containment
Isolation Actuation Instrumentation. SSES ITS Table 3.3.6.2-1 „

deletes the requirement to perform a manual initiation test because
the requirement for the SSES ITS I.SFT SR 3.3.6.2.5 includes the
requirement to functionally test manual initiation function. SSES ITS
and SSES CTS require the same test through the performance of
the SSES ITS LSFT.
SSES GTS Table 3.3.2-1 identifies for secondary containment
isolation Functions 2.c and 2.e for Refuel Floor High Exhaust Duct
Radiation and Refuel Floor Wall Exhaust Duct Radiation and
requires 2 channels per trip system. For the same functions, SSES
ITS Table 3.3.6.2-1 requires a single channel for Unit 1 and 2 Refuel
Floor Wall Exhaust Duct Radiation. This represents an equivalent
presentation based on the design of the SSES Secondary
Containment Isolation Instrumentation.

ITS Section

3.3.6.2

3.3.6.2

Table 3.3,6.2-1
and

SR 3.3.6.2.5

Table 3.3.6.2-1

GTS Section

4.3.2.2, Table
4.3.2.1-1

Table 3.3.2-1
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SSES CTS requires a Channel Functional Test be performed.
SSES ITS specifies the same test to be performed but modifies the
SR with a Note which provides exceptions to the SSES ITS
definition of CHANNELFUNCTIONALTEST. This Note is
consistent with current tesitng practice at SSES which was reviewed
and accepted in NRC inspection Report 50-387/90-2-; 50-388/90-20
dated November 20 1990.

SR 3.3.6.2.2
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Discussion of
Chan e0

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433
SSES ITS 3.3.7.1 adds a note to the Actions Table. This note
provides more explicit instructions for proper application of the
Actions for Technical Specification compliance, ln conjunction
with the proposed Specification 1.3, "Completion Times," the
Actions Note ("Separate Condition entry is allowed for each....")
provides direction consistent with the intent of the existing Action
for an inoperable Secondary Containment instrumentation-
channel. Since this change only provides more explicit direction of
the current interpretation of the existing specifications, this is an
administrative chan e with no im act on safe .

SSES CTS 3.3.7.1 Action c identifies that the provisions of 3.0.3
are not applicable. SSES ITS 3.3.7.1 does not contain this same
statement. This is acceptable because the SSES ITS Conditions
and Required Actions willadequately cover all potential conditions
for inoperable equipment in the system. Furthermore, it should be
understood that instrumentation is a support system and as such
appropriate actions are provided to declare affected supported
systems inoperable. Therefore, the indication that Specification
3.0.3 provides an equivalent presentation of shutdown and action
re uirements.
SSES CTS requires a Channel Functional Test be performed. SSES ITS
specifies the same test to be performed but modifies the SR with two
Notes which provide exceptions to the SSES ITS definition ofChannel
Functional Test. This Note is consistent with current testing practice at
SSES which was reviewed and accepted in NRC Inspection Report 50-
387/90-20'0-388/90-20 dated November 20 1990.

ITS Section

3.3.7.1

3.3.7.1

3.3.7.1

SR 3.3.7.1.2

CTS Section

3.3.7.1

4.3.7.1
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433
SSES ITS 3.3.8.1 adds a note to the Actions Table. This note
provides more explicit instructions for proper application of the
Actions for Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction
with the proposed Specification 1.3, "Completion Times," the
Actions Note ("Separate Condition entry is allowed for each....")
provides direction consistent with the intent of the existing
Action for an inoperable Secondary Containment
instrumentation channel.

ITS Section

3.3.8.1

3.3.8.1

CTS Section

A.3 SSES CTS Table 3.3.3-1 and Table 4.3.3.1-1 requires that the
loss of power instrumentation be Operable in Modes 1, 2, 3, 4

, and 5 where footnote " 'tates Required Operable when
ESF equipment is required to be Operable. SSES ITS Table
3.3.8.1-1 requires that the loss of power instrumentation be
Operable in Modes 1, 2, an 3, when the associated diesel
generator toad group is required to be Operable by LCO 3.8.2,
"AC Sources -Shutdown", or LCO 3.8.8 "Electrical Distribution
System —Shutdown." The applicabilities are equivalent since
SSES ITS 3.8.2, and SSES ITS 3.8.8 require that the necessary
sources and buses be Operable to support the required

ui ment in these Modes.

Table 3.3.8.1-1, Table 3.3.8.1-1
Table 4.3.3.1-1,

3.8.2, 3.8.8
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SSES CTS Table 3.3.3-2, Function 5, identTiies the
requirements for the Timers associated with the Loss of Power
relays, but does not identify specific Actions or identify them as
a specific Function. SSES ITS Table 3.3.8.1 identifies these
same time delay relays as a support Function and establishes
the associated Actions and Surveillance Requirements for these
relays. Although these Technical Specification requirements
were not as clearly identified in the SSES CTS, the intent of the
SSES CTS is consistent with the SSES lTS.

Table 3.3.8.1 Table 3.3.3-2
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Discussion
of Change

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

A.3

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433
SSES CTS 3.8.4.3, Action a and Action b, provides an option to
restore the inoperable power monitoring assembly to Operable
status. SSES ITS 3.3.8.2 requires that the associated RPS MG set'
or alternate power supply be removed from service but does not
provide the option to restore Operability.- This is acceptable
because the Actions (based on the BWR STS, NUREG-1433,
Revision 1) do not explicitly detail options of "restore...to
OPERABLE status." This action is always an option, and is implied
in all Actions.
(Unit 1 only) SSES CTS 4.8.4.3 footnote " 'dentifies that the
setpoints are initial setpoints and final setpoints are to be
determined during startup testing. SSES ITS 3.3.8.2 does not
contain this footnote because this is a one time allowance and it is
not necessa to include this in the SSES ITS.

3.3.8.2

3.3.8.2

3.3.8.2

3.8.4.3

4.8.4.3
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary ITS Section GTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

3.4.1 3.4.1

SSES GTS 3.4.1.1.1 footnote "t", SSES GTS 3.4.1.1.2 footnote "+", and SSES
GTS 3.4.1.1.1/2 Actions a.1.b, a.1.c, a.1.d and 2 identification of the applicable
Operational Condition is deleted because defining the Operational Conditions
for these Actions is redundant to the requirement to be in a specific region of
SSES ITS Figure 3.4.1-1. To be in any restricted region of SSES ITS Figure
3.4.1-1, the plant must be in Mode 1.

SSES GTS 3.4.1.1.2, Action G.2, SSES GTS 3.4.1.3, Action b, SSES GTS
3.4.1.1.1, and SSES CTS 3.4.1.1.2 footnote ""'re deleted because the format
of the SSES ITS does not include providing "cross references." There is no
need to cros~ference other TS requirements since their applicability is
unaffected.

Figure 3.4.1-1

3.4.1

3.4.1.1.1,
3.4.1.1.2,

3.4.1.1.1/2

3.4.1.1.2,
3.4.1.3,

3.4.1.1.1,
3.4.1.1.2

SSES ITS 3.4.1 Action E, revises the presentation of SSES GTS 3.4.1.3 Action
a, SSES CTS 3.4.1.1.1 Action b, and SSES CTS 3.4.1.1.2 Action b to
eliminate the statement that there is an option to "restore...."'ince this action
is always an option, and is implied in all Actions.

ln SSES GTS 3.4, there are two specifications for recirculation loops. SSES
ITS 3.4.1 has combined these two specifications, SSES GTS 3/4.4.1.1.1 and
3/4.4.1.1.2, into one specification.

3.4.1

3.4.1

3.4.1.3,
3.4.1.1.1,
3.4.1.1.2

3/4.4.1.1.1,
3/4.4.1.1.2
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(Unit 1 only) SSES CTS 3.4.1.1.2, Footnote "++" requires restrictions to be
place on single loop operation for SSES by stating controls to preclude single
loop operation shall be maintained as stated in PPL Letter PI%-4872, dated
March 19, 1982.'LA4872, states that 'These controls are effective for Unit
1 Cycle 11 operation until the Single Loop Operation [methodology] issue
discussed in Reference 3 (PLA4841) is resolved,'SES ITS LCO 3.4.1
removes this footnote. All the technical issues with the SPC methodology
have been resolved between SPC (the licensee for the methodology) and the
NRC. Therefore, the specific SER statement that the. restriction only willapply
until the issue is resolved, the footnote restriction can be removed from the
SSES CTS. methodology. Tthis is an administrative change with no impact
onsafe .
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Oiscussion
of Change

¹
A.1

A.4

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
ln SSES ITS SR 3.4.2.1, "loop drive flow" is spec Tiied in lieu of "loop flow"
found in SSES CTS 4.4.1.2 to ensure recirculation loop elbow tap readings are
used for the measurements of this parameter. The ITS explicitlystates what is
acce ted ractice.
SSES GTS 4.4.1.2 requirement that the recirculation pumps are operating at
the same speed is deleted in SSES ITS SR 3.4.2.1 since this requirement is
specified in SSES ITS SR 3.4.1.1 and is not required to be included as a

rer visite for'et um surveillances.
SSES GTS 3.4.1.2 applicability specifies that the LGO is only applicable when
"both recirculation loops are in operation." SSES ITS 3.4.2 has no similar
explicit applicability requirement but it is consistent with the intent of SSES
GTS 3.4.1.2'he ITS LCO r uires all et um s be o rable.
(Unit 2 only) SSES GTS 3.4.1.2 footnote ""'rovides direction only applicable
during the initial startup of the Unit. Since this direction is only applicable
during initial starts, and that has occurred, the deletion is an administrative
chan e with no im act on safe .

ITS Section

3.4.2

SR 3.4.2.1

SR 3;4.2.1

3.4.2

N/A

CTS Section

3.4.2

4.4.2.1

4.4.1.2

3.4.1.2

3.4.1.2
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Discussion
of Change¹

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
(Unit 2 only) SSES CTS 3.4.2, footnotes "¹¹¹" and "¹", allows that the "S"

SRV acoustic monitor is not required for the period beginning January 21,
1994, until the next unit shutdown of sufficient duration to allow containment
entry and footnote ¹ allows establishing requirements for verification during
initial startup. These allowances are no longer required and were eliminated
from the SSES ITS.

3.4.3

NIA

3.4.3

3.4.2
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary ITS Section GTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES GTS 3.4.3.2.c allows Leakage to be averaged over "any 24-hour
period." SSES ITS 3.4.4.c specifies that the Leakage is averaged over the
"previous 24 hour period". The ITS is consistent with current practice and TS
inte retation.

3.4.4

3.4.4.c

3.4.4

3.4.3.2.c
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Discussion
of Change¹-

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.4.5 Actions include two Notes. Note 1 provides directions
consistent with the intent of the SSES CTS Actions for inoperable PIVs. Note
2 explicitlystates the SSES CTS intent to take the appropriate Actions for any
system made inoperable by the inoperable PIVs. These notes are consistent
with current ractice and TS inte retation.
SSES ITS 3.4.5, Action A Note, adds specific direction as to the qualification
of the valve to be used to satisfy the Required Actions and is consistent with
the inte retation of SSES CTS.
SSES CTS 4.4.3.2.2.b requires that any. time the Operability of a system or
component is affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a component,
post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate Operability of the system
or component. SSES lTS requires the Operability of equipment, but does not
direct the performance of testing when repair activities have been performed..
The requirement to perform post maintenance testing is applicable to all plant
equipment. This change is made to be consistent with NUREG 1433, revision

ITS Section

3.4.5

3.4.5, 1.3,
3.0.6

3.4.5

N/A

CTS Section

3.4.5

N/A

N/A

4.4.3.2.2.b-
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary ITS Section CTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.4.3.1, Action a, requires that an alternate means of determining
the leak rate be applied for the floor drain sump. In SSES ITS 3.4.6, this
Action has been deleted since it duplicates the requirement in SSES ITS SR
3.4.4.1.
Not used.
SSES CTS 3.4.3.1 requires that the radioactivity monitors be aligned to the
drywell. This statement is eliminated in SSES ITS 3.4.6 because the capability

- to align to either the suppression chamber or the drywell has been removed
via lant modification.

3.4.6

3.4.6,
SR 3.4.4.1

3.4.6

3.4.6

3.4.3.1

3.4.3.1
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
Not used.
SSES CTS Table 4.4.5-1 Requirement 5 "Isotopic Analysis of an Offgas
Sample...", is not retained in SSES ITS 3.4.7. This is acceptable because the
SSES GTS requirement is the same as, and retained in SSES ITS SR 3.7.5.1
whichr uires the same sam le to be taken eve 31 da s.

ITS Section

3.4.7

3.4.7,
SR 3.7.5.1

CTS Section

Table 4.4.5-1
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Discussion
of Change

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS.3.4.8 adds Note 2 to the Actions "Separate Condition entry is
allowed for each RHR shutdown cooling subsystem." This Note provides
explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions forTechnical
Specification compliance. This addition is consistent with accepted practice
and TS inte retation.
SSES CTS 3.4.9, Action A, requirement to demonstrate the Operability of an
alternate method of decay heat removal for each inoperable RHR shutdown
cooling loop is unnecessary since the Action also requires that the plant be in
Mode 4 within 24 hours. Once in Mode 4, SSES CTS 3.4.9.2 and SSES ITS
3.4.9 explicitly require the periodic verification of the availability of an alternate
deca heat removal method.
SSES CTS 3.4.9.1 footnote " 's not retained in SSES ITS because it
provides unnecessary duplication of the Actions, contains no additional
restrictions on the operation of the plant, and could incorrectly be interpreted
as a relaxation of the uirements to achieve Mode 4.
SSES CTS 3.4.9.1, Action b, and Surveillance Requirement 4.4.9.1 have been
changed in SSES ITS 3.4.8 to agree and be consistent with SSES CTS
3.4.9.1. SSES CTS 3.4.9.1 specifically allows a recirculation pump to be in
operation as an acceptable method for assuring the necessary fiowconditions,
in lieu of operating an RHR shutdown cooling pump. This change is
consistent with acce ted ractice and TS inte retation.
SSES CTS 3.4.9.1 footnotes ""'nd "C'etailing the conditions acceptable to
remove RHR pumps from service is deleted in SSES ITS. This chan'ge is
made to delete an unnecessary phrase from the Notes which repeats the
r uirements of SSES CTS 3.4.9.1 LCO and SSES ITS 3.4.8.

3.4.8

3.4.8

N/A

N/A

3.4.8

3.4.8

3.4.8

N/A

3.4.9

3.4.9.1

3.4.9.1,
4.4.9.1

3.4.9.1
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section

3.4.9

CTS Section

3.4.9

A.3

SSES ITS 3.4.9 adds a Note to the Actions that "Separate Condition entry is
allowed for each R8R shutdown cooling subsystem." This Note provides

- explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions forTechnical
SpecTiication compliance and provides direction consistent with the, accepted

ractice inte retation and intent of the SSES CTS Actions.
SSES CTS 3.4.9.2 contains footnotes detailing the conditions acceptable to
remove R8R pumps from service. These footnotes are deleted in SSES ITS
since they repeat the requirements of SSES CTS LCO 3.4.9.2 and SSES ITS
3.4.9.

3.4.9

3.4.9

N/A

3.4.9.2
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Discussion
of Change

Summary ITS Section GTS Section

A.4

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
The intent of SSES GTS 3.4.6.1 Action to "perform an engineering
evaluation..." is to perform an engineering evaluation regardless ofwhether
the temperature and pressure are restored to within limits. SSES ITS ensures
this intent b addi Notes to Conditions A and C.
SSES GTS 3.4.1.4 requires that the temperature between the operating and
idle loop are within limits. This SSES CTS requirement is covered by SSES
ITS SR 3.4.10.4.
SSES ITS SR 3.4.10;8 and 3.4.10.9 add Notes to the Surveiltances required
by SSES CTS 4.4.6.1.4.a.1 and 4.4.6.1.4.a.2 to clarify the SSES GTS intent of
allowing entry into the applicable Modes without having performed these
Surveillance Requirements. These additions are consistent with accepted

ractice and TS inte retation.
SSES GTS 4.4.6.1.4.b requirement to verify the vessel flange and head flange
temperature within 30 minutes "prior to" tensioning of the head bolting studs
has not been retained. This requirement is a duplication of SSES CTS 4.0 4
and SSES ITS SR 3.0.4, which require the Surveillances to be current prior to
enterin the coridition in which the SR is a licable.
The SSES GTS 4.4.1.1.2.3 footnote allowing changes to the initial value due
to Power Uprate testing has been deleted since Power Uprate testing is
corn leted and the note is no ion er a licable.
Unit 2 only SSES GTS 3.4.1.4.b requires when starting a recirculation pump
the Thermal power/core flowbe below the 80% rod line. The SSES ITS 3.4.10
does not contain this requirement because SSES ITS 3.4.1, for single loop
operation, requires that loop operation willbe maintained below the 80% rod
line. SSES ITS 3.4.1 du licates the SSES CTS 3.4.1.4.6 re uirement.

3.4.10

3.4.10

SR 3.4.10.4

SR 3.4.10.8,
SR 3.4.10.9

N/A

N/A.

3.4.10, 3.4.1

3.4.10

3.4.6.1

3.4.1;4

4.4.6.1.4.a.1,
4.4.6.1.4.a.2

4.4.6.1.4.b,
4.0.4, 3.0.4

4.4.1.1.2.3

3.4.1.4.b,
3.4.1.4.6
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SSES GTS 4.4.1.1.2.3 requires verification that the plant is within applicable
limits when recirculation fiow is z 50% of rated loop flow. SSES ITS SR
3.4.10.5 and SR 3.4.10.6 require that the same limits be maintained with
recirculation loop flow ~ 21,320 gpm which is equivalent to 50% rated loop
flow.
SSES ITS SR 3.4.10.1 notes eliminate details contained in SSES GTS 3.4.6.1
to monitor limits following a nuclear shutdown and low power physics tests
because SSES ITS SR 3.4.10.1 notes bound all conditions described in SSES
CTS 3.4.6.1.
SSES GTS 3.4.1.4 states that the differential between the reactor pressure
vessel steam space coolant and the bottom head drain line .... SSES ITS
3.4.10.3 specifies that the difference between the bottom head coolant
temperature and the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) coolant temperature ...'.
This is a more accurate description of the temperature measured and is a
clariTiction only. This change is consistent with accepted practice and TS
inte retation.

- SR 3.4.10.5,
SR 3.4.10.6

SR 3.4.10.1

3.4.10.3
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary.

Editoriai, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section

3.4.11

CTS Section

'3.4.11
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Discussion
of Chan e¹

A.3

, Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
The SSES GTS 3.5.1 applicability footnote references SSES CTS 3.10.5,
Training Startups, which allows a relaxation to the requirements for EGGS
system Operability ifcertain conditions are maintairied during training
startups. SSES ITS 3.0.7 adequately prescribes the use of the Special
O rations LCOs and eliminates the need for this "cross reference."
The SSES GTS 3.5.1 footnote to Action b.4, states that ifGold Shutdown
cannot be estab!ished when two or more RHR subsystems are inoperable
then reactor coolant temperature should be maintained as low as practical
using alternate heat removal methods. This footnote is not retained in SSES
ITS because it does not establish any additional restrictions on plant
o ration.
SSES GTS 4.5.1.b.2 specifie that the LPCI pump flowveriTication test be
performed at a pressure corresponding to a reactor vessel to primary
containment differential pressure (psid) greater than or equal to the value
assumed in the safety analysis. SSES ITS SR 3.5.1.7 and SR 3.5.2.5 clarify
that the LPCI pump flowtest be performed at a system head corresponding to
a reactor pressure greater than or equal to the value assumed in the safety
anal sis.
SSES GTS 4.5.1.c.1 requires the performance of a system functional test that
includes "simulated automatic actuation." SSES lTS SR 3.5.1.10 permits the
system functional to be initiated by an "actual or simulated" automatic
initiation signal. This allows satisfactory automatic system initiations to be
used to fulfilthe s stem functional Surveillance Re uirement.

ITS Section

3.5.1

3.0.7

3.4.8

SR 3.5.1.7,
SR 3.5.2.5

3.5.1.10

CTS Section

3.5.1

3.5.1, 3.5.10

3.5.1

4.5.1.b.2

4.5.1.c.1
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In the SSES GTS 4.5.1.b.3 (HPGI high pressure flowverification), SSES GTS
4.5.1.c.2 (HPCI low pressure flowverification), and SSES CTS 4.5.1.d.2.b
(ADS valve manual operation) the footnote stating that the provisions of
Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable have been deleted in the SSES ITS.
These statements are not required in the SSES ITS because individual
Surveillance Frequencies are designed to allow entry into a Mode in which an
LCO is Applicable before a Surveillance is perfor'med ifthe Surveillance can
onl be rformed in the licable Mode.
(Unit 2 Only) In the SSES CTS 4.5.1.c.2 the footnote that specifies specific
testing requirements for "Unit2 HPCI for the'startup following the Third
Refueling and Inspection Outage is no longer applicable and is not retained
in the SSES ITS.
Not used.

N/A

N/A

4.5.1.b.3,
4.5.1.c.2,

4.5.1.d.2.b

4.5.1.c.2

SSES GTS 4.5.1.c.2 requires that the HPCI low pressure flowverification test
be performed with steam pressure 150 k 15 psig. SSES ITS SR 3.5.1.9
r uires onl that the testbe rformed when steam ressure is ~ 165 si .

SSES CTS 4.5.1.b.3, the HPCI high pressure flowveriTication test, specifies
that the that reactor pressure be 920, +140, -20 psig for the performance of
the test. SSES ITS SR 3.5.1.8 specifies that reactor pressure'be greater than
920 psig and less than 1060 psig. The new lower limitof 920 psig is
consistent with the existin CTS limitfor RCIC.

SR 3.5.1.9

SR 3.5.1.8

4.5.1.c.2-

4.5.1.b.3
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES GTS 3.5.2, Action b, requires that secondary containment integrity be
established ifboth required ECCS subsystems are inoperable while in Mode 4
or 5. SSES ITS 3.5.2, Required Actions D.1, 0.2, and D.3, replace the SSES
CTS defined term "Secondary Containment Integrity"with multiple
requirements that establish all of the essential elements of secondary
containment'integrity. SSES ITS does not define secondary containment
integrity because the definition would consist of a series of technical
re uirements that are more a ro riatel defined in a S ecification.
SSES GTS 3.5.2 and SSES GTS 3.5.3, footnote ""'o the Applicability,
includes the relaxation that EGGS.is not required to be Operable ifthe reactor
vessel head is removed and water level is maintained within the limits of
LCO 3.9.8. LCO 3.9.8 requires that water level be maintained at least 22 feet
above the RPV flange. The requirement that "the reactor vessel head is
removed" is deleted in SSES ITS because this re uirement is redundant.
The requirement in SSES GTS 4.5.2.1, that the required EGGS be
demonstrated operable per SR 4.5.1, is replaced in SSES ITS 3.5.2 with an
individual listing of ECCS-Shutdown Surveillance Requirements. Therefore,
the applicable Surveillance Requirements from SSES ITS 3.5.1 for low
pressure EGGS systems are also presented in the Surveillance Requirements
for SSES ITS 3.5.2.
SSES GTS 4.5.3.2.b requires verification every 12 hours that footnote ""'o
the Applicabilityof SSES GTS 3.5.3, Suppression Chamber, is satisfied.
Footnote ' is a list of the conditions under which the suppression pool is not
required to be operable. Ifplant conditions are in accordance with the
footnote, the suppression pool is not required to be Operable and therefore,
GTS 4.5.3.2.b is not required to be performed. CTS SR 4.5.3.2.b serves no
function and is redundant to SSES CTS 4.5.3.2.a which requires that the LCO
A licabilit be reconfirmed eve 12 hours and is not included in the ITS.

- ITS Section

3.5.2

3.5.2

3.5.2, 3.5.1

CTS Section

3.5.2

3.5.2

3.5.2, 3.5.3,
3.9.8

4.5.2.1

4.5.3.2.b,
3.5.3
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SSES GTS 4.5.3.2.a requires verification every 12 hours that the conditions of
SSES CTS 3.5.3.b are satisfied whenever the suppression chamber is drained
or at less than the required level. Ifthe suppression pool is at less than the
required level, the Core Spray system must be lined up to the Condensate
Storage Tank (CST). Additionally, in accordance with SSES CTS 3.5.3.b,
OPDRVs are prohibited under these conditions and the CST level must be
maintained within required limits. SSES ITS SR 3.5.2.2 verTiies both of these
r uirements in one SR at the same Fre uen as SSES GTS 4.5.3.2.a.
In Modes 4 and 5 ifthe suppression pool is drained or less than the required
limit, the requirement for two Operable EGGS systems must be satisfied by the
two GS systems. In this condition, SSES GTS 3.5.3.b.4 permits both CS
subsystems to be Operable when lined up to the CST ifthe CST is filled
(SSES GTS 3.5.3.b.3) and no OPDRV's are in progress (SSES CTS 3.5.3.b:1).
However, SSES GTS 3.5.3.b requires an immediate suspension of OPDRVs if
one of the two CS subsystems becomes inoperable. SSES ITS 3.5.2, Actions
A and 8, allow 4 hours to suspend OPDRV when one of the required CS
subsystems becomes inoperable. The ITS requirement is consistent with
SSES GTS 3.5.2, Action a, which allows 4 hours to suspend OPDRVs when
one of the two r uired ECCS subs stems is ino rable.

SR 3.5.2.2

3.5.2

4.5.3.2.a,
3.5.3.b

3.5.3.b.4,
3.5.3.b.3,
3.5.3.b.1
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Discussion
of Chan e¹

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES GTS 4.7.3.b (RGIC high pressure flowverification) and SSES GTS
4.7.3.c.2 (RCIC low pressure flowverTiication) are modified by a footnote
stating that the provisions of Specification 4.0.4 are not applicable provided
the test is performed within 12 hours of establishing conditions. appropriate for
performing the Surveillance. These statements are not required in the SSES
ITS because Surveillance Frequencies are specifically designed to allow

~ ent into a Mode of the LCO.

3.5.3

N/A

3.5.3

4.7.3.b,
4.7.3.c.2,

4.0.4

. A3 SSES GTS 4.7.3.c.1 requires the performance of a system functional test that
includes "simulated automatic actuation." SSES ITS SR 3.5.3.5 permits the
system functional to be initiated by an "actual or simulated" automatic
initiation signal. This change allows satisfactory automatic system initiations
to be used to fuNillthe s stem functional Surveillance re uirement.
SSES GTS 4.7.3.c.2 requires that the RGIC low pressure flowverification test
be performed with steam pressure 150+15, psig. SSES ITS SR 3.5.3.4
requires only that the test be performed when steam pressure is ~ 165 psig.
This is an administrative change because RGIC pump performance improves
with reactor ressure.
(Unit 2 Only) SSES CTS 4.7.3.c.2 is modified by a footnote that specifies
testing requirements for Unit 2 RCIC for the startup following the Third
Refueling and Inspection Outage. This one time only requirement is no
lon er a licable and is not retained in the SSES ITS.

SR 3.5.3.5

SR 3.5.3.4

N/A

4.7.3.c.1

4.7.3.c.2

4.7.3.c.2
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Discussion of
Chan eC

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

The SSES GTS 3.6.1.1 statement that Primary Containment
Integrity shall be maintained has been deleted. SSES ITS 3.6.1.1
requires that the primary containment is Operable. The change is
editorial in that all requirements are specifically addressed in the
LGO for the primary containment along with the remainder of the
LCOs in the Primary Containment Section (i.e., air locks, isolation
valves, suppression pool, etc.); it does not change requirements.
The change was done because of the confusion associated with
the definition compared to its use in the respective LCO.
Therefore the change is a presentation preference adopted by the
BWR STS, NUREG 1433, revision 1.
SSES GTS 3.6.1;1 footnote ""', SSES CTS 4.6.1.1.c, and SSES
CTS 4.6.1.1.d provide direction to "See Special Test
Exception 3.10.1" or go to other spec Tiications to verify primary
containment component Operability. SSES ITS format does not
include "cross references."
SSES GTS 4.6.1.1 contains details which are found in 10 GFR 50
Appendix J including the description of the test method or
requirements to perform the tests. SSES ITS 3.6.1.1 eliminates
this duplication by establishing a single SR, SR 3.6.1.1.1, which
defines the requirements for Primary Containment Operability by
reference to10 CFR 50 A endix J 0 tion B.

ITS Section

3.6.1.1

3.6.1.1

SR 3.6.1.1.1

GTS Section

3/4.6.1.1
3/4.6.1.2
3/4.6.1.5
3/4.6.2.1
3.6.1.1

3.6.1.1,
4.6.1.1.c,
4.6.1.1.d

4.6.1.1
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SSES GTS 3.6.1.5 and 4.6.1.5.1 define spec Tiic requirements for SR 3.6.1.1.1
Primary Containment Structural Integrity. SSES ITS 3.6.1.1 does
not include these specific requirements,

3.6.1.5 and
4.6.1.5.1,
4.6.1.5.2

SSES ITS 3.6.1.1 requires that Primary Containment be Operable
(SSES SR 3.6.1.1.1) and the essence of an Operable
containment is its teak-tightness. SSES CTS 3.6.1.5 contains
details which are a duplication of 10 GFR 50 Appendix J, Option
B. In addition, SSES CTS 4.6.1.5.2, the structural integrity
reporting requirement and drywell-to-suppression chamber
leakage reporting requirement are a duplication of requirements
in 10 CFR 50.73 and 10 CFR 50, Appendix J. Therefore, SSES
ITS 3.6.1.1 does not ident these re uirements.
SSES GTS 3.6.2.1.b requirement for maintaining the drywell-to-
suppression chamber bypass leakage within limits is addressed
by SSES ITS,SR 3.6.1.1.2 and SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.1.3 as
supporting Surveillances for Primary Containment Operability.
Therefore, the actual LCO statement is not needed since it is part
of Prima Containment 0 rabili .

SSES GTS 3.6.2.1, Action e, specifically requires that ifdrywell to
suppression chamber leakage exceeds limits restore limits prior to
exceeding 200'F. SSES ITS does not have the same specific
requirement, but does specifically require leakage limits to be met
through SR 3.6.1.1.2 and SR 3.6.1.1.3. Therefore, although
SSES ITS does not contain the same specific requirements, the
intent of the s ications is the same.

SR 3.6.1.1.2,
SR 3.6.1.1.3

SR 3.6.1.1.2
and

SR 3.6.1.1.3

3.6.2.1.b

3.6.2.1, Action e
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Discussion
ofChange

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
The format of the SSES ITS does not include cross references. The
SSES CTS 3.6.1.3 reference to "See Special Test Exception 3.10.1"
serves no u se and is removed.
SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.2.1, Note, SSES ITS 3.6.1.2, Actions Note 2, and
SSES ITS 3.6.1.2 Required Action C.1 are added. This additional
information facilitates the use and understanding of the requirements
and is consistent with the intent and inte retation of the SSES CTS.
Not used.
SSES ITS 3.6.1.2 adds Required Action A.1 Note 1, "Required
Actions...are not applicable if...Condition C is entered", to provide
more explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions for
Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction with the SSES ITS
1.3, "Completion Times," these Actions provide direction consistent
with the intent of the SSES CTS Actions for one inoperable air lock
door Iri the air lock. In the SSES ITS 3.6.1.2 Required Actions A.1
Note 1, there is a recognition that ifboth doors in the air lock are
ireperable (Condition C is entered), then an "OPERABLE" door does
not exist to be closed. Therefore, Required Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3,
cannot be met. This change is consistent with the intent of the SSES
CTS.
SSES CTS 3.6.1.3, Action a.1, details explicit actions to restore
Operability. SSES ITS 3.6.1.2 presentation of Actions (based on the
BWR STS, NUREG-1433; Revision 1) does not explicitlydetail options
to "restore...to OPERABLE status" or "return...to service" since these
actions are alwa s an o tion and are im lied in all Actions.

3.6.1.2

3.6.1.2
Actions

SR 3.6.1.2.1,

3.6.1.2

3.6.1.2
Actions

3/4.6.1.3-

3.6.1.3

3/4.6.1.3

3.6.1.3.
Actions

3.6.1.3
Action a.1
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The SSES CTS 3.6.1.3, Action a.2, requirement for performing the
overall air lock leakage test is a requirement of 10 CFR 50 Appendix J.
This requirement is embodied in SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.2.1. It is possible
that the test would not be able to be performed with an inoperable air
lock door, and a plant shutdown would be required due to the inability
to perform the required surveillance. However, this restriction on
continued operation need not be specified since it exists inherently as
a result of the re uired ndix J testin .

SR 3.6.1.2.1 3.6.1.3
Action a.2
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Discussion
of Change

¹
A.1

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

SSES CTS Table 3.6.3-1 Footnote ""'s eliminated in SSES ITS.
The footnotes provide a one time allowance for isolation valves to
be considered Operable. These allowances are no longer
a licable.
SSES ITS 3.6.1.3, Actions Note 2, "Separate Condition entry is.
allowed for each penetration flowpath," is added to provide
explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions for
Technical SpeciTication compliance. In conjunction with the SSES
ITS Specification 1.3, "Completion Times;" this Note provides
direction consistent with the intent of the SSES CTS Actions for
ino rable isolation valves.
SSES ITS 3.6.1.3, Actions, includes two new notes, Notes 3 and 4,
which facilitate the use and understanding of the SSES ITS. The
notes are consistent with the intent and interpretation of the SSES
CTS.

ITS Section

3.6.1.3

3.6.1.3
Actions

3.6.1.3
Actions

CTS Section

3/4.4.7
3/4.6.1.1
3/4.6.1.2
3/4.6.1.8
3/4.6.3

Table 3.6.3-1

3.4.7
Actions
3.6.1.8
Actions

3.6.3
Actions

3.6.3
Actions
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SSES GTS 3.6.3, Action a and 3.4.7 Action a.1, requirement to
maintain at least one isolation valve Operable in each affected
penetration that is open, is deleted. SSES ITS Condition Aapplies
ifthe affected penetration has two valves, and only one is
inoperable which ensures maintaining "at least one isolation valve
OPERABLE." In the case of containment penetrations designed
with only one isolation valve (SSES ITS Condition C), the system
boundary is considered an adequate barrier and the penetration is
not considered "o n" when the sin le isolation valve is o n.
SSES GTS 3.6.3, Action a.1 and b.1, and SSES CTS 3.4.7, Action
a.1.a, identify the option to restore inoperable valve(s) to Operable
status. SSES ITS Actions (based on the BWR STS, NUREG-
1433, Rev. 1) do not explicitlydetail options to "restore...to
OPERABLE status," since these actions are always an option and
are im lied in all actions.
SSES GTS 3.6.3, Action b, identifies that provisions of
SpecTiication 3.0.3 are not applicable. This requirement is
encom assed b ITS 3.0.3.
SSES GTS 3/4.4.7 and SSES GTS 3/4.6.1.8 identify the
requirements, provisions and actions for MSIVs and purge valves
in SpeoTications separate from all other primary containment
isolation valves. The SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 incorporates these
requirements and associated restoration times into the primary
containment isolation valve specification. In addition, SSES GTS
3.6.1.8 allowance that the drywell and suppression chamber purge
system may be in operation is contained in SSES ITS SR
3.6.1.3.1, Note 2. These changes are a presentation preference,
exce t as noted b other comments.

3.6.1.3
Actions

3.6.1.3
Actions

LGO 3.0.3

3.6.1.3,

3.6.3
Actions

3.4.7
Actions

3.6.3, 3.4.7

3.6.3

3/4.4.7,
3/4.6.1.8
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A.9

A.10

A.11

, SSES GTS 4.6.3.2 requires that each PGIV actuates to the
isolation position on an test signal. fn SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.3.8,
"actual or simulated" test signal has been added for verifying that
the Primary Containment Isotation Valves (PClVs) actuates on an.
initiation signal. This allows satisfactory automatic PCIV
'actuations for other than Surveillances to be used to fulfillthe SR.
Operability is adequately demonstrated in either case since the
PCIVs cannot discriminate between an "actual" or "test" si nal. *

SSES GTS 4.6.3.1 requires that any time the Operability of a PCIV
is affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a component,
post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate Operability of
the system or component. SSES ITS 3.6.1.3 requires the
Operability of equipment, but does not direct the performance of
testing when repair activities have been performed since the
requirement to perform post maintenance testing is applicable to
all lante ui ment.
A Note is added to SR 3.6.1.3.12 to identify that the SR is only
required to be met in MODES 1, 2, and 3. This is necessary to
establish when the SR is required to be met consistent with the
SSES GTS.

SR 3.6.1.3.8

3.6.1.3

SR 3.6.1.3.12

'.6.3.2

4.6.3.1

3/4.4.7

SSES CTS Table 3.6.3-1 has been modified to delete the
reference to footnote (b) for PSV 151126. The reference to the
footnote is incorrect as this valve does not have a water seal and
has always been tested with air. This change ensures the SSES
ITS PCIV list (Table B 3.6.1.3-1) properly reflects the SSES design-
and is consistent with the testin which is rformed b SSES.

Table B 3.6.1.3-1 Table 3.6.3-1



3.6.1.4 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Oiscussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES GTS3.6.1.6 requires that drywell and suppression chamber
internal pressure be maintained. SSES ITS 3.6.1.4 defines the
pressure as "containment" pressure, because in the SSES ITS 3.6.1.4
Bases, containment pressure is defined as drywell and suppression
chamber ressure.

ITS Section

3.6.1.4

3.6.1.4

GTS Section

3/4.6.1.6

3.6.1.6



3.6.1.5 TABLEA- AOMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 0 of 1)

Discussion of
Ghan e0

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NVREG 1433.

ITS Section

3.6.1.5

GTS Section

3/4.6.1.7
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary ITS Section CTS Section

A.3

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.6.4 has been modified in SSES ITS 3.6.1.6 to state that
the vacuum breakers do not have to be closed when performing their
intended function. A Note has been added to SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1
to state that the vacuum breakers do not have to be closed when
performing required Surveillances (i.e., SR 3.6.1.6.2 and SR
3.6.1.6.3). These additions provide speciTic SSES ITS direction which
is consistent with the intent of the SSES CTS.
Not Used.
SSES GTS 3.6.4, Action b and Action c.1, require with one position
indicator inoperable or the vacuum breaker open, verify the other
vacuum breaker is in the closed position within 2 hours and at least
once every 15 days thereafter. SSES ITS 3.6.1.6 Actions do not
specTiically provide Required Actions for loss of position indication or
when the valve is found open to verify the position of the other valve.
These requirements are addressed in the SSES ITS Surveillance
Requirements. SSES ITS SR 3.6.1.6.1 requires that the valves be
verified dosed every 14 days. This requires the vacuum breakers to
be maintained shut unless plant condition require the valve to be open.
Ifany valves are found not shut, the Actions for SSES ITS 3.6.1.6 are
entered and appropriate Required Actions taken. In the SSES ITS
Bases for both the Actions and the SR, an allowance is provided which
allows the position to be verified by a pressure test. The intent of the
SSES CTS Actions and the SSES ITS requirements are therefore the
same.

3.6.1.6

3.6.1.6

3.6.1.6,
SR 3.6.1.6.1

3I4.6.4

3.6.4

3.6.4
Action
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SSES CTS 3.6.4 Action a specifies "Withone or more vacuum breakers in one
pair ofsuppression - dvyvell vacuum breakers inoperable for opening but
known to be closed... ". SSES ITS Condition A speci6es "One suppression
chamber-tWrywell vacuum breaker pair inoperable for opening". These two
statements are equivalent in that both statements establish the condition of
havin one ofthe ventin aths unable to function.

3.6.1.6
Condition A

3.6.4
Action a
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary ITS Section CTS Section

A.3

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.6.2.1, Actions, require the reactor be shutdown within 12
hours ifthe 90'F and 105'F limits are exceeded. SSES ITS 3.6.2.1,
Required Action B.1, requires reducing Thermal Power to less than 1%
RTP. This change is made to be consistent with the intent of SSES
CTS. Although not explicitly stated in SSES CTS 3.6.2.1.a.2, the 90'F
and 105'F limits apply only when Rated Thermal Power (RTP) is
greater than 1% because SSES CTS 3.6.2.1.a.2.b establishes a limit
of 110 F when less than 1% RTP. Ifthe 90'F and105'F limits are
exceeded, SSES CTS 3.6.2.1 would not be Applicable ifThermal
Power was reduced to less than 1% RTP. For this reason, the Actions
in SSES CTS 3.6.2.1, Actions b, b.1, and b.2.a, which require that the
reactor be shutdown within 12 hours ifthe 90'F and 105'F limits are
exceeded would never be implemented because as soon as RTP is
less than 1 % then the limits of 90'F and 105'F are no longer
a licable.
SSES CTS 3.6.2.1.a.2.b and SSES CTS 3.6.2.1, Action b.2.a, use a
value of 1% RTP as a proxy for the point of adding heat, i.e., the power
level where heat input is approximately equal to normal system heat
losses. SSES ITS 3.6.2.1 uses 25/40 divisions of full scale on IRM
Range 7 as a less ambiguous proxy for the point of adding heat.
There is no change to the intent that different requirements must be
a lied above and below the int of addin heat.

3.6.2.'I

3.6.2.1
Action b

3.6.2.1

3/4.6.2,1

3.6.2.1,
Actions

3.6.2.1.a.2.b,
3.6.2.1

Action b.2.a
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SSES GTS 3.5.3 and SSES CTS 3.6.2.1 are each marked with a
footnote indicating that these specifications have overlapping
requirements for suppression pool level. SSES ITS is organIzed so
that SSES ITS 3.6.2.2 establishes requirements for suppression pool
level in Modes 1, 2 and 3 to support the pressure suppression function
which envelope the requirements needed to support ECCS Operability
in these Modes. SSES ITS 3.5.2 establishes requirements for
suppression pool level in Modes 4 and 5 to support ECCS Operability
in these Modes. Therefore, there is no need for these cross
references.

3.6.2.1
3.5.3



3.6.2.2 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.5.3 and SSES CTS 3.6.2.1 are each marked with a
footnote indicating that these specifications have overlapping
requirements for suppression pool level. SSES lTS is organized so
that SSES ITS 3.6.2.2 establishes requirements for suppression pool
level in Modes 1, 2 and 3 to support the pressure suppression
function which envelope the requirements needed to support ECCS
Operability in these Modes. SSES ITS 3.5.2 establishes
requirements for suppression pool level in Modes 4 and 5 to support
ECCS 0 rabiii in these Modes.

ITS Section

3.6.2.2

CTS Section

3/4.5.3
314.6.2.1

3.5.3, 3.6.2.1
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Discussion
of Chan e¹

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

A.1 Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.6.2.3, footnote ""'oAction b, states that Whenever
both RHR subsystems are inoperable, ifunable to attain COLD
SHUTDOWN as required by this ACTION, maintain reactor coolant
temperature as low as practical by use of alternate heat removal
methods." This footnote is deleted because it does not establish any
additional restrictions on plant operation. The SSES ITS 3.4.8,
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling system - Hot
Shutdown, Action to be in Mode 4 within 36 hours when no RHR
systems are Operable adequately prescribes the requirement to
make efforts to "maintain reactor coolant temperature as low as

ractical."
SSES CTS 3.6.2.3, footnote '¹" to Action a, states that the allowable
out of service time for an inoperable suppression pool cooling loop is
extended to 7 days during the installation of the RHR Service Water
modifications in the SSES Unit 2 Fourth Refueling and Inspection
Outage. This one time only exception to Technical Specification
r uirements has ex ired and is deleted.

3.6.2.3

— 3.4.8
Actions

3/4.6.2.3

3.6.2.3.
Footnote

3.6.2.3
¹Footnote
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SSES CTS 4.6.2.3.a requires verification every 31 days that a
manual, power operated or automatic valve in the suppression pool
cooling flowpath that is not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in
position, is in its correct position. In the SSES CTS, this is
recognized and interpreted that "in the correct position" allows the
valves to be in a non-accident position provided they can be
realigned to the correct position. ln SSES ITS, the words "in the
correct position" mean that the valves must be in the accident
position, unless they can be automatically aligned on an accident
signal. Ifso, then they can be in the non-accident position.
Therefore, for the Suppression Pool Cooling System and other
manually actuated systems, the additional words "or can be aligned
to the correct position" have been added to clarify that it is
permissible for this systems" valves to be in the non-accident

sition and still be considered 0 erable.

SR 3.6.2.3.1
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Discussion
of Chan eP

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

A.3

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.6.2.2, footnote ""'oAction b, states that Whenever
both RHR subsystems are inoperable, ifunable to attain COLD
SHUTDOWN as required by this ACTION, maintain reactor coolant
temperature as low as practical by use of alternate heat removal
methods." This footnote is deleted because it does not establish any
additional restrictions on plant operation. The SSES ITS 3.4.8,
Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Shutdown Cooling system - Hot
Shutdown, Action to be in Mode 4 within 36 hours when no RHR
systems are Operable adequately prescribes the requirement to
make efforts to "maintain reactor coolant temperature as low as

ractical."
SSES CTS 3.6.2.2, footnote '8" to Action a, states that the allowable
out of service time for an inoperable suppression pool spray loop is
extended to 7 days during the installation of the RHR Service Water
modifications in the SSES Unit 2 Fourth Refueling and inspection
Outa e.

3.6.2 4

. 3.4.8 .

Actions

3/4.6.2.2

3.6.2.2

3.6.2.2
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SSES GTS 4.6.2.2,a requires verification every 31 days that manual,
power operated or automatic valve in the suppression pool spray flow
path not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position, is verified in
its correct position. In the SSES GTS, this is recognized and
interpreted that "in the correct position" allows the valves to be in a
non-accident position provided they can be realigned to the correct
position. In the SSES ITS, the words "in the correct position" mean
that the valves must be in the accident position, unless they can be
automatically aligned on an accident signal. Ifso, then they can be
in the non-accident position. Therefore, for the Suppression Pool
Spray System and other manually actuated systems, the additional
words "or can be aligned to the correct position" have been added to
clarify that it is permissible for this systems'alves to be in the non-
accident sition and still be considered 0 rable.
SSES GTS 4.6.2.2.b requires verifying the required RHR pumps
develops a flowof 10,000+0, -250 gpm per Specification 4.6.2.3.b
(suppression pool cooling test that verifies RHR pump capacity).
This surveillance requirement cross reference is not included in the
SSES ITS. SSES ITS 3.6.2.4 includes two surveiilances which
define the surveillances required to ensure the Operability of the
RHR system in suppression pool spray. The surveillances, valve
alignment and spray nozzle flowtest inconjunction with surveillance
requirements for the suppression poof cooling specification SSES
ITS 3.6.2.3 are consistent with the re uirements of SSES GTS.

SR 3.6.2.4.1

SR 3.6.2.3.2
3.6.2.4

SR 3.6.2.4.1
SR 3.6.2.4.2
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Discussion
of Chan e0

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

3.6.3.1 3/4.6.6.1



i
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Discussion
ofChan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section

3.6.3.2

CTS Section

3/4.6.6.2
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Discussion
of Chan e¹

Summary ITS Section GTS Section

A.3

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
The SSES CTS 3.6.6.3 Applicabilityand SSES CTS 3.6.6.3 Actions
for failing to meet the LCO are not consistent. SSES ITS 3.6.3.3
Actions only require a reduction to 15%'RTP. Below 15% RTP, the
Applicability is exited and the Actions are no longer required (in
accordance with SSES CTS and SSES ITS LCO 3.0.1 and LGO
3.0.2). Since the change is consistent with SSES CTS, in that SSES
CTS 3.0.1 allows actions to be suspended at 15% RTP, the change
is considered administrative with no im act on safe .

SSES CTS 4.6.6.3 requirement to verify that the drywell and
suppression chamber are within the oxygen concentration limitwithin
24 hours after Thermal Power is greater than 15% RTP, is redundant
and is deleted in SSES ITS 3.6.3.3. SSES CTS LCO 4.0.4 and
SSES ITS SR 3.0.4 require surveillances to be performed prior to
entering the Applicabilityof an LCO. This change is administrative
since both SSES GTS and SSES ITS required the verification of the
condition riortoexceedin 15% RTP withno im acton safet .

3.6,3.3

3.6.3.3
Actions

SR 3.0.4 .

SR 3.6.3.3.1

3/4.6.6.3

3.6.6.3,
Applicability

3.6.3.3
Actions

4.0.4
4.6.6.3



0



3.6.4.1 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of ))

Discussion
of Chan e¹

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.6.5.1 requires that Secondary Containment Integrity be
"maintained." SSES ITS 3.6.4.1 requires that Secondary
Containment be "Operable." The SRs that verify Operability of SSES
ITS 3.6.4.1 are consistent with the intent as described in the Bases.
SSES CTS 3.6.4.1, in conjunction with LCOs that require Operability
of Secondary Containment Isolation Valves and the Standby Gas
Treatment System, establish requirements consistent with the SSES
CTS re uirements for Seconda Containment.

3.6.4.1

3.6.4.1

3/4.6,5.1

3.6.5.1
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Discussion
of Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.6.4.2 Actions are preceded by Note 2 and 3 which
are intended to clarify the Required Actions. These notes
provide explicit statements of how requirements should be
applied. This is an administrative change with no impact on
safety because the clarifications provided by Note.2 and Note 3
are consistent with the existin inte retation of the SSES CTS.
SSES CTS 3.6.5.2, Actions, require maintaining "at least one
isolation damper Operable in each affected penetration that is
open." SSES ITS 3.6.4.2, Conditions A and 8, describe the
Conditions for the inoperability of one or both SCIVs in one
penetration. SSES ITS Conditions clarifywhat is meant by the
phrase "at least one isolation damper Operable in each affected

netration that is o n."
SSES CTS 3.6.5.2, Action a, provides the option to "Restore the
inoperable damper to OPERABLE status." SSES ITS 3.6.4.2,
Required Actions, do not explicitly state that one option is to
restore the inoperable equipment to Operable status since
restoring compliance with an LCO is always an option and is
im lied in all SSES ITS Actions.

ITS Section

3.6.4.2

3.6.4.2
Actions

3.6.4.2
Actions

3.6.4.2
Actions

CTS Section

3/4.6.5.1
3/4.6.5.2
3.6.5.2
Actions

3.6.5.2
Actions

3.6.5.2
Action a
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SSES GTS 4.6.5.2.b requires verifying that on a containment
isolation test signal each isolation damper actuates to its
isolation position. SSES ITS 3.6.4.2.3 requires the same test.
but permits the test to be performed using an "actual or
simulated" actuation signal. This allows satisfactory automatic
system initiations for other than Surveillances to be used to fulfill
the SR. Operability is adequately demonstrated in either case
since the SCIDs cannot discriminate between an 'actua's
'test"I si nal.
SSES GTS 3.6.5.2 and SSES GTS 4.6.5.2 establish
requirements for the Operability and Surveillance testing for
secondary containment isolation valves (SCIVs) shown in SSES
GTS Table 3.6.5.2-1. SSES ITS 3.6.4.2 establishes Operability
and surveillance testing requirements for "required" SCIVs.
This distinction recognizes that SSES GTS 3.6.5.1 and ITS
3.6.4.1 allow different configurations of secondary containment
depending on plant conditions and that Operability is required
only for those SCIVs needed to establish the secondary
containment bounda that is re uired to be 0 rable.
SSES GTS 4.6.5.2.a requires that any time the Operability of a
damper is affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a
component, post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate
Operability of the system or component, SSES ITS 3.6.4.2
requires the Operability of equipment, but does not direct the
performance of testing when repair activities have been
performed since the requirement to perform post maintenance
testin isa licabletoail Iante ui ment.

SR 3.6.4.2.3

3.6.4.2

3.6.4.2

4.6.5.2;b

3/4.6.5.2,
Table 3.6.5.2-1

4.6.5.2.a
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary ITS Section CTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

3.6.4.3 3/4.6.5.3

SSES CTS 4.6.5.3.d.2 requires that SGT be started by a test signal.
SSES ITS SR 3.6.4.3.3 permits SGT actuation by either a test or
actual signal for the test that verifies that each subsystem actuates
throughout its emergency operating sequence. Operability is
adequately demonstrated in either case since the subsystem itself
can not discriminate between signals from "actual" conditions or "test"
signals. The Logic System Functional Test in SR 3.3.6.2.6 overlaps
this SR to rovide corn lete testin of the safet function.

SR 3.6.4.3.3 4.6.5.3.d.2

SSES CTS 4.6.5.3.d.3 requires verification 'that the filtercooling
bypass...on filtercooling initiation.'SES ITS SR 3.6.4.3.4 requires
the same verification, but identifies the speciTic initiation signal of high,
charcoal temperature. This is acceptable because both tests require
the same verification.

SR 3.6.4.3.4 4.6.5.3.d.3
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Discussion
of Change

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

A.3

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.7.1.1 Applicabilityfootnote "

.
', is deleted in SSES ITS

3.7.1. The SSES CTS footnote provides unnecessary duplication of
the Actions required by SSES ITS 3.4.8, "RHR Shutdown Cooling
System - Hot Shutdown," contains no additional restrictions on the
operation of the plant, and could be incorrectly interpreted as a
relaxation of the re uirements to achieve Mode 4 Cold Shutdown .

SSES CTS 3.7.1.1 Action a.1 footnote "N', is deleted in SSES ITS
3.7.1. This footnote was added as a one time allowance for a
modifications that are now corn lete it is no lon er a licable.
SSES CTS 4.7.1.1 requires verification every 31 days that a manual,
power operated or automatic valve in the suppression pool cooling
flowpath that is not locked, sealed or otherwise secured in position; is
in its correct position. In SSES ITS, the words "in the correct position"
mean that the valves must be in the accident position, unless they can
be automatically aligned on an accident signal. Ifso, then they can be
in the nonwccident position. Therefore, for the RHRSW and other
manually actuated systems, the additional words "or can be aligned to
the correct position" have been added to clarify that it is permissible for
this systems" valves to be in the non-accident position and still be
considered Operable. This change is consistent with accepted

ractice and TS inte retation.

3.7.1

3.7.1

3.7.1.1

3.7.1.1

4.7.1.1
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SSES CTS 4.7.1.3 specifies that the spray pond,(UHS) level shall be
measured at the overflow weir and specifies that the temperature
measured at the surface. SSES ITS SR 3.7.1.1 and 3.7.1.2 do not
include the requirement to measure the level at the overflow weir and
state that the temperature should be measured near the surface. The
ITS does not explicitlydirect these measurements since the CTS
specified numbers are subject to misunderstanding. These changes
are necessary to ensure SSES lTS reflect the accepted practice and
TS inte retation of how these SRs are erformed.

~ 3.7.1
SR 3.7.1.1
SR 3.7;1.2





3.7.2

Discussion
of Change

¹

TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section CTS Section

3.7.2

SSES CTS 3.7.1.2, Actions a.2 and a.3 footnotes " 'nd "¹¹', are
being deleted from SSES ITS 3.7.2. These footnotes identify that
during the Unit 2 fourth refueling outage the outage time is extended to
7 days provided that the two inoperable pumps are in the inoperable
loops. These footnotes are one time changes to the SSES CTS which
are no ion er re uired or a licable.
ln SSES ITS SR 3.7.2.2, the phrase "actual or simulated" in reference
to the actuation test signal, has been added for verifying that the ESW
System actuates on an initiation signal. This allows satisfactory
automatic ESW system actuations for other than Surveiltances
purposes to be used to fulfillthe Surveillance Requirement. Operability
is adequately demonstrated in either case since the ESW system
cannot discriminate between an "actual" or "test" si nal.
SSES CTS 3.7.1.2 footnote "¹" is being deleted in the SSES ITS. The
purpose of the footnote is to tie the Operability of the ESW pump to the
"E" Diesel Generator (DG) when the "E" DG is being tied into the
system. This provision is not necessary since the requirements of
SSES ITS 3.8.1 willensure the 0 erabili of the DGs.
SSES ITS SR 3.7.2.1 is modified by a Note indicating that isolation of
the ESW System to components or systems may render those
components inoperable, but does not affect the Operability of the ESW
System, This Note is consistent with accepted practice, TS
inte retation and the intent of the SSES CTS.

3.7.2

SR 3.7.2.2

3.7.2

SR 3.7.2.1

3.7.1,2

3.7.1.2
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.7.3, Action D, is added to direct entry into LCO 3.0.3 ifboth
CREOAS subsystems are inoperable in Mode 1, 2, or 3. The addition of
this Action avoids confusion as to the proper steps to be taken ifin Mode
1, 2, or 3 and simultaneously-in a special condition, such as handling
irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary containment. This action
e licitl states a eted ractice and TS inte retation.

ITS Section CTS Section

3.7.3

3.7.3

SSES CTS 3.7.2 has an action to immediately suspend operations with a
potential for draining the reactor vessel which may not be possible for all
plant conditions.'n such a condition, the existing Action results in "non-
compliance with the Technical SpeciTications" and a requirement for an
LER. This Action is now presented in SSES ITS 3.7.3, Required Action
which imposes a requirement to immediately initiate action to suspend
OPDRVs, which is accepted practice and TS interpretation. However,
with this Required Action, ifthe suspension of OPDRVs cannot be
accomplished immediately, no LER willbe required. This interpretation
of the Actions is su rtedb the BWR STSs NUREG-1433 Revision1.
In SSES ITS SR 3.7.3.3, the phrase "actual or simulated" in reference to
the actuation test signal, has been added for verifying that the ESW
System actuates on an actuation test signal. This allows satisfactory
automatic CREOAS system actuations for other than Surveillance
purposes to be used to fulfillthe Surveillance Requirement. Operability
is adequately demonstrated in either case since the CREOAS system
cannot discriminate between "actual" or "test" si nals.

3.7.3

. SR 3.7.3.3

3.7.2
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Discussion
of Change

Summary ITS Section CTS Section

none





3.7.5 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.7.5 Applicabilityand Required Actions B.1 and B.2
provide Conditions and Actions associated with the main steam line
isolation. ln SSES ITS 3.7.5 Applicability, for Modes 2 and 3 the
condition "with any main steam line not isolated" is added. This
change recognizes that with the main steam lines isolated, no potential
release path exists. Although not identTiied in SSES CTS 3.11.2.7, this
condition meets the intent and interpretation of the SSES CTS 3.11.2.7
footnote ' for S JAE in o eration.-
SSES CTS 4.11.2.7.1 requires that the radioactivity rate of noble
gases at the motive steam jet condenser discharge be continuously
monitored in accordance with Specification 3.3.7.11. (The
requirements for continuously monitoring this rate are addressed in the
discussion of changes for CTS 3/4.3.) This cross reference to the
monitoring requirement is removed from the SSES ITS since it is
urinecessa to cross reference other TS re uirements.

. ITS Section

3.7.5

3.7.5

CTS Section

3.11.2.7

4.11.2.7.1,
3.3.7.11



Cl



3.7.6 TABLEA -ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text; format changes were made of an administrative nature to
conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section CTS Section

3.7.6
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

. ITS Section CTS Section

3.7.7

SSES GTS 3.9.9 is applicable whenever irradiated fuel assemblies
are in the spent fuel storage pool. The SSES ITS 3.7.7
Applicability is limited to circumstances when irradiated fuel
assemblies are being moved in the spent fuel storage pool. The
bounding design basis fuel handling accident assumes an
irradiated fuel assembly is dropped onto an array of irradiated fuel
assemblies seated within the RPV. Once the fuel movement has
been suspended, as required by the current Action and SSES ITS
3.7.7 Required Action A.1, a fuel handling accident, whether over
the RPV or the spent fuel storage pool, cannot occur. There is no
affective chan e in re uirements.

3.7.7 3.9.9
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.8.1.1, footnote ¹¹, stipulates that "performance of
Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 per Action Statement c,
e, or fabove meets the requirements of Action Statements a or
b." This footnote is deleted because it is a statement that a
single performance of an SR, completed within the required
Frequency or Completion Time, can be used to satisfy multiple
requirements to perform the test. SSES ITS requirements are
presented such that no explicit statement of this allowance is
necessa
SSES ITS 3.8.1, Action G, adds an explicit requirement to enter
LCO 3.0.3 immediately for either of the following conditions: one
or'more offsite circuits and two or more required DGs
inoperable; or, one or more required DGs and two offsite circuits
inoperable. This additional Action is needed because the SSES
ITS allow simultaneous entry into multiple Conditions; therefore,
without SSES ITS 3.8.1, Action G, itwould be possible to
continue to operate for up to 72 hours with three or more
required AC sources inoperable (e.g., simultaneous entry into
Conditions C and E). SSES CTS 3.8.1.1 does not allow three or
more required AC sources to be inoperable and in this condition
requires entry into LCO 3.0.3, therefore, this change preserves
the intent of the CTS to enter LCO 3.0.3 when three or more
r uired AC sources are ino erable.

ITS Section

3.8.1

3.8.1

CTS Section

3.8.1.1,
4.8.1.1.2.a.4

3.8.1.1
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SSES CTS 3.8.1.1 specifies that four of the five DGs are
required to be Operable. SSES ITS 3.8.1 uses the term
"required" to identify those four of the five diesel generators that
are designated to be Operable to satisf'y minimum requirements
for onsite AC so that there is no ambiguity in Conditions,
Required Actions or testing requirements. Furthermore, SSES
CTS 3.8.1.1 uses the term "physically independent" to describe
the offsite circuits that satisfy 10 CFR 50, Appendix A, GDC 17
requirements for electrical power to the engineered safety
feature systems. SSES ITS uses the term "qualTiied" to
describe these circuits to be consistent with the nomenclature
used in NUREG-1433 Rev. 1.
SSES CTS 4.8.1.1.2.a.4 establishes acceptance criteria for a
diesel generator start test and stipulates various start signal that
may be used. The objective of the Surveillance is to verify the
ability of the diesel generator set to start and attain the required
voltage and frequency (Regulatory Guide 1.9 Rev.3 Section
2.2.1) and not to verify the Operability of any starting logic
(which is adequately veriTied in other SRs in Section 3.3 and
3.8). Therefore, SSES ITS SR 3.8.1.2 does not specify the
r uired startin method.
SSES CTS 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, 4.8.1.1.2.e, and 4.8.1;1.3.a.4 use
"rpm" as the unit of measure for acceptance criteria for DG
speed and acceleration tests. SSES ITS 3.8.1 uses "hertz" as
the unit of measure for acceptance criteria for DG speed and
acceleration tests. This change is made because DG speed is
typically measured by monitoring generator frequency which is
displayed to the operators in units of hertz. Additionally, this
change makes the acceptance criteria for DG speed and
acceleration consistent with all other SRs in the SSES CTS
3.8.1.1 and SSES ITS 3.8.1..

3.8.1

SR 3.8.1.2

3.8.1

3.8.1.1

4.8.1.1.2.a.4

3.8.1.1,
4.8.1.1.2.a,4,

4.8.1.1.2.e, and
4.8.1.1.3.a.4
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A.8 SSES CTS 4.8.1.1.2.d.8, the OG hot restart test, specifies that
the hot restart be accomplished by performing SSES CTS
4.8.1.1.2.a.4, the loss of offsite power test. SSES ITS SR
3.8.1.15, the ITS DG hot restart test, does not specify how the
DG must be started to accomplish the hot restart test. The
stipulation that the hot restart test must be initiated by loss of
offsite voltage test is deleted because the method used to start
the DG is not the attribute being tested by the hot restart test.
Regulatory Guide 1.9, Rev 3, Section 2.2.10, allows the DG to.
use either a manual or automatic start. This change is
acceptable because all start signals for this test willensure
r uired feature is tested.
SSES ITS SR 3.8.1.7, SSES ITS SR 3.8.1.9, SSES ITS SR
3.8.1.10, SSES ITS SR 3.8.1.14 and SSES ITS SR 3.8.1.15 are
modTiiedby a Note that specTiies that "Asingle test os each 4.16
kV ESS Bus at the specTiied Frequency willsatisfy this
Surveillance for both units." Each of these tests verTiies DG
Operability by testing DG attributes that are not associated with
either Unit 1 or Unit 2. This change recognizes that performing
the identical test twice, once for each unit, does not provide a
better verification of Operability and causes unnecessary DG
wear which may reduce DG reliability. This change is a
reasonable inte retation of the existin re uirement.

SR 3.8.1.15

SR 3.8.1.7
SR 3.8.1.9

SR 3.8.1.10
SR 3.8.1.14
SR 3.8.1.15

4.8.1.1.2.d.8,
4.8.1.1.2.a.4

4.8.1.1.2.a.4,
4.8.1.1.3.a.4,
4.8.1.1.2.d.2,
4.8.1.1.3.d.2,
4.8.1.1.2.d.3,
4.8.1.1.3.d.3,
4.8.1.1.2.d.7,
4.8.1.1.3.d.4,
4.8.1.1.2.d.8
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Surveillance tests in SSES CTS 4.8.1.1.2.d and SSES CTS
4.8.1.1.3.d are modified by a note that states: "Diesel generator
loading may be preceded by a warmup period in accordance
with vendor recommendations." The SSES CTS explicitlystates
this allowance even for tests that do not test how the DG
responds while being loaded. Because this statement is an
allowance intended to reduce the number of times the DGs are-
subjected to rapid loading, SSES ITS 3.8.1 states this allowance
explicitlyonly for those Surveillance tests where a requirement
for rapid loading may be inferred but is not required. Diesel
generator loading for SRs where the test initial conditions
assume that the DG is already loaded willbe performed in
accordance with plant procedures which are consistent with
manufacturer's recommendations.
SSES CTS 4.8.1.1.3, SRs for DG E when not aligned to the.
Class 1E System, does not spec Tiically require the performance
of a hot restart. SSES ITS SR 3.8.1.14 does not make a .

distinction between DG A, B, C, D and E and requires
satisfactory completion of the hot restart test before any of the
DGs can be aligned and credited as Operable to meet the
requirement of SSES ITS 3.8.1. This change has no impact on
safety because performing the hot restart test on DG E when not
aligned to the Class 1E System is consistent with the intent of
the CTS and ITS to perform any SR necessary to demonstrate
the 0 rabili of DG E should it be substituted for another DG.
(Unit 1 Only) SSES CTS 3.8.1, Action a.3, is modiTied by a
footnote that provides an extension to the allowable out of
service time for offsite circuits during scheduled modifications to
the T-10 230 kV switchyard. This footnote is no longer
a licable and is deleted.

3.8.1

SR 3.8.1.14

4.8.1.1.2.d,
4.8.1.1.3.d

4.8.1.1.3

3.8.1
Action a.3
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SSES CTS diesel generator SRs specify that a simulated signal
is used to initiate various tests. The equivalent tests, SSES lTS
SR 3.8.1.11. SR 3.8.1.12, SR 3.8.1.13, SR 3.8.1.17 and SR
3.8.1.19, allow the use of an actual or test signal to initiate the
test. This change has the potential of reducing the number of
required DG starts by allowing credit to be taken successful
demonstrations resulting from unplanned events or some other
tests. This change has no impact on safety because Operability
is adequately demonstrated by either an actual or simulated
initiation signal since the DG cannot discriminate between
"actual" or "simulated" start si nals.
SSES GTS 4.8.1.1.2.e requires verifying diesel generator
interdependence by starting all diesel generators
simultaneously "after any modTiications which could affect
interdependence." This requirement is not included in the BWR
STS, NUREG-1433, and is not retained in the SSES ITS. Any
time a modTiication could affect the independence
(interdependence) of the DGs, the change would require a
50.59 review and post modification testing. Explicit post
modTiication Surveillance Requirements have been deleted from
the SSES ITS. Entry into the applicable Modes without
performing this post modTiication testing also continues to be
precluded except where allowed, as discussed in the Bases for
SR 3.0.1.

SR 3.8.1.11
SR 3.8.1.12
SR 3.8.1.13
SR 3.8.1.17
SR 3.8.1.19

3.8.1

4.8.1.1.2.d.4
4.8.1.1.3.d.6.a.i

4.8.1.1.2.d.5
4.8.1.1.3.d.6.a.ii

4.8.1.1.2.d.6
4.8.1.1.3.d,6.a.iii

4.8.1.1.2.d.6.c
4.8.1.1.3.d.6.c

48113d6bivb

4.8.1.1.2.e
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Discussion
ofChan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section CTS Section

3.8.2

'SSES CTS 3.8.1.2 is Applicable in Modes 4 and 5 and, in
accordance with footnote, when irradiated fuel is being handled in
the secondary containment and during Core Alterations and
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel. SSES ITS
3.8.2 is Applicable in Modes 4 and 5 and during movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary containment. The SSES
ITS 3.8.2 does not include "during Core Alterations and operations
with a potential for draining the reactor vessel" in the Applicability.
This change has no impact on safety because Core Alterations and
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel can occur
onl while the reactor is in Mode 4 or 5.
SSES ITS 3.8.2, Condition A (one required AC electrical source
inoperable), includes a Note requiring entry into applicable
Conditions and Required Actions of LCO 3.8.8 (Distribution Systems
Shutdown) when one required subsystem is de-energized as a result
of Condition A. This Note is needed because AC sources are
considered a support system to the Distribution System (LCO 3.8.8);
therefore, SSES ITS LCO 3.0.6 would allow taking Actions for the AC
Sources only. However, in the case of an inoperable electrical power
source such that a distribution system was de-energized and de-
energized bus resulted in loss of power to a required RHR-SDC
subsystem, additional Actions are required to assure continued safe
operation. Direction is provided to apply the Actions of the LCOs of
the su rted s stems.

. 3.8.2

3.8.2

3.8.1.2
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SSES CTS 4.8.1.2 includes a requirement to satisfy SSES CTS
4.8.1.1.4, requirements for reporting diesel generator start failures.
This cross reference is deleted. All requirements for reporting DG
failures are contained in SSES ITS 5.6.6 EDG Failures Re ort.
Not used.

4.8.1.2



3.8.3 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.8.1.1 includes requirements associated with diesel
fuel oil storage and starting air. These requirements are moved to
a new Specification, SSES ITS 3.8.3, Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil, and
Starting Air. The Applicabilityof this new LCO is "when associated
DG is required to be OPERABLE" which envelopes the
Applicabilities for the requirements moved into the new
S 'cation.

ITS Section

3.8.3

3.8.3

CTS Section

3.8.1.1



0



3.8.4

Discussion
ofChange

¹

TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 2)

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES GTS 3.8.2.1 LCO, footnote ""', and Action b recognize the SSES
design capability to align some, but not all, 125 VDG Unit 1 and
common loads from either a Unit 1 or a corresponding Unit 2 source.
Unit 1 SSES CTS 3.8.2.1, Action c, prevents a Unit 2 source from
powering the Unit 1 and common loads for more than 72 hours after
the Unit 1 source is restored to Operable status. Unit 1 SSES ITS
3.8.4 enforces the same requirements by requiring only Unit 1 sources
to be Operable. This is acceptable because, just as in the GTS, only
Unit 1 sources are required for Unit 1 operation in Modes 1, 2 and 3
and any failure of a Unit 1-source will require a Unit 1 shutdown. ITS
ensures this requirement is met by listing in the Technical
Specifications the DC sources and distribution subsystems required for
Operability in Unit1 and in Unit 2. SSES ITS Unit 1 LCO 3.8.4 makes
no allowance for transferring Unit 1 loads to Unit 2 sources. Unit 2
SSES ITS 3,8.4, Actions E and F, are added to allow transferring Unit
1 and common loads required by Unit 2 to the Unit 2 sources following
the loss of a Unit 1 source required by Unit 2, This maintains the
current allowance in Unit 2 SSES GTS 3.8.2.1 Action b. The
requirements in SSES CTS are consistent with the SSES ITS and
therefore the chan es are administrative with no im act on safe .

ITS Section

3.8.4

3.8.4

GTS Section

3.8.2.1
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SSES GTS 4.8.2.1.a.2 requires verification once every 7 days that
there is correct breaker alignment to battery chargers. SSES ITS SR
3.8.4.1 and SSES CTS 4.8.2.1.a.1 require that battery terminal voltage
is greater than or equal to the float charge. The SSES CTS
requirement to verify the battery charger alignment is redundant to the
SSES ITS and SSES GTS requirement to maintain battery float
voltage. Since the requirement to maintain float voltage ensures that
the battery charger is aligned, elimination of this requirement in SSES
ITS is an administrative chan e with no im act on safe .

SSES GTS 4.8.2.1.a.1, performance of the service test, allows either
"actual" or "dummy" loads to be used to perform the test. 'SSES ITS
SR 3.8.4.7 maintain this allowance by use of the words "required
emergency loads." This change is a presentation preference and
therefore has no im act on safe .

SSES GTS 3.8.2.1 Action b, Action f, and Action g (Unit 1), Action b,
Action e, Action f (Unit 2) provide an allowance to restore battery bank
to Operable status within 2 hours. SSES ITS 3.8.4, Action B and C,
does not state this option, but this option is always available.
Therefore, this change is a presentation preference which has no
im actonsafe .

SSES GTS 3.8.2.1 Action f (Unit 1), Action e (Unit 2) identTiies that
diesel generator E should be verified not running when the ESW
valves (cooling water valves) are closed. SSES ITS 3.8.4 Action B
does not require this verification. Verifying the condition of equipment
prior to and after performing an operation such as closing cooling
water valves is not typically specified in either the SSES GTS or SSES
ITS. This type of information is part of the duties of an operator and
part of normal plant operation. This is a presentation preference in the
SSES ITS and therefore has no im act on safe .

SR 3.8.4.1

SR 3.8.4.7

3.8.4

3.8.4
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section CTS Section

3.8.5

SSES CTS 3.8.2.2 LCO, footnote" ', and Action c recognize the
SSES design capability to align some, but not all, 125 VDC Unit 1

and common loads from either a Unit 1 or a corresponding Unit 2
source. Mowever, Unit 1 SSES CTS 3.8.2.2, Action d, prevents a
Unit 2 source from powering the Unit 1 and common loads for more
than 72 hours after the Unit 1 source is restored to Operable
status. This restriction ensures each unit's loads are fed from the
corresponding unit's battery. The FSAR analysis states that the
batteries shall not be shared between the units (i.e., Unit 1 loads
shall not be powered from the Unit 2 battery).

3.8.5 3.8.2.1
3.8.2.2

SSES ITS maintains the same requirements and allowances
through different LCOs. First, Unit 1 SSES ITS LCOs only require
Unit 1 sources to be Operable. This is acceptable because, just as
in the CTS, only Unit 1 sources are required for Unit 1 operation
and any failure of a Unit 1 source willrequire appropriate Unit 1

Required Actions. For Unit 2, as required'in SSES CTS, some Unit
1 sources and distribution systems are required therefore, they are
specified in SSES Unit 2 ITS. This ensures that all required loads
for Unit 2 are powered from the appropriate source. -To provide the
same flexibilityprovided in the SSES ITS, Unit 2 SSES ITS LCOs
3.8.4, 3.8.5, 3.8.7 and 3.8.8 provide Conditions and Required
Actions which allow the transfer of Unit 1 and common loads to Unit
2 sources and distribution systems. Furthermore, SSES Unit 2 ITS
SR 3.8.7.1 and SSES Unit 2 ITS SR 3.8.8.1 include verification that
the Unit 1 and common loads are ered from a Unit 1 source.



I
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SSES CTS 3.8.2.2 Action g (f U/2), and Action h (g U/2) provide an
allowance to restore battery bank to Operable status within 2 hours.
SSES ITS 3.8.5 Action B (C U/2) and Action C (0 U/2) do not
s 'hiso tion butitisatwa sando tionandisim lied.
SSES CTS 3.8.2. Action g (f U/2)'identifies that diesel generator E
should be verified not running when the ESW valves (cooling water
valves) are closed. SSES ITS 3.8.4 Action B (C U/2) does not
require this verification since the condition of equipment prior to
and after performing an operation is not typically specified in either
the SSES CTS or SSES ITS. This type of information is part of the
duties of an operator and part of normal plant operation. This is a

resentation reference that has no im act on safe .

SSES CTS 3.8.2.2 is Applicable in Modes 4 and 5 and, in
accordance with footnote, when irradiated fuel is being handled in
the secondary containment and during Core Alterations and
operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel. SSES
ITS 3.8.5 is Applicable in Modes 4 and 5 and during movement of
irradiated fuel assemblies in the secondary containment but does
not include "during Core Alterations and operations with a potential
for draining the reactor vessel" in the Applicability. This change
has no impact on safety because Core Alterations and operations
with a potential for draining the reactor vessel can occur only while
the reactor is in Mode 4 or 5.

3.8.5

3.8.5

3.8.5

3.8.2.2

3.8.2

3.8.2,2
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Discussion
of Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.8.6 is a new LCO that is added to present the
battery cell parameters limits. SSES lTS 3.8.6 LCO extracts
Actions and SRs identified in SSES CTS 3.8.2.1 and SSES CTS
3.8.2.2 applicable to battery cells. The Applicabilityof SSES ITS
3.8.6 is "when associated DC electrical power subsystems are
required to be Operable.", This Applicabilityprovides an
Applicabilityconsistent with SSES CTS. This change is a
presentation preference consistent with the BWR STS NUREG-
1433 Rev. 1 and has no im act on safe .

SSES CTS Table 4.8.2.1-1 is implemented by the performance of
Surveillance Requirements; however, this table also contains
Actions which allow noncompliance with the specific
requirements. SSES ITS 3.8.6 provides Actions ifbattery cell
parameters are not met. For SSES ITS 3.8.6 Actions, a Note is
added to allow separate entry for each battery which provides
explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions for
Technical S pecifications compliance. In conjunction with
proposed Specification 1.3, "Completion Times," the Note
provides direction consistent with the intent of SSES CTS Table
4.8.2.1-1.

ITS Section

3.8.6

3.8.6

3.8.6

CTS Section

3.8.2.1, 3.8.2.2

Table 4.8.2.1-1
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SSES CTS 4.8.2.1.b.3 veriTies that the average electrolyte
temperature is above 60'F, and SSES CTS Table 4.8.2.1-1
requires that actions be taken ifthe battery parameters are not
within requirements. Ifthe temperature is not maintained greater
than 60 F or the actions did not restore the battery parameters
within the speciTied limits, the intent of SSES CTS is that the
battery would be considered inoperable. SSES ITS 3.8.6 Action
B requires that with the average temperature of the
representative cells not within limits or Completion Times not
met, the associated battery be declared inoperable. Since the =

SSES CTS intent is consistent with the SSES ITS Actions this
chan ehasnoim actonsafe .

3.8.6 4.8.2.1.b.3,
Table 4.8.2.1-1
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Discussion
of Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.8.3.1 LCO, footnote""'(" '/2), and Action c(d U/2)
recognize the SSES design capability to align some, but not all, 125
.VOC Unit 1 and common loads from either a Unit 1 or a
corresponding Unit 2 distribution subsystem. Unit 1 SSES CTS
3.8.3.1 Action d prevents a Unit 2 source from powering the Unit 1

and common loads for more than 72 hours after the Unit 1 load group
is restored to Operable status. This restriction ensures each unit's
loads are fed from the same unit's battery. Unit 1 SSES ITS 3.8.7
enforces the same requirements by requiring only the necessary Unit
1 DC power distribution subsystems to be Operable. This is
acceptable because, just as in the CTS, only Unit 1 power
distribution subsystems are required for Unit 1 operation in Modes 1,
2 and 3 and any failure of a Unit 1 source will require appropriate
Unit actions. In addition, ITS ensures this requirement is met by
modifying the Bases of Unit 1 and 2 SSES ITS SR 3.8.7.1 and SSES
ITS SR 3.8.8.1 to verify that the Unit 1 and common loads are
powered from a Unit 1 source. Unit 2 SSES ITS 3.8.7 Action B is
added to allow the loss of a Unit 1 power distribution subsystem.
This maintains the current allowance in Unit 2 SSES CTS 3.8.3.1
Action b. Furthermore, Unit 2 SSES ITS 3.8.7 Required Action B.2
replaces Unit 1 SSES CTS 3.8.3.1 Action d, to ensure Unit 1 and
common loads are transferred to the corresponding Unit 1 DC power
distribution subsystem. The requirements in SSES CTS are
consistent with the SSES ITS and therefore have no impact on
safe .

ITS Section

3.8.7

SR 3.8.7.1

CTS Section

3.8.3.1
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SSES CTS 3.8.3.1 Action d (U/2 only), Action h and i provide an
allowance to restore battery bank to Operable status within 2 hours.-
SSES ITS 3.8.7 does not specify this option, but it is always and
o tionandis im lied.
SSES CTS 3.8.3.1, Action h, requires that diesel generator E should
be shutdown prior to isolating ESW to the diesel generator. SSES
lTS 3.8.7 does not explicitly require this action. Performing this
action, prior to and after performing an operation such as dosing
cooling water valves is not typically specified in either the SSES CTS
or SSES ITS. This type of information is part of the duties of an
o rator and art of normal lant o ration.
SSES CTS 3.8.3.1 specifies that "tie breakers (must be) open both
between redundant buses within the unit and between units at the
same station. This requirement is deleted because SSES does not
have tie breakers between redundant buses within the unit or
between units.

3.8.7

3.8.7

3.8.3.1

3.8.3.1

3.8.3;1
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES GTS 3.8.3.2 LCO, footnote " '(" '/2), and Action d
recognize the SSES design capability to align some, but not all; 125
VDG Unit 1 and common loads from either a Unit 1 or a corresponding
Unit 2 distribution subsystem. Unit 1 SSES GTS 3.8.3.2 Action e
prevents a Unit 2 source from powering the Unit 1 and common loads
for more than 72 hours after the Unit 1 load group is restored to
Operable status. This restriction ensures each unit's loads are fed
from the same unit's battery. The analysis, in the FSAR, states that
the batteries shall not be shared between the units. Unit 1 SSES ITS
3.8.8 enforces the same requirements by only requiring the necessary
Unit 1 DG power distribution subsystems to be Operable. This is
acceptable because, just as in the GTS, only Unit 1 power distribution
subsystems are required for Unit 1 operation equipment and any
failure of a Unit 1 source willrequire appropriate Unit actions. In
addition, ITS ensures this requirement is met by modifying the Bases
of Unit 1 and 2 SSES ITS SR 3.8.7.1 and SSES ITS SR 3.8.8.1 to
verify that the Unit 1 and common loads are powered from a Unit 1

power distribution subsystem. Unit 2 SSES ITS 3.8.8 Required Action
A.2 is added to allowfor the loss of a Unit1 source. This maintains
the current allowance in Unit 2 SSES CTS 3.8.3.1 Action b.
Furthermore, Unit 2 SSES ITS 3.8.8 Required Action A.2 replaces Unit
1 SSES CTS 3.8.3.2 Action e, to ensure Unit 1 and common loads are
transferred to the corresponding Unit 1 DG power distribution
subsystem. The requirements in SSES GTS are consistent with the
SSES ITS.

ITS Section

3.8.8

SR 3.8.8.1

GTS Section

3.8.3.2,
3.8.3.1
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SSES GTS 3.8.3.2, Action h (g U/2 only) and Action i (h U/2 only),
provide an allowance to rewnergize an inoperable the battery bank
within 2 hours. SSES ITS 3.8.8 does not specifically identify this
option, but restoring a component to Operable is always an option and
is im lied.
SSES CTS 3.8.3.1, Action h (g U/2), requires that diesel generator E
should be shutdown prior to isolating ESW to the diesel generator.
SSES ITS 3.8.8 Action B does not explicitly require this action. This
action is not typically specified in either the SSES GTS or SSES ITS.
This type of information is part of the duties of an operator and part of
normal lant o ration.

3.8.8

3.8.8

3.8.3.2

3.8.3.1
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section CTS Section

3.9.1

A.3

SSES CTS 3.9.1 is separated into SSES ITS 3.9.1, Refueling
Equipment Interlocks, and SSES ITS 3.9.2, Refuel Position
One-Rod&ut Interlock in an effort to improve clarity. The first part of
SSES CTS 3.9.1, which establishes requirements for control rod
withdrawal in Mode 5, is maintained as SSES ITS 3.9.2. The second
part of SSES GTS 3.9.1, which establishes requirements for Core
Alterations is maintained as SSES ITS 3.9.1.
SSES GTS LGO 3.9.1.b and SSES GTS LCO 3.9.1, Action c, specify
that Core Alterations using equipment associated with a Refuel
position interlock shall not be performed unless the specified refueling
interlocks are Operable. The only Core Alterations that are performed
using equipment associated with a refuel position interlock are control
rod movement and fuel movement. Control rod movements are
addressed by SSES ITS 3.9.2, One-Rod-Out Interlock. The
remaining interlocks per SSES ITS 3.9.1 involve only in-vessel fuel
movement. Therefore, SSES ITS 3.9.1 specifies the Applicabilityas
"During in-vessel fuel movement with equipment associated with the
interlocks." This more precisely defines the requirements needed to
su rt the safe function.
SSES GTS 3.9.1.b.3 specifies that interlocks associated with refuel
platform "hoists" must be Operable. SSES ITS SR 3.9.1.1 specifically
identifies each of these hoists as the fuel grapple hoist, frame-
mounted hoist, and the monorail mounted hoist. This addition is
intended to clar'he existin re uirements.

3.9.2

SR 3.9.1.1

3.9.1

3.9.1.b.3,
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SSES GTS 3.9.1, Note ""'o the Applicability, provides a cross
reference to LCOs governing Special Test Exceptions. The format of
the SSES ITS does not include cross references. SSES ITS 3.0.7
prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs without such
references. Therefore the existing reference to the Special Test
Exce tions has been removed.
SSES GTS 4.9.1.3 requires that any time the Operability of a system
or component is affected by repair, maintenance or replacement of a
component, post maintenance testing is required to demonstrate
Operability of the system or component. SSES ITS requires the
Operability of equipment, but does not direct the performance of
testing when repair activities have been performed. This requirement
is applicable to all plant equipment. Even though the SSES ITS does
not explicitly require post maintenance testing, the requirement is
maintained. Therefore, this change does not result in a change in the
requirements only a change to ensure consistency with NUREG 1433,
Revision 1.
SSES GTS 3.9.1.1 specifies that the 'Fuel Grapple Position" and the
'Service Platform hoist fueldoaded'nterlock be Operable. SSES ITS
removes these requirements, because either they do not exist at
SSES or the cannot and willnot be utilized for movement of fuel.

3.9.1

3.9.1

4.9.1.3

3.9.1.1
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Discussion
of Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section

3.9.2

GTS Section

SSES CTS 3.9.1 is separated into SSES ITS 3.9.1, Refueling
Equipment Interlocks, and SSES ITS 3.9.2,'Refuel Position
One-Rod-Out Interlock in an effort to improve clarity. The first part of
SSES CTS 3.9.1, which establishes requirements for control rod
withdrawal in Mode 5, is maintained as SSES ITS 3.9.2. The second
part of SSES CTS 3.9.1, which establishes requirements for Core
Alterations is maintained as SSES ITS 3.9.1.
SSES CTS 3.9.1 requires that the reactor mode, switch is locked in
the Shutdown or Refuel position when in Mode 5. SSES ITS 3.9.2
requires that the Refuel Position one-rodwut interlock must be
Operable. Reactor mode switch Operability is an implicitpart of the
Operability of the interlocks required by SSES ITS LCO 3.9.1 and
LCO 3.9.2. By specifying Operable interlocks and including the
position of the reactor mode switch as part of the Applicability, the
appropriate features of the reactor mode switch are required to be
Operable without an explicit statement. This change more precisely
defines the requirements needed to support the safety function.
Similarly, SSES CTS 3.9.1, Action a, which establishes requirements
"with the reactor mode switch not locked in the shutdown or refuel
position" becomes "Refuel position onmod~ut interlock inoperable"
in SSES ITS 3.9.2, Condition A. These are administrative changes
because there is no chan e to the existin re uirements.

3.9.2 3.9.1
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A.3 The requirement in SSES CTS 3.9.1 and SSES CTS 3.9.1, Action a,
to lock the mode switch in the refuel position, is retained. Although
SSES ITS 3.9.2 does not explicitly state that the reactor mode switch
must be locked in the Refuel position, SSES ITS SR 3.9.2.1 enforces
SSES ITS 3.9.2 by requiring that the reactor mode switch be verified
locked in the Refuel sition eve 12 hours.
SSES CTS 3.9.1, Note ""'o the Applicability, provides a cross
reference to LCOs governing Special Test Exceptions. The format of
the SSES ITS does not include cross references. SSES ITS 3.0.7
prescribes the use of the Special Operations LCOs without such
references. - Therefore the existing reference to the Special Test
Exceptions is removed. This administrative change has no impact on

lant safe cross references to a licable TS are unnecessa
SSES CTS 3.9.1 identifies the Applicabilityas Mode 5. SSES ITS
3.9.2, Refuel Position One-Rod-Out Interlock, identifies the
Applicabilityas 'MODE 5 with the reactor mode switch in the refuel
position and any control rod withdrawn," This change combines the
existing Applicabilitywith SSES CTS 3.9.1, Action a, to completely
define the situations when the refuel position on~-out interlock
must be Operable. SSES CTS 3.9.1, Applicabilityand Action a,
establish requirements when the reactor mode switch is the
Shutdown or Refuel position. SSES ITS 3.9.2, Condition A, enforces
the same requirement by establishing Actions for the Condition
"Refuel position one<odwut interlock inoperable." Ifthe reactor
mode switch is in the Shutdown position, a control rod cannot be
withdrawn and SSES ITS 3.9.2 is not Applicable. This is an
administrative change because there is no change to the existing
r uirements.

SR 3.9.2.1

3.9.2
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.9.3 includes two footnotes that "cross reference" other
Technical Specifications. The format of the SSES ITS does not
include providing "cross references" to other requirements that may
be appropriate under some circumstances. Therefore the SSES CTS.
references are removed. These changes do not impact existing
r uirements cross referencin a licable TS is unnecessa .

ITS Section

3.9.3

3.9.3

CTS Section

3.9.3



3.9.4 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Discussion of
Chan e0

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.9.4 Actions are preceded by the Note "Separate
Condition entry is allowed for each required channel." This note
provides more explicit instructions for proper application of the
Actions for SSES ITS compliance. In conjunction with the SSES
ITS Spec Tiication 1.3 "Completion Times," this Note provides
direction consistent with accepted practice and the intent of the
existing Action for an inoperable control rod position indication
instrumentation channel. This Note ensures each SSES ITS
3.9.4 requirement can be treated independently to allow the
'spec Tiied period of time to verify compliance with requirement
and, when necessary, take the appropriate Action. This change
is consistent with the existin inte retation of re uirements.

ITS Section

3.9.4

3.9.4

CTS Section



P
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.1.3.5, Action b.1, applies to 'Withdrawn" control rods
that are inoperable but requires that these inoperable control rods
be inserted and disarmed. SSES ITS 3.9.5, Applicability,
specifies that only withdrawn control rods must. be Operable in
Mode 5. Once an inoperable control rod is fully inserted, the
plant is outside of the Applicabilityand the control rod is no
longer required to.be Operable. Therefore, the action to disarm
the directional control valves of an inoperable control rod in Mode
5 is deleted. Likewise, SSES CTS 4.1.3.5.a requires'that
associated Surveillance Requirements be performed unless the
control rod is inserted and disarmed or scrammed. SSES ITS
3.9.5 SRs are required forwithdrawn control rods only consistent
with the licabilit .

ITS Section

3.9.5

3.9.5

CTS Section

3.1.3.5,
4.1.3.5.a
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section CTS Section

3.9.6
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Discussion of
Chan e4

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.9.11.1, Action a, requires that all operations involving
an increase in the reactor decay heat load be suspended. SSES
ITS 3.9.7, Required Action 8.1, requires only that loading of
irradiated fuel assemblies into the reactor pressure vessel be
suspended since this is the only method of increasing the reactor
decay heat load (i.e., movement of a single control rod, the only
other type of positive reactivity insertion, does not increase heat

'oad).This is an administrative change with no change to the
existin r uirements.
SSES CTS 3.9.11.1, Action a, requires that secondary containment
integrity be established. SSES ITS 3.9.7, Required Actions 8.1,
8.2, and 8.3, replace the SSES CTS defined term "Secondary
Containment Integrity" with multiple requirements that establish all
of the essential elements of secondary containment integrity. This
change is necessary because SSES ITS does not define the term
'secondary containment integrity" because the definition would
consist of a series of technical requirements that are more
appropriately defined as Specifications. This change does not
result in an chan es to the existin re uirements.

ITS Section

3.9.7

3.9.7

3.9.7

CTS Section

3.9.11.1

3.9.11.1 *
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES ITS 3.9.8 adds a Note to the Actions "Separate Condition
entry is allowed for each shutdown cooling 'subsystem." This
Note provides explicit instructions for proper application of the
Actions for Technical Specification compliance. In conjunction
with SSES ITS 1.3-'Completion Times,'his Note provides
direction consistent with accepted practice, TS interpretation and
the intent of the SSES CTS Actions.

ITS Section

3.9.8

3.9.8

CTS Section

3.9.11.2
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Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section CTS Section

3.10.1'SES

ITS 3.10.1 Actions are preceded by the Note "Separate
Condition entry is allowed for each requirement of the LCO." This note
provides more explicit instructions for proper application of the Actions
for SSES ITS compliance. In conjunction with the SSES ITS
Specification 1.3, "Completion Times," this Note provides direction
consistent with accepted pratice and the intent of the SSES CTS
Actions for failure to meet requirements during inservice leak and
hydrostatic testing operation. This Note is acceptable because the
Required Actions for each requirement of the LCO not met provide
appropriate compensatory measures for separate requirements that
are not met. This change is consistent with the existing interpretation
of requirements.

3.10.1 3.10.6





3.10,2 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section

3.10.2

CTS Section
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.10.7 footnote modifies Action a.1 to state that the
associated actions should be taken except that the one hour to
insert all insertable control rods allowed by Actions 3 and 9 of
Table 3.3.1-1 is not applicable. The insertable control rods are to
be inserted immediately. Under the same conditions, SSES ITS
3.3.1.1 require the immediate insertion of the control rod (the.
requirement is the same), therefore, the footnote stating this
exce tionisnotre uired.
SSES ITS 3.10.3, Actions Note, provides more explicit instructions
for proper application of the Actions forTechnical SpeciTication
compliance. ln conjunction with the SSES ITS 1.3, "Completion
Times," the Actions Note ("Separate Condition entry is allowed for
each requirement of the LCO") provides direction consistent with
the intent of the existing Action for one of the requirements not
being complied with. This change has no impact on safety because
the change provides additional direction but maintains the accepted

ractice and intent of the existin re uirement.

ITS Section

3.10.3

3.10.3

3.10.3

CTS Section

3.10.7



3.10.4 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Discussion
of Change

¹
Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.10.8 footnote modifies Action a.1 to state that the
associated actions should be taken except that the one hour to insert
all insertable control rods allowed by Actions 3 and 9 of Table 3.3.1-1
is not applicable. The insertable control rods are to be inserted
immediately. Under the same conditions, SSES ITS 3.3.1.1 require
the immediate insertion of the control rods, therefore, the footnote
statin this exce tion is not r uired the re uirement is the same.
SSES ITS 3.10.4, Actions Note, provides more explicit instructions for
proper application of the Actions for Technical Specification
compliance. In conjunction with the SSES lTS 1.3, "Completion
Times," the Actions Note ("Separate Condition entry is allowed for
each requirement of the LCO") provides direction consistent wit
accepted practice, TS interpretation and the intent of the existing
Action forre uirements not bein corn lied with.

ITS Section

3.10.4

3.10.4

3.10.4

CTS Section

3.10.8

3.10.8

3.10.8





3.10.5 TABLEA - ADMINISTRATlVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 3)

Discussion of
Chan e¹

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
Not used
SSES GTS 3.9.10.1 and 4.9.10.1 state that requirements for
removing control rods and drives applies "until all control rods.and
control rod drive mechanisms are reinstalted and all control rods
are inserted in the core." A statement that requirements are
applicable until the conditions under which they are required to
apply no longer exist is true for all Specifications and is not
re uired in SSES ITS it is a redundant statement.
SSES GTS 3.9.10.1.b requiring SRM Operability in Mode 5 during
single control rod drive removal and associated SR in SSES GTS
4.9.10.1.b are cross references to the normal Mode 5 requirements
for SRM Operability. SSES ITS 3.10.5 does not modify the SRM
Mode 4 requirements; therefore, current LCO 3.9.2 (SSES ITS
3.3.1.2) must be met during Special Operation SSES ITS 3.10.5 but
the requirement does not have to be repeated in SSES ITS 3.10.5;
it is a redundant statement.
SSES GTS 3.9.10.1.d and 4.9.10.1.d permit a control rod adjacent
to the control rod withdrawn under Special Operation SSES ITS
3.10.5 to be withdrawn ifthe four fuel assemblies surrounding the
control rod are removed. During MODE 5, ifthe four fuel
assemblies in a core cell are removed, the associated single
control rod can be removed under the provisions of SSES CTS
3.9.10.2 (SSES ITS LCO 3.10.6). The limitations of SSES
CTS 3.9.10.1 are consistent with the limitation in SSES CTS
3.9.10.2 for this situation. Since the "multiple"withdrawal
Spec Tiication is adequate to control this condition, this option is not
re eated in the SSES ITS LCO 3.10.5.

ITS Section

3.10.5

3.10.5

3.10.5

3.10.5

GTS Section

3.9.10.1
4.9.10.1

3.9.10.1.b,
4.9.10.1.b

3.9.10.1.d
4.9.10.1.d
3.9.10.1
3.9.10.2
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SSES ITS 3.10.5, Required Action A.2.1, provides a new option to
"initiate action to fully insert all control rods" which can be
performed in parallel with the requirement to "satisf'y the
requirements of the LCO." The option to "Initiate action to fully
insert all control rods" is acceptable because ifall rods are inserted
(and efforts to "satisf'y the requirements of the LCO" are stopped)
then the plant is outside the Applicabilityof SSES ITS 3.10.5
because there are no withdrawn control rods. Since this new
Required Action takes the Unit outside the Applicabilityof the
SSES ITS 3.10.5, it is consistent with the existing requirements and
acce ted ractice.
Footnotes to various SSES current Technical Specifications state
that the requirements are "Not applicable to control rods removed
per Specification 3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2." These footnotes are
intended to alert user's to relaxations to requirements that can be
applied ifa control rod is removed versus withdrawn. SSES ITS
3.10.5 and 3.10.6 are designed to identify all requirements and
exceptions that apply when control rods or control rod drives are
removed. The format of the SSES ITS does not include providing
"cross references" to other requirements that may be appropriate
under some circumstances, therefore the SSES CTS references
are removed. Cross references to applicable TS requirements are
unnecessa .

3.10.5

3.10.5 3.9.10;1
3.9.10.2
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SSES CTS 3.9.10.1, c.1 and c.2, spec Tiies that the control rod
selected to be removed may be assumed to be the highest worth
control rod "required to be assumed to be fullywithdrawn by the
SHUTDOWN MARGIN test, and need not be assumed to be
immovable or untrippable." SSES ITS 3.10.5 only identifies that the
withdrawn rod is considered to be the "highest worth control rod."
Therefore, the additional detail provided in the CTS is already
addressed by the definition of SHUTDOWN MARGINwhich
assumes the highest worth rod to be the one fullywithdrawn.
Additionally, the CTS stipulation about a stuck rod is not needed
because it is already addressed by the definition of SDM and the
rod need onl be considered once in the SDM calculations.
SSES CTS 3.9.10.1.a requires the Mode Switch to be Operable
and locked in shutdown or in the refuel position. SSES ITS 3.10.5,
as necessary, requires the Mode Switch to be in shutdown or refuel
position but does not require it to be locked. This is acceptable
because SSES ITS 3.9.2 adequately defines the requirements for
lockin the Mode Switch and is consistent with CTS r uirements;

3.10.5

3.10.5

3.9.10.1, c.1
and c.2

3.9.10.1.a
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.9.10.2 and 4.9.10.2 state that requirements for
removing control rods and drives applies "until all control rods
and control rod drive mechanisms are reinstalled and all
control rods are inserted in the core." A statement that
requirements are applicable until the conditions under which
they are required to apply no longer exist is true for all
Specifications and is not retained in SSES ITS 3.10.6; it is a
redundant statement.
SSES ITS 3.10.6, Required Action A.3.1, provides a new
option to "initiate action to fully insert all control rods" which
can be performed in parallel with the requirement to "satisfy the
requirements of the LCO." The option to "tnitiate action to fully
insert all control rods" is acceptable because ifall rods are
inserted then the plant is outside the Applicabilityof SSES ITS
3.10.6 because there are no withdrawn control rods. Since this
new Required Action takes the Unit outside the Applicabilityof
the SSES ITS 3.10.6, it is consistent with the existing
r uirements and acce ted ractice.

lTS Section

3.10.6

3.10.6

3.10.6

.CTS Section

3.9.10.2
4.9.10.2
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SSES GTS 3.9.10.2.b requires that SRMs are Operable when
multiple control rods are withdrawn or removed during Mode 5.
The SSES CTS and SSES ITS requirements for SRM
Operability and Surveillance testing in Mode 5 are adequate
without this cross reference. SSES ITS 3.10.6 does not
modif'y the Mode 5 requirements for SRM Operability;
therefore, SSES GTS 3.9.2 (SSES ITS 3.3.1.2) must be met
during this Special Operation and there is no need to reiterate
the requirement in SSES ITS 3.10.6; it is a redundant
statement.
SSES GTS 3.9.10.2.c requires that Shutdown Margin
requirements be maintained when multiple control rods are
withdrawn or removed during Mode 5. The SSES CTS and
SSES ITS requirements for SDM and associated Surveillance
testing are adequate without this cross reference. SSES ITS
3.10.6 does not modify the requirements for SDM; therefore,
SSES CTS 3.1.1 (SSES ITS 3.1.1) must be met during this
Special Operation and there is no need to reiterate the
r uirement in SSES ITS 3.10.6 it is a redundant statement.
SSES GTS 3.9.10.2, Applicability, is revised to clarify that entry
into the Special Operations allowances provided by SSES ITS
3.10.6 is only necessary ifLGO 3.9.3, LCO 3.9.4, or LCO 3.9.5
is not met. Each ITS Special Operations LCO Applicabilityis
stated such that entry is made only when other Technical
Specification requirements are not met. This change clariTies
use of the SSES ITS 3.10.6 and is redundant with LCO 3.0.7.

3.10.6

3.10.6

3.10.6

3.9.10.2.b .

3.9.2

3.9.10.2.c

3.9.10.2
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Footnotes to various SSES CTS state that the requirements
are "Not applicable to control rods removed per Specification
3.9.10.1 or 3.9.10.2." These footnotes are intended to alert
users to relaxations to requirements that can be applied ifa
control rod is removed versus withdrawn. SSES ITS 3.10.6 are
designed to identify all requirements and exceptions that apply
when control rods or control rod drives are removed. The
format of the SSES ITS does not include providing "cross
references" to other requirements that may be appropriate
under some circumstances. Cross references to'applicable TS
requirements are unnecessary. Therefore the SSES CTS
references are removed.
SSES CTS 3.9.10.2.a states that the "Refuel position one-rod-
out interlock" may be bypassed to permit withdrawal of multiple
control rods and/or removal of the associated CRDs. SSES
ITS 3.10.6 stipulates that the 'ull-in"position indicators may be
bypassed as required to accomplish the same objective. The
SSES ITS presentation clarifies that the relaxation is intended
to permit bypassing the on~-out interlock for those control
rods being withdrawn and not all control rods, consistent with
acce ted ractice and TS inte retation..
SSES CTS 3.9.10.1.a requires the Mode Switch to be Operable
and locked in shutdown or in the refuel position. SSES ITS
3.10.4, as necessary, requires the Mode Switch to be in
shutdown or refuel position but does not require it to be locked.
This is acceptable because SSES ITS 3.9.2 adequately defines
the requirements for locking the Mode Switch; the requirements
are the same.

3.10.6

3.10.6

3.10.4

3.9.10.2.a

3.9.10.1.a
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SSES GTS 4.9.10.2.2 requires the Operability of and a
functional test of the 'one<odwut'nterlock following
replacement of a control rod or control rod drive ifthe function
had been bypassed. SSES ITS 3.10.6 does not contain a
similar requirement. This change is necessary to adopt SSES
lTS conventions. This change is has no impact on safety,
because SSES ITS SR motherhood rules and plant
administrative procedures require performance of an SR after
maintenance or other activities which disabled the
corn nent/function.

3.10.6 4.9.10.2.2
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Discussion of
Chan eP

Summary ITS Section GTS Section

A.3

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES GTS 3.10.2 allows the RSGS to be bypassed to
accommodate certain specified rod testing. However, SSES CTS
3.1.3.8, Rod Sequence Control System (RSCS), is not retained in
the SSES ITS. SSES CTS 3.1.4.2, Rod Sequence Control
System, is removed from Technical Specifications. Discussion of
Changes for SSES ITS 3.1.6 explains that SSES ITS 3.1.6, Rod
Pattern Control, replaces requirements associated with the RSCS
with requirements that a prescribed control rod sequence (Banked
Position Withdrawal Sequence) be enforced. Therefore,
references to RSCS in SSES GTS 3.10.2 are changed to SSES
ITS 3.1.6 Rod Pattern Control in SSES ITS 3.10.7.
SSES GTS 3.10.2, Applicability, is revised to clarify that entry into
the Special Operations allowances provided by SSES ITS 3.10.7
is only necessary ifthe test rod sequence deviates from the
specified sequence of LCO 3.1.6. Each ITS S pecial Operations
LCO Applicabilityis stated such that entry is made when other
Technical Specification requirements are not met, consistent with
LCO 3.0.7.
SSES GTS 3.10.2, Action, requires that RSGS be verified
Operable ifthe requirements of SSES CTS 3.10.2 are not
satisfied. SSES ITS 3.10.7, Action A, provides more specific
direction and requires suspending the test and the exception to
the BPWS requirements (SSES ITS 3.1.6). This is an
administrative change because SSES ITS 3.10.7, Action A,
provides accepted interpretation of the SSES CTS 3.10.2 Action
considering that requirements for the RSCS have been replaced
with re uirements that the re uired rod attern be maintained.

3.10.7

3.10.7

3.10.7

3.10.7

3.1.4.2, 3.10.2

3.10.2

3.10.2
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SSES CTS 3.10.2.d is deleted because the Startup Test Program
has been completed. Therefore, the exception provided by SSES
CTS 3.10.2.d is no ion er needed or a licable.

3.10.2.d
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES CTS 3.10.3, SDM Demonstrations, allows exceptions to the
requirements of SSES CTS 3.9.1, Reactor Mode Switch, and SSES
CTS 3.9.3, Control Rod Position. SSES ITS 3.10.8 does not need
to provide these exceptions because of changes to SSES CTS
3.9.1 (SSES ITS 3.9.1 and 3.9.2) and SSES CTS 3.9.3 (SSES ITS
3.9.3). The exception to SSES CTS 3.9.1 (reactor mode switch
locked in Shutdown or Refuel) is not needed because SSES ITS
3.9.1 no longer requires the mode switch to be locked in Refuel at
all times while in Mode 5. The exception to SSES CTS 3.9.3 (all
control rods shall be inserted in Mode 5 and during Core
Alterations) is not needed because SSES CTS 3.10.3 (and SSES
ITS 3.10.8) precludes all Core Alterations (except control rod
movement needed to perform the test) from taking place during
SDMtestin . Thechan esareconsistentwith CTSre uirements.
SSES CTS 3.1.3.5, Action b.2, specifies requirements in Mode 5 for
multiple inoperable scram accumulators for withdrawn control rods.
However, SSES ITS LCO 3.9.5 requires that each withdrawn
control rod be Operable (and therefore have an Operable
accumulator) in Mode 5 and SSES ITS LCO 3.9.5 is Applicable
when performing SDM testing under SSES ITS 3.10.8. SSES ITS
LCO 3.9.5 provides Required Actions for control rod Operability in
Mode 5. Therefore, the requirement to immediately place the
reactor mode switch in the Shutdown position whenever there are
multiple inoperable accumulators forwithdrawn control rods is not
needed or a licable in SSES ITS 3.10.8.

ITS Section

3.10.8

3.10.8

3.10.8

CTS Section

3.10.3
3.9.1
3.9.3

3.1.3.5
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SSES CTS 3.10.3.a and 4.10.3, requirements for source range
monitors (SRMs) during SDM Testing, are not included in SSES
ITS 3.10.8 because the requirements for SRMs are established by
SSES GTS 3.9.2 (SSES ITS 3.3.1.2) and are not changed during
SDM Testing. Therefore, there is no need to repeat the
requirements of other applicable TS in SSES ITS 3.10.8;
redundant r uirements are not necessa .

SSES GTS 3.1.3.6 and SSES GTS 4.1.3.6 contain the
requirements for control rod drive coupling in Mode 5. These
requirements are incorporated into SSES ITS 3.10.8.c, associated
Actions A and C, and SSES ITS SR 3.10.8.5. Placing these
requirements in a more appropriate location in TS is an
administrative chan e with no im act on safe .

The Applicabilityfor SSES GTS 3.10.3 is Mode 5 during shutdown
margin demonstrations. The Applicabilityfor SSES ITS 3.10.8 is
Mode 5 with the reactor mode switch in the startupthot standby
position. This change is made to emphasize that ITS Special
Operations LCOs are Applicable only when other Technical
SpeciTication requirements can not be met. Ifother Technical
Specification requirements can be met, there would be no need to
require the exceptions of the Special Operations LCO. This is an
administrative change with no impact on safety because it clarifies
existin r uirements.

3.10.8

3.10.8

3.10.8

3.10.3.a
4.10.3
3.9.2-

3.1.3.6,
4.1.3.6

3.10.3
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SSES ITS 3.10.8, Condition A, is preceded by the Note "Separate
Condition entry is allowed for each control rod. 'This note provides
more explicit instructions for proper application of the Action A for
SSES ITS compliance. In conjunction with the SSES ITS
Specification.1.3 "Completion Times," this Note provides direction
consistent with the intent of the SSES ITS Actions for inoperable
control rods. This Note ensures each inoperable control rod is
allowed a specified period of time to verify'compliance with
requirements and, when necessary, fully insert and disarm the
control rod.

3.10.8 3.1.3.6

Additionally, SSES ITS 3.10.8, Required Action A.1, is preceded by
a Note that allows bypassing the RWM ifnecessary to insert an.
uncoupled control rod during SOM testing. This Note permits
repeated attempts to couple the control rod for a short period of
time. Ifcoupling is not established in 3 hours, the control rod must
be fullyinserted and then disarmed within the next hour (SSES ITS
3.10.8, Required Actions A.1 and A.2). The addition of this
allowance is an administrative change because it duplicates the
allowance already allowed in Modes 1 and 2 by SSES CTS 3.1.3.6,
Action a and SSES ITS 3.1.3.
SSES CTS 3.1.3.6.b.1 contains instruction for coupling an
uncoupled control rod and a method for verifying coupling. SSES
ITS 3.10.8 maintains the requirements to have the control rod
coupled but does not contain the same specific information on how
a control rod is recoupled and verified to be recoupled. This is an
administrative change with no impact on safety because SSES ITS
only specifies the necessary actions to ensure that it stays inserted
within the specified Completion Times. The safety requirement
remains the same.

3.10.8 3.1.3.6.b.1
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Discussion
ofGhan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
GTS 5.6.1.2 includes the requirement that the keff for new fuel for the
first core loading stored dry in the spent fuel storage racks shall not
exceed 0.98 when aqueous foam moderation is assumed. This
requirement is no longer applicable because the first core loading was
corn leted. Therefore this re uirement is deleted.

. ITS Section

4.0

GTS Section

5.0

5.6.1.2
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Discussion
of Chan e¹

A.2

A.3

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
The management directive in SSES GTS 6.1.2 is deleted. The SSES
CTS and SSES ITS state who is responsible for the control room
command function. The FSAR also delineates the responsibilities of
the Shift Supervisor. SSES GTS 6.1.2 serves only as a reminder to
personnel as to who is in charge. No where else in TS is a
management directive required to remind personnel of a TS
requirement. Since the GTS responsibility requirement is not being
changed and the requirement for a management directive is
inconsistent with STS BWR 4 NUREG 1433 Rev. 1.
SSES ITS modifies all Technical Specification titles to be generic.
This change is necessary to ensure that simple company
organizational title changes do not result in changes to the SSES ITS,
and it does not change the intent of the requirement. The change is
acceptable because the new generic titles followthe guidelines of
ANSI/ANS 3.1. In addition, this change is being made to incorporate
a ved eneric chan e TSTF 65 Rev. 1.

ITS Section

5.'I

GTS Section

6.1.2

6.0
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

TABLEA - ADMINISTRATIVECHANGES MATRIX(page 1 of 1)

Summary-

Editorial, text, format changes were made of.an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
The STA requirements of SSES CTS 6.3 are modified to
reference the Commission Policy Statement on Engineering

rtise on Shift in SSES ITS 5.2.
The SSES CTS Table 6.2.2-1 does not permit minimum shift crew
composition to be one less than the minimum requirem'ent ifthe
Shift Supervisor is the person missing from the minimum
requirements. This allowance is eliminated because it cannot be
enforced. The only time this exception would apply is ifa member
of the shift crew became seriously illor incapacitated while on
shift Ifthe Shift Supervisor became incapacitated, the exception
would not be enforced if it would prevent the Shift Supervisor from
receiving appropriate attention. The second SRO on shift would
assume the duties of the Shift Su rvisor.
SSES ITS modifies all Technical Specification titles to be generic.
This change is necessary to ensure that simple company
organizational title changes do not result in changes to the SSES
ITS, and it does not change the intent of the requirement The
change is acceptable because the new generic titles followthe
guidelines ofANSI/ANS 3.1 and this change is being made to
inco orate a roved eneric chan e TSTF 65 Rev. 1.

ITS Section

5.2

5.2

5.2

5.2

- CTS Section

6.3

Table 6.2.2-1
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Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section CTS Section
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Discussion
of Chan e¹

Summary

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

ITS Section CTS Section

. 5.4

The procedures required by SSES CTS 6.8.1.b,,6.8.1.c, and 6.8.1.g
are also required by SSES CTS 6.8.1.a (SSES ITS 5.4.1.a) which
references Regulatory Guide 1.33. Therefore, it is not necessary to
identify each type of procedure. The redundant requirements are
deleted.
SSES CTS 6.8.1.h requires written procedures for ODCM
implementation.'SES ITS 5.4.1;e requires written procedures for all
Programs and Manuals. Therefore, it is not necessary to specifically
identi each ro ram.

5.4.1.a

5.4.1.e

6.8.1.b
6.8.1.c
6.8.1.g
6.8.1.a

6.8.1.h
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Or

Discussion of
Chan e¹

Summaty

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative nature
to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.
SSES GTS 6.14.1 requirement to have the ODGM approved by the
NRG prior to implementation is deleted. The original SSES ODCM
was approved by the NRG as part of the original licensing process.-
Since the initial approval of the ODCM is a one time occurrence, this
re uirement is deleted from the SSES ITS.

ITS Section GTS Section

5.5

6;14.1

A.3 SSES GTS 4.8.1.1.2.c and 4.8.1.1.3.c establish requirements for
testing emergency diesel generator (EDG) fuel oil. These
requirements are moved to SSES ITS 5.5.9, Diesel Fuel Oil Testing
Program and the Bases for SSES ITS 3.8.3, Diesel Fuel Oil, Lube Oil
and Startin Air.
SSES GTS 4.0.5 establishes requirements for testing ASME Code
Class 1, 2, &3 components. SSES ITS 5.5.6 establishes the same
requirements and adds a statement that testing include "applicable
supports" in accordance with Section XI ASME Boiler and Pressure .

Vessel Code requirements per accepted practice and TS
inte retation.
SSES GTS 3.11.1.4 establishes limits for the quantity of radioactive
material contained in "any outside temporary storage tanks" and that
this has been inte reted to be limited to li uid stora e tanks.
SSES GTS 4.6.5.3.d.4, 4.6.5.3.e and 4.6.5.3.f (for the SGT System)
and SSES GTS 4.7.2.d.4, 4.7.2.e and 4.7.2.f (for the CREOAS
System) reference ANSI N510-1975 for testing methodologies or
acceptance aiteria. These references are revised to the applicable
sections of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, consistent with the
existing references in SSES CTS 4.6.5.b.1 and b.2 and 4.7.2.b.1 and
b.2. Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, Sections C.5.a, C.5.c and
C.5.d reference the applicable sections of ANSI N510-1975. The
addition of these references results in no technical changes to
existin testin re uirements.

5.5.9
3.8.3

5.5.6

4.8.1.1.2.c
4.8.1.1.3.c

4.0.5

3.11.1.4

4.6.5.3.dA
4.6.5.3.e
4.6.5.3.f
4.7.2.d.4
4.7.2.e

4.6.5.b.1/b.2
4.7.2.b.1/b.2
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A.8

A.10

Ventilation filter testing requirements for the Standby Gas Treatment
(SGT) System and Control Room Emergency Outside AirSupply

. (CREOAS) System in SSES CTS 4.6.5.3 and SSES CTS 4.7.2,
respectively, are moved to SSES ITS 5.5.7, Ventilation Filter Testing
Program. SSES ITS 5.5.7 willcontain all ventilation filtertesting
r uirements.
SSES GTS 3.11.2.6 establishes a maximum limitof 4% by volume for
the hydrogen "or" oxygen concentration in the main condenser offgas
treatment system. SSES ITS 5.5.8.a requires that a limitbe
established for the concentration of only the hydrogen in the
condenser offgas treatment system. This is consistent with SSES
GTS 4.11.2.6 that currently requires monitoring of hydrogen only,
and is all that is necessa .

SSES GTS 3.11.1.4 governs radioactive material in any outside
temporary tanks and SSES CTS 3.11.2.6 governs the concentration
of hydrogen and oxygen in main condenser offgas treatment system.
These requirements are moved to SSES ITS 5.5.8, Explosive Gas
and Stora e Tank Radioactivit Monitorin Pr ram.
SSES GTS 3.11.1.4 establishes limits for radioactive material stored
in outside "temporary" storage tanks, SSES ITS 5.5.8 replaces the
word "temporary" with a precise description of the what constitutes a
temporary tank, I.e, all outdoor liquid radwaste tanks that are not
surrounded by liners, dikes, or walls, capable of holding the

tanks'ontents

and that do not have tank overfiows and surrounding area
drains connected to the Liquid Radwaste System. The change in
temiinol is an administrative chan e with no im act on safe .

5.5.7

5.5.8

5.5.8

5.5.8

4.6.5.3
4.7.2

3.11.2.6
4.11.2.6

3.11.1.4
3.11.2.6

3.11.1.4
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A.12

SSES ITS 5.5.8 contains an explicit statement that SR 3.0.2 is
applicable because the SSES ITS ApplicabilitySRs are not normally
applied to frequencies identified in the Administrative Controls
Chapter of the Technical Specifications. The addition of this
statement is an administrative change because it maintains an
allowance that is already available in the SSES CTS 3.11.1A and
SSES CTS 3.11.2.6. SSES ITS 5.5.8 contains an explicit statement
that SR 3.0.3 is applicable based on the justification for the addition
of SR 3.0.3 contained in the discussion of changes for SSES ITS
Section 3.0 SR A licabili .

SSES ITS modifies all Technical Specification titles to be generic.
This change is necessary to ensure that simple company
organizational title changes do not result in changes to the SSES
ITS. The change is acceptable because the new generic titles follow
the guidelines ofANSI/ANS 3.1. This change is being made to
inco rate a roved eneric chan e TSTF 65 Rev. 1.

5.5.8

5.5
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Discussion of
Chan e0

Summary . ITS Section GTS Section

Editorial, text, format changes were made of an administrative
nature to conform with conventions used in NUREG 1433.

5.6 6.9

A.3

SSES ITS 5.6, "Reporting Requirements," does not use the
SSES CTS subtitles "Routine Reports," "Annual Reports," or
"Special Reports." The SSES ITS names each individual report
ratherthan rou in re rtsundersubtitles.
SSES GTS requires reports to be submitted to several offices of
the NRC. The SSES ITS requires submittal of reports in
accordance with 10 CFR 50.4. The SSES ITS do not need to
give report submittal details since this material is subject to
change and would require a change to the TS. The SSES ITS
reports'ubmittal requirements are sufficient without including
unnecessa details.
The initial report requirements in SSES CTS 6.9.1.4 and 6.9.1.8
for the Annual Report are being deleted. This initial report was
r uired to be submitted on a one-time basis onl .

SSES GTS 6.9.3.1 has cross references to SSES GTS sections
which are modified in the SSES ITS. The changes are
necessary to ensure the proper SSES ITS sections are
referenced.
The SSES GTS 6.9.2 requirement to submit special reports
within the time period spec Tiied for each report is not retained in
the SSES ITS. Each special report contains requirements for
submittal. This change deletes duplicate requirements in the
Technical S 'fications.
SSES GTS Table 3.3.7.5-1 Action 81,2 requires that a Special
Report be submitted...the action taken ...'. SSES ITS 5.6.7
requires the same actions, and spec Tiically identifies that the
re rt describe the re lanned alternative method of monitorin .

5.6

5.6

5.6

5.6

. 5.6.7

6.9

6.9.1.4
6.9.1.8

6.9.3.1

6.9.2

Table 3.3.7.5-1
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SSES GTS 6.9.3.2 Reference 18 states that the issue date is
September 1994. SSES ITS 5.6.5.b Reference 18 states the
issue date is August 1995. This change is necessary to correct.
a ra hicai error in the SSES CTS for the revision date

5.6.5
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